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The National Defense Authorization Act for FY 2008 (Pub. L. No. 
110-181) established the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan 
Reconstruction (SIGAR). 

SIGAR’s oversight mission, as defined by the legislation, is to provide for the 
independent and objective 
•	 conduct and supervision of audits and investigations relating to the programs  

and operations funded with amounts appropriated or otherwise made available 
for the reconstruction of Afghanistan.

•	 leadership and coordination of, and recommendations on, policies designed 
to promote economy, efficiency, and effectiveness in the administration of the 
programs and operations, and to prevent and detect waste, fraud, and abuse  
in such programs and operations.

•	 means of keeping the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense fully  
and currently informed about problems and deficiencies relating to the 
administration of such programs and operation and the necessity for and 
progress on corrective action.

Afghanistan reconstruction includes any major contract, grant, agreement,  
or other funding mechanism entered into by any department or agency of the  
U.S. government that involves the use of amounts appropriated or otherwise made 
available for the reconstruction of Afghanistan. 

Source: Pub. L. No. 110-181, “National Defense Authorization Act for FY 2008,” 1/28/2008.

(For a list of the congressionally mandated contents of this report, see Section 3.)

An Afghan family relaxes at a playground as the March 21, 2015, afghan new-year holiday (Nowruz) approaches. 
(United Nations assistance Mission in afghanistan photo by Fardin Waezi)

Cover photo:

U.s. secretary of Defense ashton Carter and afghan President ashraf ghani view an honor cordon at  
the Pentagon during President ghani’s March 2015 visit to Washington, DC. (DOD photo by Petty Officer 
2nd Class sean Hurt)
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SPECIAL INSPECTOR GENERAL fOR

AfGHANISTAN RECONSTRUCTION

I am pleased to submit to Congress, and the Secretaries of State and Defense, SIGAR’s 
27th quarterly report on the status of the U.S. reconstruction effort in Afghanistan. While 
challenges remain, this quarter saw positive developments in several areas where SIGAR 
has worked to improve reconstruction activities. 

As a result of a SIGAR investigation that uncovered corruption in the award of a nearly 
$1 billion, multi-year Afghan Ministry of Defense (MOD) fuel contract, SIGAR has devel-
oped a relationship with the new Afghan national-unity government that promises to 
create unique opportunities for us to help them fight corruption. The breakthrough came 
after SIGAR and the Combined Security Transition Command-Afghanistan (CSTC-A) 
briefed President Ashraf Ghani on February 1, 2015, that four contractors had engaged in 
price-fixing, bid-rigging, and bribery prior to the award of the MOD fuel contract, crimi-
nally increasing its cost to the Afghan government and the American taxpayer by more 
than $214 million.

Following the briefing, President Ghani immediately suspended the MOD officials 
involved in the fuel contract award, cancelled the entire contract, warned the contractors 
involved of possible debarment, and assigned an independent Afghan investigator to look 
into the award of the MOD fuel contract, as well as that of an additional 11 MOD contracts 
for other commodities. Such rapid and decisive action sends a strong signal in a country 
routinely rated as one of the world’s most corrupt.

Since then, SIGAR staff and I have met with President Ghani and Chief Executive 
Officer Abdullah Abdullah to discuss ways in which SIGAR can help the Afghan govern-
ment improve its oversight of U.S. reconstruction funds, especially those provided or 
transferred directly to the control of Afghan ministries (“on-budget”). This is significant 
since the United States and its allies have promised to provide an increasing amount of 
funding to Afghanistan on-budget through the Tokyo Mutual Accountability Framework. 

SIGAR investigators and CSTC-A are now working closely with President Ghani’s advi-
sors to investigate allegations of misconduct. At President Ghani’s request, SIGAR is also 
working with the International Organization of Supreme Audit Institutions to facilitate the 
training of Afghan auditors. In addition, SIGAR investigators are preparing fraud-aware-
ness briefings for the staff of the government’s new National Procurement Commission so 
they can more easily identify common indicators of contract fraud and corruption. All of 
this is encouraging.

Due to the issue’s integral role in direct assistance, this quarterly report examines 
the challenges facing the Department of Defense (DOD) as it attempts to determine the 
total force strength of the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF), currently reported 
to number 328,805 personnel. The end-strength numbers of the ANSF should serve as 
one important measure of whether the $65.2 billion the United States has invested in the 
ANSF has succeeded in building a national army and police force capable of securing the 
country and thwarting terrorists. Yet a SIGAR audit report released this quarter of the 
Afghan National Army’s (ANA) personnel and payroll data, as well as an audit released 
in January of the Afghan National Police’s (ANP) personnel and payroll data, found no 
assurance that these data are accurate. 
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We are encouraged that CSTC-A has responded positively to our recommendations. 
However, in our view, DOD needs to ensure that General John F. Campbell, Commander 
of the Resolute Support Mission, and Major General Todd T. Semonite, Commander 
of CSTC-A, have adequate resources if they are to continue to provide this kind of 
focused and aggressive oversight. Likewise, the State Department needs to ensure that 
Ambassador P. Michael McKinley and the U.S. Agency for International Development 
(USAID) have the resources they need to do the same. 

In other work this quarter, SIGAR issued 26 financial audits, performance audits, 
inspections, letters, and other reports examining the reconstruction effort.  

One financial audit questioned approximately $135 million in costs billed to the U.S. gov-
ernment by Jorge Scientific Corporation (now reorganized and rebranded under Imperatis 
Corporation) to implement the Legacy East project. The purpose of the project was to 
provide highly specialized counterinsurgency intelligence experts to mentor and train the 
ANSF. To date, SIGAR’s financial audits have identified nearly $241.8 million in questioned 
costs and $287,163 in unremitted interest on advanced federal funds or other amounts pay-
able to the government. 

A performance audit found that the U.S. government lacked a unified strategy for devel-
oping Afghanistan’s mineral, oil, and natural gas industries. DOD’s Task Force for Business 
and Stability Operations (TFBSO) and USAID did not coordinate their efforts. Moreover, 
the lack of sustainability planning for U.S. projects means that Afghanistan’s extractive 
industries may not reach their full economic potential any time soon.

SIGAR also published three inspection reports. At the $7.7 million Gorimar Industrial 
Park built by USAID, a lack of electricity and missing USAID contract files prevented 
SIGAR from fully assessing whether construction met contract requirements and techni-
cal specifications. An inspection of Shorandam Industrial Park was similarly hindered by a 
lack of electricity and lack of USAID contract files, and, at the time of the inspection, due 
to the presence of the U.S. military, only one business was active at the industrial park, 
which was planned to accommodate 48 businesses. Since the U.S. military’s withdrawal 
from the site, 13 businesses have reportedly committed to moving in, with four opera-
tional as of February 2015. A third inspection found that the ANA slaughterhouse project 
in Pol-i-Charkhi was never fully constructed, and that the contract was terminated due 
to poor contractor performance and because an existing slaughterhouse could meet the 
ANA’s needs.

SIGAR’s Investigations Directorate recovered $1.1 million for the U.S. government from 
fines, restitutions, and forfeitures. SIGAR investigations also resulted in three arrests, five 
criminal informations, seven convictions, four sentencings, and the exclusion of two indi-
viduals from access to U.S. military installations in Afghanistan. SIGAR initiated 29 new 
investigations and closed 36, bringing the total number of ongoing investigations to 324. 
Savings to date from SIGAR investigations total over $571.6 million. 

Another positive development occurred in an area I have discussed in my last eight 
quarterly reports: the need to suspend or debar supporters of the insurgency to prevent 
U.S. reconstruction funds from being used to further destabilize Afghanistan. Beginning 
this quarter, the majority of the 43 individuals and entities that SIGAR referred to the 
U.S. Army have been publicly listed in the General Services Administration’s (GSA) System 
for Award Management, providing a readily accessible notice to contracting officers and 
prime contractors that the listed individuals and entities should be restricted from receiv-
ing contracts, grants, and cooperative agreements. This change is a result of legislation 
recently passed by Congress, SIGAR’s audit recommendations, and coordination between 
SIGAR’s suspension and debarment program and DOD. The result is a workable process 
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that provides notice of exclusions from contracting based on support to insurgents and 
terrorists. While the change represents progress, it still leaves unscathed a significant 
portion of the individuals or entities that SIGAR has concluded should be debarred or 
suspended from receiving government contracts. SIGAR will continue to press to have all 
such individuals or entities added to GSA’s list.

In this reporting period, cumulative U.S. appropriations for Afghanistan reconstruc-
tion grew by $2.3 billion to nearly $109.8 billion. The higher total includes State and 
USAID FY 2015 draft allocations for Afghanistan which were recently submitted to 
Congress for final approval. Meanwhile, $14.9 billion remains in the pipeline to be spent, 
and new initiatives such as USAID’s $216 million Promote program to empower Afghan 
women and the $800 million “New Development Partnership” were recently announced. 
This is a vast amount of money, and a number of extremely important and complicated 
new programs that will continue to need effective management and oversight in an 
ever-dangerous environment.

As the drawdown of U.S. personnel from Afghanistan proceeds, SIGAR remains 
the largest single U.S. law-enforcement and oversight presence in the country with 42 
U.S. positions, supported by local Afghan staff. In Afghanistan as well as here in Arlington, 
all of us are dedicated to SIGAR’s mission of preventing and detecting waste, fraud, and 
abuse of reconstruction funds, and promoting economy, efficiency, and effectiveness in 
the administration of reconstruction programs and operations. We look forward to con-
tinuing to work with Congress and our other stakeholders to protect U.S. taxpayer funds 
and ensure our reconstruction effort succeeds at this most important moment in our 
14-year effort in Afghanistan.  

Respectfully,

John F. Sopko
Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction
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ExEcutivE Summary

SIGAR OVERVIEW

Audits
SIGAR produced one audit letter, two performance 
audits, five financial audits, and three inspections.
The audit letter addressed: 
•	 SIGAR’s final assessment of the use of incinerators 

and burn pits in Afghanistan.

The performance audits found:
•	 The processes the Afghan National Army (ANA) and 

Ministry of Defense (MOD) use to collect and report 
personnel and payroll data have weaknesses and 
insufficient oversight, making it difficult to ensure 
that U.S. direct-assistance funds are being used to pay 
authorized personnel their correct salaries. 

•	 The U.S. government does not have a unified strategy 
to develop Afghanistan’s potentially multi-billion-
dollar extractives industry, that the U.S. Embassy 
Kabul did little to coordinate interagency activities 
aimed at developing Afghanistan’s extractive 
industries, and that although Ministry of Mines and 
Petroleum (MOMP) officials have developed some 
technical, legal, and commercial knowledge, MOMP 
still lacks the technical capacity to research, award, 
and manage new contracts without external support. 

The financial audits identified a record of over $135.1 mil-
lion in questioned costs as a result of internal-control 
deficiencies and noncompliance issues. These deficien-
cies and noncompliance issues included, among other 
things, failure to retain supporting documentation for 
nearly $130 million of a subcontractor’s costs, excess funds 
retained after the conclusion of a cooperative agreement’s 
closeout period, lack of compliance with DOD regula-
tions for arming employees, failure to follow competitive 
procurement procedures, costs incurred after the end of 
an award’s period of performance, inadequate justifica-
tions for sole-source procurements, ineligible travel costs, 
and purchase of potentially unnecessary and unenforce-
able Defense Base Act (DBA) insurance (DBA insurance 
coverage does not apply to recipients of grants and coop-
erative agreements except in certain circumstances).

The inspection reports of U.S.-funded facilities found:
•	 A lack of electricity and contract files from the U.S. 

Agency for International Development (USAID) at 
the $7.7 million Gorimar Industrial Park prevented 
SIGAR from fully assessing whether construction met 
contract requirements and technical specifications.

This report provides a summary of SIGAR’s oversight work and an update on developments in the three 
major sectors of Afghanistan’s reconstruction effort from January 1 to March 31, 2015.* It also includes 
a commentary on the need to improve the reliability of numbers reporting on Afghan security forces. 
During this reporting period, SIGAR published 26 audits, inspections, letters, and other reports assess-
ing the U.S. efforts to build the Afghan security forces, improve governance, and facilitate economic and 
social development. These reports identified a number of problems, including a lack of accountability, 
failures of planning, and construction deficiencies. The monetary results from SIGAR’s ongoing investiga-
tions totaled over $1.1 million from criminal fines, restitutions, and forfeitures. SIGAR investigations also 
resulted in three arrests, seven convictions, five criminal informations, four sentencings, and the exclu-
sion of two individuals from U.S. military installations. SIGAR’s suspension and debarment program expe-
rienced a major breakthrough this quarter, as the majority of the 43 individuals and entities that SIGAR 
referred to the Army have been publicly listed in the General Services Administration’s System for Award 
Management, providing a readily accessible notice to contracting officers and prime contractors that 
the listed individuals and entities should be restricted from receiving contracts, grants, and cooperative 
agreements. Additionally, SIGAR referred 22 individuals and 22 companies for suspension or debarment 
based on allegations that they engaged in fraud and non-performance in contracts.

* SIGAR may also report on products and events occurring 
after March 31, 2015, up to the publication date.
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•	 A similar lack of electricity and USAID contract files 
at Shorandam Industrial Park hindered SIGAR’s 
inspection. At the time of the inspection, due to the 
presence of the U.S. military, only one business was 
active at the industrial park, planned to accommodate 
48 businesses. Since the U.S. military’s withdrawal 
from the Shorandam Industrial Park site, 13 
businesses have reportedly committed to moving in, 
with four operational as of February 2015

•	 The ANA slaughterhouse project in Pol-i-Charkhi 
was never fully constructed, and that the contract 
was first suspended, then terminated, due to poor 
contractor performance and the decision that an 
existing slaughterhouse could meet the ANA’s needs

NEW Audits ANd iNsPECtiONs
This quarter, SIGAR initiated two new performance 
audits to assess USAID’s efforts to support and improve 
Afghanistan’s healthcare sector and the Department of 
Defense’s (DOD) procurement, maintenance, and over-
sight of ANSF organizational clothing and individual 
equipment. SIGAR also initiated two new inspections 
of the women’s dormitory at Herat University and of 
Bagrami Industrial Park.

sPECiAl PrOjECts
During this reporting period, the Office of Special Projects 
issued 14 products, including a referral letter, fact sheets, 
and inquiry letters addressing issues including:
•	 SIGAR’s ongoing review of the Task Force for 

Business and Stability Operations (TFBSO) 
•	 The analysis underlying the current and future size and 

structure of the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF)
•	 Apparently significantly wasteful tank-truck offload 

facility construction at current and former U.S. 
military bases in Afghanistan

•	 Afghanistan’s ability to assess and collect 
customs revenue

•	 SIGAR analysis of DOD’s data submission on 
contract obligations, which could only account for 
$21 billion (whereas DOD has received $65 billion in 
appropriations)

•	 The status of the requested preservation of 
TFBSO records

•	 USAID’s Promote program
•	 The Afghan budget shortfall
•	 Resolute Support Mission’s efforts to ensure the 

effectiveness and sustainability of the ANSF
•	 The availability of reliable and sustainable electric 

power for Kandahar City
•	 SIGAR analysis of the use of Commander’s 

Emergency Response Program funds in Afghanistan

iNvEstigAtiONs
During the reporting period, SIGAR investigations saved 
the U.S. government more than $1.1 million in fines, 
restitutions, and forfeitures. Criminal investigations 
resulted in three arrests, seven convictions, five crimi-
nal informations, four sentencings, and the exclusion 
of two individuals from U.S. military installations in 
Afghanistan. SIGAR initiated 29 new investigations and 
closed 36, bringing the total number of ongoing inves-
tigations to 324. SIGAR’s suspension and debarment 
program referred 22 individuals and 22 companies for 
suspension or debarment.
Investigations highlights include:
•	 A former U.S. military member was sentenced for a 

fuel-theft scheme and ordered to pay over $422,000 
in restitution.

•	 A U.S. National Guard sergeant pled guilty to 
conspiracy to receive and accept bribes.

•	 Two U.S. military members pled guilty to conspiracy 
to commit bribery and money laundering in 
connection with fuel loss.

•	 An Afghan national was arrested for bribery after 
being summoned to the Afghan Attorney General’s 
Office (AGO).

•	 Two people were sentenced for conspiracy to 
commit money laundering.

•	 An Afghan national was convicted for embezzling over 
$530,000 and ordered to pay restitution of $539,173.

•	 An Afghan national was arrested by the AGO on 
suspicion of fraud.

•	 A former U.S. Air Force captain pled guilty to a two-
count criminal information.

•	 The discovery of fuel theft led to an Afghan national 
being barred from a military installation.
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“With the U.S. government and the 
international community planning  

to continue funding ANA salaries for 
several more years, it is crucial that DOD 

and the MOD improve their ability to verify 
the accuracy of ANA personnel numbers 

and salary disbursements.” 

— SIGAR Audit Report 15-54-AR
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QUEstIonaBLE ansF nUMBERs 
thICkEn Fog oF waR In aFghanIstan

Overview
Numbers matter. They can be used to gauge progress in health, human 
rights, economic development, and education. In Afghanistan, some num-
bers have a life-and-death weight to them. The end-strength numbers of the 
Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) should serve as one important 
measure of whether the $65.2 billion the United States has invested in the 
ANSF has succeeded in building a national army and police force capable of 
securing the country and thwarting terrorists. 

Yet this year, SIGAR has issued two audit reports that highlight the chal-
lenges the United States faces in gathering reliable information about the 
total size of the ANSF, reported as of February 20, 2015, to number 328,805 
personnel. A new SIGAR audit of the Afghan National Army’s (ANA) per-
sonnel and payroll data, as well as one released in January of the Afghan 
National Police’s (ANP) personnel and payroll data, found no assurance 
that these data are accurate. 

Without reliable data on ANSF strength, the United States cannot deter-
mine whether the billions it has spent on recruiting, training, equipping, and 
sustaining the ANSF since fiscal year (FY) 2002 has been spent properly, or 
accurately calculate what additional funding may be needed. 

Accurate counts of troops present for duty are also vital to commanders 
at all levels as a basic indicator of ability to carry out tactical and opera-
tional missions. These numbers also affect activities like recruiting, paying, 
equipping, training, housing, feeding, transporting, and otherwise sustaining 
units. Unit-strength and equipment numbers also feed directly into systems 
for assessing ANSF readiness and capability. Numbers provide a basis for 
budgeting and planning—including planning the pace of U.S. and other 
Coalition forces’ drawdown from Afghanistan. 

SIGAR’s audit of ANA personnel data illustrates the cause for concern. 
A team of SIGAR auditors made unannounced visits to the headquarters of 
the Afghan National Army’s 207th Corps in Herat Province and the 209th 
Corps in Balkh Province, and the Afghan Air Force (AAF) air wing based in 
Kabul. The auditors collected information on 134 service personnel present 
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for duty. Of these, the identities of only 103 could be verified against ANA 
personnel data. One in nine had no ANA identification card. Of 35 persons 
present at Balkh, only 23 had an ANA ID card, and five were not listed in the 
ANSF human-resources data base.1

The auditors also found inconsistent use of daily rosters, lack of veri-
fication of personnel numbers, unsupervised paper-based and manually 
submitted data systems, weak controls, and Afghan ministry failures to 
submit financial records to the U.S. military, among other difficulties. In 
addition to inviting and obscuring waste of money, such deficiencies can 
create destructive ripple effects in integrity, effectiveness, loyalty, morale, 
public support, and other factors that affect the likelihood of developing 
and sustaining a strong Afghan security force.

Another risk factor is that as the United States reduces its military and 
civilian personnel in Afghanistan, it is becoming increasingly difficult for 
SIGAR and other federal agencies to conduct in-person checks of ANSF 
personnel data or make direct observation of other activity. The United 
States will be forced to rely even more heavily on Afghan self-reporting for 
most personnel numbers. SIGAR’s audit of the ANA found that this means 
“increasingly limited visibility” over data collection and “significant risk” of 
waste and abuse of salary payments to the ANSF 2—not to mention the risk 
of adverse impacts on the outlook for mission success.

GettinG GOOd numbers fOr the Ansf mAtters
As of February 2015, the combined assigned strength of the ANA and the 
AAF was reported as 167,024, plus 7,096 civilian employees. ANP strength 
was reported as 154,685.3 The army and air force are controlled by the 
Afghan Ministry of Defense (MOD), the police by the Afghan Ministry of 
Interior (MOI).4 

SIGAR auditors check Afghan soldiers’ identification. (SIGAR photo)
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The reported strength numbers of the ANSF represent a remark-
able effort by the United States, other donors, and Afghanistan since 
December 2002, when the ANSF did not exist.

End-strength targets have expanded over time. In December 2002, 
Afghan and international-donor countries including the United States 
agreed at the Bonn II conference in Germany that the initial goal for the 
ANA would be 70,000 personnel, including civilian employees and MOD per-
sonnel; the target for the national police was later set at 62,000 personnel.5 
Current end-strength targets for the ANSF are 195,000 plus 8,004 civilian 
employees for the ANA and the AAF, and 157,000 for the ANP, for a total of 
360,004, or 352,000 net of civilians. As most recently reported to SIGAR, the 
ANSF now stands at more than 90% of target end-strength.

Reliable numbers from the ANSF are important for several reasons:
•	 They are one indicator of the Afghan government’s ability to sustainably 

defend the country against the Taliban insurgency, provide domestic 
security for the population, and prevent terrorist groups like al-Qaeda 
from staging new attacks from Afghan soil.

•	 Security-force numbers can reflect changes in popular support 
that affect issues like ANSF recruitment, morale, retention, 
desertion, attrition, and other factors that bear on the outlook for 
long-term success.

•	 Planning and building up a security force necessitates increasing 
requirements in financial disbursements, recruiting efforts, 
barracks and other facilities, training and equipment, medical care, 
administrative processes, and internal controls. Managing those 
processes depends in large part on solid personnel numbers.

•	 Because Afghanistan cannot afford a large security force, most of the 
costs of recruiting, paying, equipping, training, moving, supplying, and 
otherwise sustaining the ANSF have been paid by the United States. 
More than $65 billion of the approximately $109.8 billion appropriated 
by Congress for Afghan reconstruction since FY 2002 has been for 
support of Afghan security forces. ANSF numbers directly affect the 
budget requirements for these functions.

•	 Afghan efforts to move ANSF assigned strengths toward end-strength 
target levels affect U.S. and Coalition planners’ decisions on the pace of 
international withdrawals of troops and capabilities while working to 
attain security objectives. 

However, the ANSF is not the only area of reconstruction where SIGAR 
and other oversight agencies have encountered faulty data in Afghanistan. 
SIGAR quarterly reports, audits, inspections, special projects, and investiga-
tions have documented gaps, inaccuracies, fraud, poor recordkeeping, and 
questionable practices in matters ranging from fuel purchases and school 
enrollments to contract management and financial-information systems. 
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All those matters and others require attention and action. But the success 
of the entire reconstruction mission depends on the capability and perfor-
mance of the ANSF. Unfortunately, obtaining accurate data on the ANSF has 
been difficult, data verification is challenging, and data reliability appears 
likely to deteriorate. 

errOrs COmpliCAte numbers repOrtinG
In February 2015, NATO’s Resolute Support Mission in Afghanistan 
advised SIGAR that the ANSF strength numbers provided between April 
and October 2014 were incorrect due to an “accounting error.” After the 
accounting error was discovered in September, the U.S. military had given 
corrected numbers to the Department of Defense (DOD) for its reporting to 
Congress, but not to SIGAR until after its January 2015 quarterly report had 
been published.6

In February 2015, SIGAR issued a supplement to its January 2015 quar-
terly report that included the recently provided, corrected 2014 quarterly 
data for ANSF strengths while noting some long-standing problems with 
accountability and personnel tracking.7 For example, SIGAR’s October 2014 
quarterly report showed that for 10 previous reporting quarters, the U.S. 
military had reported civilians as part of ANA force strength six times, but 
excluded them four times, even though DOD’s Inspector General (DOD 
IG) in a 2012 audit of the ANA payroll process had called counting civilians 
a risk because it could overstate costs and cause overfunding.8 The DOD 
IG’s audit also reported, among other issues, weak internal controls, lack 
of written procedures, and classification and arithmetic errors, and use of 
summary data that made errors in details unidentifiable.9

At other times, SIGAR has observed that reported numbers for ANA 
“echelons above corps” were calculated as a result of formula-based 
calculations on a spreadsheet, not as an input of actual observation and 
reporting.10 As discussed in the Security section of this report, SIGAR has 
also raised concerns that certain components of the ANP could have been 
double counted, and the United States Forces-Afghanistan’s (USFOR-A) ini-
tial report on ANP numbers for this quarter had a grand total that exceeded 
the sum of its parts by 728 positions.

The recently revised ANA strengths, including air force and civil-
ian employees, reported to SIGAR by USFOR-A and published in 
the February 2015 supplement, showed a decline from 184,839 in 
February 2014, to 169,203 in November. The decline amounted to more 
than 15,000 personnel—roughly equivalent to a full Afghan army corps. The 
ANA has only six corps (plus one division in Kabul), so a decline of this 
magnitude necessarily has repercussions in recruitment needs, force man-
agement, readiness assessment, and operational planning.
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One source of difficulty in getting accurate numbers for Afghan soldiers 
lies in the fact that the U.S. military must rely on reports compiled by 
another organization in another language for a ministry in another govern-
ment. And however well-intentioned and diligent Afghan officials may be, 
their impoverished, battle-scarred country presents other challenges to 
effective recordkeeping, including high illiteracy, low access to electric-
ity, limited computerization of processes, and inadequate numbers of 
skilled technicians.

A March 2015 memo from USFOR-A to SIGAR says “the authoritative 
source” for ANA strength data is the MOD’s Afghan Personnel Accounting 
and Strength Report (PASR). That data is converted to a report known as 
the PERSTAT, “which is easier to use by English speakers, but unfortunately 
can be subject to error when transposed from the Afghan PASR.” The two 
sources “on rare occasions” show different numbers for the same reporting 
month, requiring analysts to cross-check data-formula spreadsheet cells in 
the two reports.11 

SIGAR is encouraged that the U.S. military is making efforts to improve 
its ability to collect, assemble, and report reliable data on Afghan forces. 
We commend their efforts. But no matter how diligent and effective those 
efforts may be, the quality of the end product depends heavily on the raw-
data input. And that is a problem.

As the USFOR-A memo notes, the Resolute Support Mission is working 
with the Afghans to expand use of an automated information-management 
system, but “the reporting system for Afghan Security Forces personnel is 
still largely manual”—relying, that is, on piles of paper.12

Paper-based record systems are fertile grounds for recording errors, 
transcription errors, compilation errors, loss of records, and misconduct. 
But SIGAR’s audits demonstrate that those are not the only risk factors that 
should raise questions about data accuracy and about possible impacts on 
mission success. Unfortunately, SIGAR and other oversight agencies have 
observed that the Afghan government is unlikely to field a comprehensive 
and effective electronic-information system in the near future, given the 
country’s lack of electricity, widespread illiteracy, and shortage of revenues.

AnA numbers Are flAwed frOm the Outset
To identify risks to U.S. funds related to ANA payroll requirements, SIGAR’s 
Audits and Inspections Directorate reviewed documents dating back to 
2004 and conducted field inspections and document samplings at Kabul, 
Herat, and Mazar-e-Sharif in Afghanistan.

The resulting report, released in April 2015 and summarized in the SIGAR 
Oversight section of this quarterly report, found that “The ANA’s process 
for collecting unit-level attendance data, upon which all ANA personnel and 
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payroll data is based, has limited [Afghan] oversight and weak controls, and 
is not consistently applied across ANA locations.”13

The SIGAR auditors observed, among other things:
•	 The Afghan MOD, the U.S. Combined Security Transition Command–

Afghanistan (CSTC-A), and the Essential Function 4 staff of NATO’s 
Resolute Support Mission all lack written procedures for determining 
the accuracy of ANA personnel and payroll data.

•	 Roster reports are manually transmitted to ANA data aggregators, 
manually transmitted to the MOD, then manually transmitted to CSTC-A 
and NATO.

•	 Payroll data are manually transmitted to ANA compilers, manually 
transmitted to ANA corps aggregators, then manually transmitted to 
Ministry of Finance regional offices and the MOD finance staff.

•	 The ANA payroll system “consists of 160,000 pages of handwritten 
payroll records.”

•	 The Afghan Ministry of Finance’s data system requires manual entry, 
is not linked to other systems, and does not record payments to 
individual soldiers.

•	 Some daily rosters had only check marks—apparently made by a single 
individual—beside soldiers’ names rather than their signatures, as 
officially required.

•	 Neither U.S. nor MOD officials observe roster signings, verify them, or 
reconcile them against other data.

•	 CSTC-A had no standardized, documented data-verification or 
reconciliation procedures for NATO personnel to follow as they took on 
responsibilities for the Resolute Support Mission. One U.S. advisor told 
SIGAR’s auditors he used previous reports and his familiarity with ANA 
units to spot anomalies, but the auditors caution that “the use of ad hoc, 
informal procedures . . . might not be effective or replicable.”14

Given the weaknesses of the underlying data and the limited Afghan 
oversight of its collection, the new SIGAR audit concludes, “the U.S. govern-
ment cannot verify how the Afghan government is spending the hundreds 
of millions of dollars in direct assistance it is given annually to pay for ANA 
personnel salaries.”15 

That is a major concern: from 2009 through the end of 2014, the United 
States has contributed $2.3 billion to pay ANA salaries and incentives.16 
These payments are expected to continue through 2017 and possibly longer, 
so possible consequences of the persistent reporting weaknesses include 
under- or overpaying Afghan personnel for honest service, and paying for 
dead, deserted, or nonexistent soldiers kept on rolls by error or intention—
whether to augment a superior’s pay or to enable a dead soldier’s family to 
go on collecting pay in lieu of a death benefit. In addition, the lack of a fully 
automated system to report and track personnel and payroll data means 

essential function 4: “Force generation” 
is one of eight Essential Functions (EFs) 
performed by the nato Resolute support 
Mission in afghanistan. It covers efforts 
to recruit, train, and equip afghan forces. 
other EFs include intelligence, internal 
controls, and strategic communications. 

Source: NATO.
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errors and inconsistencies will continue, “and the data will remain subject 
to manipulation.”17

The weaknesses summarized in SIGAR’s audit of ANA, combined with 
the continuing drawdown of U.S. and other Coalition personnel, portend 
even less visibility into personnel and pay data collection and reporting. As 
a result, the auditors warn:

The U.S. government will become even more reliant on the 
MOD’s ability to verify the accuracy of the ANA personnel 
and payroll data it collects. Unless the MOD develops the 
capability to ensure and verify the accuracy of this data, 
there is a significant risk that U.S. funding for ANA salaries 
will be wasted or abused.18

Beyond the financial-accountability and stewardship concerns, con-
tinuing weaknesses in the numbers-collection process will undermine the 
ability of the ANSF to plan and execute military operations. 

CSTC-A’s response to SIGAR’s audit of ANA personnel and payroll data 
said the command is “aware of the systemic problems and is committed to 
fixing the problems that have existed over the years.”19 CSTC-A Commander 
Major General Todd T. Semonite said in a memo that CSTC-A is coordi-
nating with the Resolute Support Mission to help establish an integrated 
personnel and pay system, “the best technical approach to resolve human 
errors, inefficiencies, poor record management, unverifiable data, misman-
agement and/or corruption.” While agreeing that accurate and verifiable 
data are important, the general noted that changes in the mission and struc-
ture of Coalition forces in Afghanistan mean the drive for tighter oversight 
must be Afghan-led, that Afghan ministries need to enforce existing policies 
better, and that an integrated system likely cannot be operational before 
April 2017. He added that CSTC-A and Resolute Support Mission advisors 
“will place additional controls in the [Afghan FY] 1395 financial commit-
ment letter to strengthen personnel verification and internal audit control.”

CSTC-A’s comments recognize the difficulties of obtaining reliable num-
bers on the ANSF. However, they also indicate that the multi-billion-dollar 
U.S. financial support of Afghan security forces will have continued for 
15 years by the time an integrated personnel and payroll information system 
is finally in place.

Turning to the other main component of the ANSF, the Afghan National 
Police, SIGAR auditors reported earlier this year that similar disturbing 
weaknesses also persist there.

Anp numbers prOCess is AlsO weAk
Despite the $16-plus billion the United States has spent on the ANP since 
2002, SIGAR auditors concluded in their January 2015 audit that “There is 
still no assurance that personnel and payroll data are accurate.”20

ANA personnel and payroll systems rely 
heavily on paper and manual transfers. 
(Photo provided by CSTC-A)
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Some ANP data problems resemble those observed in the new SIGAR 
audit of the Afghan army: a largely paper-based system, little oversight, dif-
ficult verification, lack of documented verification procedures, inconsistent 
use, errors in records, missing ID cards, and inadequate computerized sys-
tems with thousands of erroneous or incomplete records.

As with the ANA, these are not new problems. The audit report cites a 
2006 assessment by the DOD and State Department inspectors general that 
ANP numbers were inflated and that “there is no personnel accounting sys-
tem in place.”21 

Auditors found the only control on ANP attendance was a requirement 
that personnel sign a roster every day. But ANP provincial officials said 
there were no daily sign-ins for the ordinary patrolmen who constitute 
about half the force. Instead, their presence is indicated only in officers’ 
manual entries for daily food requirements. Personnel get a cash stipend 
to buy food each day, so the auditors caution that “a lack of controls could 
incentivize commanding officers to falsify their attendance to obtain 
this stipend.”22

SIGAR’s auditors also reviewed two issues that affect the ANP but not 
the army.

First, nearly 20% of ANP personnel are at risk of not receiving their full 
pay because they are paid by an MOI-appointed “trusted agent” with little 
oversight or documentation. CSTC-A officials told SIGAR that corruption in 
the trusted-agent system might be costing affected police as much as 50% of 
their pay.23

Second, the auditors reported a lack of detail, documentation, and consis-
tency in monitoring work by the agent for the United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP), which oversees funds for police salaries channeled 
through the Law and Order Trust Fund for Afghanistan, or LOTFA. The 
result could be substantial over-reporting of the extent of ANP personnel 
verification.24 The United States is the largest single donor to LOTFA.

CSTC-A, the UNDP, and the MOI are responsible for verifying ANP 
personnel and payroll data, but SIGAR’s auditors judged those entities’ 
verification efforts “ad hoc and uncoordinated,” so that there has been no 
comprehensive verification of ANP data. CSTC-A officials said staff short-
ages prevented them from conducting required full audits or obtaining all 
documents MOI is supposed to submit. The audit also notes that CSTC-A 
officials confirmed that “over the past year they accepted, without question, 
all personnel totals provided by the MOI.”25

As with the ANA, the reduction in U.S. and Coalition forces has reduced 
U.S. day-to-day direct oversight of the ANP. Consequently, the U.S. military 
increasingly relies on the MOI’s self-reported numbers and on the UNDP’s 
oversight of LOTFA distributions. “Unless the MOI develops the capabil-
ity to ensure and verify the accuracy of ANP personnel and payroll data,” 
SIGAR’s audit warns, “there is a significant risk that a large portion of the 
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more than $300 million in annual U.S. government funding for ANP salaries 
will be wasted or abused.”26

CSTC-A’s comments on the draft of SIGAR’s ANP audit were responsive 
and detailed. The command acknowledged problems with data collec-
tion and verification, and described a variety of countermeasures and 
improvements. Among other things, CSTC-A noted that: its new commit-
ment letter with the MOI provides for 5% funding cuts any time a milestone 
for ANP reporting progress is missed; MOI committed to 100% matching 
of personnel to records in its human-resources data base; a new CSTC-A 
division will establish controls and monitor integration of MOI’s payment, 
human-resource, and financial-management systems; and the UNDP’s 
management of LOTFA will face funding cuts unless reporting from its 
ANP-monitoring agents improves.27 Once fully implemented, these steps 
could be very helpful.

Meanwhile, aside from the threat to good stewardship of U.S. tax dol-
lars, the risk of substantial waste and abuse of ANP salaries can have ripple 
effects on perceptions of corruption, legitimacy of the Afghan government, 
and force morale. As with the ANA, such effects can ultimately affect 
security personnel’s willingness to stand and fight. Matters of money and 
mission cannot be separated.

Ansf repOrtinG CAn And must imprOve
SIGAR’s 2015 audits of ANA and ANP data reporting have similar recom-
mendations for improvement: requiring daily sign-ins, increasing presence 
of oversight personnel, requiring Afghan ministries to complete fully func-
tional automated systems with controls, and implementing a formal system 
to verify personnel and payroll data. In addition, the ANP audit addresses 
the need for better oversight of MOI’s trusted-agent system and for the 
UNDP’s agent that monitors LOTFA disbursements. 

The command’s supportive response suggests that CSTC-A is moving 
quickly to solve the problems. CSTC-A noted in its comments to the ANP 
audit that its commitment letter signed with the MOI includes conditions 
that could reduce U.S. funding if personnel identification, data collection, 
and verification measures do not reach stated targets.28 

As the U.S. ground presence in Afghanistan shrinks, as American and 
allied public and political support for large-scale aid declines, and as U.S. 
attention shifts to other threats, the importance of having accurate data to 
inform decisions on the ANSF’s financial and operational requirements will 
become ever more apparent.
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ACCurAte numbers Are vitAl, but dOn’t tell All
Accurate ANSF personnel counts are essential to planning and budgeting, 
and to serve as one input to unit assessments. But numbers of personnel 
and equipment are not exhaustive or conclusive predictors of operational 
success. In June 2014, for example, an Islamic State force of about 800 
soldiers with no heavy weapons apparently routed two U.S.-trained and 
-equipped Iraqi army divisions numbering about 30,000 soldiers, leading 
to the capture of Iraq’s northern city of Mosul.29 The outcome would not 
have been predictable based solely on data comparisons. Ethnic, tribal, and 
religious factors not captured in human-resources data banks or in military 
tables of organization and equipment may have been at play.

A U.S. Army War College paper offers the useful caveat that “Military 
power is more than just the aggregation of personnel, equipment, and 
weaponry. Leadership, morale, and discipline also remain vital factors of 
military power.” Citing another historical example, the paper adds, “Despite 
rough quantitative parity between the Iraqi military and the allied coalition, 
the dismal Iraqi performance in the Gulf War [of 1991] demonstrated the 
enduring relevance of those intangibles.”30 The U.S. Army’s official counter-
insurgency manual makes a similar point: “In the case of counterinsurgency, 
quality tends to be more important than quantity.”31 

In testimony before Congress this quarter, the commander of U.S. 
Forces–Afghanistan also drew the contrast between tangible and 
intangible factors. General John F. Campbell told the Senate Armed 
Services Committee:

While the conventional [ANSF] still have capability gaps 
and shortfalls, they do possess significant assets to fight 
the insurgents—e.g. heavy mortars, D-30s howitzers, armed 
Mi-17s, armored vehicles, etc.—and dedicated training 
with these platforms. The insurgents have none of these. 
However, the [ANSF] would greatly benefit from improved 

However neatly filed, numbers need to be accurate and verifiable. (SIGAR photo)
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leadership and increased confidence; [ANSF] soldiers and 
police perform well when they are well led. “There are no 
bad soldiers, only bad leaders.” That is why our insistence on 
sound leadership and strict accountability remains our most 
important guiding principle.32

The general added, however, that Afghan forces’ performance has “high-
lighted capability gaps and shortfalls that will likely persist for years,” most 
critically in aviation, intelligence, special operations, and the ability to plan, 
program, budget, and manage human resources.33 

To its credit, the U.S. military has long devoted considerable effort to 
devising and applying schemes to measure the readiness and capabilities 
of Afghan forces. The Security sections of SIGAR quarterly reports have 
described these various efforts, conducted under acronyms like CM, CUAT, 
RASR, RASR-Lite, and now MAAR, or Monthly ANSF Assessment Report. 
The MAAR assessments produce ratings at corps or division level based on 
scores for command, leadership, combined-arms operations, command and 
control, personnel and training, and sustainment.34 

SIGAR has repeatedly expressed concerns about the limitations, shifting 
criteria, and possible grade-inflation incentives in ANSF capability-rating 
schemes. For example, a February 2014 SIGAR audit observed that under a 
September 2010 revision to the former Commander’s Unit Assessment Tool 
(CUAT), one criterion for an ANA unit’s achieving a high rating of “effective 
with advisors” was having more than 85% of authorized levels of critical 
equipment. In August 2011, that criterion was changed to 75% or more. 
Meanwhile, the audit noted, the assessment process suffered from unclear 
guidance, disparities in quantities and quality of information, and inconsis-
tencies in evaluations.35

When dubious-quality numerical data feed into capability and readiness 
assessments that have themselves not always been consistently applied, 
there is a risk that defects in the original data will invisibly expand the mar-
gins of uncertainty in capability or readiness assessments, possibly leading 
to undeserved pessimism or unwarranted confidence. 

Possible new concerns include the fact that the smaller in-country U.S. 
footprint will further limit the ability to observe, assess, and advise ANSF 
forces at the tactical levels where much counterinsurgency activity takes 
place. Going forward, the consequence is greatly reduced availability of 
non-quantitative, yet still important, information.

Whatever the rating scheme in use, some important elements of capabil-
ity and effectiveness will be hard to measure even if they are included. As 
the Army’s counterinsurgency manual says, “Subjective and intuitive assess-
ment must not be replaced by an exclusive focus on data or metrics.”36 
Adam Mausner, a specialist in Afghan and Iraqi security matters with the 
Center for Strategic and International Studies, has written on the difficulty 
of measuring loyalty, especially in a country like Afghanistan, where tribal 
and other networks vie for adherents; the effects of unit history; “hearts and 
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minds” skills like avoiding civilian casualties; and the impacts of corrup-
tion on morale and effectiveness.37 The reduced ability of American military 
professionals to add their first-hand narratives to quantitative information 
on ANSF units makes it all the more important that the numerical data 
be accurate. 

Further, the results of measuring Afghan forces’ strength, equipment, and 
capability cannot be assessed in a vacuum. The essential follow-up question 
is, “Compared to what?” The other variable in the struggle for Afghanistan 
is the strength and capability of the insurgency. General Campbell told 
Senators that Afghan insurgents

begin 2015 weakened, but not yet defeated. Politically, 
they have become increasingly marginalized. However, 
the Taliban remain a resilient, lethal force in spite of the 
fact that they accomplished none of their major strategic 
or operational objectives in 2014 and suffered consider-
able casualties. . . . It is unlikely that the Taliban will be 
able to overmatch the [ANSF] on the battlefield in 2015. 
Nonetheless, the Taliban will still endeavor to frame local-
ized, tactical successes (albeit temporary) into strategic 
victories through the media.38

Useful rating systems for assessing ANSF units are important tools 
for gauging the Afghan government’s prospects for battlefield success. 
Insurgents can, of course, pursue much of their agenda while avoiding 
pitched battles altogether, as by using improvised explosive devices, mines, 
suicide bombers, and assassinations to achieve political and public opinion 
goals that may not be attainable on the battlefield. A full analysis of ANSF 
capabilities for dealing with the full range of security threats requires solid 
quantitative data, informed judgments such as those supplied by American 
officers’ observations of results of Afghan tactical engagements and opera-
tions, and standardized use of unit-assessment tools.

missiOn suCCess requires reliAble numbers
SIGAR and other federal oversight agencies have repeatedly pointed out 
failures to insist on accurate data collection, verifiable information, records 
preservation, transparency, and accountability in the processes used to 
measure the massive U.S. investment in ANSF personnel, weaponry, and 
sustainment. Those weaknesses—aggravated by short-term deployments 
of many U.S. personnel and inconsistent use of assessment tools that 
undermine consistency, erode institutional memory, invite incomplete 
documentation, and risk archival-data loss—place large portions of that 
investment at risk. 

Mitigating that risk grows ever more difficult. Hundreds of U.S. and 
Coalition bases have closed, tens of thousands of international troops have 
left, and resource- and security-related constraints on travel in-country 
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continue to tighten for U.S. and other advisory and oversight personnel. 
Reliance on Afghan data sources and third-party monitors will grow.

Because both tangible and intangible components of ANSF unit strength, 
readiness, and capability are important, strenuous efforts to obtain more 
accurate, verifiable, and revealing data must continue. Yet whatever their 
documented level of staffing, training, equipment, and pay, soldiers can 
desert. Police can take bribes or overlook relatives’ and friends’ crimes. 
And outnumbered, outgunned smaller forces can and sometimes do defeat 
larger forces.

The pursuit of precise and vetted data should not foster overconfidence 
in the conclusiveness of any specific metric based on personnel and readi-
ness numbers. As sociologist William B. Cameron wrote more than 50 years 
ago, “Not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything that 
counts can be counted.”39 Still, as a basis for judging the progress of the 
reconstruction mission in Afghanistan, accurate counting is a necessary, if 
not fully sufficient, condition for success.



Source: C-SPAN, Washington Journal, “U.S.-Funded Reconstruction in Afghanistan,” January 5, 2015.

“You can’t spend $104 billion dollars in 
such a small country and not have some 
success. But the question we’re really 
asking is ‘could we have done better? 
Could we have done more? Could we 

have had more success?’ And those are 
the issues we’re faced with.” 

— Special Inspector General John F. Sopko
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SIGAR OveRSIGht ACtIvItIeS

This quarter SIGAR issued 26 audits, inspections, letters, and other prod-
ucts. SIGAR’s performance audits reviewed the processes the Afghan 
National Army (ANA) and Ministry of Defense (MOD) use to collect and 
report personnel and payroll data and the U.S. government’s efforts to 
build Afghanistan’s extractives industry, while its financial audits identified 
a record of over $135.1 million in questioned costs. Additionally, SIGAR’s 
suspension and debarment program had a major breakthrough this quarter 
in its efforts to prevent supporters of the insurgency from contracting with 
the government.

One of SIGAR’s performance audits found that the processes the ANA 
and MOD use to collect and report personnel and payroll data have weak-
nesses and insufficient oversight, making it difficult to ensure that U.S. 
direct assistance funds are being used to pay authorized personnel their 
correct salaries. A second performance audit reported that the U.S. govern-
ment does not have a unified strategy to develop Afghanistan’s potentially 
multi-billion-dollar extractives industry, that the U.S. Embassy Kabul did 
little to coordinate interagency activities aimed at developing Afghanistan’s 
extractive industries, and that although Ministry of Mines and Petroleum 
(MOMP) officials have developed some technical, legal, and commercial 
knowledge, MOMP still lacks the technical capacity to research, award, and 
manage new contracts without external support.

SIGAR also issued an audit letter which detailed the agency’s final 
assessment of the use of incinerators and burn pits in Afghanistan. The 
assessment concluded that better planning and management for solid-waste 
disposal is needed, and could save U.S. taxpayers money in future contin-
gency operations. SIGAR also determined that greater adherence to laws, 
regulations, and other guidance governing the use of open-air burn pits 
would help reduce health risks for U.S. personnel.

This quarter, SIGAR’s financial audits identified over $135.1 million in 
questioned costs as a result of internal-control deficiencies and noncompli-
ance issues. To date, SIGAR’s financial audits have identified more than 
$241.8 million in questioned costs and $287,163 in unremitted interest 
on advanced federal funds or other amounts payable to the govern-
ment. As of April 30, 2015, funding agencies had reached a management 

TESTIMONY GIVEN
•	 testimony 15-36-tY: Statement for the 
Record-Improving the effectiveness 
of U.S. Reconstruction efforts in 
Afghanistan by enhancing Oversight 
and Addressing Key Areas of high Risk 

AUDIT lETTEr
•	Audit Letter 15-33-AL: Final 
Assessment of Incinerators and 
Burn Pits

COMPlETED PErFOrMANCE AUDITS
•	 Audit 15-54-AR: AnA Personnel and 
Payroll Data
•	 Audit 15-55-AR: extractives Industry

COMPlETED FINANCIAl AUDITS
•	 Financial Audit 15-32-FA: Audit of 
Costs Incurred by A-t Solutions Inc.
•	 Financial Audit 15-41-FA: Audit of 
Costs Incurred by tetra tech DPK
•	 Financial Audit 15-43-FA: Jorge 
Scientific Corporation’s Lack of 
Supporting Documentation Results in 
about $135 Million in Questionable 
Project Costs
•	 Financial Audit 15-52-FA: Audit of Costs 
Incurred by University of Massachusetts
•	 Financial Audit 15-53-FA: Audit of Costs 
Incurred by Management Systems 
International
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•	 Inspection 15-30-IP: Gorimar 
Industrial Park
•	 Inspection 15-50-IP: Shorandam 
Industrial Park
•	 Inspection 15-51-IP: AnA 
Slaughterhouse

COMPlETED SPECIAl PrOJECT 
PrODUCTS
•	 this quarter SIGAR published 14 
Special Project Products. For a 
complete list see page 42.
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decision on 35 audits and are seeking recovery of nearly $11.9 million in 
questioned amounts.

Additionally, SIGAR published three inspection reports. At the $7.7 mil-
lion Gorimar Industrial Park, a lack of electricity and contract files from the 
U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) prevented SIGAR from 
fully assessing whether construction met contract requirements and techni-
cal specifications. 

SIGAR’s inspection of Shorandam Industrial Park was similarly hindered 
by a lack of electricity and lack of USAID contract files, and, at the time 
of the inspection, due to the U.S. military presence, only one business was 
active at the industrial park, planned to accommodate 48 businesses. Since 
the U.S. military’s withdrawal from the Shorandam Industrial Park site, 13 
businesses have reportedly committed to moving in, with four operational 
as of February 2015. 

A third inspection found that the ANA slaughterhouse project in Pol-
i-Charkhi was never fully constructed, and that the contract was first 
suspended, then terminated, due to poor contractor performance and the 
decision that an existing slaughterhouse could meet the ANA’s needs.

This quarter, SIGAR’s Office of Special Projects issued two fact sheets, 
one of which analyzed contract-award data submitted from the Department 
of Defense (DOD), which accounted for $21 billion of the approximately 
$66 billion appropriated to DOD for Afghanistan reconstruction from 
FY 2002 to FY 2014. The second fact sheet analyzed the Commander’s 
Emergency Response Program (CERP) projects in Afghanistan.

The Office of Special Projects also wrote to DOD, State, and USAID to 
request information in support of SIGAR’s ongoing review of the Task Force 
for Business and Stability Operations (TFBSO), to inquire about the analysis 
underlying the current and future size and structure of the Afghan National 
Security Forces (ANSF), to express concerns about apparent wasteful con-
struction at current and former U.S. military bases in Afghanistan, and the 
impact of projected decreases in Afghan customs revenue on the govern-
ment’s ability to meet budgetary obligations. Other letters inquired about 
USAID’s ability to effectively implement, monitor, and assess the impact 
of its Promote women’s empowerment program, the Afghan government’s 
need for additional budget bailouts, the way the Resolute Support Mission 
(RSM) will measure the progress of its efforts to ensure the effectiveness 
and sustainability of the ANSF, the availability of reliable and sustainable 
electric power for Kandahar City, and the transfer of U.S. military bases to 
the ANSF.

During the reporting period, SIGAR recovered $1.1 million for the U.S. 
government from fines, restitutions, and forfeitures. SIGAR investigations 
also resulted in three arrests, five criminal informations, seven convic-
tions, four sentencings, and the exclusion of two individuals from U.S. 
military installations in Afghanistan. SIGAR initiated 29 new investigations 
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and closed 36, bringing the total number of ongoing investigations to 324. 
Savings to date from SIGAR investigations total over $571.6 million. 

SIGAR’s suspension and debarment program referred 22 individuals and 
22 companies for suspension or debarment from receiving U.S. government 
contracts. Four of these individuals were referred for suspension based 
upon criminal charges being filed against them for misconduct related to or 
affecting reconstruction contracting in Afghanistan. These referrals bring 
the total number of individuals and companies referred by SIGAR since 
2008 to 608, encompassing 326 individuals and 282 companies to date. 
Furthermore, beginning this quarter, the majority of the 43 individuals and 
entities that SIGAR referred to the Army have been publicly listed in the 
General Services Administration’s (GSA) System for Award Management 
(SAM), providing a readily accessible notice to contracting officers 
and prime contractors that the listed individuals and entities should be 
restricted from receiving contracts, grants, and cooperative agreements.

Audits
SIGAR conducts performance audits, inspections, and financial audits of 
programs and projects connected to the reconstruction in Afghanistan. 
Since its last report to Congress, SIGAR has issued two performance 
audits, three inspections, five financial-audit reports, and one audit let-
ter. This quarter, SIGAR also began two new performance audits, bringing 
the total number of ongoing performance audits to 14. The published 
performance-audit reports examined the reliability of ANA personnel and 
payroll data and the success and sustainability of U.S. programs to develop 
Afghanistan’s extractives industries. The performance audits made a total 
of seven recommendations; the inspections made three. The financial audits 
identified over $135.1 million in questioned costs as a result of internal-
control deficiencies and noncompliance issues.

Audit Letters
SIGAR issues audit letters to bring concerns to the attention of U.S. mili-
tary and civilian officials. As SIGAR continues to build its body of work, 
SIGAR will issue audit letters summarizing its work and systematic issues 
the agency has identified. After issuing four individual inspection reports 
and alert letters covering the use of incinerators and burn pits throughout 
Afghanistan, SIGAR issued an audit letter detailing SIGAR’s final assess-
ment of the use of incinerators and burn pits in Afghanistan.

Audit Letter 15-33-AL: Final Assessment of Incinerators  
and Burn Pits in Afghanistan
On February 10, 2015, SIGAR published its final assessment of what the 
agency has learned from its inspections of incinerators and burn pits in 

Performance audits: provide assurance 
or conclusions based on an evaluation of 
sufficient, appropriate evidence measured 
against stated criteria. Performance audits 
provide objective analysis so that manage-
ment and those charged with governance can 
use the information to improve the program 
performance and operations, reduce costs, 
and facilitate decision-making by parties with 
responsibility to oversee or initiate corrective 
action for public accountability. Performance 
audits are conducted in accordance with 
generally accepted government auditing 
standards (GAGAS) and the Council of the 
Inspectors General on Integrity and efficiency 
(CIGIe) Quality Standards for Federal Offices 
of Inspector General. 
 
inspections: are systematic and independent 
assessments of the design, implementation, 
and/or results of an agency’s operations, 
programs, or policies. SIGAR conducts in-
spections, in accordance with CIGIe Quality 
Standards for Inspection and evaluation, to 
provide information to Congress and the pub-
lic on the quality of construction of facilities 
and infrastructure throughout Afghanistan; 
and generally, to provide an assessment 
of the extent to which the facilities were 
constructed in accordance with the contract 
requirements, used as intended, and are be-
ing maintained. 
 
Financial audits: provide an independent 
assessment of and reasonable assurance 
about whether an entity’s reported condition, 
results, and use of resources are presented 
in accordance with recognized criteria. SIGAR 
performs financial audits in accordance 
with GAGAS, which includes both require-
ments contained in the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants Statements on 
Auditing Standards and additional require-
ments provided in GAGAS. SIGAR also reviews 
financial audits conducted by independent 
public accountants (IPA). When an IPA 
conducts a financial audit, SIGAR conducts 
reasonable procedures to ensure compliance 
with GAGAS, based on the intended use of 
the IPA’s work and degree of responsibility 
accepted by SIGAR with respect to that work.
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Afghanistan. Since its 2001 arrival in Afghanistan, the U.S. military has 
needed to dispose of solid waste generated by personnel at installations 
throughout the country. The U.S. military eventually reached a peak of 
about 110,000 personnel in Afghanistan in 2011. Together, these individu-
als generated about 440 tons of solid waste each day, including plastics, 
dining-facility food, aerosol cans, electronic equipment, furniture, metal 
containers, tires, and batteries. During most of the first four years of contin-
gency operations in Afghanistan, the U.S. military used open-air burn pits 
exclusively to dispose of its solid waste.

In 2004, DOD began introducing new solid-waste disposal methods in 
Afghanistan, including landfills and incineration. Although DOD knew about 
the risks associated with open-air burn pits long before contingency opera-
tions began in Afghanistan, it was not until 2009 that U.S. Central Command 
(CENTCOM) developed policies and procedures to guide solid-waste man-
agement, including requirements for operating, monitoring, and minimizing 
the use of open-air burn pits. 

U.S. military personnel returning from Afghanistan have reported health 
problems that they contend came from their exposure to emissions from 
open-air burn pits on their installations. Recent health studies have raised 
concerns that the particulate matter and toxic smoke contaminated with 
lead, mercury, dioxins, and irritant gases generated by open-air burn 
pits could negatively affect an individual’s organs and body systems. In 
August 2010, CENTCOM reported there were 251 active open-air burn pits 
in Afghanistan, representing a 36.4% increase from just four months earlier.

In early 2010, U.S. Forces-Afghanistan (USFOR-A) reported having 20 
solid-waste incinerator systems operational and 46 awaiting installation. 
In response to a SIGAR request for information on incinerators built with 
funds provided for military construction, CENTCOM identified nine instal-
lations, involving 23 incinerator systems paid for with these funds. The 
combined cost to purchase and install these incinerators was approxi-
mately $81.9 million.

From October 2012 through July 2014, SIGAR conducted inspections 
at four of the nine installations containing incinerators built with military 
construction funds—Camp Leatherneck in Helmand Province, Forward 
Operating Base (FOB) Salerno in Khowst Province, FOB Sharana in Paktika 
Province, and Shindand Airbase in Herat Province. This report is based on 
SIGAR’s previous inspection reports dealing with solid-waste disposal in 
Afghanistan, with the intention to assess the planning, management, and 
oversight of the incinerator contracts and construction that led to the non-
operation or limited operation of incinerators for solid-waste disposal and 
the continued use of open-air burn pits.

SIGAR concluded that better planning and management for solid-waste 
disposal is needed before the next contingency operation. Furthermore, 
SIGAR determined that holding contractors and government contracting 

Two large-capacity incinerators sit idle at 
FOB Salerno. (SIGAR photo by Adriel Harari)

AUDIT lETTEr
•	Audit Letter 15-33-AL: Final 
Assessment of Incinerators and Burn 
Pits in Afghanistan
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officers accountable for completing projects according to contract require-
ments could save U.S. taxpayers money in future contingency operations. 
SIGAR also points out that greater adherence to laws, regulations, and 
other guidance governing the use of open-air burn pits would help reduce 
health risks for U.S. personnel. 

For DOD, planning would lessen the burden of issues that need to be 
addressed when the conflict starts. For U.S. military and civilian person-
nel, planning would limit the time needed to rely on open-air burn pits and, 
therefore, the amount of time they would be exposed to the potentially 
harmful effects associated with their emissions. For the U.S. taxpayer, bet-
ter planning would lessen the risk of funds being wasted on facilities that 
are built and never used. 

Performance Audit Reports Published
This quarter SIGAR published two performance audits that examined the 
reliability of ANA personnel and payroll data and the success and sustain-
ability of U.S. programs to develop Afghanistan’s extractives industries.

Audit 15-54-AR: Afghan National Army
Millions of dollars at Risk due to Minimal Oversight of Personnel and Payroll data
Since 2009, the U.S. government has provided more than $2.3 billion to 
pay the salaries and incentives of the ANA, which includes the Afghan 
Air Force. In January 2015, Essential Function 4, a component of the new 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) Resolute Support Mission, 
reported 169,203 personnel assigned to the ANA, filling 87% of the force’s 
195,000 authorized positions as of September 30, 2014. The MOD and the 
ANA collect personnel and payroll data, while RSM’s Essential Function 4 
is required to support the MOD in maintaining transparent processes to col-
lect and verify this data. CSTC-A, which carried out this task before RSM 
stood up, continues to be responsible for overseeing U.S. direct assistance 
provided to the MOD to fund ANA salaries. As discussed in this quarterly 
report’s Section 1 essay, accurate ANA personnel and payroll data are 
essential to ensure the security and stability of the country.

The objectives of this audit were to assess (1) the processes by which 
CSTC-A, Essential Function 4, and the Afghan government collect person-
nel and payroll data for ANA personnel assigned and present-for-duty; 
(2) how CSTC-A, Essential Function 4, and the Afghan government store, 
access, transfer, and use this data; and (3) the extent to which CSTC-A, 
Essential Function 4, and the Afghan government verify and reconcile ANA 
personnel and payroll data in order to determine the accuracy of the data.

Despite 13 years and billions of dollars in salary assistance to the Afghan 
government for the ANA, there is still no assurance that personnel and 
payroll data are accurate. Although the U.S. and Afghan governments have 

COMPlETED PErFOrMANCE AUDITS
•	Audit 15-54-AR: Afghan national 
Army: Millions of Dollars at Risk Due 
to Minimal Oversight of Personnel and 
Payroll Data
•	Audit 15-55-AR: Afghanistan’s 
extractives Industry: $500 Million in 
U.S. Funding is at Risk
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been working to develop effective ANA personnel and payroll processes, 
those processes continue to exhibit extensive internal-control deficiencies.

SIGAR found that Essential Function 4 (and prior to January 2015, 
CSTC-A), relies on the MOD and ANA to collect and accurately report 
ANA personnel and payroll data. However, the ANA’s process for collect-
ing unit-level attendance data, upon which all ANA personnel and payroll 
data is based, has limited oversight and weak controls, and is not con-
sistently applied across ANA locations. There are no requirements that 
supervisory ANA officials observe attendance data collection at lower level 
units. CSTC-A officials are not present during the attendance process, and 
command officials told SIGAR that they have limited knowledge of and 
influence over the process. The only control in place at the unit level to 
ensure accurate ANA attendance reporting on a day-to-day basis—a roster 
that individual ANA personnel sign daily—was not consistently used across 
ANA locations. For example, officers used the roster, but enlisted personnel 
did not. This lack of control over enlisted-personnel attendance provides 
minimal assurance that unit commanders are accurately reporting person-
nel attendance. These weaknesses in the ANA attendance data-collection 
process could result in personnel being paid for days not worked, with or 
without knowledge of supervisory personnel.

CSTC-A, Essential Function 4, and the MOD use both manual processes 
and electronic systems to store, access, transfer, and use ANA person-
nel and payroll data. However, weaknesses within these processes and 
systems provide limited assurance that ANA personnel receive correct 
salaries. SIGAR found that the Afghanistan Human Resource Information 
Management System—the ANA’s human-resources system that CSTC-A has 
been implementing since 2010—lacks certain electronic data-system func-
tions and controls, such as the ability to differentiate between active and 
inactive personnel, and track ANA personnel by position and identification 
number. In addition, MOD does not have an electronic payroll-data sys-
tem for determining ANA salaries, but instead calculates salaries by hand. 
Further, the Afghan government’s financial-management system, the Afghan 
Financial Management Information System, contains only aggregated ANA 
salary expenditures, not individual salary payments.

SIGAR found that the MOD, CSTC-A, and Essential Function 4 lack doc-
umented procedures for determining the accuracy of ANA personnel and 
payroll data. The MOD’s ANA Attendance and Reporting Policy lacks spe-
cific procedures for confirming personnel and payroll data; MOD officials 
confirmed that the MOD’s ANA data-verification processes are informal, 
and are conducted without written standards or procedures. Similarly, 
SIGAR found Essential Function 4 and CSTC-A had no direct oversight 
of ANA personnel data and took few actions to verify the accuracy of 
personnel figures reported by the MOD. The verification efforts CSTC-A 
reported undertaking were ad hoc, and often based on specific officials’ 
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undocumented familiarity with the data and the MOD’s reporting. Further, 
CSTC-A has minimal oversight of U.S. direct assistance funding for ANA 
salaries, making it difficult for the command to ensure that the funds 
are being used to pay authorized ANA personnel their correct salaries. 
Despite CSTC-A’s own requirements to ensure ministries receiving direct 
contributions—including the MOD—maintain adequate fiscal controls and 
auditable records, SIGAR found that the command has not been receiving 
required submissions of MOD financial records and conducted only two 
audits of MOD operations since January 2013. These audits uncovered 
instances of personnel being paid without serving in authorized ANA posi-
tions and lacking conclusive identification.

As U.S. and Coalition forces continue to draw down, the U.S. government 
will have increasingly limited visibility over ANA data-collection processes. 
As a result, the U.S. government will become even more reliant on the 
MOD’s ability to verify the accuracy of the ANA personnel and payroll data 
it collects. Unless the MOD develops the capability to ensure and verify the 
accuracy of this data, there is a significant risk that U.S. funding for ANA 
salaries will be wasted or abused. 

SIGAR recommends that the Commander, USFOR-A—in coordination 
with the NATO Resolute Support Mission and the MOD, as appropri-
ate—(1) implement additional controls on the daily, unit-level attendance 
process, such as mandating that all ANA personnel sign in and out daily, 
requiring the use of identification numbers in the attendance process, and 
having oversight personnel present to observe and verify this process by 
December 2015; (2) ensure that, by April 2017, the MOD is using a fully 
operational electronic system(s) to track and report all ANA personnel 
and payroll data at the corps level and above, calculate ANA salaries, and 
ensure that these systems have controls in place to prevent internal errors, 
external inconsistencies, and manipulation; (3) develop and implement, 
by July 31, 2015, a verification plan that details procedures by which the 
MOD will verify ANA personnel and payroll data; and (4) develop written 
procedures to document required steps for verifying ANA data, by July 1, 
2015, that include risk-based procedures for conducting physical verifica-
tion activities at ANA locations, and procedures for reconciling all available 
ANA data after each disbursement, including attendance, personnel, and 
payment data, and salary-payment confirmations.

Audit 15-55-AR: Afghanistan’s Extractives Industries
$500 Million in u.s. Funding is at Risk
The U.S. government estimates Afghanistan contains sizeable reserves of 
minerals, oil, and natural gas. Afghanistan’s mineral deposits are valued at 
about $900 billion; its reserves of oil and natural gas could be worth more 
than $220 billion. Given the size and importance of Afghanistan’s min-
eral and hydrocarbon (oil and natural gas) reserves, the U.S. government 

SIGAR staff collect data from ANA 
personnel in Herat Province. (SIGAR photo 
by Mike Nasruddin)
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has operated a number of initiatives designed to develop the extractive 
industries in Afghanistan. The objectives of this audit were to (1) describe 
the TFBSO initiatives and USAID programs that were intended to sup-
port the development of Afghanistan’s extractive industries, (2) identify 
the approaches and strategies guiding U.S. government support for 
Afghanistan’s extractive industries since 2009, and (3) determine the extent 
to which these TFBSO and USAID initiatives incorporated sustainability 
planning and identified challenges, if any, to the successful sustainment of 
these industries.

Since 2009, DOD’s TFBSO and USAID have provided assistance to 
directly support Afghanistan’s extractive industries. TFBSO documents state 
that it administered 11 initiatives aimed at developing Afghanistan’s extrac-
tive industries and implemented these efforts through contracts, purchase 
orders, and interagency agreements totaling $282 million. In 2013, in support 
of developing Afghanistan’s mining industry, USAID implemented the Mining 
Investment and Development for Afghan Sustainability (MIDAS) program. 
For the hydrocarbons industry, USAID established two broad initiatives in 
2011, the Sheberghan Gas Generation Activity (SGGA) and the Sheberghan 
Gas Development Program (SGDP). For this audit, SIGAR did not exam-
ine the SGDP program, which is being reviewed by the USAID Office of 
Inspector General. USAID implemented these three programs through con-
tracts with combined obligations for these activities of $206 million.

SIGAR found that the U.S. government did not have a unified strategy 
to develop Afghanistan’s extractive industries. Instead, TFBSO and USAID 
pursued divergent approaches. TFBSO had no multi-year plans or strate-
gies for its initiatives to develop Afghanistan’s extractive industries, nor 
did it establish written guidance for project-selection criteria, metrics and 
project documentation, or project monitoring and evaluation. In contrast, 
SIGAR found that USAID’s MIDAS program identified areas of Afghanistan’s 
minerals sector that needed assistance, articulated a strategy for develop-
ment in the Afghan minerals sector, and laid out a clear set of criteria for 
selecting potential areas for investment by USAID. Nevertheless, SIGAR 
found that the MIDAS team has not adequately communicated its develop-
ment strategy and goals to all the relevant stakeholders at the MOMP. The 
SGGA program is similarly guided by documented strategies for developing 
Afghanistan’s hydrocarbons sector. 

In addition to the lack of an overall strategy, the U.S. Embassy Kabul did 
little to coordinate interagency activities aimed at developing Afghanistan’s 
extractive industries. Embassy officials stated that coordinating with 
TFBSO was a challenge because the embassy officials lacked policymak-
ing authority and effectively had little influence over TFBSO. One senior 
TFBSO official stated that the Task Force viewed coordination with 
embassy officials as a “courtesy” rather than a requirement, and that they 
answered to the DOD chain of command, not the Ambassador. Officials 

USAID trains mining department staff in 
the MOMP to help improve technology for 
the mining industry. (USAID MIDAS photo)
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from USAID, State, and TFBSO all stated that they had met with each 
other in the past to discuss current and planned activities. However, they 
all agreed that these meetings were perfunctory and that coordination 
efforts had all but fallen apart by the time TFBSO activities in Afghanistan 
concluded in December 2014. SIGAR’s review revealed that weaknesses 
in TFBSO’s information-sharing efforts identified by the Government 
Accountability Office in 2011 remained largely unchanged. 

SIGAR found that although MOMP officials have developed some techni-
cal, legal, and commercial knowledge under TFBSO and USAID assistance, 
representatives from the U.S. government, Afghan government, and civil-
society organizations all agree that MOMP still lacks the technical capacity 
to research, award, and manage new contracts without external support. 
According to TFBSO, USAID, and MOMP officials, the MOMP does not 
have the technical capacity to handle medium- or large-scale tenders, or 
competitions for public contracts, without support from outside advisors. 
In addition, representatives from civil-society organizations have expressed 
concern that MOMP and other Afghan government entities do not have the 
authority or capacity to fulfill their regulatory roles in the extractive indus-
tries and may wither in the absence of donor engagement. 

Subsection 1535(b) of the Ike Skelton National Defense Authorization 
Act for FY 2011, Pub. L. No. 111-383, 124 Stat. 4137, 4427, required DOD, 
State, and USAID to jointly develop and submit to Congress a plan for 
transition of TFBSO activities in Afghanistan to State or USAID. Although 
the transition plan submitted to Congress in May 2012 outlined objec-
tives necessary for successful transfer of activities from TFBSO to USAID, 
the agencies never identified specific transition procedures for particular 
projects. This lack of coordination was in large part due to the facts that 
TFBSO’s projects were all scheduled to terminate prior to its withdrawal 
from Afghanistan in December 2014, and that USAID and State were not 
interested in sustaining those projects. As a result, no U.S. agency that will 
remain in Afghanistan has any plans to provide continued monitoring, eval-
uation, or support for TFBSO extractive initiatives. 

USAID’s MIDAS, SGDP, and SGGA programs focusing on the development 
of minerals and hydrocarbon resources have not created plans to ensure the 
sustainability of these programs by the Afghan government. Instead, USAID 
officials told SIGAR that MIDAS staff will begin sustainment planning for 
MIDAS in April 2016. Similarly, USAID’s SGGA contract documents do not 
identify plans for the end of its programmatic life. According to USAID offi-
cials, the agency is reviewing a contract modification to enable the extension 
of the SGGA program past its current end date of March 31, 2015. 

To ensure TFBSO’s investments in developing the Afghan extractive 
industries are sustainable, following the conclusion of TFBSO activities in 
Afghanistan, SIGAR recommends (1) that the USAID Administrator conduct 
a review and document the incomplete TFBSO projects that have been 
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transferred to the MOMP and, to the extent feasible, assist in the conclu-
sion of those projects that fit within the USAID development strategy and 
the agency’s ongoing programs; (2) that the Secretary of Defense consider 
assessing and documenting the economic impact and final status of each 
TFBSO initiative intended to develop Afghanistan’s extractive industries 
and provide these assessments to State, USAID, and the appropriate con-
gressional committees; and (3) that the USAID Administrator require ECC, 
the MIDAS implementing partner, to update the MIDAS performance man-
agement plan by August 1, 2015, to include plans for the sustainment and 
transfer of its activities. 

New Performance Audits Announced This Quarter
This quarter SIGAR initiated two new performance audits. They will assess 
USAID’s efforts to support and improve Afghanistan’s healthcare sector and 
DOD’s procurement, maintenance, and oversight of ANSF organizational 
clothing and individual equipment.

USAID’s Efforts to Support and Improve 
Afghanistan’s Healthcare Sector
Since 2002, USAID has obligated over $1.5 billion in on- and off-budget assis-
tance to rebuild Afghanistan’s healthcare sector and to enhance the quality 
of healthcare services available to the Afghan people. USAID’s on-budget 
assistance to the Afghan Ministry of Public Health includes funding for sal-
ary payments to personnel working in U.S.-funded healthcare facilities, 
supplies and equipment, in-service training, minor renovations of facilities, 
and monitoring and supervision of resources. Off-budget assistance includes 
funding for activities to strengthen healthcare systems, engage the private 
sector, and procure pharmaceuticals and contraceptives. USAID reports that 
its efforts have resulted in significant improvements in adult life expectancy 
and decreases in infant and child mortality rates. However, World Bank 
health statistics differ vastly from those cited by USAID.

This audit will review USAID’s efforts to support and improve 
Afghanistan’s healthcare services. Specifically, SIGAR plans to: (1) identify 
USAID’s programs or initiatives to improve healthcare in Afghanistan since 
2010; (2) evaluate the extent to which USAID assessed the overall impact of 
its efforts to support and improve healthcare in Afghanistan; and (3) assess 
the extent to which USAID collects, verifies, and reconciles healthcare data 
to determine its accuracy.

Accountability for ANSF Organizational Clothing 
and Individual Equipment
CSTC-A works with the Afghan government to order operational cloth-
ing and individual equipment (OCIE) for use by ANA and Afghan National 
Police (ANP) personnel. This includes items such as uniforms, field jackets, 

NEW PErFOrMANCE AUDITS
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boots, helmets, individual body armor, and sleeping bags. To date, CSTC-A 
has requested over $1 billion for the initial issue and replacement of OCIE 
that is no longer serviceable. 

CSTC-A uses the Foreign Military Sales process, administered by the 
Defense Security Cooperation Agency (DSCA), to purchase OCIE. The 
DOD Inspector General reported in 2009 and 2012 that there was a lack of 
accountability for OCIE equipment within the ANA, with Afghan soldiers 
allegedly losing or selling their OCIE while on leave, as well as a failure 
by CSTC-A to develop adequate sustainment requirements for 15 types of 
individual equipment items, including helmets and body armor. Maintaining 
records and accountability for both new and existing OCIE is critical to 
ensuring that the equipment is used by authorized personnel for its intended 
purposes, particularly given the number of “insider attacks” on Afghan and 
Coalition forces by assailants disguised in ANSF uniforms. 

This audit will focus on DOD’s procurement, maintenance, and oversight 
of ANSF OCIE. Specifically, SIGAR will evaluate (1) the data and assump-
tions CSTC-A used for determining OCIE requirements for the ANA and 
ANP, and the extent to which those requirements reflected ongoing OCIE 
replacement needs resulting from troop attrition, equipment damage or loss, 
and regular wear and tear; (2) the effectiveness of DOD’s oversight during 
the solicitation, award, and execution of the contracts to procure and main-
tain OCIE for the ANA and ANP; and (3) the extent to which CSTC-A and the 
Afghan government have developed and implemented processes and con-
trols to account for OCIE that has been provided to the ANA and ANP.

Financial Audits
SIGAR launched its financial-audit program in 2012, after Congress and the 
oversight community expressed concerns about oversight gaps and the 
growing backlog of incurred-cost audits for contracts and grants awarded 
in support of overseas contingency operations. SIGAR competitively 
selects independent accounting firms to conduct the financial audits and 
ensures that the audit work is performed in accordance with U.S. govern-
ment auditing standards. Financial audits are coordinated with the federal 
inspector-general community to maximize financial-audit coverage and 
avoid duplication of effort. 

This quarter, SIGAR completed five financial audits of U.S.-funded 
contracts to rebuild Afghanistan. SIGAR also announced 13 new financial 
audits of DOD, State, and USAID awards with combined incurred costs 
of more than $889 million, bringing the total number of ongoing financial 
audits to 37 with over $3.6 billion in auditable costs, as shown in Table 2.1. 
These audits help provide the U.S. government and the American taxpayer 
reasonable assurance that the funds spent on these awards were used as 
intended. The audits question expenditures that cannot be substantiated or 
are potentially unallowable.

TABle 2.1

SIGAR’S FINANCIAL AUDIT 
COvERAGE ($ BilliOns)

42 Completed Audits $3.3

37 Ongoing Audits $3.6

Total $6.9

Note: Numbers have been rounded. Coverage includes audit-
able costs incurred by recipients of U.S.-funded Afghanistan 
reconstruction contracts, grants, and cooperative agreements.

Source: SIGAR Audits and Inspections Directorate.
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SIGAR issues each financial-audit report to the funding agency that 
made the award(s). The funding agency is responsible for making the final 
determination on questioned amounts identified in the report’s audit find-
ings. Since the program’s inception, SIGAR’s financial audits have identified 
nearly $241.8 million in questioned costs and $287,163 in unremitted inter-
est on advanced federal funds or other amounts payable to the government. 
As of April 30, 2015, funding agencies had reached a management deci-
sion on 35 completed financial audits and are seeking recovery of nearly 
$11.9 million in questioned amounts. It takes time for funding agencies to 
carefully consider audit findings and recommendations. As a result, agency 
management decisions remain to be made for several of SIGAR’s issued 
financial audits. SIGAR’s financial audits have also identified and commu-
nicated 170 compliance findings and 202 internal-control findings to the 
auditees and funding agencies.

SIGAR’s financial audits have four specific objectives:
•	 Express an opinion on whether the Special Purpose Financial 

Statement for the award presents fairly, in all material respects, 
revenues received, costs incurred, items directly procured by the U.S. 
government, and balance for the period audited in conformity with the 
terms of the award and generally accepted accounting principles or 
other comprehensive basis of accounting.

•	 Evaluate and obtain a sufficient understanding of the audited entity’s 
internal control related to the award; assess control risk; and identify 
and report on significant deficiencies including material internal 
control weaknesses.

•	 Perform tests to determine whether the audited entity complied, in 
all material respects, with the award requirements and applicable 
laws and regulations; and identify and report on instances of 
material noncompliance with terms of the award and applicable laws 
and regulations.

•	 Determine and report on whether the audited entity has taken adequate 
corrective action to address findings and recommendations from 
previous engagements.

A list of completed, new, and ongoing financial audits can be found in 
Appendix C of this quarterly report.

Financial Audits Published
This quarter, SIGAR completed five financial audits of U.S.-funded con-
tracts and cooperative agreements to rebuild Afghanistan. These financial 
audits identified more than $135.1 million in questioned costs as a result 
of internal-control deficiencies and noncompliance issues. These deficien-
cies and noncompliance issues included, among other things, failure to 
retain supporting documentation for nearly $130 million of a subcontrac-
tor’s costs, excess funds retained after the conclusion of a cooperative 

Questioned amounts: the sum of 
potentially unallowable questioned costs 
and unremitted interest on advanced 
federal funds or other amounts payable to 
the government. 
 
Questioned costs: costs determined to 
be potentially unallowable. the two types 
of questioned costs are ineligible costs 
(violation of a law, regulation, contract, 
grant, cooperative agreement, etc., or an 
unnecessary or unreasonable expenditure 
of funds) and unsupported costs (those not 
supported by adequate documentation or 
proper approvals at the time of an audit). 
 
special Purpose Financial statement: 
a financial statement that includes all 
revenues received, costs incurred, and any 
remaining balance for a given award during 
a given period.
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agreement’s closeout period, lack of compliance with DOD regulations for 
arming employees, failure to follow competitive procurement procedures, 
costs incurred after the end of an award’s period of performance, inad-
equate justifications for sole-source procurements, ineligible travel costs, 
and purchase of potentially unnecessary and unenforceable Defense Base 
Act (DBA) insurance (DBA insurance coverage does not apply to recipients 
of grants and cooperative agreements except in certain circumstances).

Financial Audit 15-32-FA: Department of the Army’s 
Freedom of Maneuver Project
Audit of Costs incurred by A-t solutions inc.
On September 28, 2012, the Army Contracting Command awarded an 
$18.3 million contract to A-T Solutions Inc. (A-T Solutions) to implement 
the Freedom of Maneuver (FOM) program. The purpose of the program 
was to remedy gaps in counter-improvised explosive device training pro-
vided to the Afghan National Security Forces. The FOM program was 
intended to improve the Afghans’ ability to defeat improvised explosive 
devices by researching and spreading the use of enhanced methods and 
concepts, ranging from using handheld sensors to employing new pro-
cedures and tactics. SIGAR’s financial audit, performed by Davis and 
Associates Certified Public Accountants PLLC (Davis) reviewed $16,472,668 
in expenditures charged to the contract from September 28, 2012, through 
November 27, 2013.

Davis identified no significant deficiencies or material weaknesses, and 
one instance of noncompliance with the terms and conditions of the con-
tract. The Performance Work Statement for this contract did not require A-T 
Solutions’ employees to be armed; A-T Solutions stated that its employees 
were armed for their personal protection. Clause 952.225-0001 of the Joint 
Contracting Command-Iraq/Afghanistan Acquisition Instruction, Arming 
Requirements and Procedures for Personal Security Services Contractors 
and for Requests for Personal Protection, governs requests by contrac-
tors to carry weapons for personal protection. DOD contractors, who are 
armed in Afghanistan, must abide by these requirements. However, A-T 
Solutions did not follow all of the requirements stipulated in this DOD regu-
lation because it was unaware that it was subject to them. For example, 
A-T Solutions did not obtain the appropriate approval or file the required 
documentation, including the monthly arming status reports, with the con-
tracting officer’s representative. 

Davis identified $3,473 in total questioned costs, all of it consisting of 
ineligible costs—costs prohibited by the contract, applicable laws, or regu-
lations. Davis did not identify any unsupported costs—costs not supported 
with adequate documentation or that did not have required prior approval. 

Davis did not identify any prior reviews or assessments that could have a 
material effect on the Special Purpose Financial Statement. 

COMPlETED FINANCIAl AUDITS 
•	 Financial Audit 15-32-FA: Department 
of the Army’s Freedom of Maneuver 
Project: Audit of Costs Incurred by A-t 
Solutions Inc.
•	 Financial Audit 15-41-FA: USAID’s Rule 
of Law Stabilization Program–Formal 
Component: Audit of Costs Incurred by 
tetra tech DPK
•	 Financial Audit 15-43-FA: Department 
of the Army’s Legacy east Project: 
Jorge Scientific Corporation’s Lack of 
Supporting Documentation Results in 
about $135 Million in Questionable 
Project Costs
•	 Financial Audit 15-52-FA: USAID’s 
higher education Project: Audit of Costs 
Incurred by University of Massachusetts
•	 Financial Audit 15-53-FA: USAID’s 
Measuring Impact of Stabilization 
Initiative: Audit of Costs Incurred by 
Management Systems International
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Davis issued a disclaimer of opinion on A-T Solution’s Special Purpose 
Financial Statement because A-T Solutions did not provide a management 
representation letter. Management representations are required to ensure 
the completeness and accuracy of the information provided during audit 
fieldwork. Without management’s representation, Davis was unable to 
determine if all information had been made available to its auditors.

Based on the results of the audit, SIGAR recommends that the Army 
Contracting Command:

1. Determine the allowability of and recover, as appropriate, $3,473 in 
questioned costs identified in the report.

2. Advise A-T Solutions to address the report’s one noncompliance 
finding.

Financial Audit 15-41-FA: USAID’s Rule of Law 
Stabilization Program–Formal Component
Audit of Costs incurred by tetra tech dPK
On July 16, 2012, USAID awarded a contract with an initial cost of $3 mil-
lion for a 90-day base period to Tetra Tech DPK to continue USAID’s efforts 
to develop the rule of law in Afghanistan. The Rule of Law Stabilization 
Program–Formal Component (RLS-F) supported two pillars of the U.S. 
government’s Rule of Law Strategy: (1) building capacity and addressing 
corruption within the justice sector, and (2) building the leadership capacity 
of the justice sector and civil society. To support these aims, RLS-F focused 
on building the capacity of the judiciary and law schools, strengthening 
public awareness, and continuing practical skills training and continuing 
legal education. After 10 modifications, the total estimated cost of the con-
tract was increased to $22,581,128, and the period of performance extended 
to September 14, 2014. SIGAR’s financial audit, performed by Crowe 
Horwath LLP (Crowe Horwath), reviewed $22,291,592 in expenditures 
charged to the contract from July 16, 2012, through September 14, 2014.

Crowe Horwath did not identify any material weaknesses or significant 
deficiencies in Tetra Tech DPK’s internal controls, nor any instances of 
material noncompliance with laws, regulations, or the terms and conditions 
of the contract. 

Crowe Horwath did not identify any questioned costs, which would have 
included unsupported costs—costs not supported with adequate docu-
mentation or that did not have the required prior approval—and ineligible 
costs—costs prohibited by the agreement, applicable laws, or regulations. 

Crowe Horwath did not identify any prior reviews or assessments that 
pertained to Tetra Tech DPK’s implementation of the RLS-F or were mate-
rial to the Special Purpose Financial Statement. 

Crowe Horwath issued an unmodified opinion on Tetra Tech DPK’s 
Special Purpose Financial Statement, noting that it presents fairly, in all 

Judges and staff members of the Anti-
Corruption Tribunal attend a USAID-provided 
computer training program. (USAID photo)
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material respects, revenues received, costs incurred, and the balance for 
the period audited. 

Crowe Horwath did not report any findings related to the Rule of Law 
Stabilization Program–Formal Component. Therefore, SIGAR is making no 
recommendations to the USAID Mission Director for Afghanistan.

Financial Audit 15-43-FA: Department of the Army’s 
Legacy East Project
Jorge scientific Corporation’s Lack of supporting documentation Results in  
about $135 Million in Questionable Project Costs
On October 21, 2011, the Army Contracting Command awarded a $50 mil-
lion contract to Jorge Scientific Corporation (Jorge Scientific)—now 
reorganized and rebranded under Imperatis Corporation (Imperatis)—to 
implement the Legacy East project. The purpose of the project was to pro-
vide highly specialized counterinsurgency intelligence experts to mentor 
and train the ANSF. The project also provided for hiring bilingual cultural 
advisors and developing Afghanistan-specific instruction in counterinsur-
gency operations to strengthen Afghanistan’s capacity to combat terrorist 
and insurgent networks. After subsequent modifications, the total estimated 
cost of the contract was increased to $191,135,945, though the actual con-
tract expenditures were approximately $15 million less than that estimated 
cost. SIGAR’s financial audit, performed by Crowe Horwath reviewed 
$175,873,361 in expenditures charged to the contract from October 21, 2011, 
through March 15, 2014. 

Crowe Horwath identified two material weaknesses, one significant 
deficiency, and three instances of noncompliance with the terms and con-
ditions of the contract. Jorge Scientific did not retain sufficient supporting 
documentation for a subcontractor’s costs; as a result, the auditors were 
not able to determine if the costs claimed were incurred, allocable, and 
complied with the appropriate cost principles. Jorge Scientific also did not 
comply with federal procurement policies. Specifically, Jorge Scientific did 
not provide support for a competitive procurement process for three sub-
contracts totaling almost $5 million. As a result, Jorge Scientific could not 
demonstrate that these costs were reasonable, and the U.S. government 
may not have obtained the best value for goods and services procured. 
Additionally, Jorge Scientific improperly billed the U.S. government for 
fixed fees beyond the amount authorized by the contract. Although Jorge 
Scientific returned the excess fees it collected, the U.S. government lost 
$36,634 in interest. 

As a result of these internal control deficiencies and instances of non-
compliance, Crowe Horwath identified $134,552,665 in total questioned 
costs, all of it consisting of unsupported costs—costs not supported with 
adequate documentation or that did not have required prior approval. 
Crowe Horwath did not identify any ineligible costs—costs prohibited by 
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the contract, applicable laws, or regulations. The auditors also determined 
that the U.S. government lost $36,634 in interest because Jorge Scientific 
billed for more funds than required.

Crowe Horwath did not identify any prior reviews or assessments that 
could have a material effect on the Special Purpose Financial Statement.

Crowe Horwath issued a disclaimer of opinion on Jorge Scientific’s 
Special Purpose Financial Statement because Jorge Scientific could not pro-
vide sufficient documentation supporting a subcontractor’s incurred costs.

For the entire scope of this audit, Jorge Scientific was the contractor. In 
2013, Jorge Scientific was reorganized and rebranded under Imperatis. As a 
result, SIGAR’s recommendations refer to Imperatis, which is now responsi-
ble and accountable for addressing any findings related to Jorge Scientific’s 
work. Based on the results of the audit, SIGAR recommends that the Army 
Contracting Command:

1. Determine the allowability of and recover, as appropriate, 
$134,552,665 in questioned costs identified in the report.

2. Collect $36,634 in unremitted interest from Imperatis.
3. Advise Imperatis to address the report’s three internal-control findings.
4. Advise Imperatis to address the report’s three noncompliance findings.

Financial Audit 15-52-FA: USAID’s Higher Education Project
Audit of Costs incurred by university of Massachusetts
On February 23, 2011, USAID awarded a cooperative agreement with an 
initial cost of $9.9 million to the University of Massachusetts (UMass) to con-
tinue USAID’s previous work supporting the Afghanistan Higher Education 
Project (HEP). The project was intended to accomplish the following: 
(1) restart activities previously accomplished under HEP; (2) increase the 
Ministry of Higher Education’s management capabilities; (3) support profes-
sional development of university faculty; (4) maintain the Afghan Master’s 
in Education program at Kabul Education University; and (5) redesign 
and develop curriculum for undergraduate and graduate Public Policy and 
Administration programs. After 14 modifications, the total cost of the coop-
erative agreement was increased to $18,723,387. SIGAR’s financial audit, 
performed by Crowe Horwath, reviewed $18,723,387 in expenditures charged 
to the agreement from February 23, 2011, through February 28, 2014.

Crowe Horwath identified four material weaknesses, one significant defi-
ciency in internal controls, and four instances of noncompliance with the 
terms and conditions of the cooperative agreement. For one of the internal 
control weaknesses, UMass was unable to provide adequate support for 
a competitive procurement process for over $430,000 in subcontracts. As 
a result, UMass could not demonstrate that these costs were reasonable, 
and the U.S. government may have been overcharged. In addition, UMass 
improperly billed the U.S. government for $131,507 more than the amount 
required for program costs. Lastly, UMass purchased a Defense Base Act 
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(DBA) insurance policy using USAID award funds. DBA insurance does not 
cover cooperative agreements, and Crowe Horwath questioned $109,664 in 
UMass’ DBA-related costs.

As a result of these internal control deficiencies and instances of non-
compliance, Crowe Horwath identified $560,699 in total questioned costs, 
consisting of $519,005 in unsupported costs—costs not supported with 
adequate documentation or that did not have required prior approval—and 
$41,694 in ineligible costs—costs prohibited by the agreement, applicable 
laws, or regulations. The auditors also determined that the U.S. government 
lost $1,778 in interest because UMass billed for more funds than required.

As part of the audit, Crowe Horwath obtained and reviewed prior audit 
reports and other assessments related to UMass’ work on the Afghanistan 
Higher Education Project. Crowe Horwath identified one compliance 
review commissioned by USAID. USAID considered the review to be closed 
with no corrective actions required of UMass. Accordingly, Crowe Horwath 
determined that no additional corrective action was required pertaining to 
prior findings. 

Crowe Horwath issued a modified opinion on UMass’ Special Purpose 
Financial Statement because UMass recorded incurred costs for salaries and 
fringe benefits to an incorrect cost category. Additionally, UMass was unable 
to provide documentation to fully quantify the amounts in error. Because of 
these errors, Crowe Horwath was unable to determine the amount of adjust-
ments needed to correct the Special Purpose Financial Statement.

Based on the results of the audit, SIGAR recommends that the USAID 
Mission Director for Afghanistan:

1. Determine the allowability of and recover, as appropriate, $560,699 
in questioned costs identified in the report.

2. Collect $1,778 in unremitted interest from UMass.
3. Advise UMass to address the report’s five internal-control findings.
4. Advise UMass to address the report’s four noncompliance findings.

Financial Audit 15-53-FA: USAID’s Measuring Impact 
of Stabilization Initiative
Audit of Costs incurred by Management systems international
On March 14, 2012, USAID issued a task order with an initial cost of $5 mil-
lion and an 18-month base period to Management Systems International 
(MSI) to implement the Measuring Impact of Stabilization Initiative (MISTI). 
The main objective of MISTI was to provide independent performance mon-
itoring verification and evaluation for the USAID Mission for Afghanistan’s 
stabilization program. After eight modifications, the total estimated cost of 
the task order was increased to nearly $22 million, and the period of perfor-
mance was extended to March 13, 2015. SIGAR’s financial audit, performed 
by Crowe Horwath, reviewed $7,212,834 in expenditures charged to the 
award from March 14, 2012, through September 13, 2013.

USAID’s Higher Education Project 
supports Afghanistan’s Nation Development 
Strategy. (USAID photo)
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Crowe Horwath identified two significant deficiencies in internal control 
and two instances of noncompliance with the terms and conditions of the 
task order. Combined, the deficiencies in internal control and instances of 
non-compliance resulted in two findings relating to cash management pro-
cedures and financial reporting. Crowe Horwath did not note any instances 
of fraud or abuse during the audit. 

Crowe Horwath did not identify any questioned costs, which would have 
included unsupported costs—costs not supported with adequate docu-
mentation or that did not have the required prior approval—and ineligible 
costs—costs prohibited by the agreement, applicable laws, or regulations. 
However, Crowe Horwath determined that MSI drew down more funds than 
required in order to meet cash needs, resulting in a $46 loss in interest to 
the U.S. government.

Crowe Horwath did not identify any prior reviews or assessments that 
pertained to MSI’s implementation of the Measuring Impact of Stabilization 
Initiative or were material to the Special Purpose Financial Statement. 

Crowe Horwath issued an unmodified opinion on MSI’s Special Purpose 
Financial Statement, noting that it presents fairly, in all material aspects, 
revenues received, costs incurred, and the balance for the indicated 
period audited. 

Based on the results of the audit, SIGAR recommends that the USAID 
Mission Director for Afghanistan:

1. Collect $46 in interest from MSI.
2. Advise MSI to address the report’s two internal-control findings.
3. Advise MSI to address the report’s two noncompliance findings.

insPeCtiOns

Inspection Reports Published
This quarter SIGAR published three inspection reports. Two reports 
detailed inspections of industrial parks, one in Gorimar and one in 
Shorandam, both of which were hindered by a lack of USAID contract files 
and a lack of electricity at the facilities. A third inspection found that the 
ANA slaughterhouse project in Pol-i-Charkhi was never fully constructed, 
and that the contract was first suspended, then terminated, due to poor con-
tractor performance and the decision that an existing slaughterhouse could 
meet the ANA’s needs. 

Inspection 15-30-IP: Gorimar Industrial Park
Lack of electricity and Water Have Left this $7.7 Million u.s.-Funded  
industrial Park underutilized by Afghan Businesses
On May 24, 2004, USAID awarded a $10 million contract to Technologists 
Inc. (TI), based in Falls Church, Virginia, for the development of three 

COMPlETED INSPECTIONS
•	 Inspection 15-30-IP: Gorimar Industrial 
Park: Lack of electricity and Water 
have Left this $7.7 Million U.S.-
Funded Industrial Park Underutilized by 
Afghan Businesses
•	 Inspection 15-50-IP: Shorandam 
Industrial Park: Poor Recordkeeping 
and Lack of electricity Prevented a Full 
Inspection of this $7.8 Million Facility
•	 Inspection 15-51-IP: Afghan national 
Army Slaughterhouse: Stalled 
Construction Project Was terminated 
After $1.25 Million Spent
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industrial parks, including the $7.7 million Gorimar Industrial Park in 
Balkh Province. The industrial parks were being built to promote economic 
growth and create employment opportunities for the local population. 

TI’s initial contract called for it to oversee solicitations and bids for the 
design, construction, and maintenance of the industrial parks. However, 
a contract modification called for TI to complete the infrastructure for 
Gorimar Industrial Park, rather than to simply oversee solicitations and bids. 

In July 2008, following project completion, USAID transferred Gorimar 
Industrial Park to the Afghan Investment Support Agency (AISA), the 
Afghan government agency responsible for developing and expanding ten-
ant businesses at and managing all industrial parks in Afghanistan. In the 
transfer document, USAID stated that all systems installed by TI at the 
industrial park had been tested and determined to be fully functional, and 
that AISA staff had been trained to operate and maintain those systems. 
AISA estimated that businesses would create more than 900 jobs at Gorimar 
Industrial Park by the end of 2015. 

For this inspection of Gorimar Industrial Park, SIGAR assessed whether 
(1) construction was completed in accordance with contract requirements 
and applicable construction standards, and (2) the industrial park was 
being used as intended.

During a May 2014 site visit, SIGAR found that construction of all major 
infrastructure components had been completed, and observed no major 
construction issues. However, due to USAID’s lack of contract documenta-
tion and the lack of electrical power at the industrial park, SIGAR could 
not fully assess whether construction met contract requirements and 
technical specifications.

SIGAR also found that as of May 2014, nearly six years after USAID 
handed over Gorimar Industrial Park to the Afghan government, only four 
of 22 possible businesses—less than 20%—occupied the industrial park. 
Furthermore, SIGAR could only confirm employment of about 30 people at 
two businesses. A lack of electricity and water was stated as the primary 
reason more businesses have not moved into the park.

Although the industrial park’s 10 generators—costing a combined 
$2.5 million—were expected to be the primary source of power until the 
industrial park was connected to the local electrical grid, they were never 
made operational. An AISA official responsible for the industrial park stated 
his agency did not have the necessary funds to purchase fuel for the genera-
tors. According to the AISA official, as of October 2014, his agency was in 
the process of connecting the park’s electrical system to the local power 
grid. The official noted that the estimated cost for the connection was 
$700,000. He did not know when the project would be completed.

For Gorimar Industrial Park to meet its intended purpose of promot-
ing economic growth and creating employment opportunities for the local 
population by providing investors and entrepreneurs with security, access 

USAID-funded generators sit idle at 
Gorimar Industrial Park. (SIGAR photo by 
Ron Riach)
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to land, and infrastructure including electrical power and water, SIGAR rec-
ommends that the USAID Mission Director for Afghanistan: (1) Determine 
the current status of AISA’s effort to connect Gorimar Industrial Park to the 
local power grid, and, if necessary, identify appropriate steps to help com-
plete the project; (2) Determine, in consultation with AISA, the feasibility of 
establishing the park’s generators as a backup source of electrical power; 
and (3) Determine why contract files for Gorimar Industrial Park were 
missing and ensure that contract files for all future projects contain critical 
project design, planning, construction, quality assurance, and related docu-
ments required by Federal Acquisition Regulation Subpart 4.8, “Government 
Contract Files,” within 90 days.

Inspection 15-50-IP: Shorandam Industrial Park
Poor Recordkeeping and Lack of electricity Prevented a  
Full inspection of this $7.8 Million Facility 
On May 24, 2004, USAID awarded a $10 million contract to TI for the devel-
opment of three industrial parks, including the $7.8 million Shorandam 
Industrial Park in Kandahar Province. The industrial parks were being built 
to promote economic growth and create employment opportunities for the 
local population.

TI’s initial contract called for it to oversee solicitations and bids for the 
design, construction, and maintenance of the industrial parks. However, a con-
tract modification called for TI to complete the infrastructure for Shorandam 
Industrial Park, rather than to simply oversee solicitations and bids.

In September 2010, following project completion, USAID transferred 
Shorandam Industrial Park “as is” to AISA, the government agency respon-
sible for developing businesses at and managing all industrial parks in 
Afghanistan. In the handover certificate, USAID stated that the power 
plant, consisting of 10 generators, was not installed and, as a result, was 
not included in the handover. The generators were not installed because, in 
2009, they were damaged when the warehouse storing them was bombed. 
However, according to USAID officials, in December 2012, the USAID-
funded generators had been installed and were transferred to Da Afghan 
Breshna Sherkat (DABS), the Afghan power utility, in operable condition 
for use in providing power to Shorandam Industrial Park.

For this inspection of Shorandam Industrial Park, SIGAR’s objectives 
were to assess whether (1) construction was completed in accordance with 
contract requirements and technical specifications, and (2) the industrial 
park was being used as intended.

A June 2014 site visit found that all major infrastructure components 
had been constructed, and that there were no major construction issues. 
However, due to USAID’s lack of contract documentation, SIGAR could not 
fully assess whether construction met contract requirements and technical 
specifications. In addition to missing USAID documents, SIGAR determined 
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that the contract modification requiring TI to construct the three industrial 
parks contained only general requirements. There were no details describ-
ing actual construction requirements, such as the required thickness and 
composition of the paved roads, the type of sewers to be built, or the size 
and capacity of the power generators to be provided.

SIGAR’s inspection was also limited due to the lack of electricity to test 
the installed systems, such as the power-distribution and water-supply sys-
tems, which run on electricity. As a result, SIGAR could not test whether 
the park’s internal electrical-distribution and water systems were operable 
and safe, or whether those crucial systems, as well as roads, flood channels 
and other construction, met contract requirements. An Afghanistan Industry 
Association official told SIGAR that the lack of electricity at the time of 
SIGAR’s inspection was a temporary issue due to maintenance being per-
formed on the USAID-funded generators.

Furthermore, during the June 2014 site visit, SIGAR found only one 
active Afghan business at the park, which was originally intended to accom-
modate 48 businesses. SIGAR also observed three vacant structures, which 
TFBSO built to encourage business development, as well as a power plant 
constructed by the U.S. military in December 2010. The construction of 
the power plant at Shorandam Industrial Park impacted potential business 
development in two ways. First, the power plant took up about one-third of 
the park, removing that land from private development. Second, the Afghan 
Industrial Parks Development director reported that U.S. military security 
checkpoints established at the entrance and exit to the industrial park 
curbed Afghan business interest in the park.

The park became more attractive after the U.S. military withdrew from 
the site. In February 2015, or about 10 months after the U.S. military with-
drew from the park, the Afghan Industrial Parks Development director 
told SIGAR that 13 businesses had committed to moving into the industrial 
park, and at least four of them were operational. The director said that the 
remaining businesses were building their facilities. Due to security con-
cerns in the area and associated travel restrictions, SIGAR was not able to 
revisit the park to verify this information

Inspection 15-51-IP: Afghan National Army Slaughterhouse
stalled Construction Project Was terminated After $1.25 Million spent
In February 2012, CSTC-A requested that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) solicit bids for and manage construction of an ANA slaugh-
terhouse and supporting facilities in Pol-i-Charkhi, Kabul Province. In 
August 2012, USACE awarded a firm-fixed-price contract for $12 million to 
AREEB-REC Joint Venture, an Afghan company.

CSTC-A noted that a new slaughterhouse would not only satisfy the need 
for increased meat production, but would also provide improved safety and 
sanitation conditions compared to the existing facility. CSTC-A’s plan for 

Shorandam Industrial Park, built for 
$7.8 million by USAID, is operating far 
below its intended capacity. (SIGAR photo 
by Robert Rivas)
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the new facility included construction of a slaughterhouse building, admin-
istrative building, scale-house building, wastewater-treatment plant, a guard 
house and two guard shacks, two personnel bunkers, diesel power plant, 
water well, fuel-access point, three parking lots, and a perimeter wall.

For this inspection, SIGAR assessed whether the (1) work was 
completed in accordance with contract requirements and applicable con-
struction standards, and (2) facility was being used as intended.

SIGAR visited the ANA slaughterhouse construction site in April 2014, 
and found a largely open field with limited work completed, limiting the 
extent of the inspection SIGAR could perform. 

SIGAR found that about a quarter of one of the four perimeter walls was 
complete, with adequate concrete and steel reinforcing work. SIGAR also 
observed that the site’s water well had not been properly capped to prevent 
anyone from placing contaminants, poisons, or other materials in the water. 
SIGAR sent an inquiry letter to DOD in October 2014 about the water well; 
USACE officials replied that action had been taken, and the well was prop-
erly capped in October 2014.

During the first nine months of construction, USACE issued 12 letters 
to the AREEB-REC joint venture, some of which addressed contractor-
performance issues, including construction initiated prior to approval 
and noncompliance with quality-control requirements. On September 15, 
2013, USACE suspended the contract because of the contractor’s unsat-
isfactory performance. At the same time, the International Security 
Assistance Force (ISAF) began a review of all ongoing construction that 
eventually would be transferred to the ANSF. On October 1, 2013, based 
on the ISAF review, CSTC-A officials recommended terminating the ANA 
slaughterhouse project.

On October 26, 2013, CSTC-A stated that the existing ANA slaughter-
house had sufficient capacity to support ANA requirements and directed 
USACE to terminate the contract for the convenience of the U.S. govern-
ment. As a result of a termination for convenience, the contractor has the 
right to request a settlement that would compensate it for work performed, 
preparations for future work, and a reasonable allowance for profit. At 
the time of the termination for convenience, the contractor had been paid 
$1.25 million. On January 15, 2015, AREEB-REC Joint Venture requested 
$4.2 million in additional payments, as a settlement of the termination 
for convenience. USACE’s Transatlantic Middle East District is currently 
reviewing the request and the Defense Contract Audit Agency is conduct-
ing a financial audit. USACE officials stated that they expect to complete a 
negotiated settlement by December 2015.

New Inspections Announced This Quarter
This quarter, SIGAR has initiated two new inspections. Each inspection 
will assess whether (1) construction has been or is being completed in 

NEW INSPECTIONS
•	Women’s Dormitory at herat University 
•	Bagrami Industrial Park

Construction of an ANA slaughterhouse 
in Pol-i-Charkhi, which includes this 
partially built wall, was terminated after 
$1.25 million was spent. (SIGAR photo by 
Brian Flynn)
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accordance with contract requirements and applicable construction stan-
dards, and (2) the parts of the facility, if any, that are occupied are being 
used as intended and properly maintained. These inspections will assess: 
•	 Women’s Dormitory at Herat University
•	 Bagrami Industrial Park

Status of SIGAR Recommendations
The Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, requires SIGAR to report 
on the status of its recommendations. This quarter, SIGAR closed 23 rec-
ommendations contained in 11 audit and inspection reports. Four of the 
reports contained recommendations that resulted in the recovery of $77,243 
in ineligible or unsupported contract costs paid by the U.S. government. 

From 2009 through March 2014, SIGAR published 169 audits, audit let-
ters, and inspection reports and made 549 recommendations to recover 
funds, improve agency oversight, and increase program effectiveness. 
SIGAR has closed over 83% of these recommendations. Closing a recom-
mendation generally indicates SIGAR’s assessment that the audited agency 
has either implemented the recommendation or otherwise appropriately 
addressed the issue. In some cases, a closed recommendation will be the 
subject of follow-up audit work.

The Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, also requires SIGAR to 
report on any significant recommendations from prior reports on which cor-
rective action has not been completed. In this quarter, SIGAR continued to 
monitor agency actions on recommendations in 35 audit and five inspection 
reports. In this quarter there were no recommendations over 12 months old 
where the agency had yet to produce a corrective-action plan that SIGAR 
believes would resolve the identified problem. However, there are five audit 
reports over 12 months old where SIGAR is waiting for the respective agen-
cies to complete their agreed-upon corrective actions. 

SIGAR recently completed audits of the status of SIGAR recommenda-
tions made to DOD, State, and USAID. Specifically, the audits identified and 
assessed the status of SIGAR recommendations and reviewed actions taken 
or planned by the agencies to address them. In January 2015, SIGAR issued 
its report on the status of recommendations to DOD, identifying a more 
than 75% implementation rate. Previously, SIGAR issued final reports for 
State (identifying a nearly 75% implementation rate) and USAID (identifying 
a more than 80% implementation rate).

sPeCiAL PROJeCts
The Inspector General’s Office of Special Projects was created to examine 
emerging issues and deliver prompt, actionable reports to federal agencies 
and the Congress. The team conducts a variety of assessments, producing 
reports on all facets of Afghanistan reconstruction. The directorate is made 
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up of auditors, analysts, investigators, lawyers, subject-matter experts, and 
other specialists who can quickly and jointly apply their expertise to emerg-
ing problems and questions. 

This quarter, SIGAR’s Office of Special Projects issued two fact sheets. 
One analyzed contract-award data submitted from DOD, which accounted 
for $21 billion of the approximately $66 billion appropriated to DOD for 
Afghanistan reconstruction from FY 2002 to FY 2014. The second fact sheet 
analyzed CERP projects in Afghanistan.

The Office of Special Projects also wrote to DOD, State, and USAID to 
request information in support of the ongoing review of the TFBSO, to 
inquire about the analysis underlying the current and future size and struc-
ture of the ANSF, to express concerns about apparent wasteful construction 
at current and former U.S. military bases in Afghanistan, and the impact of 
projected decreases in Afghan customs revenue on the government’s ability 
to meet budgetary obligations. Additional letters inquired about USAID’s 
ability to effectively implement, monitor, and assess the impact of its 
Promote women’s empowerment program, the Afghan government’s need 
for additional budget bailouts, the way RSM will measure the progress of its 
efforts to ensure the effectiveness and sustainability of the ANSF, the avail-
ability of reliable and sustainable electric power for Kandahar City, and the 
transfer of U.S. military bases to the ANSF.

Inquiry Letter 15-31-SP: Second Request for 
TFBSO Documents
On January 29, 2015, SIGAR wrote a letter to the Secretary of Defense 
requesting documents and information for its ongoing review of TFBSO. 
This is SIGAR’s second request for documents, and is a result of analy-
sis performed on data received in response to an inquiry letter sent on 
December 10, 2014 (see Inquiry Letter 15-23-SP).

Inquiry Letter 15-34-SP: ANSF Force Structure
On February 19, 2015, SIGAR sent a letter to the Commanders of RSM 
and CSTC-A to request information regarding the analysis underlying 
the current and future size and structure of the ANSF. SIGAR’s oversight 
responsibilities include overseeing and accounting for funds from the 
Afghanistan Security Forces Fund (ASFF), which has been the source of 
over $50 billion disbursed in support of the ANSF. 

The size and force structure of the ANSF are important factors in deter-
mining the costs associated with supporting Afghan soldiers and police 
officers. However, there are differing views on optimal ANSF end strength. 
SIGAR is particularly concerned about the apparent discrepancy between 
assessments of requisite ANSF end-strength, as it raises questions regarding 
the U.S. government’s ability to anticipate future costs associated with sup-
port of these forces. 

COMPlETED SPECIAl PrOJECTS
•	Special Project 15-31-SP: Inquiry 
Letter: Second Request for tFBSO 
Documents
•	Special Project 15-34-SP: Inquiry 
Letter: AnSF Force Structure
•	Special Project 15-35-SP: Referral 
Letter: tank truck Offload Facilities
•	Special Project 15-37-SP: Inquiry 
Letter: Afghan Customs Revenue
•	Special Project 15-38-SP: Inquiry 
Letter: Afghan Customs Revenue
•	Special Project 15-39-SP: Inquiry 
Letter: Afghan Customs Revenue
•	Special Project 15-40-SP: Fact Sheet: 
DOD Contract Obligations
•	Special Project 15-42-SP: Inquiry 
Letter: tFBSO Documents
•	Special Project 15-44-SP: Inquiry 
Letter: USAID’s Promoting Gender 
equity in national Priority Programs
•	Special Project 15-45-SP: Inquiry 
Letter: Afghan Budget Shortfall
•	Special Project 15-46-SP: Inquiry 
Letter: essential Functions
•	Special Project 15-47-SP: Inquiry 
Letter: Reliable and Sustainable electric 
Power for Kandahar City
•	Special Project 15-48-SP: Inquiry 
Letter: transfer of U.S. Military Bases to 
the Afghan national Security Forces
•	Special Project 15-49-SP: Fact Sheet: 
CeRP Priorities and Spending in 
Afghanistan FY 2004–FY 2014
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Referral Letter 15-35-SP: Tank-Truck Offload Facilities
SIGAR wrote to the Deputy Commander of USFOR-A on February 19, 2015, 
to alert him about what appears to be a significant amount of wasteful con-
struction at current and former U.S. military bases in Afghanistan. Initial 
research conducted by SIGAR staff indicates that USACE spent $36 mil-
lion to construct three tank-truck offload facilities (TTOFs) that were 
significantly underused or never used at all. SIGAR referred this issue to 
USFOR-A because these were not Afghanistan-reconstruction projects, but 
projects supporting the U.S. military. 

Major General John Murray, Deputy Commander, Support, of USFOR-A 
responded to Special Inspector General Sopko on March 10 that “My 
staff is now conducting a thorough review into those TTOF’s,” and added 
that his office would share the results of their inquiry. Recently, SIGAR’s 
Afghanistan office was informed that the review is near completion. 

Inquiry Letters 15-37-SP, 15-38-SP, and 15-39-SP: 
Afghan Customs Revenue
On March 5, 2015, SIGAR wrote to DOD, State, and USAID to share con-
cerns raised by many U.S. Embassy Kabul officials during Special Inspector 
General Sopko’s recent trip to Afghanistan. The officials warned of the 
Afghan government’s inability to meet its budgetary obligations in the 
current and future fiscal years due to projected decreases in revenue. 
Representatives from the embassy’s economics section noted that a large 
portion of the decline in revenue could be attributed to concerns that 
approximately half of the customs duties for Afghan fiscal year 1393 are 
believed to have been stolen.

 According to Afghanistan’s 1393 and 1394 national budget statements, 
for Afghan fiscal years 1390 through 1393, taxes on international trade 
and transactions—a revenue category that includes customs revenue—
produced between $410 million and $660 million annually, accounting for 
24% to 36% of total domestic revenue. The Afghan government’s ongoing 
challenges in collecting customs revenue are of great concern, given that 
customs revenue regularly accounts for over a third of the Afghan govern-
ment’s domestic revenue. 

Fact Sheet 15-40-SP: DOD Contract Obligations
On March 18, 2015, SIGAR published its analysis of DOD’s data submissions 
responding to SIGAR’s February 2013 inquiry for comprehensive informa-
tion on all contracts, grants, and cooperative agreements awarded for 
reconstruction activities between FY 2002 through May 2014.

SIGAR’s analysis found that while DOD received approximately $65 bil-
lion in appropriations from FY 2002 to FY 2014 (and had obligated a total 
of $56 billion as of June 30, 2014), their data submission accounts for only 
$21 billion in total contract awards. The discrepancy is due to how DOD 

Afghan Border Police officer looks through 
a bag in a boy’s wheelbarrow at Torkham 
Gate on the Afghanistan/Pakistan border. 
SIGAR is concerned about the impacts 
of the Afghan government’s difficulty in 
collecting customs revenue. (DOD photo)
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executed funding, and how it was tracked within DOD and federal account-
ing systems. It is also due to the fact that reconstruction funds that are 
transferred between DOD entities, to another U.S. government agency, or to 
an Afghan government entity were not included in the submission. 

Inquiry Letter 15-42-SP: TFBSO Documents
SIGAR wrote to the Secretary of Defense on March 18, 2015, to inquire 
about the status of the preservation of TFBSO records for SIGAR’s ongoing 
review of the agency. SIGAR’s December 10, 2015, inquiry letter requested 
that all records be preserved prior to the end of TFBSO’s existence (see 
Inquiry Letter 15-23-SP). 

Inquiry Letter 15-44-SP: USAID’s Promoting Gender Equity  
in National Priority Programs
On March 27, 2015, SIGAR wrote to USAID to request additional informa-
tion regarding USAID’s plans for implementing and overseeing Promoting 
Gender Equity in National Priority Programs (Promote), particularly in light 
of SIGAR’s recent work on USAID’s efforts to support Afghan women, brief-
ings SIGAR personnel received about the program, and information SIGAR 
received in response to past data calls. Concerns remain about USAID’s 
ability to effectively implement, monitor, and assess the impact of Promote. 
Furthermore, SIGAR is concerned that some very basic programmatic 
issues remain unresolved and that the Afghan women engaged in the pro-
gram may be left without any tangible benefit upon completion. 

On April 10, 2015, SIGAR received USAID’s response to the inquiry letter 
and will continue to monitor Promote’s progress.

Inquiry Letter 15-45-SP: Afghan Budget Shortfall
On April 15, 2015, SIGAR wrote a letter to the U.S. Ambassador to 
Afghanistan and the Special Representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan 
to request additional information about the $100 million bailout provided 
by U.S. taxpayers in response to the Afghan government’s request for assis-
tance in addressing budget shortfalls. SIGAR first raised concerns about this 
budget bailout in a September 2014 inquiry letter (see SIGAR 14-101-SP). 

SIGAR is encouraged that $25 million (of the $100 million) was disbursed 
after the Afghan government met conditions, including granting State 
personnel access to the Afghanistan Financial Management Information 
System. However, SIGAR also noted that Afghanistan’s fiscal problems are 
unlikely to be resolved in the near future. As such, SIGAR requested that 
the State Department provide information about the $100 million bailout, 
the predicted FY 1394 shortfall, and the implications of not providing the 
entire $537 million requested by the Afghan government.
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Inquiry Letter 15-46-SP: Essential Functions
SIGAR wrote to the commanders of USFOR-A and CSTC-A on April 15, 
2015, to request information about how the Resolute Support Mission will 
measure the progress of its efforts to ensure the effectiveness and sustain-
ability of the ANSF and the Afghan Security Institutions (ASI). According 
to the Resolute Support Security Force Assistance handbook, efforts to 
develop the ANSF and ASI will consist of “advise and measure” responsibili-
ties, and will focus on eight essential functions (EF). These eight essential 
functions will be critical to the future success of any effort to bolster the 
ANSF and ASI.

Inquiry Letter 15-47-SP: Reliable and Sustainable  
Electric Power for Kandahar City
In an April 17, 2015, letter to USAID, DOD, and State officials, SIGAR reit-
erated its past concerns about electricity availability in Afghanistan by 
requesting specific information about how the United States intends to 
ensure reliable and sustainable electrical power for Kandahar City. 

Inquiry Letter 15-48-SP: Transfer of U.S. Military Bases  
to the Afghan National Security Forces
On April 17, 2015, SIGAR wrote to the Secretary of Defense to inquire about 
the transfer of hundreds of former U.S. military bases in Afghanistan to the 
ANSF. Since 2010, the United States has transferred 813 bases to the ANSF. 
Given the substantial expense associated with their construction and their 
potential either to go unused by the ANSF or to be compromised by insur-
gent forces, SIGAR is seeking information regarding the processes DOD 
follows when transferring these bases.

Fact Sheet 14-49-SP: CERP Priorities and Spending  
in Afghanistan FY 2004–FY 2014
SIGAR published a fact sheet on April 17, 2015, detailing its analysis of 
CERP in Afghanistan, which received $3.7 billion in appropriations from 
FY 2004 to FY 2014. As of June 2014, the U.S. military obligated $2.3 billion 
of these funds. SIGAR’s fact sheet provided more detail on the decline of 
CERP activity, beginning in FY 2012, as well as the reduction in obligation 
rates for CERP funds. The fact sheet also provided analysis of the purpose 
and location of many CERP projects in Afghanistan. Finally, the fact sheet 
explained that DOD does not maintain actual costs of CERP projects, and 
did not provide sufficient disbursement data to SIGAR.

LessOns LeARned
Last quarter SIGAR announced the creation of its new Lessons Learned 
Program (LLP). The LLP will conduct a comprehensive analysis of the 
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reconstruction effort in Afghanistan from 2001 onwards to identify best 
practices and lessons to help address systemic issues facing U.S. recon-
struction efforts in Afghanistan. The LLP has two ongoing projects which 
are examining interagency coordination on strategy and planning, and U.S. 
coordination with external partners in administering aid to Afghanistan. A 
Lessons Learned project announced this quarter will review the efficacy of 
counternarcotics efforts—in terms of strategy, coordination, programs, and 
outcomes—within Afghan reconstruction.

In March 2015, the LLP and the U.S. Institute of Peace convened a 
workshop with representatives of lessons learned organizations from the 
State Department, Defense Department, USAID, NATO, the UN, and the 
9/11 Commission. The objective of the workshop was to have participants 
discuss and help inform LLP on the best ways to (1) identify meaningful les-
sons from reconstruction efforts in Afghanistan that are applicable to future 
conflicts; and (2) work with stakeholders in order to institutionalize these 
lessons. The workshop also included discussion between participants on 
how different agencies may be able to work together to ensure that lessons 
that span across multiple agencies can be learned. 

New Lessons Learned Project
This quarter the LLP announced a project that will review the efficacy of 
counternarcotics efforts within Afghan reconstruction.

Counternarcotics in Afghanistan Reconstruction
The U.S. government has spent over $8 billion since 2001 on a diverse set of 
counternarcotics initiatives aimed at reducing the amount of opium poppy 
that is grown in Afghanistan; reducing the assistance insurgent forces 
receive from the proceeds of opium trafficking; and reducing the consump-
tion and export of opium products. Counternarcotics initiatives include 
eradicating opium poppies in farmers’ fields; seizing and destroying har-
vested opium and refined heroin; arresting and prosecuting drug traffickers; 
providing alternative crops and income sources to the people who rely on 
poppy cultivation for their livelihood; campaigning to reduce local demand 
for opium; and building Afghan capacity to reduce poppy cultivation with 
less international assistance. However, these efforts have not achieved the 
overarching objective of reducing the supply of opium in Afghanistan. In 
fact, opium poppy cultivation has risen dramatically from 8,000 hectares in 
2001 to 224,000 hectares in 2014.

This does not mean that every aspect of the counternarcotics effort 
failed. Progress was made at local levels in many areas and on specific 
aspects of the narcotics problem in Afghanistan. Poppy growth patterns 
have shifted over time, leaving some areas poppy free while other areas 
have more than made up the difference. Significant arrests and seizures 
were made, although clearly major trafficking operations remain. Conflict 

NEW lESSONS lEArNED PrOJECT
•	Counternarcotics in Afghanistan 
Reconstruction
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and governance dynamics have also changed over the past 14 years, rais-
ing questions about whether counternarcotics strategies were adequate for 
the context or responsive to changes in conditions on the ground. It is also 
important to recognize that counternarcotics initiatives were conducted 
in concert with other major reconstruction activities—some complemen-
tary and some that worked at cross purposes—and the priority accorded 
to counternarcotics within the overall U.S. and international strategy for 
stabilizing Afghanistan varied over time. Drawing lessons for future coun-
ternarcotics efforts in Afghanistan and other dynamic conflict environments 
therefore requires a careful evaluation of many factors considered against 
actual data on poppy cultivation and opium production.

This Lessons Learned product will examine the efficacy of the U.S. gov-
ernment’s counternarcotics effort in Afghanistan at the strategic as well as 
the operational level. It will establish whether there was the appropriate 
balance between the different component parts of the drug control effort, 
whether these components were appropriately tailored to local contexts, 
and establish whether these elements held together as a coherent strat-
egy and as a component of the larger reconstruction effort. Based on the 
project’s findings, SIGAR will provide recommendations for making future 
complex counternarcotics efforts more successful. 

Specifically, SIGAR plans to: (1) identify and describe the counternar-
cotics strategies, policies, priorities, and goals over the course of SIGAR’s 
reconstruction engagement in Afghanistan and how these compared to the 
priorities of Afghan and international partners regarding counternarcotics 
and with the wider USG Afghanistan reconstruction effort; (2) determine 
the effectiveness of rural/alternative development programs aimed at reduc-
ing opium poppy cultivation; (3) determine the effectiveness of eradication 
efforts to reduce opium supply and deter future opium poppy cultivation; 
(4) determine the effectiveness of efforts aimed at engaging the national and 
provincial authorities in drug control efforts and how sustainable these were; 
(5) determine the impact of security on the effectiveness of counternarcotics 
efforts; and (6) determine the effectiveness of law enforcement efforts in dis-
ruption and severing the nexus between the drug trade and the insurgency.

investigAtiOns
During the reporting period, SIGAR initiated 29 new investigations and 
closed 36, bringing the total number of ongoing investigations to 324, as 
shown in Figure 2.1. SIGAR investigations resulted in three arrests, five 
criminal informations, seven convictions, four sentencings, and over 
$1.1 million in fines, restitutions, and forfeitures. In Afghanistan, two indi-
viduals were excluded from U.S. military installations. 

The accomplishments of the quarter bring the cumulative total in crimi-
nal fines, restitutions, forfeitures, civil settlement recoveries, and U.S. 

Total: 324

Other/
Miscellaneous
65

Procurement
and Contract
Fraud
125

Public
Corruption
71

Money
Laundering

29

Theft
34

Source: SIGAR Investigations Directorate, 4/8/2015. 

SIGAR INVESTIGATIONS: NUMBER OF OPEN 
INVESTIGATIONS, AS OF MARCH 31, 2015

FIGURe 2.1
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government cost savings from SIGAR’s ongoing investigations to $571.6 mil-
lion. Investigative outcomes include 96 arrests, 120 criminal charges, 
86 convictions, and 64 sentencings.

Former U.S. Military Member Sentenced for Fuel Theft Scheme 
On January 14, 2015, in the Eastern District of North Carolina, U.S. Army 
Specialist Alexander Swim was sentenced to 10 months in federal prison 
and ordered to pay $422,303 in restitution for his role in the theft of military-
appropriated fuel. Following the completion of his incarceration, Swim 
will serve an additional three years’ supervised probation. On October 6, 
2014, Swim pled guilty to theft and conversion of public property and aiding 
and abetting. 

From January 2012 until October 2012, Swim was deployed to 
Afghanistan under the Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force at 
Forward Operating Base (FOB) Sharana. During his deployment, Swim 
served as an advanced operating base mechanic with responsibility for 
overseeing the maintenance of vehicles and the distribution of fuel to 
Special Operations Forces. On multiple occasions during his deployment, 
Swim participated in a conspiracy to steal military-appropriated fuel from 
FOB Sharana by escorting Afghan-national-operated fuel trucks onto the 
installation to be loaded with fuel, and then escorting them off the base. 
Because of Swim’s actions, the U.S. government suffered a loss of over 
$400,000 in stolen fuel. 

U.S. Army National Guard Sergeant Pleads  
Guilty to Conspiracy 
On March 23, 2015, in the Middle District of Pennsylvania, U.S. Army National 
Guard Staff Sergeant Timothy H. Albright pled guilty to a one-count criminal 
information charging him with conspiracy to receive and accept bribes. 

The plea relates to a bribery investigation focusing on Afghan contrac-
tors paying U.S. military personnel in return for government contracts 
associated with the Humanitarian Aid Yard (HA Yard) at Bagram Airfield 
(BAF). The HA Yard functions as a storage facility for large quantities of 
clothing, food, school supplies, and other items available to military units 
in support of humanitarian aid for the Afghan people. The HA Yard, through 
the Commander’s Emergency Response Program, enables U.S. military 
commanders to respond to urgent humanitarian relief needs.

From January 2008 until October 2008, Albright, in his position as a 
commercial-vendor services specialist at BAF, conspired to accept approxi-
mately $25,000 in illegal bribes from an Afghan interpreter to expedite and 
ensure the successful processing of a particular Afghan vendor’s invoices 
submitted for work performed at the HA Yard. Albright sent the money he 
received from the vendor to his wife in Lebanon, Pennsylvania, through 
the U.S. Postal Service. He would typically ship the money in boxes 
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containing DVDs by placing the money in greeting card envelopes and 
inserting the envelopes between the DVDs. The cards usually contained 
approximately $1,000. 

U.S. Military Members Plead Guilty to Bribery  
and Money Laundering 
On February 10, 2015, subsequent to a criminal information filed in the 
Middle District of Georgia, U.S. Army Sergeant Seneca Hampton pled guilty 
to conspiracy to commit bribery and money laundering. 

On February 11, 2015, subsequent to a criminal information filed in the 
Middle District of Georgia, U.S. Army Sergeant First Class James Norris 
pled guilty to conspiracy to commit bribery and money laundering. 

SIGAR initiated the investigation of Hampton and Norris based on reports 
of missing fuel at FOB Gardez. The investigation identified a total loss of 
59,000 gallons of fuel valued at $600,000. Hampton and Norris were identi-
fied as having been involved in a bribery scheme in connection to the fuel 
loss. The soldiers subsequently admitted to accepting approximately $2,000 
per day from local Afghan drivers in exchange for permitting the drivers to 
take thousands of gallons of fuel from the base. Both individuals shipped the 
bribery proceeds to the U.S. by concealing them in their personal effects. 

Further, Hampton and Norris admitted to purchasing vehicles with cash 
derived from the bribery scheme. As part of their plea agreements, both 
individuals agreed to forfeit the proceeds received from the bribery to 
include the vehicles, as well as full restitution. 

Sentencing for both men is scheduled for May 21, 2015.

Afghan National Arrested for Bribery 
Abdul Mobin Shafiq was arrested on December 30, 2014, after being sum-
moned to the Afghan Attorney General’s Office (AGO) by Prosecutor Abdul 
Ghafur on suspicion of bribery. 

Shafiq was an interpreter for the U.S. Army at BAF in 2008. During that 
time, Shafiq acted as an intermediary in providing cash payments from an 
Afghan vendor to U.S. military members, who are subjects of a separate 
SIGAR investigation, in return for favorable consideration in the awarding 
of contracts.

SIGAR and the U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command (CID) met 
with Prosecutor Ghafur at BAF and provided him with facts and circum-
stances pertaining to Shafiq’s complicity in bribery. The meeting and the 
investigative documents provided to Prosecutor Ghafur prompted his deci-
sion to arrest Shafiq and pursue local prosecution. 

Shafiq was subsequently released on bond and additional investigation 
into the matter is pending.

Deputy Assistant Inspector General for 
Investigations Sharon Woods, right, and 
Special Agent in Charge lindy Savelle, left, 
attended a meeting at the Presidential 
Palace in Afghanistan this quarter. 
(SIGAR photo)
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Two Sentenced for Conspiracy to Commit Money Laundering 
On January 9, 2015, in the Western District of Tennessee, Jimmy Wayne 
Dennis was sentenced to 41 months’ incarceration, followed by 24 months’ 
supervised release, and ordered to forfeit $115,000 for conspiracy to 
commit money laundering. Also, on January 9, 2015, Jerry Dennis was sen-
tenced to two years’ probation, including six months of home confinement, 
and ordered to forfeit $110,000 for conspiracy to commit money laundering. 

Jimmy Dennis and Jerry Dennis were both subjects of a bribery inves-
tigation focusing on Afghan contractors paying U.S. military personnel in 
return for government contracts associated with the HA Yard at BAF. From 
March 2008 through March 2009, Jimmy Dennis, a U.S. Army first sergeant 
assigned as a paying agent in the HA Yard, helped steer contracts to cer-
tain Afghan vendors in return for approximately $250,000 in cash bribes. 
On numerous occasions, Jimmy Dennis shipped cash inside containers to 
two individuals in the United States, namely his father, Jerry Dennis, and 
James C. Pittman, a former U.S. Army friend. Jimmy Dennis sent the money 
with the understanding that the cash would be deposited and run through 
Pittman’s landscaping business in Chattanooga, Tennessee. The funds 
deposited in the business account would subsequently be paid to Jimmy 
and Jerry Dennis in the form of salary checks. 

In September 2014, Pittman was sentenced to 12 months’ prison time, 12 
months’ probation, and ordered to pay $25,000 in restitution.

Afghan National Convicted for Embezzling Over $530,000
On December 31, 2014, following a one-day trial, the Islamic Republic 
of Afghanistan found Abdul Khalil Qadery guilty of stealing more than a 
half million dollars. On the same day, he was sentenced to five years and 
one month imprisonment and ordered to pay restitution of $539,173. 

Qadery was formerly employed by Development Alternatives Inc. (DAI), 
an international company based in Bethesda, Maryland, and responsible for 
implementing the USAID Agricultural Credit Enhancement (ACE) project. 
The primary purpose of ACE is to help the Afghan government establish 
and manage the $100 million USAID-funded Agricultural Development Fund 
(ADF) program. The program is designed to help Afghanistan’s Ministry of 
Agriculture, Irrigation, and Livestock support small farmers with loans to be 
repaid after harvest. 

As the credit-administration accountant of ACE, Qadery’s responsibility 
was to provide the Afghanistan International Bank (AIB) with a fund-trans-
fer application and the ACE loan agreement between ACE and the approved 
loan applicant. The documentation is authorization required by AIB to wire 
money to the ADF loan recipient. Qadery embezzled $539,173 by setting 
up a fictitious company, forging the paperwork, and using the authority 
of his position to facilitate the illegal wire transfer. On the same day, he 
withdrew the entire amount in cash. Qadery was arrested by the ANP in 
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Mazar-e-Sharif on April 2, 2014. The subsequent conviction is the result of 
long-standing collaboration maintained by SIGAR, the AGO, and USAID 
OIG, throughout the investigation. 

Afghan National Arrested 
On March 11, 2015, Prosecutor Abdul Ghafur of the AGO arrested an Afghan 
contractor, Sayad Abbas Shah Marshal, at BAF on suspicion of fraud. 

An investigation was initiated when representatives of the Complex 
Resolution Division (CRD) and BAF Regional Contracting Center (BRCC) 
reported to the International Contract Corruption Task Force (ICCTF) 
that Marshal submitted a suspicious claim for payment. Marshal had sent 
an email to CRD/BRCC stating he had a partnership with the owner of 
Amanullah Ahmadzai Construction Co. Ltd. (AACC) and that AACC was 
never paid $97,500 on a portable-toilet cleaning service contract at FOB 
Sharana. The investigation determined that Marshal had no affiliation with 
AACC and that AACC had already been paid for services rendered. The 
determination resulted in a savings of more than $97,000 for the U.S. gov-
ernment as payment for the claim was prevented.

On March 4, 2015, SIGAR contacted Prosecutor Ghafur to apprise him 
of the facts regarding the fraudulent activity perpetrated by Marshal. 
Prosecutor Ghafur was provided with a translated summary of the offense, 
and with copies of the bank remittance instructions and payment invoices 
Marshal used in attempting to transfer $97,000 to his personal bank 
account. Prosecutor Ghafur asked to be notified immediately when Marshal 
entered BAF again so he could arrange to take him into custody.

On March 11, 2015, after processing through BAF entry point security, 
Marshal was turned over to SIGAR and other representatives of the ICCTF. 
Upon notification of Marshal’s location, Prosecutor Ghafur arrested him. 
The investigation is ongoing.

Former U.S. Air Force Captain Pleads Guilty
On March 10, 2015, in the Northern District of Iowa, U.S. Air Force Captain 
Adam J.J. Pudenz pled guilty to a two-count criminal information charging 
him with making a materially false statement and violating the restriction 
on post-employment communication and appearances.

This investigation was initiated based on a complaint from the Brigadier 
General Senior Contracting Officer-Afghanistan. According to the complaint, 
Pudenz, served as a contracting official in the Kabul Regional Contracting 
Center, Afghanistan, and shortly after leaving the U.S. Air Force, began rep-
resenting companies, including Kabul Milli Trading Company (KMTC) on 
government contracts for which he had served as a contracting official. 

In addition, during the investigation Pudenz lied to investigators regard-
ing the time periods he began communicating with KMTC in order to 
conceal his improper relationship, namely his post-employment restrictions.
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Discovery of Fuel Theft Leads to Afghan National  
Being Barred from Military Installation
On January 12, 2015, the U.S. Army Garrison Commander at BAF issued a 
military base barment letter for a Lego Afghanistan Logistics (LAL) fuel-
truck driver, barring his access to the installation. The Afghan national had 
driven onto BAF with a transportation movement request dated several 
months prior and authorizing the download of 1,713 gallons of fuel. The 
truck contained only 273 gallons of fuel and the driver could not explain the 
discrepancy or the time lapse. The driver was turned over to Parwan police 
for questioning and confessed to stealing the fuel. LAL agreed to absorb the 
cost of the missing fuel and the Afghan authorities did not pursue prosecu-
tion against the truck driver. 

Suspensions and Debarments
This quarter, SIGAR’s suspension and debarment program referred 22 indi-
viduals and 22 companies for suspension or debarment based on evidence 
developed as part of investigations conducted by SIGAR in Afghanistan and 
the United States. Four of these individuals were referred for suspension 
based upon criminal charges being filed against them based on misconduct 
related to or affecting reconstruction contracting in Afghanistan. As shown 
in Figure 2.2, these referrals bring the total number of individuals and com-
panies referred by SIGAR since 2008 to 608, encompassing 326 individuals 
and 282 companies to date.

As of the end of March 2015, the efforts of SIGAR to utilize suspen-
sion and debarment to address fraud, corruption and poor performance in 
Afghanistan have resulted in a total of 102 suspensions, 308 finalized debar-
ments, and 28 special entity designations of individuals and companies 
engaged in U.S.-funded reconstruction projects. The ability to use special 
entity designations is a result of legislation recently passed by Congress, 
SIGAR’s audit recommendations, and coordination between SIGAR’s sus-
pension and debarment program and DOD. The result is a workable process 
that provides notice of exclusions from contracting based on support to 
insurgents and terrorists.

An additional 14 individuals and companies have entered into adminis-
trative compliance agreements with the government in lieu of exclusion 
from contracting since the initiation of the program. During the first quarter 
of 2015, SIGAR’s referrals resulted in nine suspensions, 12 finalized debar-
ments, and 28 special entity designations of individuals and entities by 
agency suspension and debarment officials and DOD.

Suspensions and debarments are an important tool for ensuring that 
agencies award contracts only to responsible entities. SIGAR’s program 
addresses three challenges posed by U.S. policy and the contingency con-
tracting environment in Afghanistan: the need to act quickly, the limited 
U.S. jurisdiction over Afghan nationals and Afghan companies, and the 

special entity designations: exclusions in 
the GSA SAM based upon identifications 
by the CentCOM Commander of individuals 
and entities that are or have the potential 
to engage in contracting and have provided 
material support to insurgent or terrorist 
groups in accordance with Section 841 of 
the 2015 national Defense Authorization 
Act. Special entity designations are for an 
indefinite period and act as notice that 
contracts and subcontracts awarded to 
individuals and entities identified by the 
CentCOM Commander may be restricted, 
terminated or voided as a matter of public 
policy. For more information, see page 54 of 
this report.

Source: SIGAR suspensions and debarment program.
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vetting challenges inherent in the use of multiple tiers of subcontractors. 
SIGAR continues to look for ways to enhance the government’s responses 
to these challenges through the innovative use of information resources 
and investigative assets both in Afghanistan and the United States. SIGAR 
makes referrals for suspensions and debarments—actions taken by U.S. 
agencies to exclude companies or individuals from receiving federal 
contracts or assistance because of misconduct—based on completed inves-
tigations that SIGAR participates in. 

In most cases, SIGAR’s referrals occur in the absence of acceptance of 
an allegation for criminal prosecution or remedial action by a contract-
ing office and are therefore the primary remedy to address contractor 
misconduct. In making referrals to agencies, SIGAR provides the basis 
for a suspension or debarment decision by the agency as well as all of the 
supporting documentation needed for an agency to support that decision 
should it be challenged by the contractor at issue. Based on the evolving 
nature of the contracting environment in Afghanistan and the available 
evidence of contractor misconduct and/or poor performance, on occasion 
SIGAR has found it necessary to refer individuals or companies on multiple 
occasions for consideration by agency suspension and debarment officials.

SIGAR’s current emphasis on suspension and debarment is exemplified 
by the fact that of the 608 referrals for suspension and debarment that have 
been made by the agency to date, 581 have been made since the second 
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quarter of 2011. During the 12-month period prior to April 1, 2015, referrals 
by SIGAR’s suspension and debarment program resulted in the exclusion 
of 208 individuals and companies from contracting with the government. 
SIGAR’s referrals over this period concern allegations of theft, fraud, poor 
performance, financial support to insurgents, and mismanagement as part 
of reconstruction contracts valued at over $841 million. 

Special Entity Designations in the System for Award 
Management Implement the “Never Contract with  
the Enemy Act”
Since September of 2012, SIGAR has worked to ensure that contractors 
identified as having provided support to insurgents and terrorist organiza-
tions are excluded from contracting as a common sense application of 
the overall goal of safeguarding reconstruction monies in Afghanistan. As 
part of these efforts, based on Section 841 of the 2012 National Defense 
Authorization Act (NDAA), SIGAR referred 43 individuals and entities to 
the Department of the Army for debarment. In doing so, SIGAR sought to 
utilize the suspension and debarment process to achieve these exclusions 
as a means of protecting the procurement process and, at the same time, 
publicly advocated for the immediate exclusion of all individuals and enti-
ties that would be identified in the future as having supported insurgents 
and terrorist organizations. 

Simultaneously, SIGAR’s Audits Directorate conducted a comprehen-
sive review of how DOD implemented Section 841, resulting in SIGAR’s 
Audit 13-6, Contracting with the Enemy: DOD Has Limited Assurance 
that Contractors with Links to Enemy Groups are Identified and their 
Contracts Terminated, released April 11, 2013. This audit identified mul-
tiple weaknesses in the implementation of Section 841, including lack of 
notice to contracting activities and prime contractors of which individuals 
and entities had been identified as providing support to insurgents, and 
incomplete guidance regarding what actions should be taken by contract-
ing activities and prime contractors once that notice was received. The 
DOD, in its September 2014 update to the DOD Supplement to the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation, specifically cited SIGAR’s audit findings as the 
basis for five specific changes to how it implemented Section 841, including 
required monthly checks by contracting officers to ensure that contracts 
were not being performed by or were awarded to individuals and entities 
identified under Section 841. (See: Office of the Undersecretary of Defense 
Policy Memorandum, “Class Deviation - Prohibition on Contracting with the 
Enemy,” DARS Tracking Number 2014-O0020, September 17, 2014.) 

Due to SIGAR’s advocacy, its audit report, and Congressional inter-
est in improving Section 841, revisions were made as part of the 2014 
NDAA and in the 2015 NDAA’s “Never Contract With the Enemy Act,” 
which expanded this authority to all combatant commanders, significantly 
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improving the ability to exclude parties seeking to use the proceeds of 
contracts to support insurgents and terrorist organizations. (See: 2015 
National Defense Authorization Act, Pub. L. No. 113-291, Section 841, 
December 19, 2014.)

As part of the ongoing implementation of Section 841 and SIGAR’s rec-
ommendations, beginning in late 2014, DOD, via the GSA SAM began listing 
individuals and contractors subject to restriction, termination, or voiding of 
contracts awarded to them in its publicly available database. (See: System 
for Award Management Website, www.sam.gov.) These listings, described 
as “special entity designations,” provide the notice to contracting officers 
and prime contractors of identifications necessary to implement Section 
841 as envisioned by Congress and SIGAR. 

In the past quarter, SIGAR has reviewed the materials on SAM. Of the 
43 individuals and entities referred in September 2012, 26 are in excluded 
status, addressing the majority of the individuals and primary businesses 
originally referred by SIGAR to the Department of the Army. These special-
entity designations are indefinite in duration and, as they provide notice 
equivalent to suspension and debarment actions taken by contractors, 
provide a satisfactory means to address SIGAR’s concerns about protect-
ing the procurement process and providing notice to contracting officers 
and prime contractors. While the change represents progress, it still leaves 
unscathed a significant portion of the individuals or entities that SIGAR has 
concluded should be debarred or suspended from receiving government 
contracts. SIGAR will continue to press to have all such individuals or enti-
ties added to GSA’s list.

Suspension of Three Individuals and Two Companies Indicted 
for Attempting to Illegally Export Radios Used to Control 
Unmanned Aerial and Ground vehicles
On January 26, 2015, the Army suspension and debarment official sus-
pended Ayman Wazne, Adeeb Nagib Sobh, and Wazne’s companies, 
Stallion Construction and Engineering Group, International Contracting 
and Development, and Wazne Group Inc., from contracting with the gov-
ernment based on the indictment of Wazne and Sobh in the U.S. District 
Court for the District of Columbia on one count of conspiracy to violate 
the Arms Export Control Act (AECA) and the International Traffic in Arms 
Regulation (ITAR) and to defraud the United States, one count of attempted 
unlawful export, and one count of aiding and abetting the violation of 
the AECA and ITAR. Specifically, Wazne and Sobh, through the Wazne 
Group Inc., attempted to purchase FBGR115RC-2 radios, used to control 
unmanned aerial and ground vehicles, for the purpose of exporting them to 
South Sudan via Beirut, Lebanon, and the United Arab Emirates. Both were 
taken into custody in March 2012 based on an investigation by federal law 
enforcement in Detroit, Michigan. 
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In addition to his business interests in Detroit, Wazne is also the owner 
of Stallion Construction and Engineering Group, a construction contractor 
that has been awarded multiple awards of contracts and subcontracts at 
Kandahar Airfield between 2009 and 2012. This work included the construc-
tion of a $3.2 million ANA Air Corps aircraft parking apron, four laundry 
and mission-support buildings, valued at over $750,000, and a new wall 
around the USACE compound, valued at $336,000. Stallion Construction 
and Engineering Group has also received at least one subcontract to 
construct residential units associated facilities in Chad for use of UN per-
sonnel working in northern Africa. Wazne, Sobh, Stallion Construction and 
Engineering Group, International Contracting and Development, and Wazne 
Group Inc., will remain in suspended status pending completion of criminal 
proceedings in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia.

OtHeR sigAR OveRsigHt ACtivities tHis QuARteR

SIGAR Submits Written Testimony to Senate 
Appropriations Subcommittee
On February 24, Special Inspector General Sopko submitted written testi-
mony to the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on the Department of 
State, Foreign Operations, and Related Programs. Sopko’s testimony sum-
marized SIGAR’s FY 2016 budget request, recent successes from SIGAR’s 
ongoing work, the challenges SIGAR has in accomplishing its mission, 
and steps being taken to overcome these challenges. In addition, the tes-
timony described key management and program challenges facing State 
and USAID, as well as DOD, by highlighting areas of high risk that SIGAR 
has identified.

In summarizing SIGAR’s accomplishments, Sopko pointed out that since 
2008, the agency had identified over $1.6 billion in savings, and that SIGAR’s 
investigations have saved the U.S. government more than $550 million. At 
the time of the written testimony, forfeitures, fines, and restitutions result-
ing from criminal investigations totaled over $18 million. Furthermore, 
SIGAR’s investigative work led to the conviction of over 80 subjects, 64 of 
whom have been sentenced. 

In addition, Sopko’s testimony highlighted that SIGAR completed 188 
audit and inspection reports and made 540 recommendations that identi-
fied nearly $1.1 billion in questioned costs, funds that can be put to better 
use, and funds identified for potential recovery. Of that $1.1 billion, SIGAR’s 
financial-audit program had identified approximately $107 million in ques-
tioned costs, $11.5 million of which has been sustained by the agencies so 
far. Of the 540 recommendations, State, USAID, and DOD had implemented 
374, or almost 70%, with 100 recommendations still open. 

TESTIMONY GIVEN
•	 testimony 15-36-tY: Statement for the 
Record-Improving the effectiveness 
of U.S. Reconstruction efforts in 
Afghanistan by enhancing Oversight 
and Addressing Key Areas of high Risk 
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Sopko also explained that, to help guide SIGAR during a period of rapid 
change in Afghanistan and address, among other things, how the office will 
conduct its oversight mission with less direct access to program and project 
sites, SIGAR developed a transition plan for 2014 through 2016. The plan 
ensures that SIGAR’s transition activities are synchronized with its strategic 
plan and other U.S. agencies’ transition plans. Over time, and as appropri-
ate, SIGAR will adjust its functions, methods, products, and practices, 
adopting new ones when necessary, to continue to provide seamless, inde-
pendent oversight of the reconstruction effort. Further, SIGAR will take all 
measures necessary to uphold government standards of quality in carrying 
out its oversight.

In his testimony, Sopko also discussed SIGAR’s High-Risk List, which 
built on the seven questions the agency developed in early 2013 to guide 
decision makers as they consider whether and how best to use the remain-
ing reconstruction funds. The High-Risk List called attention to program 
areas and elements of the U.S.-funded reconstruction effort in Afghanistan 
that are especially vulnerable to significant waste, fraud, and abuse. With 
the list, SIGAR highlighted program areas it believes agencies such as State, 
USAID, and DOD, need to focus on and discuss how specific agencies are 
failing to mitigate risks in areas under their purview. In addition to driving 
agencies to evaluate and address their own operations, SIGAR intends to 
use the list as an internal tool for planning its own oversight work.

Finally, Sopko concluded by articulating that much remains to be done 
before Afghanistan becomes a country that can ensure its own stability 
and security with a capable and self-sustaining ANSF, and has a stable 
government that can provide necessary services, such as rule of law and 
education, to its citizens. The success of this effort greatly hinges on the 
U.S. government’s ability to efficiently and effectively provide reconstruc-
tion assistance to Afghanistan and ensure that funds are not wasted or 
abused in what is the most costly rebuilding program for a single nation in 
U.S. history. Sopko reiterated SIGAR’s commitment to assisting Congress, 
U.S. agencies, and other stakeholders by continuing to provide aggressive 
and independent oversight of the reconstruction effort.

Department of Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) 
Collaborates with SIGAR 
This quarter, the Department of Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) 
recognized SIGAR’s collaborative case efforts which are exclusively 
focused on investigations pertinent to Afghanistan and incorporate the core 
money-laundering principle of “following the money.”

At the request of Assistant Director Derek N. Benner, HSI Domestic 
Operations, and Assistant Director Lev J. Kubiak, HSI International 
Operations, a message was sent to all HSI Assistant Directors, Deputy 
Assistant Directors, Special Agents in Charge, and Attachés, informing them 
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of SIGAR’s interest in a partnership with HSI to tap into its expertise in 
illicit financial and public corruption investigations. 

In the message, SIGAR was acknowledged for having conveyed a trend 
in which illicit proceeds from various forms of fraud schemes involving 
U.S. government funding are being sent to the United States and laundered. 
Collaboration between HSI and SIGAR was recognized as an opportunity 
for HSI to work with another agency whose mission is exclusively focused 
on investigations pertinent to Afghanistan. In the message, employees 
were encouraged to contact SIGAR to coordinate investigations relative 
to Afghanistan, involving illicit proceeds derived from crimes involving 
federal procurement fraud, contract fraud, theft, corruption, bribery of 
government employees, and matters pertaining to waste and abuse of U.S. 
taxpayer dollars.

This collaboration is an example of SIGAR leveraging its law-enforce-
ment capabilities to work with other agencies to more successfully carry 
out its oversight mission. It is also an acknowledgement by HSI of SIGAR’s 
in-country, boots-on-the-ground expertise. This is significant as this is 
the first quarterly reporting period after the transition to the new mili-
tary mission of Operation Freedom’s Sentinel and it shows that SIGAR is 
increasingly becoming the face of U.S. law enforcement in Afghanistan. 

SIGAR Participates in International Women’s Day Celebration
On March 8, 2015, representatives from SIGAR’s Embassy Kabul office 
attended the International Women’s Day celebration sponsored by the 
Canadian Embassy. Canadian Ambassador Deborah Lyons spoke to the 
group about her experiences as a woman in leadership. Attendees included 

Three of SIGAR’s female employees were invited to attend the Canadian embassy’s 
International Women’s Day celebration in March, and are pictured here with colleagues 
representing the United States, Canada, Norway, Spain, and Afghanistan, among others. 
(SIGAR photo) 
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women representatives from various international donor countries, as well 
as women from Afghanistan. The celebration provided an opportunity to 
network among female colleagues, share experiences, and celebrate wom-
en’s achievements throughout the world. During the event, Special Agent 
in Charge Lindy Savelle met with several embassy representatives to brief 
them on an ongoing SIGAR investigative matter.

sigAR Budget
SIGAR received a budget of $56.9 million for FY 2015 in the Consolidated 
and Further Continuing Appropriations Act from Congress. The budget 
supports SIGAR’s oversight activities and products by funding SIGAR’s 
five directorates: (1) Audits and Inspections, (2) Special Projects, 
(3) Investigations, (4) Management and Support, and (5) Research 
and Analysis.

sigAR stAFF
SIGAR had 192 employees on board at the end of the quarter. SIGAR 
maintains 42 U.S. civilian positions and employs several local nationals in 
Afghanistan. Most work at U.S. Embassy Kabul, but some are at other in-
country locations. SIGAR is also assisted by local national staff in its Kabul 
office to support the Investigations and Audits directorates. In addition, 
SIGAR supplements its Afghanistan resident staff with U.S.-based personnel 
assigned to short-term temporary duty in Afghanistan. This quarter, SIGAR 
had 11 employees on temporary duty in Afghanistan for a total of 256 days.

Special Agent in Charge lindy Savelle (left) 
met with French Ambassador to Afghanistan 
Jean-Michel Marlaud in February. 
(SIGAR photo by Mike Foster)



Source: U.S. Congress, Joint Meeting to Hear An Address By His Excellency Mohammad Ashraf Ghani, President of The Islamic 
Republic of Afghanistan, March 25, 2015.

“As the current phase of our 
relationship draws to a close, our 

appreciation for the depth of America’s 
contribution to our people cannot  
be measured in words alone, but it  

can be seen quite literally in the 
number of Afghans whose futures  

have been changed thanks to  
America and its allies.”

— Afghan President Ashraf Ghani
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ReconstRuction update

Overview
From March 22 to 25, 2015, President Ashraf Ghani and Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO) Abdullah Abdullah made their first visit to Washington, 
DC, since Afghanistan’s national-unity government was inaugurated in 
September 2014. According to Special Representative for Afghanistan 
and Pakistan (SRAP) Daniel Feldman, the visit focused on “the need to 
change the narrative of the U.S.-Afghanistan bilateral relationship.”40 
The visit resulted in a number of U.S. commitments of support for the 
Afghan government:
•	 President Obama’s announcement to maintain 9,800 deployed 

U.S. troops in Afghanistan into 2016.41

•	 DOD’s intention to seek funding through 2017 to sustain the Afghan 
National Security Forces (ANSF) at an authorized force strength 
of 352,000.42

•	 An $800 million, five-year “New Development Partnership” incentive-
based program to support Ghani’s reform agenda. This new U.S. Agency 
for International Development (USAID)-administered initiative will utilize 
already budgeted or requested funding and will be delivered through the 
World Bank’s Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund (ARTF). According 
to a senior U.S. official, a difference in this program is that the incentive 
milestones “are not going to be short-term, check the box, do this thing, 
make this reform” approaches of past incentive-based programs, but will 
focus on “substantial reforms or development outcomes.”43

•	 Funding of $30 million in support of electoral reforms and operations to 
be implemented by United Nations Development Programme’s (UNDP) 
Enhancing Legal and Electoral Capacity for Tomorrow–Phase II 
(UNDP/ELECT II) program.

•	 Up to $10 million to the UNDP’s Support to Afghanistan Peace and 
Reintegration Programme (APRP) to support the efforts of the Afghan 
High Peace Council (HPC).44

While Ghani and Abdullah’s trip was widely regarded as a success, 
the national-unity government still lacked a full cabinet at the end of the 
quarter. Nor did the government succeed in initiating peace talks with the 
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Taliban by the end of the quarter. In early April, an Afghan news agency 
reported Abdullah saying “I am not at all satisfied with government’s perfor-
mance. It has been negligent.”45

 In February, the UN Secretary-General reported that the security situa-
tion in Afghanistan remained volatile, with the highest number of security 
incidents in the months of December 2014 and January 2015 compared with 
the same period in each year since 2001, a fact it attributed to the relatively 
mild winter.46 Additionally, the Secretary-General predicted that armed con-
flicts will intensify this summer.47

Also in February, the ANSF began Operation Zulfiqar, the largest 
operation it has conducted independently since taking responsibility 
for Afghanistan’s security this year, to clear insurgents from Helmand 
Province.48 The 50-day operation ended with officials reporting the deaths of 
418 insurgents, 93 security personnel, and seven civilians.49

In March, a young woman named Farkhunda was beaten to death and 
burnt by a mob in Kabul following accusations that she had burnt a Koran. 
The killing prompted large protests in Kabul.50 According to an Afghan 
government fact-finding report, the accusations against the 27-year-old 
Farkhunda were false. Police tried to intervene at the beginning of the inci-
dent, but stood by as the mob became more violent.51 The Afghan Attorney 
General’s Office (AGO) announced that 49 people, 20 of them police, were 
being held in connection to Farkhunda’s death.52

Afghanistan ended its fiscal year (FY) 1393 (December 22, 2013–
December 21, 2014), missing budgetary revenue collection targets by 35%. 
This represented a 9.9% decrease from the same period in FY 1392, while 
expenditures increased 9.2%. Domestic revenues in FY 1393 paid for only 
33% or $1.7 billion of Afghanistan’s total budget expenditures of $5.2 billion, 
with donor contributions making up the difference. 

This quarter, the FY 1394 national budget was approved, totaling 
$7.65 billion, a 1.8% increase over FY 1393. The Afghan government and the 
International Monetary Fund reached a nine-month staff-level agreement 
to monitor implementation of Afghanistan’s macroeconomic policies and 
structural-reform agenda. And the U.S. Treasury agreed to develop technical 
assistance and capacity-building programs to strengthen Afghanistan’s pub-
lic financial-management systems and its financial-sector oversight.

As of March 31, 2015, approximately $109.8 billion had been appropriated 
for Afghanistan relief and reconstruction since 2002. More than $92.5 bil-
lion of this total was appropriated for the seven major reconstruction funds, 
and approximately $14.9 billion of the amount appropriated to these funds 
remained in the funding pipeline for potential disbursement. On February 2, 
2015, President Obama released his FY 2016 budget request. The request, 
if approved, would provide an additional $5.4 billion for the major recon-
struction funds—approximately the same amount these funds received for 
FY 2015.
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The United States provides on-budget assistance to Afghan govern-
ment entities and contributions to multinational trust funds. Since 2002, 
the United States has provided nearly $8.5 billion in on-budget assistance. 
This includes about $4.4 billion to Afghan government ministries and 
institutions, and nearly $4.1 billion to three multinational trust funds—the 
World Bank’s ARTF, UNDP’s Law and Order Trust Fund for Afghanistan 
(LOTFA), and the Asian Development Bank’s Afghanistan Infrastructure 
Trust Fund (AITF). Table 3.1 shows U.S. on-budget assistance to Afghan 
government entities.

tAble 3.1

U.S. On-BUdget ASSiStAnce tO  
AfghAniStAn, Since 2002 ($ millions)

Government-to-Government
dod $2,905

state 92

usaid 1,404

Multilateral Trust Funds
LotFa $1,519

aRtF 2,430

aitF 105

note: Government-to-government figures reflect amounts 
the united states has committed in on-budget assis-
tance, excluding commitments to multilateral trust funds. 
Multilateral trust funds figures reflect amounts the united 
states has paid in to each trust fund.

source: siGAR, Direct Assistance: USAID Has Taken Positive 
Action to Assess Afghan Ministries’ Ability to Manage Donor 
Funds, but Weaknesses Remain, Audit Report 14-32-AR, 
1/2014; siGAR, Comprehensive Risk Assessments of MOD 
and MOI Financial Management Capacity Could Improve 
Oversight of Over $4 Billion in Direct Assistance Funding, 
special Project Report 14-12-sP, 12/2013; usAiD, response 
to siGAR data call, 4/9/2015; World bank, “ARtF: 
Administrator’s Report on Financial status as of March 20, 
2015 (end of 3rd month of FY 1394),” p. 5; unDP, “law and 
order trust Fund for Afghanistan (lotFA) 2014 third Quarter 
Project Progress Report,” 1/17/2015, p. 47; siGAR analysis 
of unDP’s quarterly and annual lotFA reports, 1/17/2015. 
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ASFF: afghanistan Security forces fund  
CERP: Commander’s emergency  
Response Program 
AIF: afghanistan Infrastructure fund 
TFBSO: task force for Business and 
Stability operations 
DOD CN: dod drug Interdiction and 
Counter-drug activities 
ESF: economic Support fund  
INCLE: International narcotics Control and 
Law enforcement  
Other: other funding

StatuS of fundS

To fulfill SIGAR’s legislative mandate, this section details the status of U.S. 
funds appropriated, obligated, and disbursed for reconstruction activities 
in Afghanistan. As of March 31, 2015, the United States had appropriated 
approximately $109.78 billion for relief and reconstruction in Afghanistan 
since fiscal year (FY) 2002. This total has been allocated as follows:
•	 $65.17 billion for security ($4.56 billion for counternarcotics initiatives)
•	 $31.85 billion for governance and development ($3.81 billion for 

counternarcotics initiatives)
•	 $2.89 billion for humanitarian aid
•	 $9.86 billion for civilian operations
Figure 3.1 shows the major U.S. funds that contribute to these efforts.

Figure 3.1

U.S. FUNDS SUPPORTING AFGHANISTAN RECONSTRUCTION EFFORTS ($ BILLIONS)

Note: Numbers have been rounded. FY 2015 appropriation amounts for most State and USAID accounts re�ect draft 
allocations for Afghanistan and are subject to �nal Congressional approval.
a Multiple agencies include DOJ, State, DOD, USAID, Treasury, USDA, DEA, BBG, and SIGAR.

Source: DOD, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/21/2015, 4/17/2015, 4/10/2015, 10/22/2012, 10/14/2009, and 
10/1/2009; State, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/15/2015, 3/30/2015, 1/16/2015, 4/15/2014, 6/27/2013, 
10/5/2012, and 6/27/2012; Treasury, response to SIGAR data call, 4/6/2015; OMB, response to SIGAR data calls, 
4/16/2015, 7/14/2014, 7/19/2013, and 1/4/2013; USAID, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/9/2015, 10/15/2010, 
1/15/2010, and 10/9/2009; DOJ, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/9/2015 and 7/7/2009; USDA, response to SIGAR 
data call, 4/2009; DFAS, "AR(M) 1002 Appropriation Status by FY Program and Subaccounts March 2015," 4/17/2015; 
Pub. L. Nos. 113-235, 113-76, 113-6, 112-74, 112-10, 111-212, and 111-118.
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U.S. RECONSTRUCTION FUNDINg FOR AFghANISTAN
As of March 31, 2015, cumulative appropriations for relief and reconstruc-
tion in Afghanistan totaled approximately $109.78 billion, as shown in 
Figure 3.2. This total can be divided into four major categories of recon-
struction funding: security, governance and development, humanitarian, 
and oversight and operations. Approximately $8.37 billion of these funds 
support counternarcotics initiatives which crosscut both the security 
($4.56 billion) and governance and development ($3.81 billion) categories. 
For complete information regarding U.S. appropriations, see Appendix B.

The Consolidated and Further Continuing Appropriations Act, 2015, pro-
vided an additional $6.54 billion for FY 2015, as shown in Figure 3.3. Most 
of this amount (76.6%) was appropriated to two funds—$4.11 billion for 
the ASFF and $900 million for the ESF. Security remains the largest appro-
priation category by a wide margin. Appropriations to train, equip, and 
support the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) make up more than 

Figure 3.2

Note: Numbers have been rounded. FY 2015 appropriation amounts for most State and USAID accounts re�ect draft allocations for Afghanistan and are subject to �nal Congressional approval. DOD 
reprogrammed $1 billion from FY 2011 ASFF. DOD reprogrammed $1 billion from FY 2012 ASFF. Pub. L. 113-6 rescinded $1 billion from FY 2012 ASFF. DOD reprogrammed $178 million from FY 2013 
ASFF. Pub. L. 113-235 rescinded $764.38 million from FY 2014 ASFF. DOD transferred $101 million from FY 2011 AIF and $179.5 million from FY 2013 AIF to the ESF to fund infrastructure projects 
implemented by USAID.

Source: DOD, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/21/2015, 4/17/2015, 4/10/2015, 10/22/2012, 10/14/2009, and 10/1/2009; State, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/15/2015, 3/30/2015, 
1/16/2015, 4/15/2014, 6/27/2013, 10/5/2012, and 6/27/2012; Treasury, response to SIGAR data call, 4/6/2015; OMB, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/16/2015, 7/14/2014, 7/19/2013, 
and 1/4/2013; USAID, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/9/2015, 10/15/2010, 1/15/2010, and 10/9/2009; DOJ, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/9/2015 and 7/7/2009; USDA, response to SIGAR 
data call, 4/2009; DFAS, "AR(M) 1002 Appropriation Status by FY Program and Subaccounts March 2015," 4/17/2015; Pub. L. Nos. 113-235, 113-76, 113-6, 112-74, 112-10, 111-212, and 111-118.

CUMULATIVE APPROPRIATIONS BY FUNDING CATEGORY, AS OF MARCH 31, 2015 ($ BILLIONS)
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The amount provided to the seven major 
U.S. funds represents nearly 84.3% (more 
than $92.50 billion) of total reconstruction 
assistance in Afghanistan since FY 2002. 
Of this amount, nearly 86.7% (more than 
$80.17 billion) has been obligated, and 
over 80.0% (nearly $74.02 billion) has 
been disbursed. An estimated $3.63 billion 
of the amount appropriated to these funds 
has expired.
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all other categories of reconstruction funding combined—nearly 65.1% of 
FY 2015 funding.

On February 2, 2015, President Obama released his FY 2016 budget 
request. The request, if approved, would provide an additional $5.4 billion 
for the major reconstruction funds—approximately the same amount these 
funds received for FY 2015. Amounts requested for the major reconstruc-
tion funds for FY 2016 include:
•	 $3.76 billion for the Afghanistan Security Forces Fund (ASFF)
•	 $1.23 billion for the Economic Support Fund (ESF)
•	 $250 million for the International Narcotics and Law Enforcement 

(INCLE) account
•	 $147.6 million for DOD’s Drug Interdiction and Counter-Drug Activities 

fund (DOD CN)
•	 $10 million for Commander’s Emergency Response Program (CERP)

Figure 3.3

Note: Numbers have been rounded. FY 2015 appropriation amounts for most State and USAID accounts re�ect draft allocations for Afghanistan and are subject to �nal Congressional approval. DOD 
reprogrammed $1 billion from FY 2011 ASFF. DOD reprogrammed $1 billion from FY 2012 ASFF. Pub. L. 113-6 rescinded $1 billion from FY 2012 ASFF. DOD reprogrammed $178 million from FY 2013 
ASFF. Pub. L. 113-235 rescinded $764.38 million from FY 2014 ASFF. DOD transferred $101 million from FY 2011 AIF and $179.5 million from FY 2013 AIF to the ESF to fund infrastructure projects 
implemented by USAID.

Source: DOD, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/21/2015, 4/17/2015, 4/10/2015, 10/22/2012, 10/14/2009, and 10/1/2009; State, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/15/2015, 3/30/2015, 
1/16/2015, 4/15/2014, 6/27/2013, 10/5/2012, and 6/27/2012; Treasury, response to SIGAR data call, 4/6/2015; OMB, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/16/2015, 7/14/2014, 7/19/2013, 
and 1/4/2013; USAID, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/9/2015, 10/15/2010, 1/15/2010, and 10/9/2009; DOJ, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/9/2015 and 7/7/2009; USDA, response to SIGAR 
data call, 4/2009; DFAS, "AR(M) 1002 Appropriation Status by FY Program and Subaccounts March 2015," 4/17/2015; Pub. L. Nos. 113-235, 113-76, 113-6, 112-74, 112-10, 111-212, and 111-118.

APPROPRIATIONS BY FISCAL YEAR, AMOUNT, AND CATEGORY ($ BILLIONS)
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AFghANISTAN RECONSTRUCTION FUNDINg PIPELINE
Since 2002, Congress has appropriated nearly $109.78 billion for Afghanistan 
relief and reconstruction. Of this amount, $92.50 billion (84.3%) was appro-
priated to the seven major reconstruction funds, as shown in Table 3.2. 

As of March 31, 2015, approximately $14.86 billion of the amount appro-
priated to the seven major reconstruction funds remained for possible 
disbursement, as shown in Figure 3.4. These funds will be used to complete 
on-going, large-scale infrastructure projects, such as those funded by AIF 
and ESF; train, equip, and sustain the ANSF; combat narcotics production 
and trafficking; and advance the rule of law, strengthen the justice sector, 
and promote human rights. 

On December 16, 2014, President Obama signed the Consolidated and 
Further Continuing Appropriations Act, 2015, funding the U.S. government 
for the rest of the fiscal year and providing an additional $5.42 billion to 
five of the seven major funds, as shown in Table 3.3 in the margin. AIF and 
TFBSO received no additional funding for new projects. As of March 31, 
2015, only $214,263 of FY 2015 funding had been obligated and disbursed, 
mostly from CERP.

Table 3.2 

Cumulative amounts appropriated, obligated, and disbursed 
FY 2002–2015 ($ billions)

  Appropriated Obligated Disbursed Remaining

afghanistan Security forces fund 
(aSff) 

$60.67 $53.08 $51.60 $7.64 

Commander’s emergency Response 
Program (CeRP) 

3.68 2.28 2.26 0.03 

afghanistan Infrastructure fund (aIf) 1.04 0.84 0.38 0.53 

task force for Business & Stability 
operations (tfBSo)

0.82 0.77 0.61 0.17 

dod drug Interdiction and Counter-
drug activities (dod Cn)

2.98 2.75 2.75 0.24 

economic Support fund (eSf) 18.61 16.30 13.09 4.97 

International narcotics Control & Law 
enforcement (InCLe)

4.69 4.16 3.34 1.29 

total 7 major Funds $92.50 $80.17 $74.02 $14.86 

other Reconstruction funds 7.41 

Civilian operations 9.86 

total $109.78 

Note: Numbers have been rounded. amount remaining reflects the total disbursement potential of the seven major reconstruc-
tion funds after deducting approximately $3.6 billion that expired before being obligated. Obligated and disbursed DOD CN 
funds reflect amounts transferred to the military services and defense agencies to be spent for afghanistan. Figures reflect 
transfers, rescissions, and reprogramming activity to date.

Source: Sigar analysis of appropriating legislation and quarterly obligation and disbursement data provided by DOD, State, and 
uSaiD, 4/21/2015.

CUMULATIVE AMOUNT REMAINING TO BE 
DISBURSED ($ BILLIONS)

Remaining
$14.86

Disbursed
$74.02

Expired
$3.63

Total Appropriated: $92.50

Figure 3.4

Table 3.3 

FY 2015 amounts appropriated 
($ millions)

 Appropriated

aSff $4,109.33

CeRP 10.00 

dod Cn 147.60 

eSf 900.00 

InCLe 250.00 

total 5 major Funds $5,416.93

Note: Numbers have been rounded. eSF and iNCle reflect 
draft allocation amounts for afghanistan and are subject to 
final Congressional approval.

Source: DOD, response to Sigar data call, 4/10/2015; 
State, response to Sigar data call, 4/15/2015; Pub. l. No. 
113-235.
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Congress appropriated more than $9.63 billion for Afghanistan recon-
struction for FY 2013. More than $8.08 billion of that amount went to 
the major funds. As of March 31, 2015, nearly $2.20 billion of these funds 
remained for possible disbursement, as shown in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.5.

Congress appropriated more than $6.78 billion for Afghanistan recon-
struction for FY 2014. Nearly $5.61 billion of that amount went to the major 
funds. As of March 31, 2015, nearly $3.80 billion of these funds remained for 
possible disbursement, as shown in Table 3.5 and Figure 3.6.

Table 3.4 

FY 2013 amounts appropriated, obligated, and disbursed  
($ millions)

  Appropriated Obligated Disbursed Remaining

aSff $4,946.20 $4,824.20 $4,604.81 $219.39 

CeRP 200.00 42.07 37.14 4.93 

aIf 145.50 130.31 56.33 73.98 

tfBSo 138.20 134.06 79.11 54.95 

dod Cn 255.81 255.81 255.81 0.00 

eSf 1,802.65 1,719.88 355.03 1,364.85 

InCLe 593.81 593.57 115.36 478.21 

total 7 major Funds $8,082.17 $7,699.91 $5,503.60 $2,196.31 

Note: Numbers have been rounded. amount remaining reflects the total disbursement potential of the seven major reconstruc-
tion funds after deducting approximately $382 million that expired before being obligated. Obligated and disbursed DOD CN 
funds reflect amounts transferred to the military services and defense agencies to be spent for afghanistan. Figures reflect 
transfers, rescissions, and reprogramming activity to date.

Source: Sigar analysis of appropriating legislation and quarterly obligation and disbursement data provided by DOD, State, and 
uSaiD, 4/21/2015.

Table 3.5 

FY 2014 amounts appropriated, obligated, and disbursed  
($ millions)

  Appropriated Obligated Disbursed Remaining

aSff $3,962.34 $1,913.94 $1,556.85 $2,405.49 

CeRP 30.00 6.36 5.28 1.08 

aIf 199.00 133.98 1.79 197.21 

tfBSo 122.24 106.87 82.19 40.05 

dod Cn 215.46 127.55 127.55 87.91 

eSf 852.00 0.02 0.00 852.00 

InCLe 225.00 12.13 10.20 214.80 

total 7 major Funds $5,606.04 $2,300.84 $1,783.86 $3,798.54 

Note: Numbers have been rounded. amount remaining reflects the total disbursement potential of the seven major 
reconstruction funds after deducting approximately $24 million that expired before being obligated. Obligated and disbursed 
DOD CN funds reflect amounts transferred to the military services and defense agencies to be spent for afghanistan. Figures 
reflect transfers, rescissions, and reprogramming activity to date.

Source: Sigar analysis of appropriating legislation and quarterly obligation and disbursement data provided by DOD, State, and 
uSaiD, 4/21/2015.
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AFghANISTAN SECURITY FORCES FUND
The Congress created ASFF to provide the ANSF with equipment, sup-
plies, services, training, and funding, as well as facility and infrastructure 
repair, renovation, and construction.53 The primary organization responsible 
for building the ANSF is the Combined Security Transition Command-
Afghanistan.54 A financial and activity plan must be approved by the 
Afghanistan Resources Oversight Council (AROC) before ASFF funds may 
be obligated.55

The Consolidated and Further Continuing Appropriations Act, 2015, 
appropriated nearly $4.11 billion for ASFF for FY 2015, increasing total 
cumulative funding to more than $60.67 billion.56 As of March 31, 2015, 
nearly $53.08 billion of total ASFF funding had been obligated, of which 
nearly $51.60 billion had been disbursed.57 Figure 3.7 displays the amounts 
made available for ASFF by fiscal year.

DOD reported that cumulative obligations increased by more than 
$722.91 million over the quarter, and cumulative disbursements increased 
by nearly $858.04 million.58 Figure 3.8 provides a cumulative comparison of 
amounts made available, obligated, and disbursed for the ASFF.

ASFF FUNDS TERmINOLOgY
dod reported aSff funds as appropriated, 
obligated, or disbursed

Appropriations: total monies available for 
commitments

Obligations: Commitments to pay monies

Disbursements: Monies that have been 
expended

Source: DOD, response to Sigar data call, 4/13/2010.

Figure 3.7

Note: Numbers have been rounded. 
a DOD reprogrammed $1 billion of FY 2011 ASFF.
b DOD reprogrammed $1 billion of FY 2012 ASFF; another $1 billion was rescinded in Pub. L. No. 113-6. 
c DOD reprogrammed $178 million of FY 2013 ASFF. 
d $764.38 million of FY 2014 ASFF was rescinded in Pub. L. No. 113-235. 

Source: DFAS, "AR(M) 1002 Appropriation Status by FY Program and Subaccounts March 2015," 4/17/2015; DFAS, "AR(M) 1002 
Appropriation Status by FY Program and Subaccounts December 2014," 1/17/2015; Pub. L. Nos. 113-235, 113-76, and 113-6.
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Budget Activity groups: categories  
within each appropriation or fund account 
that identify the purposes, projects, or 
types of activities financed by the appro-
priation or fund 
 
Subactivity groups: accounting groups 
that break down the command’s disburse-
ments into functional areas

Source: DOD, “Manual 7110.1-M Department of Defense 
budget guidance Manual,” accessed 9/28/2009; Department 
of the Navy, “Medical Facility Manager Handbook,” p. 5, 
accessed 10/2/2009.

ASFF BUDgET ACTIvITIES
DOD allocates funds to three budget activity groups within the ASFF:
•	 Defense Forces (Afghan National Army, ANA)
•	 Interior Forces (Afghan National Police, ANP)
•	 Related Activities (primarily Detainee Operations)

Funds for each budget activity group are further allocated to four sub-
activity groups: Infrastructure, Equipment and Transportation, Training and 
Operations, and Sustainment.59 The AROC must approve the requirement 
and acquisition plan for any service requirements in excess of $50 mil-
lion annually and any non-standard equipment requirement in excess of 
$100 million.60 

As of March 31, 2015, DOD had disbursed nearly $51.60 billion for ANSF 
initiatives. Of this amount, nearly $34.45 billion was disbursed for the ANA, 
and nearly $16.77 billion was disbursed for the ANP; the remaining nearly 
$379.53 million was directed to related activities.61

As shown in Figure 3.9, the largest portion of the funds disbursed for the 
ANA—more than $13.98 billion—supported ANA troop sustainment. Of the 
funds disbursed for the ANP, the largest portion—more than $6.67 billion—
also supported sustainment of ANP forces, as shown in Figure 3.10.62 

Figure 3.9 Figure 3.10

Note: Numbers have been rounded. 

Source: DFAS, "AR(M) 1002 Appropriation Status by FY Program and Subaccounts March 2015," 4/17/2015.
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CERP FUNDS TERmINOLOgY

dod reported CeRP funds as appropriated, 
obligated, or disbursed

Appropriations: total monies available for  
commitments

Obligations: Commitments to pay monies

Disbursements: Monies that have been 
expended

Source: DOD, response to Sigar data call, 4/14/2010.

COmmANDER’S EmERgENCY RESPONSE PROgRAm
CERP enables U.S. commanders in Afghanistan to respond to urgent 
humanitarian-relief and reconstruction requirements in their areas of 
responsibility by supporting programs that will immediately assist the local 
population. Funding under this program is intended for small projects that 
are estimated to cost less than $500,000 each.63 CERP-funded projects may 
not exceed $2 million each.64

The Consolidated and Further Continuing Appropriations Act, 2015, 
appropriated $10 million for CERP, increasing total cumulative funding 
to nearly $3.68 billion.65 Of this amount, DOD reported that more than 
$2.28 billion had been obligated, of which more than $2.26 billion had been 
disbursed as of March 31, 2015.66 Figure 3.11 shows CERP appropriations by 
fiscal year, and Figure 3.12 provides a cumulative comparison of amounts 
appropriated, obligated, and disbursed for CERP projects.

Figure 3.11

Note: Numbers have been rounded. Data may include inter-agency transfers.

Source: DOD, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/17/2015 and 1/20/2015; OMB, response to SIGAR data call, 1/4/2013; 
Pub. L. Nos. 113-235, 113-76, 113-6, 112-74, and 112-10.
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AIF FUNDS TERmINOLOgY
dod reported aIf funds as appropriated, 
obligated, or disbursed 

Appropriations: total monies available for  
commitments

Obligations: Commitments to pay monies

Disbursements: Monies that have been 
expended

Source: DOD, response to Sigar data call, 4/13/2012.

AFghANISTAN INFRASTRUCTURE FUND
AIF was established in FY 2011 to pay for high-priority, large-scale infra-
structure projects that support the U.S. civilian-military effort. Congress 
intended for projects funded by AIF to be jointly selected and managed by 
DOD and State. AIF received appropriations from FY 2011 through FY 2014. 
Each AIF-funded project was required to have a plan for its sustainment 
and a description of how it supported the counter-insurgency strategy 
in Afghanistan.67

AIF received cumulative appropriations of over $1.32 billion; how-
ever, $280.5 million of these funds were transferred to ESF for USAID’s 
Northeast Power System transmission lines projects, bringing the cumu-
lative amount remaining in AIF to $1.04 billion.68 Figure 3.13 shows AIF 
appropriations by fiscal year.

As of March 31, 2015, more than $838.56 million of total AIF funding had 
been obligated. Although AIF will not receive additional funding, many AIF 
projects are still in progress—more than 55% of obligated AIF funds and all 
$280.5 million of the funds transferred to the ESF remain to be disbursed.69 
Only $375.93 million of AIF funds had been disbursed, as shown in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.13

Note: Numbers have been rounded. 
a FY 2011 �gure excludes $101 million that was transferred to USAID to execute an AIF project.
b FY 2013 �gure excludes $179.5 million that was transferred to USAID to execute an AIF project.

Source: DFAS, "AR(M) 1002 Appropriation Status by FY Program and Subaccounts March 2015," 4/17/2015; DFAS, "AR(M) 
1002 Appropriation Status by FY Program and Subaccounts December 2014," 1/17/2015; Pub. L. Nos. 113-76, 113-6, 
112-74, and 112-10.
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TASk FORCE FOR BUSINESS AND STABILITY OPERATIONS
In 2010, TFBSO began operations in Afghanistan aimed at stabilizing the 
country and countering economically motivated violence by decreasing 
unemployment and creating economic opportunities for Afghans. TFBSO 
authorities expired on December 31, 2014, and the TFBSO concluded its 
operations on March 31, 2015. TFBSO projects included activities intended 
to facilitate private investment, industrial development, banking and finan-
cial system development, agricultural diversification and revitalization, and 
energy development.70 

Although DOD was not authorized additional funding for TFBSO proj-
ects in the FY 2015 National Defense Authorization Act, 2015, TFBSO did 
continue to receive a nominal amount of funding from the Operations and 
Maintenance, Army, account for costs associated with administrative shut-
down.71 Through March 31, 2015, TFBSO had been appropriated more than 
$822.85 million since FY 2009. Of this amount, more than $765.65 million 
had been obligated and nearly $607.29 million had been disbursed.72 Figure 
3.15 displays the amounts appropriated for TFBSO by fiscal year, and Figure 
3.16 provides a cumulative comparison of amounts appropriated, obligated, 
and disbursed for the TFBSO and its projects.

Figure 3.15

Note: Numbers have been rounded. Updated data during TFBSO's closeout resulted in a lower disbursed �gure than reported 
last quarter. Of the $814.92 million appropriated the TFBSO, $366.05 million was from the Operations and Maintenance, 
Army, account to pay for the sustainment of U.S. assets, civilian employees, travel, security, and other operational costs; all 
FY 2015 funding was from this account.

Source: DOD, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/21/2015, 1/5/2015, and 10/4/2011; Pub. L. Nos. 113-76, 113-6, 112-74, 
and 112-10.
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DOD DRUg INTERDICTION AND COUNTER-DRUg ACTIvITIES
DOD CN funds support efforts to stabilize Afghanistan by combating the 
drug trade and related activities. DOD uses the DOD CN to provide assis-
tance to the counter-narcotics effort by supporting military operations 
against drug traffickers; expanding Afghan interdiction operations; and 
building the capacity of Afghan law enforcement bodies—including the 
Afghan Border Police—with specialized training, equipment, and facilities.73

DOD CN funds are appropriated by Congress to a single budget line for 
all military services. DOD reprograms the funds from the Counter-narcotics 
Central Transfer Account (CTA) to the military services and defense agen-
cies, which track obligations of the transferred funds. DOD reported DOD 
CN accounts for Afghanistan as a single figure for each fiscal year.74

DOD reported that DOD CN received nearly $147.60 million for 
Afghanistan for FY 2015, bringing cumulative funding for DOD CN to more 
than $2.98 billion since fiscal year 2004. Of this amount, nearly $2.75 billion 
had been transferred to the military services and defense agencies for DOD 
CN projects, as of March 31, 2015.75 Figure 3.17 shows DOD CN appropria-
tions by fiscal year, and Figure 3.18 provides a cumulative comparison of 
amounts appropriated and transferred from the DOD CN CTA.

Figure 3.17

DOD CN APPROPRIATIONS BY FISCAL YEAR 
($ MILLIONS)

Note: Numbers have been rounded. Prior-year adjustments are done periodically to re�ect deobligation and/or realignment of 
multi-year procurement funding. DOD CN allocations for Afghanistan for FY 2014 and FY 2015 increased $110.15 million and 
$37.5 million respectively from amounts reported last quarter. DOD recalled previously distributed FY 2015 funds back to the CTA to 
distribute remaining FY 2014 funding, resulting in a lower transferred �gure than reported last quarter.
aDOD reprograms all funds to the military services and defense agencies for obligation and disbursement.

Source: DOD, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/10/2015 and 1/14/2015.
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ECONOmIC SUPPORT FUND
ESF programs advance U.S. interests by helping countries meet short- and 
long-term political, economic, and security needs. ESF programs support 
counterterrorism; bolster national economies; and assist in the devel-
opment of effective, accessible, independent legal systems for a more 
transparent and accountable government.76 

ESF was appropriated $900 million for FY 2015, bringing cumulative 
funding for ESF to more than $18.61 billion, including amounts transferred 
from AIF to ESF for USAID’s Northeast Power System transmission lines 
projects. Of this amount, more than $16.30 billion had been obligated, of 
which nearly $13.09 billion had been disbursed.77 Figure 3.19 shows ESF 
appropriations by fiscal year.

USAID reported that cumulative obligations as of March 31, 2015, 
decreased by more than $74.48 million and cumulative disbursements 
increased by nearly $541.00 million from the amounts reported last 
quarter.78 Figure 3.20 provides a cumulative comparison of the amounts 
appropriated, obligated, and disbursed for ESF programs.

Figure 3.19

Note: Numbers have been rounded. FY 2015 �gure re�ects draft allocation amount for Afghanistan and is subject to �nal 
Congressional approval. Updated data resulted in a lower obligated �gure than reported last quarter. FY 2011 �gure includes 
$101 million that was transferred to ESF from AIF. FY 2013 �gure includes $179.5 million that was transferred to ESF from AIF.

Source: USAID, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/9/2015 and 1/14/2015; State, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/15/2015 and 
4/15/2014.
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INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS CONTROL 
AND LAw ENFORCEmENT 
The State Department’s Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs (INL) manages an account for advancing rule of law 
and combating narcotics production and trafficking—the INCLE account. 
INCLE supports several INL program groups, including police, counter-
narcotics, and rule of law and justice.79

State reported that INCLE was appropriated $250 million for FY 2015, 
bringing cumulative funding for INCLE to more than $4.69 billion. Of 
this amount, more than $4.16 billion had been obligated, of which, nearly 
$3.34 billion had been disbursed.80 Figure 3.21 shows INCLE appropriations 
by fiscal year.

State reported that cumulative obligations as of March 31, 2015, 
increased by more than $1.91 million compared to cumulative obligations 
as of December 31, 2014. Cumulative disbursements as of March 31, 2015, 
increased by more than $49.05 million over cumulative disbursements as 
of December 31, 2014.81 Figure 3.22 provides a cumulative comparison of 
amounts appropriated, obligated, and disbursed for INCLE.

Figure 3.21

Note: Numbers have been rounded. FY 2015 �gure re�ects draft allocation amount for Afghanistan and is subject to �nal 
Congressional approval. Data may include inter-agency transfers.

Source: State, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/15/2015 and 1/15/2015.
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INTERNATIONAL RECONSTRUCTION FUNDINg 
FOR AFghANISTAN
In addition to assistance provided by the United States, the international 
community provides a significant amount of funding to support Afghanistan 
relief and reconstruction efforts. As noted in previous SIGAR quarterly 
reports, most of the international funding provided is administered through 
trust funds. Contributions provided through trust funds are pooled and then 
distributed for reconstruction activities. The two main trust funds are the 
Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund (ARTF) and the Law and Order 
Trust Fund for Afghanistan (LOTFA).82

Contributions to the Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund
The largest share of international contributions to the Afghan operational 
and development budgets comes through the ARTF. From 2002 to March 20, 
2015, the World Bank reported that 34 donors had pledged nearly $8.85 bil-
lion, of which more than $8.03 billion had been paid in.83 According to the 
World Bank, donors had pledged more than $913.03 million to the ARTF 
for Afghan FY 1394, which runs from December 22, 2014, to December 21, 
2015.84 Figure 3.23 shows the ten largest donors to the ARTF for FY 1394.
As of March 20, 2015, the United States had pledged more than $2.68 billion 
and paid in more than $2.43 billion since 2002.85 The United States and the 
Figure 3.23

Note: Numbers have been rounded. FY 1394 = 12/22/2014–12/21/2015.  

Source: World Bank, "ARTF: Administrator's Report on Financial Status as of March 20, 2015 (end of 3rd month of 
FY1394)," p. 1.
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United Kingdom are the two biggest donors to the ARTF, together contribut-
ing over 47% of its total funding, as shown in Figure 3.24.

Contributions to the ARTF are divided into two funding channels—the 
Recurrent Cost (RC) Window and the Investment Window.86 As of March 20, 
2015, according to the World Bank, more than $3.44 billion of ARTF funds 
had been disbursed to the Afghan government through the RC Window 
to assist with recurrent costs such as salaries of civil servants.87 The RC 
Window supports the operating costs of the Afghan government because 
the government’s domestic revenues continue to be insufficient to support 
its recurring costs. To ensure that the RC Window receives adequate fund-
ing, donors to the ARTF may not “preference” (earmark) more than half of 
their annual contributions for desired projects.88 

The Investment Window supports the costs of development programs. 
As of March 20, 2015, according to the World Bank, nearly $3.79 billion 
had been committed for projects funded through the Investment Window, 
of which more than $2.89 billion had been disbursed. The World Bank 
reported 20 active projects with a combined commitment value of more 
than $2.46 billion, of which nearly $1.57 billion had been disbursed.89

Contributions to the Law and Order Trust Fund for Afghanistan
The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) administers LOTFA 
to pay ANP salaries and build the capacity of the Ministry of Interior.90 Since 
2002, donors have pledged nearly $3.84 billion to LOTFA, of which nearly 
$3.77 billion had been paid in, as of September 30, 2014—the most recent 
LOTFA data available.91 LOTFA’s sixth support phase started on January 1, 
2011, and ended on December 31, 2014.92 From the beginning of Phase VI 
through September 30, 2014, the UNDP had transferred nearly $1.90 billion 
from LOTFA to the Afghan government to cover ANP and Central Prisons 
Directorate staff remunerations and an additional $53.52 million for capac-
ity development and other LOTFA initiatives.93 As of September 30, 2014, 
donors had committed nearly $2.31 billion to LOTFA for Phase VI. Of that 
amount, the United States had committed nearly $967.10 million, and Japan 
had committed more than $746.76 million. Their combined commitments 
make up over 74% of LOTFA Phase VI commitments. The United States had 
committed more than $1.52 billion since the fund’s inception and had paid 
in all but $3.9 million of the commitment, as of September 30, 2014.94 Figure 
3.25 shows the four largest donors to LOTFA since 2002. 

LOTFA’s seventh phase began on January 1, 2015, and is initially planned 
to run through a six-month inception phase with an estimated budget of 
$296.84 million. During the inception phase, LOTFA activities are to begin 
transitioning to the Afghan government.95

Figure 3.24

Figure 3.25

Notes: Numbers have been rounded. "Others" includes 30 
donors.

Source: World Bank, "ARTF: Administrator's Report on 
Financial Status as of March 20, 2015 (end of 3rd month of 
FY1394)," p. 4.
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As of March 31, 2015, the U.S. Congress had appropriated $65.2 billion to 
support the Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF). Congress established 
the Afghanistan Security Forces Fund (ASFF) to build, equip, train, and 
sustain the ANSF, which comprises the Afghan National Army (ANA) and 
Afghan National Police (ANP).

United States Forces-Afghanistan (USFOR-A) informed SIGAR this quar-
ter that the Department of Defense’s (DOD) preferred term for the ANSF 
is now the Afghan National Defense and Security Forces (ANDSF). DOD 
said its definition of the ANDSF includes the members of the security forces 
under the Ministry of Defense (MOD) and the Ministry of Interior (MOI) 
of Afghanistan, which includes several organizations apart from the ANA 
and ANP.96 

Although the Security and Defense Cooperation Agreement Between the 
United States of America and the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (known 
commonly as the Bilateral Security Agreement) includes “the National 
Directorate of Security, and other entities as mutually agreed,”97 DOD does 
not include the National Directorate of Security (NDS) in its definition of 
the ANDSF, as that directorate does not fall under MOD and MOI control. 
Further, DOD’s ASFF does not fund the NDS.98 To avoid confusion, SIGAR 
plans to adopt the new DOD term and definition in its next quarterly report, 
after all SIGAR directorates have had time to change the terminology in 
their products. 

Most U.S.-provided funds were channeled through the ASFF and obli-
gated by either the Combined Security Transition Command-Afghanistan 
(CSTC-A) or the Defense Security Cooperation Agency. Of the $60.7 billion 
appropriated for the ASFF, approximately $53.1 billion had been obligated 
and $51.6 billion disbursed as of March 31, 2015.99

This section discusses assessments of the ANA and ANP and the 
Ministries of Defense and Interior; gives an overview of how U.S. funds 
are used to build, equip, train, and sustain the Afghan security forces; and 
provides an update on efforts to combat the cultivation of and commerce in 
illicit narcotics in Afghanistan. 

Afghan National Defense and Security 
Forces (ANDSF): defined by DoD to 
include the members of the security 
forces under the MoD and Moi. the MoD 
includes the AnA and the new Facilities 
Protection Force (FPF). the AnA includes 
the Afghan Air Force (AAF), AnA Special 
operations command (AnASoc), and the 
Special Mission Wing (SMW). the Moi 
includes the AnP, the Afghan Local Police 
(ALP), and the Afghan Public Protection 
Force (APPF). the AnP includes the 
Afghan uniformed Police (AuP), Afghan 
Border Police (ABP), Afghan national civil 
order Police (AncoP), counternarcotics 
Police of Afghanistan (cnPA), and the 
General command of Police Special units 
(GcPSu). However, neither the ALP nor the 
APPF are included in DoD’s authorization 
of a 352,000 force strength for the AnDSF. 

Source: OSD-P, email correspondence with SIGAR, 
4/13/2015. 
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Key ISSueS AND eveNtS thIS QuArter

Afghan President and CEO Visit the United States
During the week of March 22, 2015, President Ashraf Ghani and Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO) Abdullah Abdullah visited the United States. The 
leaders conferred with President Obama, addressed the U.S. Congress, met 
with the Secretaries of Defense and State, visited Camp David, and spoke at 
various institutions.

The security-related highlights of the visit included:
•	 On March 24, during a press conference at the White House with Ghani, 

President Obama announced his decision to maintain the current strength 
of 9,800 deployed U.S. troops into 2016, postponing the original plan to 
halve the number of U.S. forces in Afghanistan by the end of 2015.100

•	 During a March 23 press conference at Camp David, U.S. Defense 
Secretary Ashton B. Carter announced the department intends to 
seek funding through 2017 to sustain the ANSF at an authorized force 
strength of 352,000.101

•	 Ghani addressed a joint meeting of Congress on March 24 in which he 
expressed a profound debt to U.S. servicemen and women who served 
in Afghanistan and to those who lost their lives to keep Afghanistan 
free. He also thanked Americans who came to his country to help build 
schools, care for the sick, and provide clean water.102 

•	 During his address, Ghani also reaffirmed the strategic partnership 
agreement and the Bilateral Security Agreement, defined the framework 
for Afghanistan’s relationship with the United States, and committed 
Afghanistan to becoming self-reliant by the end of this decade.103

•	 During a forum at the U.S. Institute for Peace addressing how peace 
with the Taliban is possible, Ghani emphasized the importance of 
Pakistan. He said both governments now acknowledge their undeclared 
state of hostilities and his position that the fundamental problem is 
not about peace with the Taliban, but instead about peace between 
Pakistan and Afghanistan.104

For more information on the Afghan leaders’ visit, see page 127 of 
this report.

ANSF Leading Security Operations 
When the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) concluded opera-
tions at the end of 2014 and the new NATO-led Resolute Support Mission 
(RSM) began its training, advising, and assisting role on January 1, 2015, 
the ANSF assumed responsibility for the security of Afghanistan. In mid-
February 2015, the ANSF began Operation Zulfiqar, reportedly the largest 
operation the ANSF has ever conducted independently, to clear Helmand of 
insurgents ahead of the spring fighting season.105 This joint cross-ministry 
operation was planned and led by the ANA’s 215th Corps, with support from 
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the 205th and 207th Corps, and includes units from the Afghan Air Force 
(AAF), ANA Special Operations Command, and the ANP.106

On April 8, 2015, an ANA commander announced the 50-day Zulfiqar 
military operation had ended, resulting in the deaths of 418 insurgents, 
93 security personnel, and seven civilians.107 The same day, local officials 
reported Afghan police leaving checkpoints in Sangin, possibly indicating 
police could not remain at their posts without ANA support.108 The reports 
of the ANA and the police departing after clearing the district conflicted 
with an earlier statement by Helmand’s deputy governor that the govern-
ment planned to build army and police posts throughout the district to keep 
the Taliban from returning.109 A month later, local officials reported the 
Taliban controlled most of the district with government forces controlling 
only the bazaar and the asphalt road.110

With the uptick in fighting, increased civilian casualties were reported 
in Sangin, a Taliban stronghold in northern Helmand. Since the operation 
began, the local hospital had admitted 30% more patients than during the 
same period last year.111 The hospital reported more civilians are getting 
caught in crossfire. A hospital official said, “These are not normal numbers 
for the place and it’s never been peaceful.”112 A Helmand-based civil activist 
group reported 1,500 families had left the district to escape the violence.113

On April 14, 2015, the interior minister told the Afghan parliament that 11 
provinces face high-level security threats and nine others face medium-level 
security threats.114

The U.S. Director of National Intelligence, James Clapper, in his statement 
for the record submitted to the U.S. Congress, reportedly sees the Taliban 
steadily reasserting influence over significant portions of the Pashtun coun-
tryside in 2015, as the Taliban view the exit of Coalition forces as a sign of 
their inevitable victory.115 Clapper expects the Afghan military to maintain 
control of the largest cities, but does not expect the ANSF to remain a cohe-
sive or viable security force without continued donor contributions.116

UN Reports Security Incidents Decreasing but  
Afghanistan Still Volatile
The security situation in Afghanistan remained volatile, according to 
the United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA). The 
number of security incidents was less than in March 2013, as reflected in 
Table 3.6 on the following page. However, there were still 9.2% more inci-
dents recorded this period than the 4,649 recorded during same period 
in 2013–2014 and 33.2% more from the same period in 2012–2013.117 The 
UN reported the highest number of security incidents in the months of 
December 2014 and January 2015 compared with the same period in each 
year since 2001, a fact it attributed to the relatively mild winter.118

The UN recorded 5,075 security incidents from November 16, 2014, 
through February 15, 2015, that included 191 assassinations and 40 

Security Incidents: reported incidents 
that include armed clashes, improvised 
explosive devices, targeted killings, 
abductions, suicide attacks, criminal acts, 
and intimidation. reported incidents are 
not necessarily actual incidents. 

Source: SIGAR analysis of the United Nations report, 
12/9/2014. 
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attempted assassinations, increases of 26.4% and 29% over the same period 
in 2013–2014. Armed clashes (46.8%) and IED events (30.9%) accounted 
for nearly 78% of all security incidents. Some 40 suicide attacks occurred, 
including one at an Afghan Local Police (ALP) commander’s funeral in 
Laghman that resulted in 15 fatalities, among them senior ALP personnel.119

Following the spike in insurgent activity in Kabul during October and 
November, operations by Afghan security forces, supported by Coalition 
forces, contributed to reducing the number of high-profile insurgent opera-
tions in the capital. Suicide attacks were down from 10 to five, while 
improvised-explosive-device (IED) attacks were down from 18 to five dur-
ing December and January.120

In his February 27, 2015, report to the UN Security Council, the UN 
Secretary-General predicted the coming summer season will see an inten-
sification of the armed conflict.121 He also affirmed that peace remains the 
fundamental precondition to durable and sustained political and economic 
progress in Afghanistan.122

On April 12, 2015, concerned with the record-high civilian casualties and 
the impact on civilians during the seasonal resumption of conflict-related 
violence, the UNAMA head called on all parties to prevent harm to civilians. 
UNAMA reports civilian casualties from ground engagements increased 8% 
compared to the same period in 2014 and pled for the parties to stop using 
mortars and rockets in populated areas.123 

The UN reported that despite media speculation about the pres-
ence of antigovernment elements linked to the Islamic State in Iraq and 
the Levant (ISIL), there is no indication of widespread or systematic 
support for or accommodation of ISIL in Afghanistan.124 However, on 
April 18, 2015, President Ghani blamed a suicide bombing in Jalalabad 
that reportedly killed 35 people and wounded 125 on ISIL. The Taliban 
denied involvement.125

“The United Nations calls 
on the Taliban to cease all 

attacks against persons 
who are not taking a direct 

part in hostilities.”

—Georgette Gagnon, Director,  
UNAMA Human Rights 

Source: UNAMA, Press Release: Latest UNAMA figures show 
continuing record high civilian casualties, 4/12/2015.

TAbLe 3.6

Number of rePorTeD SecuriTy iNciDeNTS

Date range
Number of 

Security Incidents Number of Days

Average Number 
of Security 

Incidents per Day

11/16/2013–2/15/2014 4,649 92 50.5

3/1/2014–5/31/2014 5,864 92 63.7

6/1/2014–8/15/2014 5,456 76 71.8

8/16/2014–11/15/2014 5,199 92 56.5

11/16/2014–2/15/2015 5,075 92 55.2

Totals and average incidents/day 26,243 444 59.1

Source: UN Security Council, The situation in Afghanistan and its implications for international peace and security, 2/27/2015,  
p. 4; 12/9/2014, p. 5; 9/9/2014, p. 6; 6/18/2014, p. 5; and 3/7/2014, p. 5. 
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Status of Classified ANSF Data 
This quarter, RSM classified some information about ANSF personnel 
strength and attrition, the AAF, and the Afghan Special Mission Wing 
(SMW). From now on, as authorized by its enabling statute, SIGAR will 
publish a classified annex to this report for Congress containing the 
classified data. 

u.S. ForceS IN AFghANIStAN
According to USFOR-A, some 9,000 U.S. forces were serving in Afghanistan 
as of February 28, 2015, a decrease of 500 since December 20, 2014. Another 
7,000 personnel from other Coalition nations were also serving at that time.126

On March 24, during a press conference at the White House with 
President Ghani, President Obama announced his decision to maintain 
a strength of 9,800 deployed U.S. troops into 2016, deferring the original 
plan to halve the number of U.S. forces in Afghanistan during 2015. The 
decision allows U.S. troops to remain at bases that are critical for gather-
ing intelligence and launching counterterrorism operations, as well as to 
continue air and logistical support to the ANSF.127 Since military opera-
tions began in 2001, a total of 2,215 U.S. military personnel have died 
in Afghanistan—83% of whom were killed in action—and 20,026 were 
wounded as of March 30, 2015.128 

Seven insider attacks against U.S. forces during 2014 resulted in four 
deaths and 15 personnel wounded.129 This is one more attack than USFOR-A 
reported last quarter; the earlier number was updated after a review revealed 
U.S. forces were the probable target of one additional attack.130 One insider 
attack against U.S. forces has occurred in 2015, killing one soldier and 
wounding two others. This attack ended the longest period between combat-
zone deaths of U.S. military members since September 2001.131 Another 
attack during 2015 killed three U.S. contractors and wounded one.132

ANSF StreNgth ShowS SlIght INcreASe
This quarter, ANSF’s assigned force strength was 328,805 (including civil-
ians), according to USFOR-A. As reflected in Table 3.7 on the following 
page, this is 91.3% of the ANSF target force strength of 360,004. (The 
commonly cited end-strength goal of 352,000 does not count civilian 
employees). The new assigned-strength number reflects an increase of 3,163 
since November 2014.133 The increase came in the ANA, which grew by 
4,917, while the ANP decreased by 1,754, as shown in Table 3.8 on the fol-
lowing page.134

This quarter, details of ANSF force strength at corps level and below 
remained classified. SIGAR will therefore report on them in a classified 
annex to this report.

SIGAR ESSAy

this quarter, SiGAr took an in-depth 
look at why having accurate, reliable 
force strength numbers for the AnSF 
matters. to read this analysis, see 
Section 1, page 3.
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DOD To Seek Funding for Larger ANSF
During the March 23, 2015, press conference at Camp David, Secretary 
of Defense Ashton B. Carter announced the Defense Department intends 
to seek funding through 2017 to sustain the ANSF at an authorized force 
strength of 352,000. Previously, the United States had agreed at the 2012 
Chicago Conference to reduce the ANSF to 228,500 as a cost-saving mea-
sure.135 Carter stated both Coalition and Afghan military commanders 
recommended the 352,000 force size to ensure lasting security gains.136

DOD reports the total annual cost for the ministries of Defense and 
Interior and the ANSF, at the current authorized force strength of 352,000, is 
$5.5 billion a year. To help meet that need for fiscal year (FY) 2015, the U.S. 
Congress appropriated $4.1 billion for ASFF. While DOD has requested just 
over $3.7 billion for FY 2016, future sustainment costs will depend on the 
size, structure, and operational tempo of the force.137

MOD Remains Without a Minister
As SIGAR went to press, the MOD remained without a confirmed minis-
ter. President Ghani’s second choice for minister of defense withdrew his 
nomination on April 8, 2015. Ghani had nominated General Mohammad 

SIGAR SpEcIAl pRojEct

this quarter, SiGAr sent a letter to 
the commanders of rSM and cStc-A 
requesting information on the analysis 
underlying the current and optimal 
AnSF size and structure and the u.S. 
government’s ability to anticipate future 
support costs. For more information, 
see Section 2, page 42.

TAbLe 3.7

ANSf ASSiGNeD force STreNGTH, februAry 2015

ANSF component
Approved end-
Strength goal target Date

current Assigned as 
of February 2015

% of target 
Authorization

Difference Between current 
Assigned and Approved end-

Strength goals
Difference 

(%)

AnA including Afghan Air Force  195,000  December 2014  167,024 85.7%  (27,976) (14.3%)

AnA including AAF civilians  8,004  7,096 88.7%  (908) (11.3%)

ANA + AAf Total  203,004  174,120 85.8%  (28,884) (14.2%)

Afghan national Police  157,000  February 2013  154,685 98.5%  (2,315) (1.5%)

ANSf Total with civilians  360,004  328,805 91.3%  (31,199) (8.7%)

Source: DOD, Report on Progress Toward Security and Stability in Afghanistan, 12/2012, p. 56; USFOR-A, response to SIGAR data call, 3/24/2015; USFOR-A, response to SIGAR vetting, 
4/10/2015.

TAbLe 3.8

ANSf ASSiGNeD force STreNGTH, Q1 2014–Q1 2015

2/2014 5/2014 8/2014 11/2014 2/2015

AnA including AAF  184,839  177,489  171,601 169,203  174,120 

AnP*  153,269  152,123  153,317 156,439  154,685 

Total ANSf  338,108  329,612  324,918  325,642  328,805 

Note: Afghan Army and Air Force numbers include 7,096 civilians. Available data for ANP do not indicate whether civilians are 
included. *Reported November 2014 ANP number appears to double-count some Afghan Uniformed Police; actual number may 
be 151,272.

Source: CSTC-A, response to SIGAR data calls, 3/31/2014, 7/1/2014, 10/6/2014, 12/28/2014, and 3/24/2015; RSM, 
response to SIGAR request for clarification, 2/3/2015; RSM, email communication from General John F. Campbell, Commander, 
RSM, to SIGAR, 2/25/2015; USFOR-A, response to SIGAR vetting, 4/10/2015.
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Afzal Ludin, a military advisor in the National Security Council, on April 6.138 
However, General Ludin said he did not wish his nomination to prove divi-
sive for the country.139 In January, Afghan parliamentarians rejected Ghani’s 
nomination of then-acting Defense Minister General Sher Mohammad Karimi 
to lead the country’s military forces. The MOD has been without a confirmed 
minister since September 29, 2014, when Ghani was sworn in as president.140

ANSF Attrition Declines 
ANSF attrition rates are declining, according to reporting provided to RSM 
by the MOD and MOI, although neither the ANA nor the ANP has attained 
the ANSF-established goal of a 1.40% average monthly attrition. The ANA 
has a monthly average attrition rate of 2.55% compared to the ANP’s 
1.64%.141 This is a significant 1% decline from the average monthly attrition 
rates for the ANA in 2013 (3.52%) and 2014 (3.62%).142 ANP monthly attrition 
rates for four of the past five months have been below normal averages.143 

To assist the MOD and MOI in mitigating attrition, RSM identified 
five areas for the Afghans to evaluate.144 These focused on fairly assign-
ing, promoting, and paying soldiers and patrolmen; providing improved 
quality of life conditions, such as leave and casualty care; and holding 
leaders accountable.145

The UN supported the Afghan security forces in revising verification 
procedures for recruitment into the ANSF.146 The revised procedures require 
the recruit to be an Afghan citizen, at least 18 years of age (sometimes dif-
ficult to verify in a country with limited birth records), who can pass the 
medical and character tests, and meet literacy requirements.147 

This quarter, more detailed information on ANSF attrition remained clas-
sified. SIGAR will report on this in a classified annex to this report.

Resolute Support Changes Assessment Reporting
Effective January 1, 2015, NATO changed the method of assessing the ANSF 
to align with the new train, advise, and assist mission. The Monthly ANSF 
Assessment Report (MAAR) has superseded the Regional ANSF Status 
Report (RASR) that was used since August 2013.148 The RASR summary that 
SIGAR received provided reporting at the brigade level with synthesized 
analysis of observations and shortfalls, highlighting priority issues hamper-
ing long-term ANSF sustainability, and assessments of the ANSF operational 
and equipment readiness status.149 The MAAR will assess aggregate ANSF 
capability and effectiveness for eight essential functions related to the unit’s 
capacity to perform such functions as force generation, resource manage-
ment, sustainment, intelligence, and strategic communications. The MAAR 
provides the ability to evaluate the capabilities of the Ministries of Defense 
and Interior, their institutions, and their corps/provincial headquarters, and 
to determine how well they perform those functions to support their forces 
in defeating the insurgency and securing Afghanistan.150
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The first MAAR assessed select ANA and ANP capabilities during 
January 2015, as shown in Table 3.9.151 One MAAR combines all seven ANA 
corps and the 111th Capital Division into a single assessment. Another 
MAAR combines all seven Operations Coordination Centers-Regional 
(OCC-Rs) into a single assessment. Two ANP components are assessed 
in separate MAARs: one combines the seven Afghan Uniformed Police 
(AUP) zones; another combines the seven Afghan Border Police (ABP) 
zones.152 The ANP’s Afghan National Civil Order Police (ANCOP) are no 
longer assessed.

There are six assessment categories for the ANA and ANP and seven 
categories for the OCC-Rs to address operational and sustainment effec-
tiveness. Every ANSF component is assessed on command and leadership; 
the ANA, AUP, and ABP are also assessed on command and control, per-
sonnel and training, and sustainment. The ANA corps/division is further 
assessed on combined arms, while the AUP and ABP are assessed on 
integration with other ANSF units. The remaining five categories for the 
OCC-Rs are intra-ANSF command and control, enabler coordination, intel-
ligence sharing, logistics coordination, and information, communications, 
and technology.153

The assessment ratings are similar to the RASR ratings: sustaining, fully 
capable/effective, capable/effective, partially capable/effective, in develop-
ment, or not rated due to lack of advisory presence.154

The first MAAR assessed 93% of ANSF components, rated in several 
categories, as capable, fully capable, or sustaining.155 USFOR-A reports that 
while progress is being made, the ANSF still struggles in the areas of sus-
tainment and installation management.156 However, with decreased U.S. and 
Coalition oversight, the reliability of the ANSF-provided assessment data 
cannot be validated.

USFOR-A said the ANA demonstrated improvements in combined-arms 
integration through information sharing with the OCC-Rs.157 USFOR-A 
Commander General John F. Campbell told a congressional panel this quar-
ter he has counseled the Afghans to not plan operations wholly dependent 
upon U.S. close-air support. “The Taliban doesn’t have close-air support,” he 
said. “The Taliban doesn’t have up-armored Humvees. The Taliban doesn’t 
have D-30 howitzers. The Taliban doesn’t have, you know, weapons that you 
have.”158 USFOR-A also reported the ANA still had challenges accurately 
forecasting supply demands and tracking consumption.159

USFOR-A reports effective ANP higher-level leadership and positive 
outcomes in operations integrated with the ANA, but says police are chal-
lenged by lack of evidence-collection equipment and an inability to get 
evidence to the labs. The ANP’s reported inability to use secure communi-
cations during police operations is also a cause of concern.160 The OCC-Rs 
serve as a coordinating authority between the ANSF, provincial govern-
ment officials, and other government officials.161 ANSF units use OCC-Rs 

operations coordination centers 
(occs): regional and provincial occs are 
responsible for the coordination of both 
security operations and civil response to 
developing situations in their respective 
areas of responsibility. the focus of 
occ activities will be coordination of 
security operations. 

Source: ISAF/SFA, RS Security Force Assistance Guide 3.1, 
p. G-6, 7/1/2014. 
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TAbLe 3.9

moNTHly ANSf ASSeSSmeNT rePorT, JANuAry 2015
commANDS iN SeveN GeoGrAPHicAl reGioNS ASSeSSeD iN eAcH cATeGory

ANA corps and 111th capital Division

command Assessment l l l l l l l
Leadership l l l l l l l
combined Arms l l l l l l l
command & control l l l l l l l
Personnel & training l l l l l l l
Sustainment l l l l l l l
ANP

AuP command Assessment l l l l l l l
AuP Leadership l l l l l l l
AuP integration l l l l l l l
AuP command & control l l l l l l l
AuP Personnel & training l l l l l l l
AuP Sustainment l l l l l l l
ABP command Assessment l l l l l l l
ABP Leadership l l l l l l l
ABP integration l l l l l l l
ABP command & control l l l l l l l
ABP Personnel & training l l l l l l l
ABP Sustainment l l l l l l l
occ-rs

command Assessment l l l l l l l
Leadership l l l l l l l
intraAnSF command & control l l l l l l l
enabler coordination l l l l l l l
intel Sharing l l l l l l l
Logistics coordination l l l l l l l
ict l l l l l l l

color Key

l Sustaining l Fully capable l capable  
l Partially capable l Developing l Not Assessed

Note: Specific region not identified due to classification. AUP = Afghan Uniformed Police; AbP = Afghan border Police;  
OCC-R = Operational Coordination Centers-Regional; ICT = Information, Communications, and Technology

Source: USFOR-A, response to SIGAR data call, 3/11/2015.
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for communication sharing between units as well as between regional and 
provincial OCCs. However, USFOR-A reports that facilities and equipment 
maintenance continues to be a challenge for OCC-R leaders.162

ANSF Detainees
UNAMA reported one-third of the 790 detainees they interviewed expe-
rienced torture or ill treatment on arrest or in an Afghan security-forces 
detention facility. While the number of incidents decreased by 14% com-
pared with January 2013 reporting, the UN stressed increased efforts were 
needed for Afghanistan to comply with international law. The UN found a 
pervasive lack of accountability for perpetrators of torture and observed 
continuing impunity for those involved. In response to the UN report, the 
national-unity government announced a national action plan to eliminate 
torture that includes regulatory reforms, deterrence measures, and compre-
hensive training programs.163

MOD and MOI Continuing Literacy Training
This quarter, USFOR-A reported the MOD and MOI are benefitting from 
train-the-trainer programs at all regional training areas.164 Two third-
party, nonprofit organizations are also conducting literacy training to the 
police in the field.165 USFOR-A reports the MOD has 15,000 soldiers in 324 
classes being conducted in all provinces. While reportedly less capable 
than contracted trainers, the MOD and MOI are establishing an internally 
resourced literacy program. When an Afghan-contracted literacy class is 
held, the Afghan trainers in training serve as assistant instructors to build 
their capability.166 

MINIStry oF DeFeNSe AND  
MINIStry oF INterIor ASSeSSMeNtS
RSM focuses on training, advising, and assisting the MOD and MOI at 
the ministerial, institutional, and operational levels. RSM developed a 
security-force assistance framework, with seven focus areas, to guide 
Afghan and Coalition efforts to develop capacity and core competencies of 
the ministries for enduring sustainability.167 The eight essential functions 
(EF) directorates lead RSM’s efforts to identify the processes and build 
the assessment framework, known as the Plan of Actions and Milestones 
(POAM).168 The respective EF processes, milestones, and associated actions 
for ministry offices and departments are captured in separate POAMs.169 
Each process can have more than one milestone and each milestone can 
have one or many associated actions.

This quarter, EF1, the RSM directorate for planning, programming, bud-
geting, and executing programs, added one additional milestone to both the 
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MOD and MOI assessments. This brings to 49 the number of milestones on 
which the MOD is assessed. The MOI is assessed on 43.170 

An example of an associated action, process, and milestone would be to 
develop an operationally informed list of requirements as part of the MOD 
medium-term budget-framework development process. The milestone is for 
the ministry to be capable of accurately identifying requirements, programs, 
and funding over a three-year horizon based on strategic guidance.171

Each EF directorate uses the POAM to assess the essential-function 
capabilities of every ministry’s offices.172 The offices are assessed based 
on the five-stage rating system displayed in Table 3.10 on the following 
page.173 Every office assessment is then combined to determine the overall 
assessment of that department. All department assessments, in turn, are 
combined to determine the assessment of the ministry as a whole.174 

The five ratings reflect the degree to which Afghan systems are in place, 
functioning, and used effectively. The highest rating, “sustaining capabil-
ity,” indicates an Afghan ministry can perform a specific function without 
Coalition advising or involvement.175 As of this quarter, no essential function 
of either the MOD or MOI had achieved a rating of “sustaining capability” 
(the highest rating) or “fully capable” (the second highest rating) as shown 
in Table 3.10. Under the previous assessment tool, the Capability Milestone 
(CM) rating system, which assessed ministerial and general staff offices 
(rather than essential functions), several offices had achieved the highest 
ratings of “autonomous” or “capable with oversight.” For more information 
on the CM rating system, see page 97 of SIGAR’s October 2014 Quarterly 
Report to the United States Congress.176 

According to the current assessment, all MOD and MOI development 
conditions are at least at the “initiated” stage. The MOD has increased the 

minister of interior Noor ul-Haq ulumi
confirmed January 28, 2015

(eUPOL photo)

ethnicity Pashtun

tribe Barakzai

Political Party national united Party of Afghanistan  
(Hezb-e Muttahed-e Melli)

Nominated by ceo Abdullah Abdullah

experience  y Wolesi Jirga member from Kandahar; 
defense committee chair

 y Governor of Kandahar (under Soviet-backed 
government)

 y commanding General of the 2nd corps 
Kandahar (under Soviet-backed government)

Source: Afghan biographies, Olumi, Noorulhaq Noor ul Haq Olomi Ulumi, 1/29/2015; Reuters, “Factbox: A look at the 
major nominees for Afghanistan’s new cabinet,” 1/12/2015; Wall Street Journal, Afghanistan announces members of 
cabinet,” 1/15/2015; The Guardian, Afghan President names cabinet three months after taking office,” 1/15/2015.

SIGAR SpEcIAl pRojEct

this quarter, SiGAr wrote to the 
commanders of uSFor-A and cStc-A 
to request information about how the 
resolute Support Mission will measure 
the progress of its efforts to ensure 
the effectiveness and sustainability 
of the AnSF and the Afghan Security 
institutions (ASi). According to the 
resolute Support Security Force 
Assistance handbook, efforts to 
develop the AnSF and ASi and will 

focus on eight essential functions (eF). For 

more information, see Section 2, page 45.
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percentage of its “partially capable” development conditions from 15% to 
28.5%. For the MOI, 27.9% of its development conditions are “partially capa-
ble”; an increase from last quarter’s rating of 10%.177 By the end of FY 2016, 
RSM forecasts both the MOD and MOI will have achieved sustaining capa-
bility in approximately 50% of their milestones. Additionally, they forecast 
the MOD will achieve a combined fully capable/sustaining capability of 90% 
and the MOI to attain 86%.178 The medical corps is one area not expected to 
achieve sustaining capability for many years due to Afghanistan’s lack of 
fully trained medical professionals.179

TAbLe 3.10

miNiSTry ASSeSSmeNT uSiNG NATo SySTem, AS of februAry 2015
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rating 
total

M
oD

 A
SS

eS
SM

eN
t

rating 5: Sustaining capability/effectiveness 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

rating 4: Fully capable/effective 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

rating 3: Partially capable/effective 1 0 2 0 6 2 0 3 14

rating 2: initiated (in Development) 3 2 1 5 7 2 5 3 28

rating 1: Scoped/Agreed 2 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 7

rating 0: not Scoped/Agreed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ef Total 6 5 4 6 13 4 5 6 49

M
oI

 A
SS

eS
SM

eN
t

rating 5: Sustaining capability/effectiveness 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

rating 4: Fully capable/effective 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

rating 3: Partially capable/effective 1 0 0 1 6 4 0 0 12

rating 2: initiated (in Development) 3 0 2 3 7 0 4 0 19

rating 1: Scoped/Agreed 2 4 2 1 0 0 0 3 12

rating 0: not Scoped/Agreed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ef Total 6 4 4 5 13 4 4 3 43

Note: eF1 & eF7 assessments as of 3/1/2015; eF2 & eF5 - 2/26/2015; eF3 & eF6 - 2/12/2015; eF4 - 2/17/2015; eF8 - 2/20/2015. Sustaining Capability/effectiveness: Condition fully 
achieved. Advising only as requested by ANSF counterparts if opportunity and resources permit. Fully Capable/effective: Developmental conditions nearly achieved. ANSF element fully capable but 
still requires attention; on track to be achieved by end of Resolute Support Mission; advising will continue. Partially Capable/effective: Development conditions in progress. ANSF element is partially 
capable/effective. Conditions can be achieved by end of Resolute Support Mission; advising will continue. Initiated (In Development): baseline design initiated by ANSF element; plan ready for imple-
mentation. Scoped and Agreed Upon: Development tasks/milestones (conditions) scoped and agreed; baseline capability and measures not complete. Not Scoped/Agreed: Development tasks/
milestones (conditions) not scoped and/or agreed upon.

Source: USFOR-A, response to SIGAR data call, 3/11/2015.
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There are 311 U.S. personnel advising or mentoring the MOD and MOI; 
and an additional 111 Coalition advisors.180

CSTC-A reports they will maintain three existing training and mentoring 
support contracts, totaling $183.4 million in 2015, until a single omnibus 
contract is fielded in the first quarter of FY 2016.181 The Coalition assesses 
that the ANSF will require ministerial development, logistics, professional-
ization, and acquisition-management support through 2017.182

AFghAN locAl PolIce 
The Afghan Local Police (ALP) is under MOI authority and functions 
under the supervision of the district Afghan Uniformed Police (AUP). ALP 
members, known as “guardians,” are selected by village elders or local 
power brokers to protect their communities against Taliban attack, guard 
facilities, and conduct local counterinsurgency missions.183 As of April 4, 
2015, the ALP comprised 28,376 personnel, according to the NATO Special 
Operations Component Command-Afghanistan (NSOCC-A).184 That is a 
slight reduction of 74 since February 28, when the ALP comprised 28,450 
personnel, all but 4,000 of whom were fully trained.185 The number trained 
decreased due to combat losses, tashkil (organizational-strength) redis-
tribution, and attrition.186 The goal was to have 30,000 personnel in 154 
districts by the end of December 2014, assigned to 1,320 checkpoints across 
29 provinces.187

According to NSOCC-A, the ALP will cost $121 million per year to sus-
tain once it reaches its target strength.188 The United States has provided 
$469.7 million to support the ALP as of April 1, 2015.189 The United States 
has provided the ALP with equipment such as rifles, machine guns, light 
trucks, motorcycles, and radios.190

According to NSOCC-A, the ALP has a retention rate of 93%. During 
the past year, NSOCC-A reported a low attrition rate of 1–2% per month. 
During the last quarter of 2014, the ALP had 1.82% of its force killed or 
wounded in action, a decrease from the 2.05% reported for same time 
period in 2013.191

The Afghan government has not determined the final disposition of 
the ALP or its funding source.192 DOD says U.S. policy on funding the ALP 
has not yet been determined.193 According to an independent assessment 
conducted by NSOCC-A based on data provided by Eureka Research and 
Evaluation focus-group surveys in ALP districts, the majority of Afghans 
surveyed perceived the ALP as an effective security element and stabiliz-
ing force.194 That finding is consistent with survey results from March 2014 
that public perceptions of ALP’s value to community security were positive 
overall.195 For details on the last survey results, refer to page 98 in SIGAR’s 
January 2015 Quarterly Report to the United States Congress.196

tashkil: the list of personnel and 
equipment requirements used by the MoD 
and Moi. the word means “organization” 
in Dari. 

Source: GAO, Afghanistan Security, GAO-08-661, 6/2008, p. 18.

SIGAR AudIt

in an ongoing audit, SiGAr is reviewing 
DoD’s support to the ALP program, the 
extent to which the ALP is achieving its 
security goals, oversight and controls 
of ALP salary payments, and future 
planning for the ALP.
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AFghAN PuBlIc ProtectIoN Force trANSItIoN 
AwAItINg PreSIDeNtIAl ActIoN
The Afghan Public Protection Force (APPF), a state-owned enterprise under 
the authority of the MOI, established to provide contract-based facility and 
convoy-security services in Afghanistan, was ordered in 2013 to be dis-
solved and its guard functions transitioned to the ANP.197 However, USFOR-A 
reports the APPF is currently operating and providing limited convoy-escort 
security. The APPF charter is awaiting presidential signature before being 
presented to the Council of Ministers.198 For details on the last update 
on restructuring the security services into three parts, refer to page 88 in 
SIGAR’s October 2014 Quarterly Report to the United States Congress.199

Facilities Protection Force
On September 13, 2014, ISAF commander General John F. Campbell and the 
Afghan National Security Advisor signed a memorandum of understanding 
(MOU) regarding the security of Afghan and U.S./NATO security facilities. 
According to the MOU, the MOD “will field an organization known as the 
Facilities Protection Force” (FPF) of 5,030 personnel to provide security 
for select forward operating bases being turned over to the MOD.200 The 
FPF will be employed by the MOD but will not be part of the regular ANA. 
USFOR-A will provide funding for FPF salaries for one year at a cost of 
$13.7 million, with the option to fund the force for an additional year.201

According to the MOU, the MOD will allow CSTC-A “to inspect and 
audit financial records” and that the “funds will be auditable by all U.S. 
Government agencies responsible for oversight of CSTC-A and U.S. 
Forces-Afghanistan.”202

The MOU also provides for Afghan force protection of the perimeters 
of U.S./NATO agreed-upon facilities and authorizes U.S./NATO forces 
“to utilize contracted armed security services inside NATO/U.S. agreed 
facilities.”203

AFghAN NAtIoNAl ArMy
As of March 31, 2015, the United States had obligated $35.5 billion and 
disbursed $34.4 billion of ASFF funds to build, train, equip, and sustain 
the ANA.204 

Number of ANA Personnel Rebounds Slightly 
As of February 20, 2015, the overall assigned end strength of the ANA—
which includes the AAF and civilians—was 174,120 personnel, according to 
RSM.205 This is an increase of 4,917 ANA personnel since last quarter, when 
the ANA’s November 2014 assigned end strength was reported at 169,203, 
and a reversal of a decreasing trend since February 2014.206 USFOR-A 
reports that MOD provides ANA personnel data. Until Afghanistan 

SIGAR AudIt

An audit SiGAr released this quarter 
on the reliability and usefulness of the 
AnA personnel and payroll data found 
no assurance of that data being valid, 
that controls and oversight are weak, 
and that computer systems possess 
inherent weaknesses and are not fully 
integrated. For more information, see 
Section 2, page 23.
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completes installation of its human-resource information systems and 
inputs the data, however, RSM will not be able to validate MOD’s strength 
numbers.207 Even then, SIGAR believes it is unlikely RSM will have the 
personnel and resources to validate ANA personnel numbers other than by 
analyzing reports based on Afghan inputs into the new system.

This quarter, some details of ANA troop strength remained classified. 
SIGAR will provide Congress a classified annex to this report.

ANA Attrition
In past quarterly reports, SIGAR reported on its concerns about ANA attri-
tion. Between September 2013 and August 2014, more than 36,000 ANA 
personnel were dropped from ANA rolls,208 an average of 3,000 per month. 
This quarter 2,225 ANA personnel were dropped from the rolls.209 However, 
USFOR-A reported an ANA training surge will result in approximately 5,000 
new soldiers being added to the rolls when they complete training during 
April 2015.210 

This quarter, some details of ANA attrition remained classified. SIGAR 
will report on this in a classified annex to this report.

ANA Sustainment
As of March 31, 2015, the United States had obligated $14.3 billion and 
disbursed $14.0 billion of ASFF funds for ANA sustainment.211 The most 
prominent use of ASFF sustainment funding is for salaries and incentive 
payments; other uses include items such as ammunition replenishment 
and fuel purchases. Funding for food ceased on December 21, 2013, after 
CSTC-A suspected widespread fraud by the MOD.212

The U.S. Congress appropriates funds to the ASFF for the training, 
equipping, sustaining, and funding of the ANSF, as well as to provide fund-
ing for facility repair and construction. DOD is authorized to use ASFF to 
provide funds directly (on budget) to the Afghan government.213 To ensure 
U.S. funds are used as intended, CSTC-A, the MOD, and the Ministry of 
Finance (MOF) signed a Bilateral Financial Commitment Letter.214 The 
Afghan FY 1394 financial-commitment letter requires the MOD to document 
fuel consumption and deliveries. CSTC-A is to set the following month’s 
fuel allocation based on the sufficiency of the fuel documentation. Further 
reductions in fuel allocations are to occur if the documentation quality does 
not improve and if required audits and corrective actions are not performed 
within the agreed-to time frame.215 For information on the ongoing fuel 
investigation, see pages 135–136 of this report.

ANA Salaries and Incentives
As of March 31, 2015, CSTC-A reported that the United States had pro-
vided $2.6 billion through the ASFF to pay for ANA salaries, food, and 
incentives since FY 2009.216 CSTC-A also estimated the annual amount of 

SIGAR AudIt

An audit SiGAr initiated this quarter 
will focus on DoD’s procurement, 
maintenance, and oversight of 
occupational clothing and individual 
equipment (ocie) purchases for the 
AnSF. For more information, See 
Section 2, page 28.
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funding required for ANA base salaries, bonuses, and incentives this year is 
$710.4 million. CSTC-A said the funding will range from a high of $741.7 mil-
lion and a low of $613.6 million—an average of $690 million annually—over 
the next five years.217 

Incentives are used to retain high-quality soldiers and airmen. ANA 
personnel are eligible for various incentives, in addition to their base 
salaries. Examples include occupational incentives (such as aviation, 
medical, engineering/explosive-ordnance disposal), hazard-pay incen-
tives, and longevity-pay incentives for every three additional years of 
continuous service.218

CSTC-A noted that funding is provided on the basis of 100% of the ANA’s 
authorized, not assigned, strength.219 To encourage the MOD to use elec-
tronic payment systems, beginning in July 2015, CSTC-A plans to provide 
100% funding only for those authorized tashkil positions being paid elec-
tronically; pay for other positions will be 80% funded.220 Additionally, by 
June 1, 2015, all ANA personnel records are required to be input into the 
Afghan Human Resources Information Management System and all person-
nel must be assigned a tashkil position.221

ANA Equipment and Transportation
As of March 31, 2015, the United States had obligated $11.7 billion and dis-
bursed $11.6 billion of the ASFF for ANA equipment and transportation.222 
Most of these funds were used to purchase vehicles, aircraft, communica-
tion equipment, weapons, and related equipment. Approximately 50% of 
U.S. funding in this category was for vehicles and transportation-related 
equipment, as shown in Table 3.11.223 

Because CSTC-A used a new reporting format last quarter, SIGAR did 
not report quarter-to-quarter comparisons. This quarter, CSTC-A reported 

TAbLe 3.11

coST of u.S.-fuNDeD ANA eQuiPmeNT

type of equipment Procured
Procured and  

Fielded to the ANA
remaining to 
be Procured

Weapons $613,581,608 $522,336,282 $1,700,000

Vehicles 5,405,890,683 4,767,803,280 tBD

communications 709,157,101 688,157,101 tBD

Aircraft 1,091,376,104 649,861,508 441,514,596

Ammunition 1,699,431,299 1,563,013,160 tBD

transportation Services 40,000,000 13,459,569 26,540,431

counter-ieD 330,656,219 296,489,871 2,700,000

other 883,546,190 773,658,682 1,005,377

Total $10,773,639,204 $9,274,779,453 $473,460,404

Note: Counter-IeD = Counter-improvised explosive devices. TbD = To be determined; amount depends on how much damaged 
and destroyed equipment is turned in for replacement.

Source: CSTC-A, response to SIGAR data call, 3/24/2015. 

SIGAR AudIt

An ongoing SiGAr audit will review 
DoD’s support to the AnA’s technical 
equipment Maintenance Program 
(A-teMP). Specifically, SiGAr plans 
to determine (1) the extent to which 
the AnA A-teMP is meeting its stated 
goals, and (2) whether key AnA A-teMP 
contract requirements are being met. 
 
 
SIGAR InSpEctIon

in an inspection report released 
this quarter, SiGAr looked at 
the termination of a stalled AnA 
slaughterhouse construction project 
after $1.25 million had already been 
expended. For more information, see 
Section 2, page 39.
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an increase in most equipment categories and corrected prior cumulative 
reporting figures.224 Table 3.12 reflects an $879.3 million increase in the three 
commonly reported types of equipment since September 2014.225 CSTC-A 
reported more than 426,000 weapons, 104,000 communication devices, and 
56,000 vehicles had been procured for the ANA.226 The bulk of the “other” 
equipment category is clothing, such as uniforms, and individual equipment.

CSTC-A notified Congress that some ASFF-purchased equipment for the 
ANA will be transferred to DOD in accordance with the FY 2014 National 
Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) provision. Table 3.13 provides more 
details on these transfers.

USFOR-A led a vehicle team of DOD subject-matter experts that identi-
fied logistical and sustainment gaps necessary for the Afghans to overcome 
prior to assuming full supply-management ownership. This quarter the team 
identified additional gaps and solutions, including:227

•	 developing the contract requirements to provide maintenance 
management training at all the regional maintenance sites

•	 the ANA approved life-cycle management tashkil positions to address 
personnel shortfalls; RSM EF5 is developing a life-cycle management 
training program 

•	 recruiting Afghan college graduates, training them in supply functions 
and computer systems, and assigning them to critical supply sites

The financial-commitment letter providing funds to the MOD for Afghan 
FY 1394 requires the MOD to determine the types and the number of vehi-
cles it needs, ensure that maintenance is done following standard practices, 
and ensure that vehicles are used as intended prior to CSTC-A providing 
additional vehicle funding.228

ANA Infrastructure
As of March 31, 2015, the United States had obligated $6.2 billion and dis-
bursed $5.6 billion of the ASFF for ANA infrastructure.229 

TAbLe 3.12

cumulATive u.S. coSTS To Procure ANA eQuiPmeNT ($ millions)

weapons vehicles communications total
 September 2013 $447.2 $3,955.0 $609.3 $5,011.5 
 December 2013 439.2 4,385.8 612.2 5,437.2
 March 2014 461.2 4,385.8 670.3 5,517.3
 June 2014 461.2 4,385.8 670.3 5,517.3
 September 2014 522.3 4,638.9 688.2 5,849.4
 December 2014 537.8 4,767.8 688.2 5,993.8
 March 2015 613.6 5,405.9 709.2 6,728.7

Source: CSTC-A, responses to SIGAR data calls,10/1/2013, 12/30/2013, 3/31/2014, 7/1/2014, 9/29/2014, 2/6/2015, and 
3/24/2015.

TAbLe 3.13 

TrANSferreD ASff-fuNDeD 
eQuiPmeNT ($ millions)

Scrap to DoD Stock

Vehicles $7.9 $5.4

troop enclosure 9.0

HMMWVs 2.9

Aircraft 136.0 3.1

office equipment 1.7

crane/Forklifts 1.1

Water tankers 0.2

Body Armor 0.3

Weapons 1.1

GPS/nVG 0.1

Total $157.1 $11.7

Note: Dollar amounts rounded. Already-owned C-208s became 
a suitable training aircraft substitute, resulting in the transfer 
to DOD stock of six C-182 aircraft. A troop enclosure is an 
add-on installed to the roof of a HMMWV or other vehicle that 
allows a soldier to stand up through a roof hatch with some 
degree of protection. HMMWV = High-mobility, multipurpose 
wheeled vehicle; GPS/NVG = Global Positioning System and 
Night Vision Goggles items.

Source: CSTC-A, response to SIGAR data calls, 1/14/2015 
and 3/24/2015; RSM, response to SIGAR request for 
clarification, 2/3/2015; OSD-P, response to SIGAR data call, 
3/27/2015.
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At that time, the United States had completed 357 infrastructure projects 
(valued at $4.8 billion), with another 24 projects ongoing ($512 million) and 
two planned ($81 million), according to CSTC-A.230 

The largest ongoing ANA infrastructure projects this quarter, as last 
quarter, were brigade garrisons for the 2nd Brigade of the 201st Corps in 
Kunar (at a cost of $115.7 million) and the 2nd Brigade of the 215th Corps 
in Nimroz ($78.7 million), and phase three of the MOD headquarters and 
garrisons ($58.6 million). All are expected to be completed by the end 
of summer.231 In addition, one project was awarded this quarter at a cost 
of $7 million, and 14 projects were completed at a cost of $156.3 million, 
including the garrison for the 2nd Brigade of the 209th Corps in Kunduz 
($25.8 million).232 CSTC-A reported that one facility was transferred to the 
ANSF since the beginning of December. The transfer of the remaining 19 
facilities is contingent on the ANSF training readiness and their ability to 
effectively perform contracting functions.233

According to CSTC-A, the projected operations-and-maintenance 
(O&M), sustainment, restoration, and minor-construction costs for ANA 
infrastructure for FY 2015 through FY 2019 is $168 million a year, for a 
total of $840 million. The ANA has authorized 3,100 positions to maintain 
these facilities.234

The FY 1394 MOD financial-commitment letter requires the Afghan 
government to provide CSTC-A a transition and sustainment plan for the 
transferred facilities, including infrastructure security, by the end of 2015.235

ANA and MOD Training and Operations 
As of March 31, 2015, the United States had obligated and disbursed $3.3 bil-
lion of the ASFF for ANA and MOD operations and training.236 

CSTC-A reported 18 ongoing U.S.-funded technical training programs.237 
Additionally, USFOR-A reported two contracts for training, advising, and 
assisting the ANA Training and Education Command at Marshal Fahim 
National Defense University that require RSM to perform and report 
monthly contractor-performance observations.238 U.S.-funded training con-
tracts include special operations, counter improvised-explosive-device and 
explosive-ordnance disposal, and intelligence training.239

Afghan Air Force and the Special Mission Wing
The United States has a considerable investment in the AAF. Between 
FY 2010 and FY 2015, the United States provided more than $6.8 billion to 
support and develop the 7,800-person AAF, including over $3.3 billion for 
equipment and aircraft.240 In addition, DOD requested more than $548 mil-
lion, including $22 million for equipment and aircraft, in FY 2016 for the 
AAF. However, the majority of the funding is being requested for sustain-
ment and training.241

SIGAR InSpEctIon

SiGAr has an ongoing inspection of 
the u.S.-funded construction of the 
MoD headquarters to determine if 
construction is being completed in 
accordance with contract requirements 
and if any occupied portions of the 
headquarters are being properly 
maintained and used as intended.  
 
 
SIGAR AudIt

in a financial audit completed this 
quarter, SiGAr found a lack of 
supporting documentation on a 
counterinsurgency intelligence training 
contract resulting in $134.6 million in 
questionable costs and other findings. 
For more information, see Section 2, 
page 33.
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According to CSTC-A, this quarter, the AAF has a requirement for 136 
aircraft, to include:242 
•	 Mi-17 transport helicopters
•	 C-208 light transport planes 
•	 MD-530 helicopters 
•	 Mi-35 attack helicopters 
•	 C-130H medium transport aircraft 
•	 A-29 Super Tucanos light attack aircraft

Last month, the first of the MD-530 helicopters was delivered to the 
AAF.243 In the fourth quarter of 2015, the first of 20 A-29 Super Tucanos, 
a light attack aircraft for counterinsurgency, close air support, and aerial 
reconnaissance, will be deployed to Afghanistan.244 The planes are intended 
to replace aging Mi-35 attack helicopters.245

RSM Train, Advise, and Assist Command-Air (TAAC-Air) reports working 
with the AAF to accelerate the growth of flight engineers and loadmasters 
through in-country training. There are adequate numbers of pilots in the 
training pipeline, according to TAAC-Air, with more pilots expected to join 
the force in 2016 and 2017.246 

According to TAAC-Air, the AAF is expected to reach full operational 
capability in airlift missions by early 2016, and to reach full operational 
capability in attack missions by early 2017.247 The C-130 affords new capa-
bilities, although the AAF will need time to fully exploit the airframe’s 
potential.248 The AAF is not expected to achieve full sustainability of 

A-29 Super Tucano aircraft on the flight line at Moody Air Force base, Georgia, USA. 
(SIGAR photo by Nick Heun)
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maintenance capability until the end of 2023. The AAF will depend on con-
tracted logistics support for the majority of its fleet maintenance until AAF 
capability exists for each type of aircraft.249

The AAF capability to perform casualty evacuation (CASEVAC) mis-
sions has steadily increased over the last three years. With the withdrawal 
of Coalition forces, the AAF CASEVAC missions increased 45% this year 
over last year.250 Approximately 140 AAF and ANA air medics were trained 
by the Coalition on CASEVAC procedures improving their capacity and 
capability.251 The U.S. Air Force’s 9th Air and Space Expeditionary Task 
Force-Afghanistan (AETF-A) assesses the AAF can provide adequate 
CASEVAC support if they maximize use of the C-208 aircraft at unimproved 
airfields and the ANSF executes missions with proper synchronization, pri-
oritization, and disciplined command and control.252

MOI, MOD, and National Directorate of Security leaders signed the SMW 
air charter on May 14, 2014, outlining the creation of a new Joint Command 
and Control Coordination Center (JCCC) to facilitate priority SMW mis-
sions. Both MOD and MOI special-operations forces will have liaison 
officers to the JCCC. The AAF is to provide personnel, recruiting, and other 
administrative (nonoperational) support to SMW. The SMW commander 
meets weekly with special-operations unit leaders to discuss pending opera-
tions and synchronize requirements and priorities.253 During FY 2015, two 
missions have supported six counternarcotics sorties and 68 missions have 
supported 115 counterterrorism sorties.254 The Afghan national security 
advisor is currently reviewing a proposal to transfer the SMW to the MOD.255

U.S. reconstruction funding of $1.75 billion has been obligated for the 
SMW, with $920 million for aircraft and equipment.256 SMW will require 
Coalition funding for almost all its costs through 2020.257 The SMW consists 
of 450 members, 224 from the MOI and 226 from the MOD, according to 
NSOCC-A. Among the SMW members are 15 qualified flight crews, just short 
of the 2015 goal.258 The SWM fleet consists of Mi-17 helicopters and PC-12 
passenger/cargo planes.259

According to NSOCC-A, contract support for both maintenance and 
logistics is anticipated to be required through 2020.260 The Afghans are cur-
rently performing approximately 10% of the scheduled maintenance on the 
Mi-17 fleet; it takes 60 months to fully train a Mi-17 or PC-12 mechanic.261

This quarter, more detailed information on the AAF and the SMW 
remained classified. SIGAR will report on this in a classified annex to 
this report.

AFghAN NAtIoNAl PolIce
As of March 31, 2015, the United States had obligated $17.2 billion and 
disbursed $16.8 billion of ASFF funds to build, equip, train, and sustain 
the ANP.262

SIGAR SpEcIAl pRojEct

on February 12, 2015, SiGAr 
conducted a fact-finding visit on the 
A-29 Light Air Support (LAS) aircraft 
training program at Moody Air Force 
Base in Georgia. this visit was a follow-
up to a SiGAr Special Project inquiry 
letter issued last quarter.
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ANP Strength Reporting Changes 
This quarter, USFOR-A reported the overall strength of the ANP totaled 
154,685 personnel, a decrease of 1,754 since last quarter; as reflected in 
Table 3.14.263 

However, another change in how ANP personnel numbers are calculated 
continues to raise questions about their validity. Last quarter, the reported 
number of the assigned Afghan Uniformed Police (AUP) personnel could 
not be reconciled unless traffic personnel and fire-and-rescue personnel 
were double-counted. This quarter, there was no reporting on the number of 
personnel assigned to the MOI headquarters. However, the number of AUP 
personnel increased by 11,854. In the past, the MOI headquarters person-
nel were sometimes included in the AUP personnel count.264 This quarter, 
the number of ANP personnel reported did not equal the total overall 
strength number provided. In its vetting comments, USFOR-A adjusted the 
overall strength number so that ANP personnel added up to the total first 
provided.265 SIGAR has reported on unbalanced and unsupported totals of 
ANSF personnel figures in past quarterly reports and audits. 

USFOR-A reported the ANP had an aggregate attrition rate of 19.72% 
between February 21, 2014, and February 20, 2015, with most of the attri-
tion occurring among patrolmen.266 Overall ANP monthly attrition averaged 
below 2% for 11 months of the year.267 Some 1,844 ANP personnel dropped 

TAbLe 3.14

ANP STreNGTH, QuArTerly cHANGe

Authorized Assigned

ANP component Q4 2014 Q1 2015
Quarterly 
change Q4 2014 Q1 2015

Quarterly 
change

AuP  92,732  104,695  11,963  88,180  100,034  11,854 

ABP  22,955  22,990  35  21,766  21,953  187 

AncoP  15,223  15,223  -  14,773  15,010  237 

ciD  -  11,592  11,592  -  10,847  10,847 

niStA  3,000  2,500  (500)  3,422  3,539  117 

GDoP reservea  -  -  -  891  850  (41)
undefined personnel above 
authorized strength  -  -  -  -  2,452  2,452 

Moi HQs & iS  24,161  - (24,161)  22,240  - (22,240)
required to reconcile  
to AnP totalb  -  -  -  5,167  -  (5,167)

ANP Total  
(as reported)  158,071  157,000  (1,071)  156,439  154,685 (1,754)

Note: Quarters are calendar-year; Q4 2014 data as of 11/2014; Q1 2015 data as of 2/2015. AUP = Afghan Uniformed 
Police; AbP = Afghan border Police; ANCOP = Afghan National Civil Order Police; CID = Criminal Investigation Department; 
NISTA = Not In Service for Training; GDoP = General Directorate of Personnel; IS = Institutional Support personnel. 
a  Personnel that are pending assignment. 
b Reported Q4 2014 total assigned ANP number appears to double-count some AUP; actual number may be 151,272.

Source: RSM, response to SIGAR request for clarification, 2/3/2015; USFOR-A, response to SIGAR data call, 3/24/2015; USFOR-A, 
response to SIGAR vetting, 4/10/2015.
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from the rolls during February 2015. Also, during the same period, the ANP 
saw 208 personnel killed in action.268 

As with the ANA strength reporting, USFOR-A reports that until the 
Afghan government completes installation of their human-resource informa-
tion systems and inputs the data, RSM will not be able to validate strength 
numbers.269 However, even if the new information system is installed, 
SIGAR believes it is unlikely RSM will have the personnel and resources to 
validate ANP personnel numbers other than by analyzing reports based on 
Afghan inputs into the new system.

ANP Sustainment
As of March 31, 2015, the United States had obligated $6.8 billion and dis-
bursed $6.7 billion of ASFF funds for ANP sustainment.270 This includes 
$1.5 billion in U.S. contributions to the Law and Order Trust Fund for 
Afghanistan (LOTFA), which pays for ANP salaries. Beginning in FY 1393 
(starting December 22, 2013), the United States no longer funded food costs 
after CSTC-A suspected widespread fraud by the MOI.271

ANP Salaries
From 2008 through December 31, 2014, the U.S. government had pro-
vided $1.24 billion, contributed through the Law and Order Trust Fund 
for Afghanistan (LOTFA), to pay ANP salaries, food, and incentives (extra 
pay for personnel engaged in combat or employed in specialty fields), 
CSTC-A reported.272 

The United Nations Development Program (UNDP) charges 4% of donor 
contributions—more than $20 million based on their estimated annual 
expenditures—to manage the LOTFA program. The Afghan government 
and some international donors prefer this funding instead be applied to 
police salaries.273

According to CSTC-A, at an authorized strength of 157,000 personnel, the 
UNDP estimates annual international expenditures of $508.4 million for the 
ANP, based on an exchange rate of 56 afghanis to one U.S. dollar. The U.S. 
contribution to LOTFA for calendar year 2015 is $114.4 million to fund sala-
ries and incentives.274 The Times of London reported in April that the British 
government decided to suspend its planned contribution of £70 million to 
LOTFA because of corruption concerns.275

The CSTC-A financial commitment letter to the MOI for Afghan FY 1394 
includes the LOTFA Steering Committee mandate for the MOI to provide 
100% of ANP salaries through electronic funds transfer by March 31, 2015.276 
To incentivize the MOI to use electronic payment systems, beginning in 
July 2015, CSTC-A plans to provide funding only for those authorized tash-
kil positions being paid electronically.277

SIGAR AudIt

A SiGAr audit on AnP personnel and 
payroll data released last quarter 
found that data has no assurance of 
being valid, that controls and oversight 
are weak, and that computer systems 
are not fully functional or integrated. 
For more information, see SiGAr’s 
January 2015 Quarterly Report to the 
United States Congress.
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ANP Equipment and Transportation
As of March 31, 2015, the United States had obligated and disbursed $3.6 bil-
lion of ASFF funds for ANP equipment and transportation.278 Most of these 
funds were used to purchase vehicles, aircraft, ammunition, weapons, and 
communication equipment, as shown in Table 3.15. The most funding in 
this category, more than 49.5%, was used to purchase vehicles and vehicle-
related equipment.

Examples of the types of equipment purchased for the ANP include 
sophisticated items such as high-mobility, multipurpose wheeled vehicles 
(HMMWV); night-vision devices; global-positioning systems; explosive-ord-
nance disposal equipment; and biometrics; as well as ordinary items such as 
ambulances, spare parts, pistols, machine guns, radios, clothing, dental and 
medical equipment, and transportation services.279 

The financial commitment letter providing ASFF funds to the MOI for 
their FY 1394 requires the MOI to determine the types and the number of 
vehicles it needs, to ensure that maintenance is done following standard 
practices, and that vehicles are used as intended prior to CSTC-A providing 
additional vehicle funding.280

CSTC-A notified Congress of the following ASFF-purchased equipment 
for the ANP that will be transferred to DOD in accordance with the FY 2014 
National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) provision. Table 3.16 provides 
more details on these transfers.

ANP Infrastructure
As of March 31, 2015, the United States had obligated $3.2 billion and dis-
bursed $2.9 billion of ASFF funds for ANP infrastructure.281

TAbLe 3.15

coST of u.S.-fuNDeD ANP eQuiPmeNT

type of equipment Procured
Procured and  

Fielded to the ANP
remaining to  
be Procured

Weapons $224,603,779 $205,607,238 $208,805

Vehicles 2,205,856,127 2,048,056,127 tBD

communications 212,294,780 212,294,780 tBD

Aircraft 766,950,000 692,950,000 74,000,000

Ammunition 667,741,562 324,984,471 tBD

transportation Services 20,026,263 7,770,471 12,255,792

counter-ieD 119,980,508 86,305,626 0

other 243,088,347 91,438,300 14,412,160

Total $4,460,541,366 $3,669,407,013 $100,876,757

Note: Counter-IeD = Counter-improvised explosive devices. TbD = To be determined. Amount depends on how much damaged 
or destroyed equipment is turned in for replacement.

Source: CSTC-A, response to SIGAR data call, 3/24/3015.

TAbLe 3.16 

TrANSferreD ASff-fuNDeD 
eQuiPmeNT ($ millions)

Scrap to DoD Stock

8 rHiB Patrol Boats $1.9

other 1.4

Vehicles $1.3

Total $1.3 $3.3

Note: RHIb = rigid-hulled inflatable boats. Dollar amounts 
rounded.

Source OSD-P, response to SIGAR data call, 12/30/2014; 
CSTC-A response to SIGAR data call, 3/24/2015.
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At that time, the United States had completed 719 infrastructure projects 
(valued at $3.5 billion), with another 11 projects ongoing ($101.7 million), 
according to CSTC-A.282 

This quarter, one project valued at $4 million was awarded and 12 proj-
ects valued at $106.7 million were completed, including ammo bunkers 
and a fuel depot ($17.5 million and $13.9 million respectively).283 Another 
project, a building and utilities ($35 million) at MOI headquarters, was 
reported both completed and as ongoing after being recompeted.284 The 
largest ongoing ANP infrastructure projects were an ANCOP provincial 
headquarters building in Paktiya ($25 million), and the ANP command cen-
ter and barracks at MOI headquarters ($24.1 million).285 CSTC-A reported 
that sustainment and maintenance services are being funded for 214 
ANP facilities.286

According to CSTC-A, the projected annual O&M, sustainment, restora-
tion, and minor-construction cost (less than $750,000 per project) for ANP 
infrastructure for FY 2015 through FY 2019 is $147 million per year, of 
which the U.S. will fund $131 million ($655 million over five years), with 
2,184 skilled personnel required to maintain the facilities.287

CSTC-A reported that while no additional facility sustainment and main-
tenance had been transferred to the ANSF this reporting period, the transfer 
of the remaining two facilities is contingent on the training readiness and 
the ANSF’s ability to execute O&M contracts.288

ANP Training and Operations 
As of March 31, 2015, the United States had obligated and disbursed $3.6 bil-
lion of the ASFF for ANP and MOI training and operations.289

CSTC-A reported seven ongoing U.S.-funded technical training pro-
grams.290 U.S.-funded training contracts include operational-specialty 
training, such as police intelligence, counter improvised-explosive-device 
and explosive-ordnance disposal, and radio operator and maintenance.291

StAtuS oF woMeN IN the ANSF 
This quarter, women finally account for 1% of the ANSF, in a small, but hard-
earned, milestone of long-standing efforts to recruit and retain women.292 
This quarter, RSM reported 3,325 women in the ANSF’s assigned force 
strength for ANA and ANP, including students in training and recent train-
ing graduates. Of the total, 910 were officers, 1,249 were non-commissioned 
officers, and 1,166 were soldiers.293

Ongoing recruitment has slightly increased the number of females join-
ing the ANSF across Afghanistan.294 The goal to increase the number of 
women in the ANA by 10% was moved into a 10-year plan. In March, the 
MOD was scheduled to publish the FY 1394 accession plan which was to 
include the annual recruitment goal.295 To achieve this goal, the ANA has 
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waived a requirement that the recruitment of women be balanced among 
Afghanistan’s various ethnic groups. 

As in prior quarters, the number of women in the ANP is increasing, but 
the ANP was far from reaching its goal of 5,000 women by March 2015. 
Women still make up only 1.4% of the force. There were 190 ANP female 
officer-academy graduates in February who graduated with the rank of sec-
ond lieutenant.296 Graduation ceremonies were held in their honor in Kabul 
and Mazar-e-Sharif. Beginning in May, the basic police course, also being 
held in Turkey, has a goal to graduate 400 policewomen.297 

While resistance to women in Afghan forces has long existed within the 
MOD and MOI, the President and the First Lady of Afghanistan and MOD 
and MOI leaders have expressed support for an expanded female presence 
in the ANSF.298 The ANA and ANP are continuing their efforts to increase 
their numbers of women and to better integrate their forces.299

The ANP is focused on finding secure workplaces with appropriate facili-
ties for females and developing strategies to attract and retain qualified 
female recruits with at least a high-school degree.300 The 10-year goal for the 
ANP is to have 15,700 policewomen serving.301 

Both the ANA and ANP are continuing to provide training opportuni-
ties and female-appropriate facilities. The ANA has 45 slots allocated for 
women for the four-year National Military Academy, 90 for the one-year 
Junior Officer Academy, and 150 for the officer candidate school/noncom-
missioned officer school.302 The 12-week Basic Warrior Training course that 
every soldier takes includes a class on behavior and expectations of male 
soldiers who work with ANA women. The Afghan Independent Human 
Rights Commission conducts two-day seminars for the ANSF that include 
training in eliminating violence against women.303 The ANP conducted 
51 workshops last year and is committed, during the next two years, to 
holding seminars on investigation and prosecution procedures toward 
violence-against-women offenders.304 

The NDAA for FY 2014 authorizes $25 million to be used for programs, 
facilities, recruiting, and the integration of women into the ANSF. Of the 
$25 million, $1.05 million has been committed for incentives and domes-
tic travel.305 CSTC-A has met with gender advisors from both ministries 
to validate and prioritize requirements. They anticipate initial require-
ments will be to renovate facilities and institute a recruitment campaign.306 
Additionally, NATO has allocated $10 million from the ANA Trust Fund for 
ANA women’s programs.307

ANSF MeDIcAl/heAlth cAre
Since 2006, the United States has funded the construction of 184 ANSF 
medical facilities valued at $188.2 million.308 The ANA has eight regional 
medical hospitals, the AAF has five clinics and five detachments, and the 

Police Sergeant Training Academy 
graduates at Mazar-e-Sharif (RS News photo 
by Philipp Hoffmann)
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ANP has one hospital in Kabul but has an agreement with the ANA to treat 
police.309 At this time, no other medical-facility construction is planned.310

This quarter, USFOR-A reported there are 905 physicians currently 
assigned in the ANSF health-care system. The total number of positions 
authorized is 1,144, with 574 physicians assigned in an ANA position and 
331 in an ANP position. The ANA and ANP have a shortage of 166 and 73 
physicians respectively.311 The shortage is critical in the rural districts near 
conflict areas, where trauma care is needed most.312 

The ANSF also has 2,440 nurses, physicians’ assistants, and other medi-
cal personnel, with an additional 773 positions remaining unfilled.313 While 
the number of unfilled medical personnel positions declined by 236 posi-
tions since last quarter, the overall number of authorizations also fell, by 
785 positions.314 To compensate for shortages, the ANA medical commander 
shifts personnel during contingency operations to the nearest regional hos-
pital.315 Physician, nurse, and medic training pipelines are established with 
partner international and non-government organizations to sustain the need 
for medical personnel.316 

USFOR-A reported efforts to solidify healthcare and related logistics 
operations for both the ANA and ANP. The ANA medical command devel-
oped its first five-year strategic plan. The ANP developed a medical supply 
requirement list to improve procurement, usage, and demand forecasting.317 
RSM TAAC-Air Surgeon General (SG) advisors have trained 80 AAF medical 
personnel on three different air frames and 336 ANA medical personnel on 
the Mi-17 helicopter and/or the C-208 airplane.318 TAAC-Air advisory efforts 
are aimed at building AAF medical evacuation capability to have trained 
medics in aircraft able to render care en route. A similar goal is to have 
trained medics in ambulances administering life-saving medical care.319 The 
ANA medical commander and the ANP SG stress the need for personnel to 
wear protective equipment and are working to increase the number of per-
sonnel trained in combat life-saving skills.320 

reMovINg uNexPloDeD orDNANce
Afghanistan remains one of the countries most contaminated by mines 
and explosive remnants of war (ERW), even though 80% of known con-
tamination has been cleared since 1989. In January 2015, the Mine Action 
Coordination Centre of Afghanistan (MACCA) reported that an average of 
38 casualties occurred every month, down from a peak of 16 casualties per 
day in 2001.321 Unexploded ordnance remains in 1,609 communities, 253 
districts, and 33 provinces directly affecting 774,000 people.322 The country 
faces the recent challenge of contamination around International Security 
Assistance Force (ISAF) and North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) 
firing ranges and bases. From 2010 to the end of March 2014, MACCA 
recorded 82 casualties resulting from ERW accidents in or around ISAF/
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NATO firing ranges and bases. There were 23 people killed and 59 injured; 
83% of casualties were children. Casualties have risen around firing ranges 
and bases as the withdrawal of international military forces has made those 
places more accessible.323

Last quarter, SIGAR reported that DOD transferred $901,511 to the 
Department of State’s Bureau of Political-Military Affairs’ Office of Weapons 
Removal and Abatement (PM/WRA) to support an international nongov-
ernmental organization’s (NGO) effort to monitor the clearing of ordnance 
left behind more recently at U.S. firing ranges.324 However, this may be only 
a small percentage of the funding needed. An April 2014 Washington Post 
article noted that the U.S. military has reportedly left about 800 square 
miles of contaminated land that is expected to cost $250 million to clear.325

PM/WRA manages the Conventional Weapons Destruction program in 
Afghanistan to protect victims of conflict, provide life-saving humanitar-
ian assistance, and enhance the security and safety of the Afghan people. 
Since FY 2002, the Department of State has provided more than $299.3 mil-
lion in weapons destruction and humanitarian mine-action assistance to 
Afghanistan.326 Not all PM/WRA FY 2014 funds have been expended as of 
this quarter; PM/WRA has two-year funding, and additional 2014 funding 
will be captured in subsequent SIGAR reports.327

State directly funds five Afghan NGOs, five international NGOs, and one 
U.S. government contractor. These funds enable the clearance of areas con-
taminated by ERW and support the removal and destruction of abandoned 
or otherwise at-risk conventional weapons used by insurgent elements to 
construct roadside bombs and other improvised explosive devices that tar-
get coalition forces, Afghan civilians, and international aid organizations.328 
As of December 31, 2014, U.S. Department of State-funded implementing 
partners have cleared more than 166.5 million square meters of land (nearly 
64.3 square miles) and removed or destroyed approximately 7.9 million 
landmines and other ERW such as unexploded ordnance, abandoned ord-
nance, stockpiled munitions, and home-made explosives (see Table 3.17 on 
the following page).329

The total area of contaminated land recorded continues to fluctuate as 
clearance activities reduce hazardous areas while ongoing surveys identify 
and add new contaminated land to the Information Management System 
for Mine Action database. At the beginning of this quarter, there was a total 
area of 511.6 square kilometers (197.5 square miles) of contaminated mine-
field and battlefield. During the quarter, 16.8 square kilometers (6.5 square 
miles) were cleared. However this quarter, ongoing survey identified an 
additional contaminated area of 29.8 square kilometers (11.5 square miles), 
bringing the total of known contaminated area to 524.6 square kilometers 
(202.5 square miles) by the end of the quarter.330 PM/WRA defines a mine-
field as the area contaminated by land mines, whereas a contaminated area 
can include both land mines and other ERW.331
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couNterNArcotIcS
As of March 31, 2015, the United States has provided $8.4 billion for coun-
ternarcotics (CN) efforts in Afghanistan since 2002. Congress appropriated 
most of these funds through the Department of Defense Drug Interdiction 
and Counter-Drug Activities (DOD CN) Fund ($3.0 billion), the Afghan 
Security Forces Fund (ASFF) ($1.6 billion), the Economic Support Fund 
(ESF) ($1.5 billion) to encourage farmers to plant crops other than poppy, 
and a portion of the State Department’s International Narcotics Control and 
Law Enforcement (INCLE) account ($2.1 billion).332 USAID’s Alternative 
Development programs support U.S. counternarcotics objectives by helping 
countries develop economic alternatives to narcotics production.333 In addi-
tion to reconstruction funding, the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration 
(DEA) receives funding through direct appropriations to operate in 
Afghanistan (see Appendix B).

Afghanistan is the global leader in illicit opium cultivation and produc-
tion.334 The United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) and the 
U.S. government provide data on opium poppy cultivation in Afghanistan. 
The two estimates have long varied, such as in 2004, when there was a 
difference of 80,000 hectares between the U.S. and UNODC surveys.335 
Since 2005, the surveys are more congruent thanks to the improved use 
of high-resolution imagery by UNODC and closer association between the 
technical experts responsible for the annual estimates in UNODC and the 
U.S. government. While national opium-cultivation data have become more 
aligned, discrepancies remain at the provincial level. For 2014, the U.S. 
government estimates illegal opium cultivation at 211,000 hectares and 
production of raw opium at 6,300 metric tons (MT); the November 2014 

SIGAR lESSonS lEARnEd pRojEct

this quarter the Lessons Learned 
Program announced a project that will 
review the efficacy of counternarcotics 
efforts within Afghan reconstruction. 
For more information, see Section 2, 
page 46.

TAbLe 3.17

coNveNTioNAl WeAPoNS DeSTrucTioN ProGrAm meTricS, JANuAry 1, 2013–December 31, 2014

Date range At/AP Destroyed uxo Destroyed SAA Destroyed Fragments cleared
Minefields cleared 

(m2)
estimated contaminated 
Area remaining (m2)*

1/1–3/31/2013  1,984  100,648  105,553  3,722,289  7,978,836  552,000,000 

4/1–6/30/2013  1,058  18,735  49,465  1,079,807  5,586,198  537,000,000 

7/1–9/30/2013  1,243  21,192  98,306  1,673,926  4,229,143  521,000,000 

10/1–12/31/2013  8,211  2,460  54,240  3,064,570  5,729,023  518,000,000 

1/1–3/31/2014  1,780  254,734  245,380  262,750  5,473,170  638,400,000 

4/1–6/30/2014  1,077  3,264  25,362  3,227,697  5,163,035  519,000,000 

7/1–9/30/2014  1,329  26,873  21,502  2,860,695  5,705,984  511,600,000 

10/1–12/31/2014  465  20,274  58,369  538,499  1,604,410  524,600,000 

ToTAl  17,147  448,180  658,177  16,430,233  41,469,799  524,600,000 

Note: AT/AP = anti-tank/anti-personnel ordnance. UXO = unexploded ordnance. SAA = small arms ammunition. Fragments are reported because their clearance requires the same care as for other 
objects until their nature is determined. There are about 4,047 square meters (m2) to an acre. *Total area of contaminated land fluctuates as clearance activities reduce hazardous areas while 
ongoing survey identifies and adds new contaminated land in the Information Management System for Mine Action (IMSMA) database.

Source: PM/WRA, response to SIGAR data call, 4/1/2015, 12/30/2014, and 10/7/2014.
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Afghanistan Opium Survey by UNODC estimates opium cultivation at 
224,000 hectares.336 One hectare is roughly 2.5 acres of land; one metric ton 
is about 2,200 pounds.

The 2014 U.S. government figures represent a 6.6% increase in poppy cul-
tivation from the 2013 U.S. estimate of 198,000 hectares, and a 14.5% increase 
in opium production from the 2013 estimate of 5,500 MT of raw opium.337 

The Department of State’s Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs (INL) performs counternarcotics activities, such as dis-
rupting overseas production and trafficking of illegal drugs, and developing 
police and a robust criminal justice system.338 INL advises the U.S. president 
and U.S. departments and agencies on developing policies and programs to 
combat international narcotics and crime. INL programs in Afghanistan sup-
port two of State’s strategic goals:
•	 reduce the entry of illegal drugs into the United States
•	 minimize the impact of international crime on the United States and 

its citizens339 

INL supports the U.S. counternarcotics strategy for Afghanistan, 
approved in December 2012, and the key priorities of Afghanistan’s National 
Drug Control Strategy, approved in October 2013.340 The Department of 
State is preparing a new counternarcotics strategy that will be finalized 
later this year.341

Through its CN fund, DOD has funded capacity building in the 
Counternarcotics Police of Afghanistan (CNPA), improvements to border 
security, information sharing, and regional and international cooperation 
to reduce the national-security impacts of the illicit narcotics trade and 
networks. DOD’s Post-2014 CN Strategy for Afghanistan and the Region, 
released in October 2013, lays out DOD’s goals to continue supporting 
Afghan counternarcotics (CN) efforts, transition CN program responsi-
bilities to Afghans, and build regional cooperation to combat the Afghan 
drug flow.342

Domestic Drug Use: A Looming Health Crisis
Drug abuse is spreading in Afghanistan, with long-term social, political 
and economic ramifications.343 The 2012 National Drug Use Survey spon-
sored by INL estimated the number of Afghan drug users at 1.3–1.6 million 
in a population of nearly 31 million, one of the highest per capita rates 
in the world.344 The Government of Afghanistan’s National Development 
Strategy states: “The number of domestic drug users in Afghanistan has 
also increased significantly and illicit drugs and the corruption surround-
ing it is threatening to destroy the next generation of Afghan youth.”345 In 
its latest International Narcotics Control Strategy Report, INL notes that 
more recent drug studies underscore the pervasiveness of drug use, includ-
ing among Afghan children.346 INL also conducted a rural survey in 2014; its 
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preliminary findings suggest that drug use may exceed 10% of the popula-
tion, or more than twice the global rate reported by UNODC.347 

Afghanistan has 113 U.S.-funded treatment centers with a current annual 
capacity for treating about 30,000 individuals.348 Clearly, the demand for 
treatment services exceeds the capacity of the national government. INL 
told SIGAR it supports 97 treatment programs through the Colombo Plan. 
INL’s goal is to train 75% of the more than 500 treatment workers in the 
country between 2015 and 2016, with at least 50% of the trainees passing the 
initial credentialing exam for International Certified Addiction Professional-
Level I.349 In October 2014, INL contributed $7,609,541 to the Colombo Plan 
for the FY 2013 drug-demand reduction program. INL has yet to contribute 
or commit FY 2014 and FY 2015 funds to the Colombo Plan.350

Training was scarce prior to 2008, when INL established its first treat-
ment center. Between 2008 and 2015, INL expanded its support to 97 
programs. In the past two years, INL intensified training when it translated 
and modified its Universal Treatment Curriculum and emphasized train-
ing as part of its drug-demand reduction transition strategy.351 Between 
2003 and 2012, 506 individuals were trained in drug treatment; another 580 
individuals were trained in 2013–2014 alone.352 However, the recent influx 
of trained addiction professionals probably is not sufficient to address 
the growing addiction problem, particularly given the current capac-
ity of treating only 30,000 persons every year. Though the United States 
funds outpatient treatment centers nationwide, most have waiting lists for 
new patients.353

January 2015 marked the official start of the transition of the first group 
of 13 treatment programs supported by INL to the Ministry of Public Health 
(MOPH) control, as well as transfer of the clinical staff onto the Afghan 
government staff list (tashkil).354 INL worked closely with the MOPH to 
ensure the full transition of the clinical staff to the Afghan government 
tashkil. According to INL, all the necessary steps were completed for the 
January 2015 transition start date, but the Afghan government faced some 
payment delays for the new employees. INL closely monitored the situa-
tion and informed SIGAR that the government has resolved the internal 
issues and employees are receiving pay, including any delayed paychecks.355 
Throughout the quarter, INL continued to support clinical-staff training, 
treatment services, and outpatient and village-based demand reduction.356 

INL’s Drug Demand Reduction Program provides treatment directly to 
men, women, and children to overcome addiction. The Preventative Drug 
Education program provides antidrug education to youth in schools, target-
ing the next generation and aiming to prevent drug use.357 

The negative economic impact of so many opiate users will be felt 
increasingly as the Afghan economy develops; the burden of providing shel-
ter and treatment to the large population with substance-use disorders is 
already falling heavily on provincial governments.358

colombo Plan: instituted as a regional 
intergovernmental organization to further 
economic and social development, it 
was conceived at a conference held 
in colombo, Sri Lanka (then ceylon), 
in 1950 with seven founding member 
countries, and has expanded to 26 
member countries. inL continues to 
support the colombo Plan’s Asian 
centre for certification and education of 
Addiction Professionals, a training unit of 
treatment experts to assist governments 
in developing a professional certification 
process for addiction professionals in Asia 
and Africa.

Source: The Colombo Plan Secretariat website, History, 
www.colombo-plan.org, accessed 4/7/2014; State, INL, 
International Narcotics Control Strategy Report: Volume I, Drug 
and Chemical Control, 3/2013, p. 20. 
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Counter Narcotics Community Engagement (CNCE)
INL also funds the nationwide CNCE program, which focuses on discourag-
ing poppy cultivation, preventing drug use by raising public awareness, and 
encouraging licit crop production.359 Since 2013, INL has obligated $8.2 mil-
lion and expended $6.6 million to date.360 As a part of the program, Sayara 
Media Communications monitors the effectiveness of media campaigns by 
analyzing audience reports, including a baseline report to identify provincial 
drivers of drug trafficking and cultivation, and public sentiment. Sayara 
additionally has 42 reporters placed in most categories of tiered provinces. 
Provinces are ranked from tier 1 to tier 4 based on cultivation levels, with 
category one as the highest. The reporters gather information and gauge 
perceptions on the state of counternarcotics policies and messaging. 

Sayara also conducts media monitoring, with a baseline assessment of 
how CN media products fit into the current Afghan media landscape, with 
monthly monitoring and evaluation of the amount and type of CN-related 
items in the media and any changes (positive or negative) to the initial base-
line assessment. Addressing the effectiveness of the media campaign, INL 
told SIGAR that some areas exposed to CN media experienced a decrease 
in opium cultivation, while cultivation numbers have increased or remained 
the same in other areas where security and governance remain a broader 
challenge.361 However, one should not conclude that opium cultivation lev-
els are directly linked to the presence or absence of CN messaging. Rising 
cultivation levels of the past few years attest to the inability of media cam-
paigns to discourage opium poppy planting.

According to UNODC, reductions in cultivation occurred between 2013 
and 2014 in the central, eastern, western, and southwestern regions in prov-
inces as diverse as Nimroz, Herat, Daykundi, Kabul, Laghman, Kapisa, and 
Kunar.362 INL told SIGAR that this past quarter, in the high poppy-cultivating 
provinces, the program found a statistically significant increase in the per-
centage of respondents who think poppy can lead to addiction of a farmer 
and/or his family, a key message of INL’s outreach.363 

During the same time period, radio and television counternarcotics 
messages increased to a monthly average of 15.4 aired pieces from 5.4 last 
quarter and to 147.7 from 5.8 last quarter on television across provinces.364 
The Afghan Premier Soccer League, which carries a U.S. government-
sponsored antidrug message, is now the most-watched program on Afghan 
television.365 According to INL, public-opinion polling shows that the 
majority of Afghan people polled have heard antipoppy and anticultivation 
messages.366 The CNCE program will conclude April 2015, with a possible 
extension to continue remaining civil society subgrants, and to support 
INL’s most significant antipoppy campaign of the year, the preplanting cam-
paign.367 An independent evaluation of the INL-funded messaging has not 
yet taken place, but a 2008 evaluation of a similar campaign concluded that 
“public CN awareness campaigns cannot be effective in isolation and, to 
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increase the chances of success, need to be (i) coordinated with the devel-
opment of the licit rural economy to provide alternatives to opium poppy 
cultivation, and (ii) accompanied by credible threats of punishment (includ-
ing eradication).”368

Ministry of Counter Narcotics Capacity Building
The Ministry of Counter Narcotics (MCN) coordinates the actions of other 
ministries and takes the lead in developing counternarcotics policy.369 
The MCN signed an MOU with INL in February 2014 renewing its capac-
ity-building program for 18 months and providing funding for 24 local 
national advisors to help build capacity at the MCN.370 INL completed the 
performance-measurement plan designed to assess MCN capacity building 
progress, in February 2015.371 

The plan will evaluate MCN’s capacity development by measuring pro-
gram self-management, the effectiveness of U.S. and local national advisors, 
and process efficiency. Some of the indicators, to be collected quarterly, 
are the number of independently led MCN projects; the number of MCN 
staff capable of planning workshops, training, and other events without 
assistance; and the number of MCN staff capable of drafting government 
documents and donor funding proposals.372 During the reporting period, 
the MCN completed and submitted their proposal for a series of short- 
and long-term courses that will be taught by Dunya University in order to 
increase work-related skills and overall capacity of MCN staff.373

Governor Led Eradication Program (GLE)
INL funds the GLE program, which operates at different times of the year 
depending on provinces’ crop season. MCN tracks cumulative results, 
which are subsequently verified by UNODC.374 Verified eradication results 

minister of counter Narcotics Salamat Azimi
confirmed April 18, 2015

(Afghan Ministry of Counter 
Narcotics photo)

ethnicity tajik 

Nominated by President Ashraf Ghani 

experience  y Professor and deputy director at 
Balkh university

 y Head of the law department, Ministry 
of Justice

 y Head of the children’s rights section at 
the Afghan independent Human rights 
commission in Mazar-e-Sharif

 y Director of the Ariana Legal Foundation in 
Mazar-e-Sharif

Source: Afghan Analysts Network, “Finally Towards a Complete Afghan Cabinet? The next 16 minister nominees and their 
bios (amended),” 3/24/2015; Pajhwok Afghan News, “WJ approves all 16 ministers-designate,” 4/18/2015. 
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decreased in 2014 for a third consecutive year to 2,692 hectares, 63% less 
than the 7,348 hectares eradicated in 2013.375 According to INL, Afghan gov-
ernment officials ascribe the latest decrease to the reallocation of security 
forces from eradication efforts to election security.376 

In late January 2015, INL cosponsored a two-day conference with the 
British High Commission, attended by the MCN, MOI, National Directorate 
of Security, Ministry of Defense, provincial governors, and international 
organizations. The conference developed national, provincial, and dis-
trict plans for the 2015 eradication program scheduled for February 27 to 
July 31, 2015.377 According to INL, early indications are that 2015 eradication 
efforts will achieve more than in 2014.378 As of March 2015, 1,753 hectares 
have been destroyed compared to 793 hectares by the same time last year; 
2,721 hectares in 2013 and 2,637 hectares in 2012.379 Eradication efforts 
under this year’s plan are designed to disrupt the drug trade by placing a 
greater focus on conducting eradication efforts in the highest-cultivating 
districts. According to INL, this approach should lead to higher eradication 
levels and inject greater risk into farmers’ planting decisions for 2016.380

Last quarter, INL informed SIGAR it had donated 47 new tractors to the 
MCN for provincial poppy eradication.381 Based on information INL pro-
vided this quarter, the total cost for these tractors exceeds $600,000.382 In 
2013, the MCN received 55 new tractors,383 yet eradication results decreased 
24% from the 2012 level of 9,672 hectares to 7,348 hectares in 2013.384 
According to INL, the new tractors augment the existing fleet of 210 trac-
tors, purchased from various sources.385 The MCN and INL’s Kabul office 
coordinated the placement of the new tractors based on a review of culti-
vation levels, terrain, and previous equipment stock.386 However, several 
provinces are slated to receive new tractors though their cultivation results 
were nominal, while certain provinces with higher cultivation results were 
omitted. For example, as shown in Table 3.18 on the following page, Kunar 
and Sar-e Pul will receive two tractors when their respective cultivation 
results for 2014 were 754 hectares and 195 hectares. Sar-e Pul had even 
been declared poppy-free in 2013.387 On the other hand, Badghis, Uruzgan, 
and Laghman received no tractors even though the provinces cultivated 
thousands of hectares.388 

Eradication is under way in certain provinces.389 Eradication campaigns, 
as illustrated in Figure 3.26 on page 117, have remained ineffective in reduc-
ing overall opium cultivation, which has been expanding in recent years. 
Eradication or its threat has proven effective on a localized basis but only 
where the right conditions are in place.

According to INL, early results indicate better cooperation between 
the MCN, the MOI, and provincial government offices. If provincial gover-
nors similarly strengthen their leadership, then Afghanistan will certainly 
increase eradication over last year’s results with large increases possible in 
several provinces.390 However, the eradication season in the south and east, 
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TAbLe 3.18

Gle NeW TrAcTor DoNATioN by ProviNce AND culTivATioN reSulTS

Province

2014 
tractor 

Donation

2015 tractor 
Donation 

(February)

Functioning tractors 
per 2015 McN 

eradication Plan

2013 opium 
cultivation 
(hectares)

2014 opium 
cultivation 
(hectares)

Badakhshan  2  9  2,374  4,204 

Badghis  -  0  3,596  5,721 

Baghlan  -  0  141  168 

Balkh  -  4  410  poppy free 

Bamyan  -  0  poppy free  poppy free 

Daykundi  -  0  1,536  587 

Farah  5  19  24,492  27,513 

Faryab  1  3  158  211 

Ghazni  -  0  poppy free  poppy free 

Ghor  3  3  264  493 

Helmand  -  14  39  100,693  103,240 

Herat  6  6  952  738 

Jowzjan  -  0  poppy free  poppy free 

Kabul  -  0  298  233 

Kandahar  -  20  28,335  33,713 

Kapisa  -  0  583  472 

Khowst  -  0  poppy free  poppy free 

Kunar  -  2  2  1,127  754 

Kunduz  -  0  poppy free  poppy free 

Laghman  -  0  1,236  901 

Loghar  -  0  poppy free  poppy free 

nangarhar  3  5  15,719  18,227 

nimroz  7  7  16,252  14,584 

nuristan  -  0  poppy free  poppy free 

Paktika  -  0  poppy free  poppy free 

Paktiya  -  0  poppy free  poppy free 

Panjshir  -  0  poppy free  poppy free 

Parwan  -  0  poppy free  poppy free 

Samangan  -  0  poppy free  poppy free 

Sar-e Pul  2  2  poppy free  195 

takhar  -  1  poppy free  poppy free 

uruzgan  -  5  9,880  9,277 

Wardak  -  0  poppy free  poppy free 

Zabul  2  5  1,335  2,894 

Total  31  16  130  209,381  224,125 

Note: A “-” indicates data not provided. Opium cultivation totals differ slightly from UNODC published numbers which have been 
rounded.

Source: INL, response to SIGAR data call, 3/27/2015; INL, response to SIGAR vetting, 4/16/2015; UNODC, Afghanistan Opium 
Survey 2014: Cultivation and Production, 11/2014, p. 60.
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where the majority of cultivation occurs, is almost at an end with the har-
vest beginning in Helmand on April 7, 2015.391

Good Performer’s Initiative (GPI)
INL supports the MCN’s efforts to achieve and sustain poppy-free prov-
inces through the GPI. Under the terms of the GPI program, a province is 
eligible for financial support of GPI development projects for each year that 
it achieves poppy-free status, as verified by UNODC. In August 2014, INL 
and MCN announced GPI II, which expands the award categories for “good 
performers” to include public outreach and law enforcement, beginning in 
the 2014–2015 poppy cultivation season, and reduces the amount a province 
may receive for being poppy-free to $500,000. (Previous award amounts 
were $1 million.)392 

Following concerns that the initial program was inappropriately tar-
geted, development assistance under GPI II will be tailored to better meet 
the needs of rural communities by prioritizing alternative-livelihoods proj-
ects that support farmers as they transition from poppy cultivation to licit 
crops.393 The GPI II MOU is currently under negotiation and feasibility stud-
ies will be conducted under GPI II on a project-level basis. The program will 
be implemented nationwide once the new implementing documents have 
been finalized.394 

Note: A hectare is 10,000 square meters, or almost 2.5 acres.

Source: UNODC, Afghanistan Opium Survey 2014: Cultivation and Production, 11/2014, pp. 26, 60, 67; UNODC, World Drug 
Report 2014, 7/2014, p. 87; UNODC, Afghanistan Opium Survey 2013, 12/2013, p. 32. 
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The GPI program has experienced problems and challenges, according 
to the MCN’s own assessment. In 2014, the GPI procurement process was 
suspended for several months, partly as a result of the program’s redesign. 
Some GPI projects implemented in 2014 had already completed the req-
uisite procurement stages in 2013, yet were not awarded until 2014. GPI 
projects were delayed by a slow procurement process, mainly due to the 
“unprofessional” work of MCN staff in procurement and evaluation com-
mittees. As a result, MCN readvertised all GPI projects in the procurement 
pipeline during 2014.395 Other challenges such as delayed payments and 
insecure environments impeded project implementation. 

As of February 28, 2015, a total of 222 GPI projects with a value of 
$108.6 million were approved with over $80.5 million in expenditures: 
166 projects were completed, 55 are ongoing, and one is nearing comple-
tion.396 INL deconflicts projects proposed under the GPI program with other 
U.S. government work through an interagency consultation drawing on 
mission experience in each province. INL and its implementing partners 
consult with USAID to avoid pitfalls such as working with the same ben-
eficiaries or offering competing activities, and to develop complementary 
activities wherever possible. State’s Special Representative for Afghanistan 
and Pakistan hosts regular counternarcotics working groups to bring 
together interagency personnel from State, DOD, DEA, USAID, and other 
relevant agencies to maintain coordination on multiple programs.397

AlterNAtIve DeveloPMeNt/AlterNAtIve lIvelIhooD
USAID’s alternative-development programs support U.S. counternarcotics 
objectives by helping countries develop economic alternatives to narcotics 
production.398 INL funding supports programs in several areas includ-
ing supply reduction and alternative development.399 INL told SIGAR it 
coordinates regularly with USAID to ensure that INL-supported alternative-
development efforts complement past and ongoing investments by USAID 
in licit livelihoods and rural development in Afghanistan.400

Strengthening Afghan Governance and  
Alternative Livelihoods (SAGAL)
INL provides support to alternative-livelihood programs as part of its efforts 
to combat drug trafficking.401 In Afghanistan, the nongovernmental Aga 
Khan Foundation and its partners implement activities under the $12 mil-
lion SAGAL grant from INL.402 The implementers favor activities, rather than 
stand-alone projects, with the following five objectives:
•	 improve agricultural yields of high-potential licit crop systems
•	 increase economic return for licit crop systems
•	 improve farmers’ access to financing
•	 reduce vulnerability of at-risk populations to engage in the illicit economy
•	 improve subnational governance systems
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SAGAL activities are implemented in 16 provinces across Afghanistan: 
Badakhshan, Baghlan, Takhar, Bamyan, Kunduz, Parwan, Faryab, Kabul, 
Balkh, Jowzjan, Kandahar, Nangarhar, Helmand, Laghman, Uruzgan, 
and Kunar.403 INL informed SIGAR that $3.9 million has been expended 
to date.404

According to INL, SAGAL activities will complement past and ongo-
ing investments in licit livelihoods and rural development by the U.S. 
government. In particular, SAGAL will provide a system of support for 
GPI II. Where district development planning structures exist, SAGAL will 
support a more decentralized GPI II project-selection process, improv-
ing the recognition of rural community needs in the provincial GPI II 
project-nomination process.405 

Table 3.19 provides summary financial information on SAGAL and other 
alternative livelihood programs.

Kandahar Food Zone (KFZ)
The KFZ is a two-year, $18.7 million project implemented by USAID under 
a joint strategy and in close coordination with INL. KFZ is designed to 
identify and address the drivers of poppy cultivation in targeted districts of 
Kandahar province.406 

Early in the quarter, USAID suspended KFZ’s implementer, International 
Relief and Development Inc. (IRD), for serious misconduct.407 The USAID 
Office of Inspector General is currently investigating IRD for allegedly 
improperly charging certain overhead costs to the U.S. government.408 
As a result, IRD’s contracts will not be extended beyond current project 
end dates, nor will new ones be awarded. USAID is currently exploring 

TAbLe 3.19

AlTerNATive liveliHooD ProGrAmS

Agency Project title Start Date end Date
total estimated 

cost ($)
cumulative Disbursements, 

as of 3/31/2015 ($)

State 
Strengthening Afghan Governance and Alternative 
Livelihoods (SAGAL)

7/21/2014 1/20/2016 $11,884,816 $3,926,198 

uSAiD
commercial Horticulture and Agriculture Marketing 
Program (cHAMP)

2/1/2010 12/30/2016 45,296,184 42,438,854 

uSAiD
incentives Driving economic Alternatives for the north, 
east, and West (iDeA-neW)

3/2/2009 9/30/2015 159,878,589 150,702,887 

uSAiD Kandahar Food Zone (KFZ) 7/31/2013 7/30/2015 18,695,804 12,544,000 

uSAiD
regional Agricultural Development Program 
(rADP)-South

10/7/2013 10/6/2018 125,075,172 22,279,151 

uSAiD
regional Agricultural Development Program 
(rADP)-north

5/21/2014 5/20/2019 78,429,714 4,177,911 

uSAiD regional Agricultural Development Program (rADP)-West 8/10/2014 8/9/2019 69,973,376 3,532,601 

Source: USAID, response to SIGAR data call, 4/9/2015; INL, response to SIGAR data call, 3/27/2015; INL, response to SIGAR vetting, 1/14/2015. 
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a one-year extension of the KFZ program that would be implemented by 
a public international organization (PIO), rather than IRD. This one-year 
extension would serve as a bridge while USAID designs and completes 
the procurement for a follow-on alternative development activity in the 
province. The proposed PIO agreement would have to be in place prior to 
July 31, 2015, to allow for a smooth transition from the existing KFZ pro-
gram to the one-year extension and mitigate the disruption caused by the 
IRD suspension.409

USAID recognizes that its suspension of IRD could potentially disrupt 
activities and slowdown the momentum of KFZ’s efforts. Retaining per-
sonnel will become a challenge in view of the looming personnel contract 
terminations in July 2015.410 There are over 100 individuals (expatriates and 
local staff) employed full-time on KFZ activities.411 To mitigate these prob-
lems, USAID recognizes the need to get the new contract implementation 
arrangements in place quickly.412

From February 25 to March 1, 2015, all canal construction and rehabilita-
tion activities were suspended in Zharai District as a precautionary measure 
in response to the start of Afghan security forces’ poppy-eradication activities 
in the district.413 Eradication efforts occasionally meet with armed resistance 
in insecure areas.414 Since that time, canal construction and rehabilitation 
activities in Zharai District have recommenced. As of April 9, four out of five 
projects in the district were complete, while the remaining one is 81% com-
plete.415 Other alternative-development activities, such as pre- and post-harvest 
marketing trainings, solar drying mechanisms for fruits and vegetables proj-
ects, vocational training, greenhouses or women’s vegetable production and 
processing projects, continued unabated throughout various districts.416

As of March 31, 2015, USAID has cumulatively disbursed $12.5 million 
on KFZ.417

Regional Agricultural Development Program (RADP)
The RADP is intended to help Afghan farmers achieve more inclusive and 
sustainable economic growth. Three RADP projects are under way in 
the southern, western, and northern regions of Afghanistan. These proj-
ects share objectives focused on strengthening the capacity of farmers in 
improving the productivity of wheat, high-value crops (i.e., perennial and 
annual horticultural crops) and livestock.418 Using a value-chain approach, 
these projects work with farmers and agribusinesses to overcome obstacles 
hindering production, processing, sales of commodities, and overall devel-
opment of agricultural value chains.419 

RADP-South, a five-year, $125 million effort, operates in Helmand, 
Kandahar, Zabul, and Uruzgan Provinces. It began in October 2013 and is 
scheduled to end in October 2019.420 

RADP-South’s focus is on strengthening the capacity of producers, 
associations, traders and businesses to respond to market demands and 

value chain: the range of goods and 
services necessary for an agricultural 
product to move from the farm to the final 
customer or consumer. it encompasses 
the provision of inputs, actual on-farm 
production, post-harvest storage and 
processing, marketing and transportation, 
wholesale and retail sales.

Source: USAID, response to SIGAR vetting, 4/12/2015. 
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facilitate market linkages between value chain actors421 such as retailers, 
input suppliers, mills and agricultural depots. During the quarter, RADP-
South conducted training-of-trainers courses for master trainers to transfer 
their knowledge to lead farmers and other beneficiary farmers.422 The pro-
gram also worked with a local company, Kandahar Fresh Fruit Association, 
to build its capacity in post-harvest and cold-storage techniques. As a result, 
the company successfully shipped pomegranates to Western Europe for 
the first time.423 RADP-South also provided training for paraveterinarians to 
deliver animal health care services.424 The decline of the security situation 
during the quarter may hamper program activities.425

The $78 million RADP-North project began in May 2014. It oper-
ates in Balkh, Jowzjan, Samangan, Baghlan, Kunduz, and Badakhshan 
Provinces.426 RADP-North activities centered on program startup for 
several months in 2014.427 Additionally, analysis and implementing activi-
ties began on wheat, high-value crop (melon, dried fruit, nut, and grape/
raisin) value chains in Jowzjan, Samangan, and Baghlan.428 RADP-North 
sponsored several businesses to take part in the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Irrigation and Livestock’s September 2014 Agricultural Fair resulting in 
economic success: the agribusinesses represented sold over 80% of their 
goods and began negotiations for future lucrative contracts thanks to con-
tacts made at the fair.429

RADP-West, which operates in Herat, Farah, and Badghis Provinces with 
a $70 million cost estimate, began operations in August 2014, finalizing its 
chain analysis in order to identify constraints and potential areas for RADP-
West intervention.430 

USAID informed SIGAR it is planning RADP-East which will encom-
pass Nangarhar and several other provinces, after IDEA-NEW comes 
to a close later this year. It will focus on strengthening value chains 
(working with input suppliers, market intermediaries and other agribusi-
nesses, particularly in the Jalalabad area) and less on working directly 
with farmers.431 

As of March 31, 2015, USAID has made cumulative disbursements of 
$4.2 million on RADP-North, $22.3 million on RADP-South and $3.5 million 
on RADP-West.432 For summary information on this alternative livelihood 
program, see Table 3.19 on page 119 of this report.

Commercial Horticulture and Agricultural  
Marketing Program (CHAMP)
CHAMP is a $45 million USAID program designed to boost agricultural pro-
ductivity and food security, provide market opportunities, and decrease the 
country’s poppy production. CHAMP works to reduce poverty among rural 
Afghan farmers by assisting them to shift from relatively low-value sub-
sistence crops, such as wheat and corn, to high-value crops such as fruits 
and vegetables.433 
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CHAMP provides training in agricultural best practices, builds storage 
facilities such as cool rooms and raisin-drying facilities, and helps grape 
farmers convert from traditional ground-based vineyards to higher-output 
trellis systems. CHAMP also helps stimulate farm exports by linking farmers 
to traders and traders to high-paying markets. CHAMP includes women in 
many of its activities in an effort to integrate them into the mainstream agri-
cultural sector.434 The program has been extended an additional two years 
until December 2016 to focus resources and activities on a value chain 
approach that emphasizes post-harvest handling and marketing activities.435 

Under the new approach, CHAMP is carrying out activities throughout 
six main value chains (grapes, almonds, pomegranates, apricots, apples, 
and melons).436 The program focuses on improving horticultural and mar-
keting practices to produce high-quality fruit for high-value markets such 
as the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Australia, Russia, and Canada.437 
Initially, Afghan traders were supplying their products to wholesale mar-
kets that involved the commission of agents to sell their products in their 
respective countries. CHAMP now enables Afghan traders to bypass 
commission agents by linking them directly to supermarket retailers in 
those countries.438

During the years 2010 to 2014, CHAMP’s various achievements include 
training 105,000 farmers, including 2,700 women, to improve agricultural 
techniques; planting nearly three million saplings and root cuttings ben-
efitting 19,500 farmers; and exporting 29,500 tons of produce valued at 
$33 million to international markets. CHAMP enabled the construction of 
over 230 storage facilities (cool rooms and raisin-drying facilities) and cre-
ated over 7,500 full-time jobs in agribusiness.439 During the quarter, CHAMP 
provided training to 264 farmers, including 32 women, at established farmer 
field schools in Kandahar, Kapisa, Parwan, Logar, and Wardak Provinces. At 
CHAMP farmer field schools, participants learn new agricultural practices 
such as orchard or trellis management and receive modern agricultural 
tools. In January 2015, CHAMP also made preparations for the February 
Gulfood Exhibition in Dubai, where Afghan products were displayed to 
buyers around the world.440 During the February 8–12 exhibition, CHAMP, 
along with another USAID program, facilitated the participation of seven 
Afghan traders.441

According to USAID, planting orchards and upgrading vineyards have 
resulted in nearly doubling the income of beneficiary farmers. Thus, the 
CHAMP project has provided tangible alternatives to poppy cultivation, 
and played a vital role in reducing poppy cultivation.442 Additionally, USAID 
said converting the land to orchards/vineyards (once they are mature and 
assuming appropriate crop management), will prevent beneficiary farmers 
from returning to poppy cultivation, although an evaluation of IDEA-NEW 
in Nangarhar suggest that this is not always the case and in some areas, 
orchards may in fact be removed and poppy replanted.443 Nevertheless, 
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USAID concluded that the risk is negligible that CHAMP’s activities will 
backfire and increase poppy cultivation.444 As of March 31, 2015, USAID has 
disbursed $42.4 million.445 For summary financial information on this pro-
gram, see Table 3.19 on page 119 of this report.

Incentives Driving Economic Alternatives for the  
North, East, and West (IDEA-NEW)
Launched in March 2009, the mission of USAID’s $160 million IDEA-NEW 
program is to expand the licit agricultural economy in the northern, eastern, 
and western regions of the country.446 During the quarter, project activities 
included accounting and marketing on-the-job coaching sessions for input 
suppliers and food processors in central and eastern provinces. Workshops 
were held in Kabul and Jalalabad with representatives from food processing 
companies and government representatives.447 IDEA-NEW hosts monthly 
coordination meetings with SAGAL and other USAID development projects 
to enhance coordination and avoid duplication of activities. As of March 31, 
2015, USAID has disbursed $150.7 million.448 For financial information on 
IDEA-NEW and other alternative livelihood programs, see Table 3.19 on 
page 119 of this report.

Interdiction Operations and Results
DOD reported that from January 1, 2015, to March 17, 2015, Afghan 
security and law-enforcement forces conducted 89 drug-interdiction 
operations resulting in 126 individual detentions.449 These operations 
included routine patrols, cordon-and-search operations, vehicle interdic-
tions, and detention operations. The U.S. military ended general logistics 

An opium poppy in bloom. (Photo by David Mansfield)
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and intelligence support, while DEA continued providing mentorship and 
support to specialized Afghan investigative units. The U.S. intelligence 
community provided supplemental targeting and analytical support to 
Coalition mentors.450 

Most interdiction activities occurred in the east and capital regional com-
mands. Previously, interdictions were concentrated in southern regional 
commands, where the majority of opiates are grown, processed, and smug-
gled out of Afghanistan. DOD said the continued reduction is likely a result 
of the Coalition drawdown, which has left Afghan security forces with less 
freedom of movement in southern and southwest Afghanistan.451 Under 
the Resolute Support Mission, Coalition military forces no longer conduct 
operations, except for counterterrorism.452 Interagency elements, includ-
ing the Interagency Operations Coordination Center (IOCC), continued to 
support combined Afghan and Coalition interdiction efforts. The IOCC pro-
vided data from military and law enforcement sources to enable operations 
against narco-insurgent elements.453 

INL provides operations-and-maintenance support to the 
Counternarcotics Police of Afghanistan (CNPA) Headquarters and the 
specially vetted units, such as the National Interdiction Unit (NIU) and 
Technical Investigations Unit (TIU) in Kabul, but not to the provincial 
CNPA.454 DOD has provided training, equipment, and infrastructure to the 
vetted units within the CNPA.455 Specially trained Afghan CNPA continued 
to operate in Kandahar with an NIU platoon based out of the Kandahar 
Regional Law Enforcement Center. The NIU unilaterally conducted at 
least two cases involving the arrest of three traffickers and the seizure of 
small amounts of narcotics. One of the cases involved the arrest of a traf-
ficker who was related to a government official. This generated political 
sensitivities, which were handled by NIU officers on the scene without 
any U.S. assistance. In Helmand, MOI police elements conducted eradica-
tion operations concurrently with MOD military operations elsewhere in 
the province.456

Afghan operations during this period also resulted in the reported sei-
zures of the following narcotics contraband: 
•	 8,077 kg of opium
•	 415 kg of heroin
•	 961 kg of hashish/marijuana
•	 1,027 kg of precursor chemicals457

Other seizures took place but were not vetted during the reporting period.458

Since 2014, the Afghan government has taken measures to block all 
imports of acetic anhydride, the main precursor chemical used to manufac-
ture heroin. The United States and regional and other international partners 
are also seeking to limit Afghanistan’s imports of the substance.459 

As shown in Table 3.20, interdiction results have been declining 
since 2012.

Precursor chemical: substance that may 
be used in the production, manufacture 
and/or preparation of narcotic drugs and 
psychotropic substances.

Source: UNODC, “Multilingual Dictionary of Precursors and 
Chemicals,” 2009, viii.  
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According to DOD, vetted Afghan units have successfully conducted 
complex counterdrug investigations and operations without Coalition 
assistance. However, the drawdown of Coalition forces has had an impact 
on Afghanistan’s ability to conduct CN interdiction operations, particularly 
in Kandahar and Helmand.460 Overall, counterdrug operations decreased 
46.6%, from 624 in FY 2011 at the height of the ISAF surge to 333 in FY 2014, 
while actual heroin seizures have decreased 72%, from 10,982 kg in FY 2011 
to 3,052 kg in FY 2014, and opium seizures have decreased 61% from 98,327 
kg in FY 2011 to 38,307 kg in FY 2014, according to the Consolidated 
Counterdrug Database. In FY 2011, 75% of all CN operations occurred in 
Helmand and Kandahar provinces with a decrease to 32% of all CN opera-
tions occurring in those same provinces in FY 2014.461

The Bilateral Security Agreement has not altered the Coalition forces’ 
train, advise and support mission for counternarcotics. The CNPA continue 
to conduct operations across Afghanistan with mentoring and support from 
Coalition members.462

Aviation Support
According to INL, State counternarcotics support to the DEA consisted 
of 116.6 flight hours with 60.4 flight hours supporting interdiction efforts, 
37.3 flight hours supporting Afghan NIU and DEA passenger movements 
and 18.9 flight hours of mission training.463  

TAbLe 3.20

iNTerDicTioN reSulTS, fy2008–fy2015

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015* total

number of operations  136  282  263  624  669  518  333  144  2,969 

Detainees  49  190  484  862  535  386  441  226  3,173 

Hashish seized (kg)  241,353  58,677  25,044  182,213  183,776  37,826  19,088  14,267  762,244 

Heroin seized (kg)  277  576  8,392  10,982  3,441  2,489  3,052  930  30,139 

Morphine seized (kg)  409  5,195  2,279  18,040  10,042  11,067  5,925  495  53,452 

opium seized (kg)  15,361  79,110  49,750  98,327  70,814  41,350  38,307  17,954  410,973 

Precursor chemicals seized (kg)  4,709  93,031  20,397  122,150  130,846  36,250  53,184  4,257  464,824 

Note: 1 kilogram (kg) = about 2.2 pounds. *First- and second-quarter results.

Source: DOD, response to SIGAR data call, 3/31/2015.
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Governance

As of March 31, 2015, the United States had provided nearly $31.9 billion to 
support governance and economic development in Afghanistan. More than 
$18.6 billion of this support was appropriated for the Economic Support 
Fund (ESF) administered by the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID). Another $4.7 billion was appropriated for the 
International Narcotics Control and Law Enforcement (INCLE) account 
administered by the State Department’s Bureau of International Narcotics 
and Law Enforcement Affairs (INL). Together the ESF and INCLE account 
for nearly 73.2% of the funding provided to support governance and eco-
nomic development in Afghanistan. See Appendix B for Afghanistan relief 
and reconstruction appropriations by fiscal year (FY).

Key events
From March 22 to 25, 2015, President Ashraf Ghani and Chief Executive 
Officer Abdullah Abdullah visited Washington, DC, for a series of high-
level meetings and speeches.464 According to Special Representative for 
Afghanistan and Pakistan (SRAP) Daniel Feldman, the visit focused on 
“the need to change the narrative of the U.S.-Afghanistan bilateral relation-
ship.”465 The visit resulted in several financial commitments by the United 
States to support Afghan governance, including:

SIGAR staff and Special IG Sopko meet with 
President Ashraf Ghani at the presidential 
palace in February. (GIROA photo)

Special IG Sopko and SIGAR staff meet 
with CEO Abdullah Abdullah and his staff in 
Kabul in April. (GIROA photo)
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•	 An $800 million, five-year “New Development Partnership” incentive-
based program to support Ghani’s reform agenda. This new 
USAID-administered initiative will utilize already budgeted or requested 
funding and be delivered through the World Bank’s Afghanistan 
Reconstruction Trust Fund (ARTF). According to a senior U.S. official, 
a difference in this program is that the incentive milestones “are not 
going to be short-term, check the box, do this thing, make this reform” 
approaches of past incentive-based programs, but will focus on 
“substantial reforms or development outcomes;”466

•	 Funding of $30 million in support of electoral reforms and operations to 
be implemented by United Nations Development Programme’s (UNDP) 
Enhancing Legal and Electoral Capacity for Tomorrow-Phase II (UNDP/
ELECT II) program; and

•	 Up to $10 million to the UNDP’s Support to Afghanistan Peace and 
Reintegration Programme (APRP) to support the efforts of the Afghan 
High Peace Council (HPC).467

While Ghani and Abdullah’s trip was widely regarded as a success, 
the national-unity government still lacked a full cabinet at the end of the 
quarter. Nor did the government succeed in initiating peace talks with the 
Taliban by the end of the quarter. In early April, an Afghan news agency 
reported Abdullah saying “I am not at all satisfied with government’s perfor-
mance. It has been negligent.”468

In March, a young woman named Farkhunda was beaten to death and 
burnt by a mob in Kabul following accusations that she had burnt a Koran. 
The killing prompted large protests in Kabul.469 According to an Afghan 
government fact-finding report, the accusations against the 27-year-old 
Farkhunda were false. Although police tried to intervene at the beginning of 
the incident, they stood by as the mob became more violent.470 The Afghan 
Attorney General’s Office (AGO) announced that 49 people, 20 of them 
police, were being held in connection to Farkhunda’s death.471

Provincial council members protested throughout the quarter follow-
ing the January 28 decision by the lower house of parliament to remove 
the power of provincial councils to oversee the performance of provincial 
Afghan government departments. At least 22 provincial councils closed 
their offices in protest. The protests ended after a decree from Ghani rein-
stated the authority of the provincial councils.472 

new AfghAn government

Initial Appointments
Despite a campaign promise to form his government within 45 days of the 
inauguration in September 473 and a promise at the December 4 London 

On March 26, the U.S. Embassy Kabul 
held a memorial ceremony in memory of 
the brutal murder of a young woman in 
Kabul. (State Department photo)
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Conference to have a cabinet in place within a month,474 Ghani failed to 
announce nominations for key government positions until January 12, more 
than three months after the new government’s inauguration.475 

On January 28, the Wolesi Jirga, or lower house of parliament, confirmed 
nine out of 19 cabinet nominees with several candidates dropped due to 
allegations of dual citizenship, criminal prosecution, and incomplete educa-
tional documents.476 

On April 1, second vice president Mohammad Sarwar Danesh introduced 
the remaining cabinet nominees to parliament, with the notable exception 
of nominees for minister of defense and attorney general.477 On April 8, 
General Mohammad Afzal Ludin, a former communist-era commander 
nominated by Ghani for Minister of Defense on April 6, withdrew his nomi-
nation after expressing concern for causing unspecified “division among my 
people.” On April 18, the lower house of parliament approved all 16 cabinet 
nominees that were introduced on April 1. Several key positions—includ-
ing minster of defense, chief justice of the supreme court, attorney general, 
and the head of the Afghan central bank—remained vacant; however, on 
April 20 the lower house’s second deputy speaker announced that he had 
met with both leaders of the unity government and that nominees would be 
announced soon.478

Electoral Reform Challenges
As reported last quarter, the 2014 elections highlighted the continuing need 
for electoral reforms.479 The September 2014 agreement that led to formation 
of the national-unity government included several items related to election 
reform, including: (1) immediate establishment of a special commission 
for election reform with the aim of implementing reform before the 2015 
parliamentary elections and (2) distribution of electronic identity cards to 
all Afghan citizens as quickly as possible.480 According to State, the Afghan 
government has made no significant progress on electoral reform during the 
quarter.481 The head of the Afghan elections-focused, nongovernmental orga-
nization Transparent Election Foundation of Afghanistan (TEFA), expressed 
a similar view and was quoted in late March saying, “I see no clear political 
will on the part of the government to bring about electoral reforms.”482

Afghan and international observers have called for election reform 
before the upcoming parliamentary elections. In April, the Afghan elections-
focused, nongovernmental organization Free and Fair Election Forum of 
Afghanistan (FEFA) released survey results from 125 members of parlia-
ment. The survey that found that 92% of respondents support reforming the 
elections laws and structure of the electoral bodies.483

The current parliament’s term is set to expire on June 21, 2015. The 
Afghan constitution requires elections for the lower house of parliament to 
take place 30–60 days prior to the expiration of the term.484 In February, the 
British Ambassador to Afghanistan, Richard Stagg, stated in an interview 
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that holding elections before reforming the electoral institutions would be 
“a big mistake.”485 In an interview in late March, Abdullah was quoted say-
ing, “as long as the electoral system is not reformed, the elections will not 
be held.”486 On April 1, Second Vice President Danesh told parliament that 
parliamentary elections may be postponed for a year if election reforms are 
not finalized in a timely fashion.487 

The September 2014 agreement that led to formation of the national-
unity government included a commitment to form a commission on 
electoral reform. On March 21, the Office of the President announced that 
Ghani had established the Special Electoral Reform Commission (SERC). 
According to the statement, Ghani formed the SERC to bring “fundamental 
reform” to the Afghan electoral system, strengthen rule of law and the dem-
ocratic process, and prevent violations of electoral laws and regulations. 
The statement said the SERC would have 15 members.488 In April, the SERC 
deputy was quoted as saying that the commission had not begun its work 
due to “disagreements” between Ghani and Abdullah. The SERC deputy 
also reportedly said there was internal debate between SERC members over 
the value of the commission, as it is an advisory body and decision-making 
authority remains with Ghani.489 

There have been plans since 2009 to introduce biometric identity cards 
(e-tazkera) to reduce opportunities for ballot fraud. These plans have been 
delayed by logistical problems and disagreements about which terms to use 
on the identity cards to indicate categories of nationality.490 According to 
USAID, the introduction of the electronic identification cards was a prior-
ity under the national-unity government agreement, and both the Afghan 
president and CEO back using the cards. USAID and the European Union 
are currently supporting a 90-day pilot test in Kabul in which the Ministry 
of Interior (MOI) is collecting data from civil servants and their families 
in support of the e-tazkera.491 The e-tazkera project is also working with 
UNDP ELECT II to conduct a pilot project in a selected nahiya (precinct) 
in Kabul City for the upcoming election. The e-tazkera project will develop 
population data that can be used by the Independent Election Commission 
(IEC) to develop a voter list based on the electronic identification with 
biometric data.492

USAID and other donors are currently discussing UNDP’s ELECT II 
proposed budget and action plan for next election. According to USAID, 
while USAID and other donors want ELECT II to assist the next election, 
they have sent clear messages to UNDP that improvements are required 
in the areas of voter registration and boundaries, election integrity, 
sustainability, financial oversight, and anti-fraud strategy. UNDP ELECT II 
has acknowledged donor concerns and is working with Afghan election-
management bodies to develop a better action plan.493

In February, Democracy International (DI) issued the findings from an 
election survey that collected the views of 4,020 Afghans in October and 
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November 2014. DI found that 62.1% of respondents agreed that the 2014 
election results reflected the will of the people. An overwhelming major-
ity of respondents (92.3%) believe that there is a need for electoral reform 
in Afghanistan before the parliamentary elections. Only 19.5% and 14.9% of 
respondents reported having a lot of confidence in the Afghan IEC and the 
Independent Electoral Complaints Commission (IECC), respectively. The 
rate of respondents who reported having no confidence in the IEC and IECC 
increased by nearly 13.5 points and 10.9 points, respectively, since 2013.494

In early March, the IECC announced the results of a three-month inves-
tigation into fraud allegations against IEC staff stemming from the 2014 
elections. According to the IECC, approximately 13,000 temporary and 
20 permanent IEC staff were accused of fraud and other violations.495 The 
IECC announced later that the top IEC provincial officials for Faryab, 
Khowst, and Paktika Provinces were found to have committed fraud and 
were removed from their positions for 10 years. Nearly 10,000 temporary 
IEC personnel were blacklisted for fraud or other violations.496

In late March, the head of the legal and judicial commission of the lower 
house of parliament accused IEC officials and members of parliament of 
trading the promise of electoral victory in the upcoming parliamentary elec-
tions in return for not supporting amendments to the election law.497 

U.s. AssistAnce to the AfghAn government BUdget

Summary of On-Budget Agreements
To improve governance and align development efforts with Afghan pri-
orities, international donors at the 2010 Kabul Conference committed 
to increase to 50% the proportion of civilian development aid delivered 
on-budget to the Afghan government.498 The donors, including the United 
States, reiterated this pledge at the July 2012 Tokyo Conference and again at 
the December 2014 London Conference.499 

As shown in Table 3.21 on the following page, USAID expects to spend 
$1.32 billion on active direct bilateral-assistance programs. It also expects 
to contribute $1.9 billion to the ARTF, on top of $1.37 billion disbursed 
under the previous grant agreement between USAID and the World Bank.500 
USAID has disbursed $105 million to the AITF.501 

At the 2012 Chicago Conference, the international community com-
mitted to financially support the Afghan security forces through separate 
mechanisms for the army and police with an estimated annual budget of 
$4.1 billion for an initial force of 228,000 personnel.502 At the September 
2014 Wales Summit, NATO allies and partners renewed their commitment 
to contribute significantly to financial sustainment of the Afghan National 
Security Forces (ANSF) through the end of 2017 and to financially sus-
tain the ANSF over the next 10 years. The international community has 

on-budget: encompasses donor funds that 
are aligned with afghan government plans, 
included in afghan government budget 
documents, and appropriated by the 
parliament and managed by the afghan 
treasury system. on-budget assistance is 
primarily delivered either through direct 
bilateral agreements between the donor 
and afghan government entities, or through 
multidonor trust funds.

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report to the United States Congress, 
7/30/2014, p. 130; Ministry of Finance, “Aid Management 
Policy for Transition and Beyond,” 12/10/2012, p. 8. 
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pledged nearly €1 billion, approximately $1.29 billion,503 annually to sustain 
the ANSF for 2015 through the end of 2017. The Department of Defense 
requested and received $4.1 billion in the FY 2015 budget,504 which would 
help sustain the ANSF surge end strength of 352,000 through 2015 and 
has requested $3.8 billion in the FY 2016 budget.505 The U.S. government 
announced in March that it intends to seek funding to support the ANSF at 
the level of 352,000 personnel through at least 2017.506

In 2015, DOD expects to contribute $112 million to the MOI through 
the Law and Order Trust Fund for Afghanistan (LOTFA).507 Other inter-
national donors increased their contributions to LOTFA,508 allowing for a 
significant decrease in the U.S. contribution to LOTFA which was approxi-
mately $308 million in the previous year.509 DOD also expects to contribute 

TABlE 3.21

USAID On-BUDGet PROGRAMS

Project/trust fund title
Afghan government  
on-Budget Partner

special 
Bank 

Account? start date end date
total estimated 

cost ($)

cumulative 
disbursements, as 
of 3/31/2015 ($)

Bilateral government-to-government Projects

Power transmission expansion and connectivity 
Project (Ptec)

Da afghanistan Breshna 
sherkat (DaBs)

Yes 1/1/2013 12/31/2016 $670,000,000  $28,049,353 

Partnership contracts for Health services (PcH) 
Program

Ministry of Public Health 
(MoPH)

Yes 7/20/2008 12/31/2015 259,663,247  210,034,769 

sheberghan Gas Development Project (sGDP)
Ministry of Mines and 
Petroleum (MoMP)

Yes 5/15/2012 4/30/2015 90,000,000 0

Kajaki Unit 2 Project (Installation of turbine 
Generator Unit 2 at Kajaki Dam Hydropower 
Plant)

DaBs Yes 4/22/2013 12/31/2015 75,000,000  18,424,853 

agriculture Development Fund (aDF)
Ministry of agriculture, Irrigation 
and Livestock (MaIL)

Yes 7/18/2010 12/31/2014* 74,407,662 54,000,000

Basic education and Literacy and vocational 
education and training (BeLt) - community-
Based education

Ministry of education (Moe) Yes 10/29/2013 10/28/2017 56,000,000 0

afghanistan Workforce Development Project 
(aWDP)

Moe Yes 9/18/2013 4/3/2016 30,000,000  664,275 

Basic education and Literacy and vocational 
education and training (BeLt) - textbooks 
Printing and Distribution

Moe Yes 11/16/2011 12/31/2018 57,000,000  24,436,268 

e-Government resource center (eGrc)
Ministry of communications and 
Information technology (MocIt)

Yes 8/28/2013 6/1/2016 3,900,000 30,000

multi-donor trust funds

afghanistan reconstruction trust Fund (artF) 
(current award)**

Multiple no 3/31/2012 3/31/2017 1,900,000,000 1,033,302,620

afghanistan Infrastructure trust Fund (aItF)*** Multiple no 3/7/2013 3/6/2018 105,670,184 105,000,000

Note: *Extension in process. **USAID had a previous award to the ARTF that concluded in March 2012 and totaled $1,371,991,195 in disbursements. Cumulative disbursements from the two 
ARTF awards are currently $2,405,293,815. ***On October 9, 2014, USAID de-subobligated $179,500,000 from the AITF.

Source: USAID, OPPD, response to SIGAR data calls, 3/26/2015 and 4/9/2015; USAID, response to SIGAR vetting, 4/12/2015.
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approximately $1.597 billion this year in direct contributions to the Ministry 
of Defense (MOD) and approximately $553 million in direct contributions to 
the MOI.510

According to an April report by The Times of London, the British 
government decided to suspend its planned £70 million (approximately 
$105 million) contribution to LOTFA due to corruption concerns.511 

Civilian On-Budget Assistance
USAID provides on-budget civilian assistance through (1) bilateral agree-
ments with seven Afghan government entities and (2) through contributions 
to two multidonor trust funds, the Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund 
(ARTF) and the Afghanistan Infrastructure Trust Fund (AITF).512 According 
to USAID, all bilateral-assistance funds are deposited in separate bank 
accounts established by the MOF for each program.513 

The ARTF, administered by the World Bank, provides funds to both 
the Afghan government’s operating and development budgets in support 
of Afghan government operations, policy reforms, and national-priority 
programs.514 The AITF, a multidonor trust fund administered by the Asian 
Development Bank, coordinates donor assistance for infrastructure proj-
ects in Afghanistan.515 According to USAID, the majority of on-budget 
funding has been and will continue to be directed through the multidonor 
trust funds, particularly the ARTF.516

The World Bank, as the ARTF administrator, employs a systematic 
approach to minimizing the exposure of ARTF funds to fiduciary risk. This 
includes policies, procedures, and practices to identify, analyze, evaluate, 
and then address and monitor risk. The World Bank provides technical 
assistance to the Afghan government to ensure that such systems are in 
place and strengthened.517

In addition to the Afghan government’s own control systems, the World 
Bank closely supervises the ARTF funds, according to USAID. The World 
Bank has added controls to its normal supervision system in the form 
of the ARTF monitoring agent (MA) and the ARTF supervisory agent. 
Disbursements to the Afghan government under the Recurrent Cost Window 
are made for eligible civilian operating expenditures of the government. The 
Bank has hired an MA to review recurrent-cost expenditures. The purpose 
of the MA is to ensure all expenditures financed from the Recurrent Cost 
Window are eligible and to deduct ineligible expenditure. The MA’s monitor-
ing is undertaken in two stages: a desk review of expenditure is followed by 
selective site visits to ensure supporting documentation is in place.518

Over the past three quarters, SIGAR requested USAID to provide infor-
mation on the ARTF MA for operating costs (Recurrent Cost Window). 
USAID said it does not know how frequently the MA visits the provinces 
and has no findings from these visits. The agency added that while the 
World Bank may share MA reports with donors at its discretion, it does 
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not regularly provide them.519 Despite SIGAR’s request, USAID failed to 
provide examples of these reports. For more information, USAID directed 
SIGAR to the World Bank’s public reporting,520 the most recent of which 
shows that the MA and the World Bank approved 100% of the payroll and 
operations and maintenance expenditures submitted thus far for FY 1393 
(December 22, 2013–December 21, 2014). In past years, the ARTF Recurrent 
Cost Window MA and the World Bank approved a low of 73% of payroll sub-
missions (Afghan solar year (SY) 1391, March 21, 2012–December 20, 2012) 
and a low of 13.89% of operations and maintenance submissions (SY 1382, 
March 21, 2003–March 19, 2004).521

This quarter, USAID indicated that their confidence in the World Bank’s 
administration of the Recurrent Cost Window, as well as the entire ARTF, 
is based on the U.S. government determination that the World Bank is a 
Category 1 Public International Organization. According to USAID, U.S. law 
and policies mean that USAID relies on the World Bank’s implementation of 
internationally accepted standards with regard to financial oversight of the 
ARTF.522 However, SIGAR has raised concerns about the administration of 
another trust fund that covers recurrent costs, the LOTFA, that is adminis-
tered by another Category 1 Public International Organization, UNDP.523 In 
an audit issued last quarter, SIGAR found that the MA employed by UNDP 
to verify recurrent costs such as salaries used a process that may have artifi-
cially inflated the percentage of successfully verified police personnel from 
a range of 59% to as much as 84%.524

On-Budget Assistance to the ANSF
A large portion of on-budget assistance is for the Afghan security forces. 
DOD provides on-budget assistance to the Afghan government through 
(1) direct contributions from the Afghanistan Security Forces Fund 
(ASFF) to the MOD and the MOI, and (2) ASFF contributions to the 
multidonor LOTFA. Administered by the UNDP, LOTFA primarily funds 
Afghan National Police (ANP) salaries.525 Direct-contribution funding is 
provided to the MOF, which allots it incrementally to the MOD and MOI, 
as required.526 

In February 2011, the Under Secretary of Defense Comptroller autho-
rized the Combined Security Transition Command-Afghanistan (CSTC-A) to 
provide direct contributions to the government of Afghanistan from ASFF 
to develop ministerial capacity and capability in the areas of budget devel-
opment and execution, acquisition planning, and procurement. CSTC-A 
administers all contributions of ASFF resources to the MOD and MOI. 
CSTC-A monitors and formally audits the execution of those funds to assess 
ministerial capability, ensure proper controls and compliance with docu-
mented accounting procedures, and compliance with the provisions in the 
annual commitment letters.527 CSTC-A has an audit division consisting of 
eight auditors to perform independent assessments of Afghan government 
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financial processes.528 CSTC-A reviews weekly data from the Afghanistan 
Financial Management Information System (AFMIS) to monitor expendi-
tures for sufficiency of funds and rate of expenditures or “burn rates.”529 

CSTC-A analyzes AFMIS expenditure data to identify abnormalities. 
Abnormalities are AFMIS reported expenditures classified with object 
codes which CSTC-A does not fund. The Afghan government seems to 
be working to limit MOD expenditure abnormalities, potentially lead-
ing to less questioning of costs. When CSTC-A identifies abnormalities 
in AFMIS coding, these abnormalities are provided to MOI and MOD to 
correct.530 According to CSTC-A analysis, “the rate of correct coding [for 
MOD expenditures] in AFMIS has greatly improved from 50% coded cor-
rectly in FY 1392 (December 21, 2012–December 21, 2013) to 99% coded 
correctly in FY 1393 (December 22, 2013–December 21, 2014).” CSTC-A 
states that MOD appears to have undertaken “a significant process change” 
that “suggests that [the Afghan government] has an increased understand-
ing of CSTC-A’s miscode procedure.” Any CSTC-A-provided funding that is 
miscoded and not corrected within the 30-day period will be withheld from 
future disbursements.531

CSTC-A acknowledges that AFMIS data is entered by Afghan minis-
try staff, making the reliability of AFMIS data dependent on those same 
Afghan government staff. If a transaction is omitted, for example, CSTC-A 
would not necessarily be aware of it. CSTC-A does not know of any peri-
odic data-validity checks of AFMIS data quality,532 but reports that CSTC-A 
conducts weekly AFMIS reviews and “validates data to the maximum 
extent possible.”533

Last quarter, CSTC-A concluded new agreements, called commitment 
letters, governing direct contributions to the MOD and MOI. CSTC-A’s total 
contribution to the MOD FY 1394 budget is 89.47 billion afghani (approxi-
mately $1.6 billion using an exchange rate of 56 afghani per dollar).534 
CSTC-A’s total contribution to the MOI FY 1394 budget is 30.99 billion 
afghani (approximately $550 million using the same exchange rate).535 

The 1394 commitment letters expressed CSTC-A’s intent to transition 
management of previously off-budget assistance to the ANSF, including fuel 
services. According to the commitment letters, the estimated annual cost 
for fuel services for MOD is $262 million,536 while the estimate for MOI is 
$150 million. CSTC-A retains the right to procure fuel off-budget.537 CSTC-A 
noted in the commitment letters for both MOD and MOI that corruption in 
the purchase and delivery of fuel is a particular area of concern.538

As reported last quarter, SIGAR conducted a criminal investigation into 
serious allegations that the MOD fuel contract was corrupted by contrac-
tor collusion, price fixing, and bribery.539 This quarter, Ghani canceled 
the nearly $1 billion contract to supply fuel to the Afghan army for three 
years following accusations of procurement-related corruption. Ghani 
also launched an investigation after learning of a reported $214 million 

off-budget assistance: encompasses 
donor funds that are excluded from the 
afghan national budget and not managed 
through afghan government systems.

Source: SIGAR, Quarterly Report to the United States Congress, 
7/30/2014, p. 130; Ministry of Finance, “Aid Management 
Policy for Transition and Beyond,” 12/10/2012, p. 8. 
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difference between the higher bid of the winning contractor and that of 
another potential bidder.540 According to the Wall Street Journal, Ghani’s 
investigation focuses on whether Afghan officials colluded with the win-
ning bidder to award the contract to the company at an inflated price. 
Representatives of the company with the lower bid claimed that police 
prevented them from submitting their bid on time. Their bid was reportedly 
rejected for arriving 15 minutes late. Five senior Afghan military officers 
and a civilian ministry official have been suspended pending the results of 
the investigation.541 In April, the Oversight Committee for MOD Agreements 
found that potential bidders collaborated with each other and with the 
MOD, the Afghan Directorate of Reconstruction and Development, and the 
Afghan Special Procurement Commission to charge more than $100 million 
above the daily market rate for fuel. The committee reported that after sign-
ing a contract with one of the companies, one Afghan official was paid up to 
$5 million as a bribe. The committee recommended that the involved gov-
ernment officials be fired and that the Afghan government take legal action 
against them.542 A presidential spokesman said Ghani will make a decision 
based on the suggestions of the committee.543

According to CSTC-A, the fuel procurement investigation has caused 
CSTC-A and the Afghan government to reexamine and, in some cases, delay 
the transition of off-budget procurements to on-budget contracting for fuel 
and other items. CSTC-A is reexamining the Afghan government’s procure-
ment process to address execution problems, lack of capacity, failure to 
adhere to Afghan procurement laws, and other systemic issues.544 The 1394 
commitment letters require a fuel-contract documentation review every two 
weeks with each ministry (MOI or MOD), contracted vendors, and Coalition 
representatives. CSTC-A intends to decrease future funding if a purchase 
fails to comply with provisions within the commitment letter. CSTC-A has 
also focused their audit efforts on fuel, along with other priorities including 
pay and ammunition.545

Following an agreement between donors and MOI, in December 2014 
LOTFA ended its pilot program to pay police salaries through mobile-money 
payments to cell phones. The mobile-money pilot was intended to reduce 
administrative corruption in paying salaries, particularly in areas that lacked 
banking facilities. (Normally in such areas a “trusted agent” would deliver 
other salaries in cash.)546 The mobile-money pilot also operated in areas 
where commercial bank services were available, but with mobile-money 
costs higher than equivalent payments through commercial banks, they were 
deemed unfeasible. The final group of police paid via mobile money included 
79 police personnel in Ghor Province and in 221 in Badakhshan Province.547

Despite the end of the LOTFA mobile-money pilot, the MOF recently 
started a mobile-money pilot program with 50 of its own personnel. Once 
the pilot program is complete, the MOF plans to rapidly expand the program 
nationally. According to CSTC-A, this will potentially affect all ANP salary 

the special Procurement commission 
(sPc): an afghan government body 
involved in procurements for contract 
awards that exceed regular procurement 
approval thresholds (which vary depending 
on the type of procurement), was one of 
the bodies accused of improprieties in 
the MoD fuel-procurement scandal. the 
commission consisted of the ministers of 
finance, justice, and economy. at the time 
of the MoD fuel procurement, the sPc 
was chaired by the Minister of Finance, 
omer Zakhilwal, who is currently Ghani’s 
economic adviser. 
 
In november 2014, before the February 
2015 announcement that Ghani had 
suspended MoD officials related to 
the fuel-procurement scandal, the MoF 
announced plans to centralize major 
contract procurements under Ghani’s 
direct review. In February, Ghani issued 
a presidential decree that modified the 
afghan procurement law and established 
the national Procurement commission 
(nPc) to replace the sPc. according 
to Ghani, his plan is to centralize 
procurements of large contracts for a 
“couple of years” under a presidential 
commission consisting of a core group of 
officials with “impeccable credential[s] 
for honesty” and later return procurement 
authorities to other afghan institutions. 
the nPc is chaired by Ghani, and consists 
of the first and second vice presidents 
and the ministers of justice, finance, and 
economy. Both Ghani and abdullah have 
actively participated in nPc meetings.

Source: Tolo News, “Ghani to Create Procurement Office, 
Oversee Contracting,” 11/9/2014; Tolo News, “$100 mil-
lion USD MoD Fuel Contract Scandal Revealed,” 4/9/2015; 
National Public Radio, “Transcript: NPR’s Interview With Afghan 
President Ashraf Ghani,” 3/23/2015; Pajhwok, “MoD officials 
suspended on graft charges,” 2/1/2015; Government of the 
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, Procurement law, 2008 with 
January 2009 amendments, 1/2009; USAID, OEGI, response 
to SIGAR data call, 3/26/2015; Pajhwok, “President scruti-
nises ministries’ contracts,” 4/12/2015. 
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payments made via mobile money. CSTC-A advisors have been told that 
Ghani requested that police salary payments be made via mobile money, but 
these advisors have not seen written documentation to this effect. According 
to CSTC-A, LOTFA donors support this new pilot program.548 

In an audit released this quarter, the Department of Defense Inspector 
General (DOD IG) raised concerns previously identified by SIGAR when 
it found that the MOI and MOD did not have effective controls over the 
contract-management process for U.S. direct-assistance funding provided 
to sustain the ANSF. Specifically, the ministries did not adequately develop, 
award, execute, or monitor individual contracts funded with U.S. direct 
assistance. According to DOD IG, the Ministry of Finance (MOF) did not 
sufficiently oversee the MOD and MOI’s planning, accounting, and expen-
diture of U.S. direct assistance funding, nor did MOD and MOI develop 
internal compliance functions to ensure adherence to Afghan procurement 
law and the commitment letters.549

According to CSTC-A officials interviewed by DOD IG, one of the main 
reasons the Afghan ministries did not develop the required level of capac-
ity was “internal pressure to not allow the Afghans to fail.” Furthermore, 
CSTC-A officials stated that pressure to maintain hard-fought gains and 
not compromise ANSF operations resulted in the Coalition overlooking 
ministerial shortcomings. Consequently, CSTC-A officials often performed 
ministerial functions, did not enforce commitment-letter requirements, and 
allowed the MOF to exclude mentors.550 According to CSTC-A, the approach 
documented by DOD IG does not reflect CSTC-A’s official position since 
CSTC-A personnel performing ministerial functions is not encouraged 
nor endorsed.551 

nAtionAl governAnce
The United States provides assistance to Afghan governing institutions to 
build their capacity to perform critical services and thereby increase their 
legitimacy in the eyes of the Afghan population. Assistance is provided 
in two ways: (1) through contracts, grants, and cooperative agreements, 
and increasingly, (2) through on-budget assistance. The U.S. government 
is focused on increasing the financial and program-management capabili-
ties of Afghan government institutions through capacity building and 
on-budget programs.552

The Tokyo Mutual Accountability Framework (TMAF) serves as a cor-
nerstone of international engagement and is the agreed instrument for 
measuring mutual accountability.553 The international community and 
Afghan government agreed to the TMAF at the Tokyo Conference of Donors 
in July 2012. Later the TMAF was augmented with intermediate targets for 
the Afghan government and the international community called “hard deliv-
erables,” such as passage of a mining law.554 According to State, the TMAF 
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and related indicators are intended to provide Afghan citizens, international 
donors, and other international observers a readily available mechanism to 
assess the Afghan government’s commitment to reform and as a means for 
donors to justify continuing to provide extraordinary amounts of assistance. 
The consequence of non-performance is a weaker justification for contin-
ued assistance.555

USAID has reported that, as a matter of policy, the U.S. Embassy Kabul 
is no longer evaluating or updating the original version of hard deliverables. 
According to USAID, the previous set of hard deliverables is no longer 
part of the discussion.556 According to State, international donors and the 
Afghan government have discussed the need to refresh TMAF and agree 
that the revisions should be based on the Afghan government’s paper pre-
sented at the December 2014 London Conference, Realizing Self-Reliance: 
Commitments to Reforms and Renewed Partnership. The Afghan gov-
ernment is working to translate this paper into a prioritized action plan 
coordinated with a revised set of national priority programs (NPPs). The 
Senior Officials Meeting is set for September 2015.557

Capacity-Building Programs
USAID capacity-building programs seek to improve Afghan ministries’ 
ability to prepare, manage, and account for on-budget assistance. These 
programs also provide general assistance to support broader human and 
institutional capacity-building of Afghan government entities.558 As shown in 
Table 3.22, programs include USAID’s $31 million Leadership, Management, 
and Governance Project that aims to strengthen Afghanistan’s financial-
management systems and the capacity of the Ministry of Public Health 
and the Ministry of Education to meet requirements set at the 2010 Kabul 
International Conference for increased on-budget aid.559 USAID is also 
funding the Ministry of Women’s Affairs Organizational Restructuring and 
Empowerment project, a $15 million project that among other things assists 
the ministry to improve its financial management, as required for future on-
budget assistance.560 

To encourage Afghan ministries to rely more heavily upon the civil ser-
vice and reduce dependency on the “parallel civil service” created through 
certain donor-funded programs to pay the salaries of highly qualified non-
civil servants, USAID has decided to move assistance from stand-alone 
programs to the ARTF’s Capacity Building for Results (CBR) program.561 
CBR supports ongoing public-administration reforms across the govern-
ment, training for selected civil servants, and limited technical assistance to 
support ministry reforms.562

In January, the World Bank found the CBR was making unsatisfactory 
progress due to ongoing slow implementation, particularly with recruit-
ment of CBR-supported Afghan civil servants, resulting in limited progress 
on results indicators. The Bank said CBR cannot achieve its expected 
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development objectives without substantial changes in implementation 
and approach. The new Afghan government views CBR as a key instrument 
for implementation of NPPs. Overall progress towards achievement of its 
development objectives has been slow due to aspects of the project design, 
capacity issues, and political/economic factors.563 

According to the World Bank, establishing a comprehensive program 
for reforms and training with robust entry criteria, an appropriate salary 
scale, and the necessary management systems was a complex undertak-
ing given the environment. The pace of project implementation requires 
significant acceleration to reach the project objectives within the targeted 
time frame.564

According to the World Bank, project progress has been limited. There 
are four ministries with approved CBR programs, two of which were 
approved in July 2014. These are the Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation, 
and Livestock; Ministry of Communication and Information Technology; 
Ministry of Mines and Petroleum; and Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, 
Martyrs, and Disabled. These ministries have requested over 600 CBR-
supported civil service recruitments. The World Bank had expected that the 
pace of recruitment would increase after CBR engaged a human resources 
firm to support the Independent Administrative Reform and Civil Service 
Commission, but this has not been the case since the Afghan government 
imposed a civil-service hiring freeze in September 2014.565 On April 6, 
Abdullah announced that parliament-approved ministers were empowered 
to hire new staff if necessary.566

National Assembly
According to State, Afghanistan’s parliament continues to demonstrate 
growing capacity and political maturity. While fractious, the parliament is 
capable of protecting its legislative equities with the executive branch and 
directing a public spotlight on ministries. The legislative branch remains 
weaker relative to the executive, but members of parliament appear to be 
trying to strengthen their hand. However, staffing struggles, corruption, and 
low levels of education and experience continue to plague the body.567

TABlE 3.22

USAID CAPACIty-BUIlDInG PROGRAMS At the nAtIOnAl level

Project title Afghan government Partner start date end date
total estimated 

cost ($)
cumulative disbursements, 

as of 3/31/2015 ($)

Leadership, Management, and Governance Project
Ministry of Public Health 
Ministry of education

9/25/2012 6/30/2015 $37,853,384  $32,007,979 

assistance to Legislative Bodies of afghanistan (aLBa) Parliament 3/28/2013 3/27/2018  24,990,827  8,342,392 

Ministry of Women's affairs organizational 
restructuring and empowerment (More)

Ministry of Women's affairs 12/20/2012 12/19/2015  14,182,944  5,268,555 

Source: USAID, response to SIGAR data call, 4/9/2015.
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The Wolesi Jirga (the lower house) and Meshrano Jirga (the upper 
house) were in their winter recess for most of the quarter, from January 30 
to March 6.568

Before beginning winter recess, on January 28, the Wolesi Jirga con-
firmed nine out of 19 cabinet nominees made by Ghani and Abdullah. Those 
approved included: 
•	 Minister of Finance: Eklil Hakimi (Ghani selection), former Afghan 

Ambassador to the United States and former Deputy Minister of 
Foreign Affairs;

•	 Minister of Hajj and Religious Affairs: Faiz Mohammad Osmani 
(Ghani selection), former university lecturer;

•	 Minister of Mines: Daud Shah Saba (Ghani selection), former 
governor of Herat;

•	 Minister of Foreign Affairs: Salahuddin Rabbani (Abdullah 
selection), former chairman of the High Peace Council;

•	 Minister of Interior: Noor ul-Haq Ulumi (Abdullah selection), former 
governor of Kandahar, former member of the Wolesi Jirga;

•	 Minister of Refugees and Repatriation: Sayed Hussain Alemi Balkhi 
(Abdullah selection), former member of the Wolesi Jirga;

•	 Minister of Rural Rehabilitation and Development: Nasir Durrani 
(Abdullah selection);

•	 Minister of Public Health: Ferozuddin Feroz (Abdullah selection), 
former Deputy Minister of Health;

•	 Director of the National Directorate for Security (NDS): 
Rahmatullah Nabil (independent), previous NDS chief.569

According to USAID, while achieving quorum has been a challenge for 
parliament in the past, this quarter both houses of parliament achieved quo-
rum when critical legislation was before them. This quarter, the Wolesi Jirga 
had no issue with achieving quorum during the ministerial hearings.570 

Parliament also held hearings and summoned various government offi-
cials during the quarter including:
•	 On March 15, the Meshrano Jirga summoned the Minister of Foreign 

Affairs and the Minister of Refugees on the issue of Afghan refugees 
in Pakistan. The Minister of Refugees also appeared before the Wolesi 
Jirga on March 16 to discuss the same issue. 

•	 On March 18, the lower house summoned the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, members from the High Peace Council, and the Deputy of the 
National Security Council to answer questions regarding reconciliation. 

•	 On March 23, the lower house summoned the Minister of Interior, 
Deputy Minister of Defense, and the Deputy NDS chief to answer 
questions about insecurity in the country.571
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USAID funds the $23.5 million Assistance to Legislative Bodies of 
Afghanistan project (ALBA) to help Afghanistan’s parliament operate as an 
independent and effective legislative, representative, and oversight body.572

Over the past quarter, ALBA supported the following parliamentary com-
missions to undertake oversight trips in the provinces: 
•	 Nangarhar: Meshrano Jirga Commission on the Disabled and Refugees;
•	 Kunduz: Meshrano Jirga Economic and Budget Affairs Commissions; and
•	 Nangarhar, Kunar, and Laghman: Joint Oversight Visit by Meshrano 

Jirga Commissions on Public Welfare Affairs, Natural Resources and 
Environment, and Religious Affairs, Higher Education, Education, 
Cultural Affairs.573

sUBnAtionAl governAnce
The United States government supports initiatives at the subnational level 
to give Afghans a greater stake in their own government. The goal is to 
make local government more visible, accountable, and responsive to the 
Afghan people.574

Rural Stabilization Programs
USAID has several stabilization programs aimed at helping the Afghan gov-
ernment extend its reach into unstable areas and build local governance 
capacity. These programs include USAID’s four Stability in Key Areas (SIKA) 
projects, two Community Cohesion Initiative (CCI) programs, the Afghan 
Civilian Assistance Program II (ACAP II), and the ARTF’s National Solidarity 
Program (NSP). The United States has requested that $865 million of its 
ARTF contributions support the NSP, but has not “preferenced” (earmarked) 
any additional ARTF support for NSP since 2012.575 Table 3.23 summarizes 
total program costs and disbursements to date. 

SIGAR AudIt

sIGar has an ongoing audit of the 
Measuring Impacts of stabilization 
Initiatives (MIstI) project. this audit 
plans to (1) assess the extent to 
which the MIstI contractor provided 
third-party monitoring services in 
accordance with the terms of the 
contract; (2) assess the extent to 
which UsaID considered MIstI 
program results in the planning 
and implementation of stabilization 
programs; and (3) identify challenges 
in MIstI, if any, with UsaID using 
third-party monitoring to evaluate 
stabilization reconstruction programs, 
and the extent to which UsaID has 
addressed those challenges.

TABlE 3.23

USAID SUBnAtIOnAl (RURAl) PROGRAMS

Project title start date end date total estimated cost ($)
cumulative disbursements,  

as of 3/31/2015 ($)

national solidarity Program (nsP) via the afghanistan 
reconstruction trust Fund (artF)*

2004 2012 $865,000,000 $865,000,000

stability in Key areas (sIKa) east 12/7/2011 9/6/2015 177,054,663  107,849,917 

sIKa south** 4/10/2012 4/9/2015 116,888,836 67,472,586

community cohesion Initiative (east, south, southwest) 3/1/2012 2/28/2015 161,499,422 80,516,780

afghanistan civilian assistance Program (acaP II) 9/27/2011 2/15/2015 64,000,000 52,219,722

sIKa West 1/29/2012 8/31/2015  54,000,000  42,837,673 

sIKa north 3/15/2012 4/30/2015  38,000,000  33,061,508 

community cohesion Initiative (north, West) 9/10/2013 9/9/2015 36,221,640 13,859,275

Note: *This includes USAID contributions to the ARTF with an express preference for the National Solidarity Program (NSP). According to the agreement with the World Bank, donors can only 
express a preference on how their donations are used up to 50% of their total contribution. The remaining, unpreferenced funds provided to the ARTF may also be used to support NSP. 
**The disbursement data includes the total for both SIKA South awards.

Source: USAID, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/1/2015 and 4/9/2015.
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The USAID Measuring Impacts of Stabilization Initiatives (MISTI) 
project is a third-party monitoring and evaluation program that evaluates 
the impact of USAID stabilization programs. This quarter, SIGAR asked 
USAID whether MISTI had information on how its data, particularly MISTI-
sponsored surveys and the resulting stability index, is used to gauge the 
impact of USAID stabilization programs. According to MISTI, the primary 
purpose of the MISTI survey data is to perform a village-level impact evalu-
ation that looks at the impact of USAID programming on perceptions of 
stability at the village level and how this changes over time.576 However, the 
USAID office that oversees MISTI responded that

How the [USAID Afghanistan] Mission utilizes the impact 
evaluation and stabilization trends is best answered by each 
of the individual [USAID contracting officer representatives] 
CORs for the programs that MISTI supports. MISTI has no 
involvement with how the [USAID Afghanistan] Mission uses 
these results, either in directing changes based on results or 
tracking course corrections made by the individual CORs in 
response to MISTI data. To understand how each program 
utilizes MISTI data, only the CORs of those programs can 
answer that question—MISTI is not contractually tasked with 
tracking use of the data it provides.577

SIGAR found the response contradictory since MISTI has hosted a series 
of summits, attended by USAID and the implementing partners of all USAID 
stabilization programs that have focused on lessons learned. However, 
USAID said although MISTI presents their findings at these summits, MISTI 
does not have any involvement with the USAID mission’s decision making 
process related to how the data is used.578

Stability in Key Areas (SIKA)
The objective of SIKA is to help district- and provincial-level Afghan govern-
ment officials respond to the local population’s development and governance 
concerns, thus instilling confidence in the government and bolstering stabil-
ity.579 USAID intended the four SIKA programs to “be seen as an extension of 
the [Afghan government], not as increased foreign presence,” and stipulated 
that SIKA “must work within Afghan structures” in order to partner with the 
Afghan Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation and Development (MRRD).580

All four SIKA programs, along with the Independent Directorate for 
Local Governance (IDLG), MRRD, and USAID participated in three sustain-
ability and transition Workshops from October 2014 to January 2015. Each 
SIKA implementing partner developed a handover package that defines the 
program’s closeout plan.581

According to a USAID response this quarter, “none of the SIKAs collect 
[data] on a comprehensive set of outcome indicators.” The SIKA program 
monitoring and evaluation units have largely served as data clearinghouses 
that have conducted a few impact assessments using some focus groups 
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and pre- and post-testing. From MISTI’s perspective, SIKA efforts have 
never been rigorous or systematic enough to understand the outcomes of 
their programming.582 In response, the USAID office that oversees the SIKA 
programs commented that they believe the performance monitoring plans 
for the four SIKA programs outline output, outcome, and impact indicators 
to be collected by the SIKA programs.583

Community Cohesion Initiative (CCI)
USAID’s CCI programs, split between one program covering the east, 
south, and southwest, and another covering the north and west, aim to 
build what USAID calls “resilience” in areas vulnerable to violence and 
insurgent exploitation. CCI implements initiatives such as engaging com-
munity leaders and government officials in identifying and overseeing local 
community-development projects. The CCI also supports peace-advocacy 
campaigns at sporting events.584 

This quarter, the CCI program covering east, south, and southwest con-
cluded on February 28.585

The CCI independent monitoring unit (IMU) released a case study on 
youth and resiliency that aimed to evaluate the impact of CCI projects that 
sought to improve relations among youth and between youth and their 
communities and local government. The report found that levels of vio-
lence and community cohesiveness vary among the districts that received 
CCI support;586 however, it was not clear from the report what role CCI 
played in shaping these indicators. CCI’s goals included strengthening 
community capacities to promote a peaceful transition and countering 
violent threats to a peaceful transition.587 Despite this, however, according 

resilience: “the ability of people, 
households, communities, countries and 
systems to mitigate, adapt to and recover 
from shocks and stresses in a manner 
that reduces chronic vulnerability and 
facilitates inclusive growth,” according to 
UsaID, which adds, “as this suggests, the 
concept of resilience and its measurement 
are complex.” 

Source: USAID, “The Resilience Agenda: Measuring Resilience 
in USAID,” 6/2013. 

A SIKA West 220-meter canal project in Herat Province. (USAID/SIKA West photo) A SIKA east-supported school playground 
in Wardak Province. (USAID/SIKA 
West photo)
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to USAID, CCI “does not claim or intend to impact security in these areas 
whatsoever.”588 According to the IMU, “all [projects meant to benefit youth] 
were viewed as beneficial” with the greatest support for skill-based train-
ing that can improve opportunities for employment.589 

The IMU report, however, did not provide much evidence that CCI youth 
projects overcame the security or political situation to produce more resil-
iency or cohesion. In one case highlighted in the report, the IMU highlighted 
ongoing difficulties experienced by a youth association that was supported 
by CCI’s predecessor, the Afghanistan Stabilization Initiative-East (ASI-E). 
The ASI-E-supported youth association dissolved after external financial 
assistance ended. Even while receiving financial support, youth association 
participants noted that insecurity across the district diminished the associa-
tion’s capacity to operate in other villages and limited its access to youth 
across the district. The association’s membership was limited to one village 
in which the Afghan security forces had visible control.590 

Among the lessons learned, the report noted that youth in Taliban-
controlled communities cannot voice support or participate in youth 
initiatives due to personal risks from Taliban. Also, in many places, youth 
report that their communities are suspicious of their motives.591

Afghan Civilian Assistance Program II (ACAP II)
This quarter, the MISTI program issued the final performance evaluation 
report for ACAP II. ACAP II provided humanitarian relief to families that 
had suffered losses as a result of conflict between Coalition military forces 
and the Taliban or other insurgents.592 ACAP II assistance included immedi-
ate assistance (essential items worth up to $50 in the first year and $400 
for years two and three of the program), medical assistance and referrals, 
supplementary assistance (replacement of damaged infrastructure, house-
hold items, furniture, and other property lost as result of the incident), and 
tailored assistance ($4,000 to $7,000 worth of materials and training to start 
a small business).593 According to MISTI, ACAP II accomplished its stated 
goals and objectives. MISTI surveys and focus-group results show that tai-
lored assistance helped people rebuild their lives.594

Although ACAP II assistance was available nationwide, over 80% of the 
assistance was focused in the south, southeast, and east. According to 
MISTI, ACAP II was the only internationally funded program that provided 
relatively short term, tailored, non-monetary assistance to individuals and 
families to fit their circumstances. ACAP II is not a compensation program, 
nor is it intended to provide condolence payments. Assistance was pro-
vided according to the needs of the family and was not per injury or death. 
The determination of the reason for the incident or who was at fault is not 
required by ACAP II as a prerequisite for assisting Afghan civilians harmed.595

MISTI recommended that incident eligibility criteria for future programs 
should reflect the greater role Afghans now play in providing for their 
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own security by incorporating operations carried out by Afghan security 
forces as well as international military forces. MISTI also recommended 
that ACAP II should focus more on capacity building—including database 
management and information-sharing, eligibility and beneficiary-verification 
training, and networking between Afghan ministry staff, ACAP II employ-
ees, and field-based nongovernmental and international organizations—to 
improve the sustainability of ACAP II’s approach.596

Provincial and Municipal Programs
USAID recently started two subnational programs focused on provincial 
centers and municipalities: the Initiative to Strengthen Local 
Administrations (ISLA) and Strong Hubs for Afghan Hope and Resilience 
(SHAHAR) programs. Table 3.24 summarizes total program costs and dis-
bursements to date. 

Initiative to Strengthen local Administrations (ISlA)
The ISLA program is meant to enable the Afghan government to improve 
provincial governance in the areas of fiscal and development planning, rep-
resentation of citizens, and enhanced delivery of public services. ISLA aims 
to strengthen subnational systems of planning, operations, communication, 
representation, and citizen engagement. This should lead to services that 
more closely respond to all citizens’ needs in health, education, security, 
justice, and urban services.597

ISLA will operate out of five regional hubs: Kabul, Mazar-e-Sharif, 
Jalalabad, Kandahar, and Herat, and plans work in 16 provinces, pending 
agreement with the Afghan government: Badghis, Baghlan, Balkh, Farah, 
Faryab, Ghazni, Ghor, Herat, Kandahar, Kunar, Laghman, Logar, Nangarhar, 
Parwan, Wardak, and Zabul.598

ISLA is in mobilization phase; there are no significant developments 
to report.599

Strong hubs for Afghan hope and Resilience (ShAhAR)
The objective of the SHAHAR program is to create well-governed, fiscally 
sustainable Afghan municipalities capable of meeting the needs of a grow-
ing urban population. Targeted support to municipal governments, as well 

TABlE 3.24

USAID SUBnAtIOnAl (PROvInCIAl AnD MUnICIPAl) PROGRAMS

Project title start date end date total estimated cost ($)
cumulative disbursements,  

as of 3/31/2015 ($)

strong Hubs for afghan Hope and resilience (sHaHar) 11/30/2014 11/29/2017 $73,499,999  $648,596 

Initiative to strengthen Local administrations (IsLa) 2/1/2015 1/31/2020 62,364,687 8,353

Source: USAID, response to SIGAR data call, 4/9/2015.
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as to the General Directorate of Municipal Affairs and Municipal Advisory 
Boards, aims to improve municipal financial management, urban service 
delivery, and citizen consultation. The program will focus on 16 small and 
medium-sized provincial capitals located within USAID’s three designated 
Regional Economic Zones (REZ), as well as the four regional hub provincial 
capitals of Kandahar city, Herat, Mazar-e-Sharif, and Jalalabad.600 

SHAHAR is in mobilization phase; there are no significant developments 
to report.601

reconciliAtion And reintegrAtion
The Afghan government has placed considerable emphasis on achieving 
national reconciliation through a formal Afghan-led process.602 According 
to the UN Secretary-General, there is presently “an alignment of factors 
[that] offer new possibilities [for reconciliation] including the drawdown 
of international military forces; a new administration in Kabul; increased 
regional engagement, including by China; and improved bilateral relations 
with Pakistan.”603

In January, the Taliban published a statement on its website stating that 
the movement “wanted peace,” provided its preconditions are met. These 
preconditions included the end of the foreign military presence, estab-
lishment of an Islamic government, and implementation of Sharia law.604 
However, despite announcements of imminent talks, there has been little 
overt progress.605 As of late March, SRAP Feldman stated that “there are no 
talks [between the Afghan government and Taliban] yet.”606 On April 3, a 
Ghani spokesman dismissed rumors of meetings between the Afghan gov-
ernment and Taliban.607

In April, the first deputy chief executive officer, Mohammad Khan of 
the national-unity government, said there was no need for the Afghan High 
Peace Council (HPC), that the HPC has not been involved in negotiations 
since the foundation of the government, and that Ghani was undertaking his 
own efforts independent of the HPC.608

Reconciliation
Afghanistan and Pakistan appeared to have improved their relationship this 
quarter following a Pakistani Taliban attack in December on a school that 
killed 132 children in Pakistan.609 Ambassador Feldman said he believes 
“there is a sincere effort” by Pakistan to facilitate reconciliation. He further 
stated “I’ve heard frequently in Pakistan a description of the Peshawar mas-
sacres as Pakistan’s 9/11.”610

Ghani, in a talk at the United States Institute of Peace, emphasized the 
importance of Pakistan to reconciliation. He stated that the challenge is 

not about peace with Taliban, the problem is fundamentally 
about peace between Pakistan and Afghanistan. For thirteen 

regional economic Zones: areas within 
afghanistan that have the potential to de-
velop into geographic centers of increased 
production and commerce, promising 
high and inclusive economic growth. the 
zones are expected to act as catalysts for 
improved food security, economic develop-
ment, job creation, and increased regional 
trade, by targeting investments in key sec-
tors that are considered to be drivers of 
economic growth. 

Source: USAID, “Draft REZ Strategy,” 12/3/2014. 
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years, we have been in an undeclared state of hostilities and 
this is the definition we have offered our Pakistani counterparts 
and they have accepted this definition of the problem. That is 
the breakthrough. … I am cautiously optimistic and waiting for 
results [of talks with Pakistani civilian and security officials]. 

In the same talk, Ghani referred to the Afghan Taliban variously as 
“Afghan patriots” and “political opponents” who possess a level of political 
legitimacy and represent some legitimate grievances.611

The Wall Street Journal reported last quarter that China hosted a del-
egation of Afghan Taliban officials in December. The delegation reportedly 
wanted to discuss the possibility of opening talks with the Afghan gov-
ernment.612 On January 27, the Taliban issued a statement clarifying that 
a recent visit by its representatives to Beijing was not an effort to seek a 
mediation role for China.613

Afghanistan Peace and Reintegration Program
The Afghanistan Peace and Reintegration Program (APRP), an Afghan-led 
program to reintegrate low-level insurgent fighters and their commanders 
into Afghan civil society, is financed by $182.3 million in contributions from 
12 donor nations. Seven donor nations, led by Japan and Germany, provide 
operational funding for the program. The United States provides funding for 
reintegration-related community-recovery efforts administered by the World 
Bank.614 For more information, see the October 2014 Quarterly Report to 
the United States Congress, pages 149–151.

DOD and State provided no updates this or last quarter on the number 
of reintegrees facilitated by the APRP. Despite this, the U.S. government 
recently pledged up to $10 million in support of APRP and the HPC.615 
Of this $10 million, State said $5 million will likely support the operating 
budget of the APRP Secretariat through an on-budget funding mechanism 
administered by UNDP.616

According to State, APRP has been successful in bringing a modest num-
ber of former insurgent fighters back to mainstream Afghan society, but its 
overall impact on the insurgency likely will not become evident for several 
years. The new Afghan government intends to use APRP as its primary 
instrument for facilitating peace and reconciliation activities.617

rUle of lAw And AnticorrUPtion

Project Summary
The United States has assisted the formal and informal justice sectors 
through several mechanisms. These include the State Department’s Justice 
Sector Support Program (JSSP), and Justice Training Transition Program 
(JTTP). These and other rule-of-law and anticorruption programs are shown 
in Table 3.25 on the following page.
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USAID is designing a stand-alone anticorruption program for 
Afghanistan. According to USAID, the program will strive to increase trans-
parency and accountability within Afghan government institutions, while 
also increasing civil society and private sector capabilities to monitor, 
research, and advocate for anticorruption‐related matters.618 This program 
is currently in the design phase.619

The State Department’s JSSP objectives include developing a case-
management system (CMS) to track cases throughout Afghanistan’s 
justice system and building the capacity and administrative skills of min-
istry officials.620

The CMS is used to monitor criminal cases at either the individual or 
aggregated basis from the time of arrest until the end of confinement. All 
ministries in the formal criminal justice sector have access to the CMS. The 
CMS is used to demonstrate inefficiencies in the criminal justice system 
by identifying when cases are not being processed in a statutory manner. 
According to State, various ministries routinely use the CMS to generate 
various informative reports, including the Attorney General’s Office (AGO), 
which generated a report for the new Afghan government. In addition to 
using the CMS for criminal background checks in order to grant “clear-
ance” for internal and external employment applicants, the MOI generates a 
weekly report of arrests in Kabul by the type of crime.621

Ministries additionally routinely utilize the CMS to understand the func-
tion of the formal justice sector. For example, the CMS can help identify 
an individual prosecutor’s case load and conviction rates, information 
that is useful for determining promotion eligibility. Although there is no 
direct public access to the CMS, defense attorneys and family members 
of the defendant/accused can utilize certain CMS data. Defense attorneys 
can access the system to confirm the status of their clients’ cases regard-
ing, among other things, court dates and charges. Family members of the 
defendant/accused are also allowed access to ascertain information on their 
accused family member by contacting or inquiring at CMS offices in one of 
the relevant ministries.622

The State Department’s JTTP provides regional training to justice-sector 
officials on a wide range of criminal-justice topics.623 JTTP aims to increase 
the confidence of Afghan citizens in their justice sector and to achieve two 

SIGAR AudIt

sIGar has an ongoing audit of U.s. 
government efforts to assist and 
improve the rule of law in afghanistan. 
sIGar plans to determine the extent to 
which (1) the strategies and objectives 
guiding U.s. government support are 
current and have consistently defined 
the scope of rule of law assistance; 
(2) U.s. agencies can fully identify 
and account for U.s. government 
programs and funding; (3) current 
rule of law programs’ performance 
management systems are measuring 
progress made in achieving program 
objectives and in contributing to 
achieving U.s. strategic objectives; 
and (4) the U.s. government has 
encountered challenges in achieving 
its objectives and the extent to which it 
has addressed these challenges.

TABlE 3.25

StAte DePARtMent RUle Of lAW AnD AntICORRUPtIOn PROGRAMS

Project title start date end date
total estimated  

cost ($)
cumulative disbursements,  

as of 3/26/2015 ($)

Justice system support Program II (JssP II) 6/16/2010 6/30/2015 $200,552,518 $190,078,391

corrections system support Program (cssP III) 1/1/2015 8/1/2015 12,000,000 2,010,605

Justice training transition Program (JttP) 1/2/2013 9/30/2015 26,500,000 26,500,000

Source: State, response to SIGAR data call, 3/27/2015.
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outcomes: (1) to increase the capacity and competencies of Afghan justice 
sector professionals in delivering justice according to Afghan law and (2) to 
ensure that Afghan justice institutions are capable of managing the sustain-
able implementation of training programs.624

JTTP undertakes limited trial observation, focusing on cases within the 
criminal division jurisdiction at provincial and district-levels. JTTP looks 
only at proceedings and appeals of cases that are subject to the Criminal 
Procedure Code (CPC). JTTP’s observation and reporting are narrowly 
focused to collect objective comparative data on a single fair trial indicator, 
i.e. whether trials are deemed to be ‘open’ in accordance with the procedure 
set out under the CPC. JTTP has reported to INL many instances in the 
formal justice proceedings where attorneys and judges have increasingly 
applied the correct laws and sentencing requirements.625

JTTP legal advisors visit courtrooms of judges who will and/or who have 
graduated from JTTP courses. If the legal advisors are granted access to the 
courtroom for a given trial, the trial is reported as “open.” If they are not 
permitted access to a courtroom for a given trial, and there is no permis-
sible restriction, the trial is reported as “closed.”626

From July 2013 to February 2015, JTTP observed a total of 754 trials, of 
which 93% were open. In 2015, all 46 trials observed by JTTP were open  
trials. In the provinces, Nangarhar Province had the lowest overall percent-
age of open trials to date, 38%.627

The Supreme Court and the Formal Justice Sector
According to the UN Secretary-General, Supreme Court Chief Justice 
Rasheed Rashid has begun reforms to the court system, including a com-
prehensive review of the credentials of all judicial staff with the purpose of 

In february, Afghan law students attended the closing ceremony of a commercial 
arbitration moot court competition. (USAID Afghanistan photo)
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ensuring that staff are qualified. The Supreme Court has also established 
the Special Court for Ministers as required by the Afghan Constitution, to 
review indictments submitted by the AGO of seven former ministers for 
corruption and financial crimes.628

Afghan Correctional System
According to State, the inmate population of Afghanistan’s prisons managed 
by the General Directorate of Prisons and Detention Centers (GDPDC) has 
increased by 16.7% annually over the past five years. As of January 31, the 
GDPDC incarcerated 28,598 male individuals while the Ministry of Justice’s 
Juvenile Rehabilitation Directorate (JRD) incarcerated 1,021 male juveniles 
and 110 female juveniles. These incarceration totals do not include detain-
ees held by any other Afghan governmental organization, as INL does not 
have access to data for other organizations.629

Overcrowding is a persistent, substantial, and widespread problem 
within GDPDC facilities, although state-funded prison construction has 
added some new prison beds and presidential amnesty decrees have 
reduced the prison population significantly. As of January 31, the total male 
provincial-prison population was at 214% of capacity, down from 290% last 
quarter, as defined by International Committee of the Red Cross’s (ICRC) 
minimum 3.4 square meters per inmate. The total female provincial-prison 
population was at 66% of the ICRC-recommended capacity, down from 123% 
last quarter. Information on the capacity of GDPDC-operated district deten-
tion centers and the JRD’s juvenile rehabilitation centers is not available. 
However, anecdotal reporting by INL advisors visiting facilities indicates 
that overcrowding is a substantial problem in many provinces.630

Anticorruption
During Ghani’s address to the joint session of Congress, he labeled cor-
ruption a “cancer” that undercut the confidence of Afghans and American 
taxpayers in the Afghan government, and pledged to “eliminate corrup-
tion.”631 Efforts to recover funds from the Kabul Bank scandal and the 
cancellation and subsequent investigation of a major MOD fuel contract 
were the major anticorruption measures undertaken by the Afghan govern-
ment during the quarter.

Last quarter, an Afghan appellate court upheld convictions of two former 
senior officials and nine lower-level employees of crimes related to the 2010 
Kabul Bank collapse. The two Kabul Bank officials were each sentenced 
on three counts and ordered to serve concurrent prison terms amounting 
to 10 years. In addition, one official was fined $513 million and the other 
was fined $278 million. The nine other Kabul Bank employees received 
lesser fines and one year each in jail. In addition, according to news reports, 
the court also ordered assets frozen for 19 individuals and companies 
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implicated in fraudulent borrowing schemes that led to the bank’s collapse, 
pending loan repayment.632 

On December 4, 2014, the Superior Court and the Public Security Court 
of the Afghan Supreme Court upheld the appellate court’s ruling. The AGO 
reported that it would implement the Supreme Court’s ruling and as of early 
December had recovered a total of $12 million since the case was reopened 
in October.633 

As of late March, Kabul Bank investigators reported that the six larg-
est Kabul Bank debtors had pledged to pay off liabilities of $72 million.634 
Despite the reopening of the Kabul Bank case by the national-unity gov-
ernment, the head of the corruption-focused, Afghan nongovernmental 
organization Integrity Watch Afghanistan told reporters that the Afghan gov-
ernment has made insufficient progress in resolving the case and that the 
government had recovered only $228 million of the $977 million stolen.635 
For more information, see pages 168–169 of this report.

This quarter, Ghani canceled a nearly $1 billion contract to supply fuel 
to the Afghan army for three years following accusations of procurement-
related corruption.636 Ghani also launched an investigation after learning of 
a reported $214 million difference between the higher bid of the winning 
contractor and that of another potential bidder.637 Five senior Afghan mili-
tary officers and a civilian ministry official have been suspended pending 
the results of the investigation.638

In an interview with Tolo News, the general director of the High Office 
of Oversight and Anti-Corruption (HOO) stated that, despite the new 
administration’s promises to combat corruption, “corruption is on the rise.” 
A spokesman for the Afghan Chamber of Commerce and Industries also 
reported in February that “corruption has remained as it was under the pre-
vious government.”639

During a speech at the Council on Foreign Relations, Ghani stated that 
“corruption is the system” and highlighted the challenge of reforming the 
customs system in particular. Labeling the customs duties on transport “a 
cash cow,” Ghani quantified the challenge by noting the $1.7 billion discrep-
ancy between the value of imports from Pakistan as reported by Afghan 
ministries ($800 million) and the value of exports to Afghanistan reported 
by the Pakistan government ($2.5 billion).640

Afghan Attorney General’s Office
During the quarter, Ghani removed the attorney general and replaced him 
with a deputy attorney general in an acting capacity.641 According to the U.S. 
Department of Justice (DOJ), there appears to be no political will within 
the AGO to pursue major crime and corruption cases. However, this may 
change if an attorney general who is competent and serious about corrup-
tion is appointed.642 In a reversal from previous quarters, the acting attorney 
general has requested DOJ train-the-trainer training for 50 prosecutors.643
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According to State, the Anti-Corruption Unit (ACU) of the AGO is able 
to prosecute lower-level corruption cases, but faces obstacles prosecuting 
higher-level corruption due to a lack of political will. The ACU suffers low 
morale; however, the ACU has recently shown an interest in DOJ-supported 
training opportunities for their prosecutors.644

Major Crimes task force
The Major Crimes Task Force (MCTF) is an investigatory arm of the MOI 
and the NDS.645 According to DOD, since the formation of the National 
Unity Government, the MCTF has begun to more aggressively target senior-
level corruption. Over the past several weeks, the MCTF referred five 
separate corruption cases involving a deputy minister and senior-level MOI 
and Afghan Public Protection Force (APPF) officials to the AGO for further 
investigation and prosecution. Despite this increase in referrals, the MCTF 
has not seen an improvement in case processing at the AGO.646 

The AGO has failed to update the MCTF on the progress of their referred 
cases. In August 2014, the MCTF director general sent official correspon-
dence to the AGO requesting an update for these cases. To date he has 
not received a complete response to this request. The NDS director sent a 
similar official correspondence request seeking disposition for five senior-
level corruption cases submitted in the fourth quarter of 2014, and has not 
received a response. According to DOD, the MCTF receives anecdotal evi-
dence of AGO prosecutor corruption wherein prosecutors accept bribes in 
exchange for releasing suspects without prosecution.647

Over the last two quarters, MCTF has referred 10 separate corrup-
tion cases involving a minister, two deputy ministers, two mayors, three 
senior MOI officers, a senior APPF officer and a ministerial staff member 
for further investigation and prosecution by the AGO. Under the Criminal 
Procedure Code, felony-level cases should be brought to trial within 75 days 
of arrest. In seven of the 10 cases mentioned, no arrest was made prior to 
referral to AGO, meaning there is no time limit for AGO’s investigation or 
prosecution decision. More than 90 days have passed since five of the 10 
cases were referred to the AGO. In the one case adjudicated, the Pol-e Alam 
mayor was found guilty of accepting bribes and is currently serving seven 
months in prison.648

Over the last quarter, MCTF detectives have assumed all training respon-
sibilities while foreign mentors inspect, rather than provide, trainings.649

Independent Joint Anti-Corruption Monitoring  
and evaluation Committee (MeC)
According to State, the Independent Joint Anti-Corruption Monitoring and 
Evaluation Committee (MEC) continues to demonstrate competent admin-
istrative and technical capacity. State notes, however, that the MEC lacks 
the authority to do more than illuminate poor or corrupt practices.650
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During the quarter, the MEC issued recommendations on the HOO’s self-
assessment of Afghanistan’s compliance with the UN Convention Against 
Corruption (UNCAC). Afghanistan became a signatory to the UNCAC in 
2004 and ratified it in 2008. The Afghan government is required to comply 
with its provisions and conduct a two-phase review of their implementa-
tion. According to the MEC, the HOO failed to properly assess Afghanistan’s 
compliance with the UNCAC. Labeling the HOO’s efforts “superficial, 
incomplete, and often misleading,” the MEC recommended that the Ghani 
government (1) conduct a comprehensive review of the first phase of 
the self-assessment to evaluate accurately its gaps and weaknesses and 
(2) designate a more competent agency to oversee the second phase of the 
self-assessment.651

Following the MEC report, the HOO reported that of all the former 
Afghan government officials required by the constitution to register their 
assets both before and following their government tenure, only former 
President Karzai and former Minister of Public Works Najibullah Ozhan had 
correctly accounted for their assets. According to the HOO, of the 9,457 
asset registration forms that were given to the government officials in the 
Karzai administration, only 5,358 forms were filed with the anticorruption 
body. Over 900 of the 1,378 forms reviewed by the HOO were found to be 
inaccurate. As of late March, the HOO reported that only two members of 
the new administration, the ministers of foreign affairs and mines, have reg-
istered their assets.652

Security Services
In a recent interview, the commander of CSTC-A, Major General Todd 
Semonite, said “the level of corruption [since formation of the national-
unity government] is unknown and as a result I can’t give you a number to 
somehow quantify that,” and added that the Afghan government has imple-
mented additional controls to limit corruption.653 According to DOD, both 
the MOD and MOI have established institutions for responding to corrup-
tion; however, these institutions do not appear to have had much positive 
effect.654 DOD said that certain dedicated domestic institutions actually hin-
der, rather than facilitate, anti- and countercorruption efforts, by pursuing 
“illusory reform” meant to placate donors.655

Ministry of Defense
According to DOD, since the Ghani administration has taken office, the 
MOD has increased its focus on anticorruption and countercorruption 
efforts. DOD cites the consideration of merit-based candidates for appoint-
ment to Minister of Defense and Chief of General Staff positions; the 
rejection of candidates for these two positions who have been accused of 
significant patronage and/or corruption; and Ghani’s swift cancelation of 
contracts and suspension of the officials responsible following evidence 

Anticorruption: measures aim at limiting 
the opportunities for corruption. this 
includes transparency and accountability 
control measures, inspections, audits, and 
actions to influence individual behavior.  
 
countercorruption: measures are 
corrective in nature, focus on sanctioning 
corrupt individuals, and provide a deterrent 
against corruption. countercorruption 
measures are strongly reliant upon an 
effective legal system, particularly an 
independent judiciary.

Source: Joint and Coalition Operational Analysis (JCOA), 
division of Joint Staff J-7 (Joint Force Development), 
Operationalizing Counter/Anti-Corruption Study, 2/28/2014, 
p. 3. 
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of procurement corruption as examples of a new focus on responding to 
corruption. The suspension of officials has reportedly emboldened honest 
brokers to speak out and “caused anxiety and distress” among senior offi-
cials implicated in corrupt schemes.656 

There are currently two forums to address corruption issues within the 
MOD: the Counter Corruption Working Group (CCWG) and the Senior High 
Level Committee on Anti-Corruption (SHCAC). Both forums have been 
ineffective means to take meaningful action for either anticorruption or 
countercorruption efforts. These forums are primarily chaired, controlled, 
and manipulated by the same senior officials who engage in corrupt acts. 
According to DOD, these forums are used by corrupt senior officials to 
suppress or redirect investigations. With the exception of some minor cor-
ruption issues, DOD personnel have yet to witness either the CCWG or 
SHCAC resolve corruption challenges.657

Although each of the six ANA corps has members assigned to 
Transparency and Accountability Committees (TAC), all TAC members are 
members of corps staff (chaired by the deputy corps commander) and never 
report any information critical of the corps commander.658 This structure 
also insulates the deputy corps commander (who is also the head of procure-
ment for the corps) from oversight on procurement decisions.659 Because 
of this lack of independence of the TACs, the MOD General Staff Inspector 
General (GS IG) assesses the concept of the TACs to be ineffective.660 DOD 
believes that one way to improve transparency and accountability would be 
for a GS IG at each of the corps to chair the TACs instead of a member of the 
Corps Commander’s staff. Although this idea has been presented at both the 
CCWG and the SHCAC for the past nine months, neither MOD leadership 
nor corps commanders have taken up the suggestion since, in DOD’s view, 
they benefit from the current lack of transparency and accountability.661

Ministry of Interior
According to DOD, it appears that Ghani followed a merit-based review 
and selection process when he appointed Noor ul-Haq Ulumi as Minister 
of Interior. DOD notes, however, that while there have yet to be signifi-
cant decisions to rid MOI of corrupt leadership, Minister Ulumi has stated 
numerous times that he is assessing the skills and leadership abilities of 
candidates within MOI before making decisions about the senior-level 
staff assignments.662

The MOI TAC used to meet weekly to discuss corruption issues with 
committee members. However, the TAC was dissolved when the current 
MOI Inspector General was appointed over a year ago. Currently, MOI, 
with the endorsement of Minister Ulumi, is at the beginning stage of creat-
ing the Transparency Working Group and Transparency Steering Group as 
the overarching programs which DOD hopes will increase transparency, 
accountability, and oversight within the MOI.663

new report on the moi corruption-
complaints Process

a recent UnDP-commissioned assessment 
of the MoI corruption-complaints 
mechanism found that the level of 
corruption within the MoI IG renders useless 
technical training for MoI IG investigators 
or administrators involved in the corruption 
complaints process. the report further 
recommends that the MoI IG and all 
subordinate leaders be dismissed. the report 
says that “the single largest factor affecting 
burgeoning corruption at the [MoI] has been 
a failure of leadership, including integrity, 
esprit de corps, and discipline. systemic 
corruption is endemic to the organization 
because the leadership has not only 
tolerated corruption, they have facilitated it 
and, in many instances, participated in it.” 
the report singled out the MoI IG for critique, 
saying it “suffers from severe ethical lapses 
stemming from duplicitous leadership. this 
duplicity permeates the ranks to such a 
degree that one general officer commented 
that investigations are no more than a 
chance to go have tea and collect money for 
sabotaging investigations.”

Source: Jeffrey Coonjohn, Final Interim Report, 
Assessment Corruption Complaints Process: Afghan 
Ministry of Interior, 1/23/2015, pp. i, 1–2, 10.
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hUmAn rights

Refugees and Internal Displacement
As of March 15, the United Nations High Commission for Refugees 
(UNHCR) estimated that more than 254,537 people have crossed from 
Pakistan into Afghanistan’s Khowst and Paktika Provinces due to large-
scale Pakistan military operations in neighboring North Waziristan since 
June 2014. According to State, the refugees are being registered to deter-
mine the total population and assess needs.664

State reported no large increases or decreases in refugees leaving 
Afghanistan. UNHCR recorded 7,045 Afghan refugees returning from both 
Pakistan and Iran in January and February 2015, compared to 3,025 return-
ing from October through December 2014.665

UNHCR reported a sharp increase of 6,762 registered Afghan refugees 
returning from Pakistan following the December 2014 Peshawar school 
attacks and the Pakistani security response. The rate of return from 
Pakistan since January 2015 is substantially higher compared to the 995 
registered Afghan refugees who returned during the same period in 2014. 
According to State, many returned refugees have felt pressured to return to 
Afghanistan due to reported arrests, detention, extortion, and harassment 
by local Pakistani authorities.666

The governments of Pakistan and Afghanistan, together with UNHCR, 
held the 25th Tripartite Commission Meeting in March to discuss refugee 
issues affecting the two countries. The participants reaffirmed their com-
mitment to the principle of voluntary repatriation, acknowledged that full 
and effective reintegration will be a gradual and challenging endeavor, and 
agreed to engage in consultation to devise a comprehensive plan with real-
istic timelines for voluntary repatriation.667

As of February 28, UNHCR recorded a total of 829,295 registered con-
flict-affected Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs), compared to the 782,162 
registered IPDs from October to December 31, 2014. According to State, the 
actual number of internally displaced could be much higher and is difficult 
to verify. UNHCR reports the major causes of displacement during the quar-
ter were conflict between armed groups and the Afghan security forces, and 
harassment by armed groups.668

As of February 28, UNHCR reported the top 10 provinces of destination 
for IDPs were Kabul, Kunduz, Nangarhar, Wardak, Paktiya, Herat, Kunar, 
Logar, Faryab, and Badakhshan. The provinces of origin were the same as 
those of destination.669

According to State, Ghani and the new Minister of Refugees and 
Repatriation Sayed Balkhi have made the implementation of the National 
IDP Policy a key agenda item. Minister Balkhi has urged his ministry to 
work with UNHCR in helping provincial governments draft Provincial 
Action Plans that incorporate the IDP policy into 2015 budget plans.670

SIGAR AudIt

sIGar has an ongoing audit of state’s 
efforts to assist afghan refugees living 
in Pakistan and Iran, and afghan 
returnees. the audit plans to assess 
the extent to which (1) state and 
UnHcr verify the number of afghan 
refugees in Pakistan and Iran, and 
(2) assess the extent to which the 
afghan government has implemented 
the solutions strategy for afghan 
refugees to support voluntary 
repatriation, sustainable reintegration, 
and assistance to host countries.

A woman presents her food voucher 
through the fence at a food distribution site 
in Kabul city. (USAID Afghanistan photo)
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Gender
The largest gender-focused initiative in USAID’s history is the Promote 
partnership that aims to assist over 75,000 Afghan women achieve leader-
ship roles in all parts of society, from business to academia and in politics 
and public policy, over five years.671 USAID has committed $216 million to 
Promote and hopes to raise $200 million from other international donors.672 
Thus far, USAID has awarded one contract for one of four Promote com-
ponents (Women’s Leadership Development) with an estimated cost of 
$42 million.673

USAID is still negotiating with other donor agencies to explore synergies 
with their current and future women’s empowerment programming. USAID 
anticipates donor contributions will happen in two ways: (1) donors making 
contributions to existing initiatives managed by USAID or (2) donor agen-
cies aligning their programs directly implemented by their own contractors 
or grantees with Promote goals and jointly branded.674

USAID is “extremely confident” that Promote will assist beneficiaries 
in their careers and/or facilitate new careers and economic and social 
opportunities. USAID cited the experience of the USAID Afghan Workforce 
Development Program (AWDP) as a source of this confidence.675 As of April 
2015, AWDP has assisted approximately 2,100 women with placement and/
or promotion since 2012. The goal of AWDP is to increase job placement 
and wages for at least 6,250 women over the life of the four-year program.676 

USAID views Promote as a “nontraditional program” that must be 
responsive to the shifting project priorities, utilize pilot activities, and 
employ a gradual approach to implementation with continual refinement 
of methodology.677

During a meeting in October 2014 with Promote implementers, USAID 
indicated that there were significant political sensitivities related to the 
program. Because of these sensitivities, it was critical for the Promote 
implementers to coordinate any meetings with Afghan government offi-
cials or Promote-related events with USAID. At the same meeting, USAID 
emphasized the need to reflect the importance the U.S. government places 
on Promote as a key legacy development program in Afghanistan.678

The debate over the future of the Law on Elimination of Violence Against 
Women (EVAW) continued into this quarter. In October 2014, the Ministry of 
Justice-led Criminal Law Reform Working Group (CLRWG) decided to par-
tially incorporate the EVAW into the draft penal code. EVAW criminalizes 
acts of violence against women including physical abuse, sexual assault, 
child marriage, forced marriage, domestic violence, and the exchange of 
women to settle a dispute (a practice known as baad). The law imposes 
long prison terms for many of these crimes.679

In a February meeting of the CLRWG, there was disagreement between 
civil society representatives and the acting Minister of Justice over wis-
dom of incorporating the criminal provisions of the EVAW law into the 

SIGAR SpecIAl pRoject

this quarter, sIGar released an inquiry 
letter about Promote, which has 
been highlighted as UsaID’s largest 
women’s empowerment program in 
the world. the letter notes that UsaID 
presentations on Promote have left 
sIGar with a number of troubling 
concerns and questions. For more 
information, see section 2, page 44. 

law on elimination of violence Against 
women (evAw): drafted in 2008 
and enacted by presidential decree; 
however, questions remain as to the law’s 
constitutionality. In May 2013, supporters 
sought to pass evaW in parliament, but 
the law was withdrawn without a vote after 
some conservative members of parliament 
declared it un-Islamic. 

Source: Afghanistan Justice Sector Support Program, “JSSP 
legislative Reform Monthly Report,” 10/2014, p. 3.  
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draft penal code. Civil-society representatives recently petitioned Ghani 
to prevent elements of the EVAW from being incorporated into the draft 
penal code. According to the civil-society representatives, if elements of the 
EVAW are integrated into the penal code, the government will ultimately 
ignore the EVAW. The acting justice minister noted that Afghan justice insti-
tutions, including the courts, view the EVAW as a legislative decree of the 
Afghan president; consequently, they do not implement it properly.680

In April, Amnesty International released a report that summarized the 
views of more than 50 women’s rights defenders from 13 provinces.681 
According to the interviewees, women’s rights defenders face a pattern 
of abuse that is matched by the Afghan government’s systematic failure 
to provide an environment that protects them or to bring the perpetra-
tors of abuses to justice. According to the report, the Taliban and other 
armed opposition groups are responsible for the majority of abuses against 
women’s rights defenders, but government officials and those who are 
supported by local authorities have also been implicated in committing 
human-rights abuses against women’s rights defenders.682 According to 
experts interviewed by Amnesty International, the current legal framework 
in Afghanistan offers adequate protection for women’s rights defenders, 
but there is a “systematic failure of the state to implement its own laws.”683 
According to Ghani, one of the challenges to enforcement of the rule of law, 
particularly as related to the protection of women, is that “ninety percent of 
our police are fighting terrorists.”684
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Economic AnD sociAL DEVELoPmEnt

As of March 31, 2015, the U.S. government has provided nearly $31.9 bil-
lion to support governance and economic and social development 
in Afghanistan. Most of these funds were appropriated to USAID’s 
Economic Support Fund (ESF). The Consolidated and Further Continuing 
Appropriations Act, 2015, provided an additional $900 million for the ESF, 
bringing the cumulative total to $18.6 billion. Of this amount, $16.3 billion 
has been obligated and $13.1 billion has been disbursed. The $900 million 
appropriated to the ESF in FY 2015 is an increase from the $852 million pro-
vided in FY 2014, but is a substantial reduction from the high of $3.3 billion 
appropriated to the fund for FY 2010.685

Key events
This quarter saw several developments that could affect Afghanistan’s eco-
nomic and social prospects: 
•	 Secretary of State John Kerry and President Ghani announced a “New 

Development Partnership”—a five-year plan to promote Afghan self-
reliance by using up to $800 million in U.S. aid to incentivize Afghan 
solutions to specific development challenges and measure Afghan-led 
reform and development activities.686

•	 The U.S. Treasury signed an economic-cooperation framework 
agreement to develop technical assistance and capacity-building 
programs for Afghanistan’s Ministry of Finance (MOF) to strengthen 
Afghanistan’s public financial management systems and oversight of its 
financial sector.687 This is the first formal Treasury assistance program 
in Afghanistan since August 2013.688

•	 Domestic revenues collected in Afghan fiscal year (FY) 1393 
(December 22, 2013–December 21, 2014) ended 35% below MOF budget 
targets, and 9.9% below actual collections in FY 1392.689 

•	 Afghanistan’s Wolesi Jirga (lower house of parliament) approved the 
FY 1394 national budget (December 22, 2014–December 21, 2015).690 It 
totals $7.65 billion, a 1.8% increase over FY 1393.691 

•	 The International Monetary Fund (IMF) reached a nine-month, staff-level 
agreement with the Afghan government to monitor the implementation of 
Afghanistan’s macroeconomic policies and structural reform agenda.692
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economic Profile
Afghanistan’s real growth in gross domestic product (GDP), excluding 
opium, has slowed significantly over the last year, from an estimated 3–4% 
for 2013 to a World Bank-projected 1.5% in 2014 due to increasing political 
and security uncertainties that year. This has led to a slump in investor and 
consumer confidence, which is expected to continue through at least the 
first half of 2015. With foreign direct investment already in decline, contin-
ued insecurity, instability, and systemic corruption will further negatively 
affect private investment and dampen growth.693 

Afghanistan’s Fiscal Crisis
In December 2014, the Afghan government reported a fiscal crisis,694 two 
months after reporting a $537 million FY 1393 budget shortfall.695 The MOF 
reported that in FY 1393, total domestic revenues—tax and non-tax rev-
enues, and customs duties—missed targets by $602 million (-35%), and fell 
by approximately $187 million from the same period in FY 1392 (-9.9%).696 
Domestic revenues paid for only 33% or $1.7 billion of Afghanistan’s total 
budget expenditures of $5.2 billion in FY 1393, with donor contributions 
making up the difference. Afghan government expenditures in FY 1393 
increased 9.2%, compared to FY 1392.697 

The State Department said the Afghan government carried over some 
arrears from FY 1393 and could face similar budget shortfalls in FY 1394.698 
Afghanistan has one of the lowest rates of domestic revenue collection in 
the world, averaging 9% of GDP from 2006 to 2013, compared to an average 
of around 21% in low-income countries, according to the IMF.699

Expenditures are expected to continue rising—to 30.5% of GDP in 
FY 1395 (2016) versus 27.3% in FY 1393, according to World Bank projec-
tions—largely due to increased spending on security, service delivery, 
essential infrastructure, and operations and maintenance (O&M).700 The 
fiscal gap is large and growing, as depicted in Figure 3.27. Donor assistance 
narrows this gap, but does not close it.

Lost Customs Revenue
The MOF recorded $396.7 million in customs duties collected in FY 1393; 
$91.3 million less than in FY 1392 and $255.3 million less than the budget 
target of $622 million.701 USAID said the scope of customs revenue lost to 
corruption is unknown, with no reliable estimates.702 The State Department 
said the U.S. government has largely lost the ability to monitor and assess 
Afghanistan’s customs-collections processes due to ongoing reductions 
in U.S. civilian and military personnel. The U.S. Embassy Kabul also has 
no direct oversight of Afghan customs training facilities or of training and 
operations at Afghanistan’s National Customs Academy.703 

Tolo News reported Afghanistan Customs Department (ACD) data could 
be off by up to $1 billion704—about 4.8% of the country’s GDP.705 Illustrating 

“Corruption is pervasive at 
the Afghanistan Customs 

Department (ACD). 
Although the trading 
community has a part 

to play, such corruption 
could not be successfully 

perpetrated without 
collusion (at some level) 

with ACD officials.”

Source: USAID, Afghanistan Trade and Revenue Project, 
Contract No. AID-OAA-I-12-00035, Annual Report, Nov. 7, 2013–
Nov. 6, 2014, 2/14/2015. 
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the problem of Afghan government agencies’ not having accurate trade 
data, President Ghani told a U.S. audience in March 2015 that Afghanistan’s 
Central Statistics Organization (CSO) reported imports from Pakistan at 
$800 million, while Pakistan told Afghan authorities that the value of their 
exports to Afghanistan was $2.5 billion.706 USAID’s Afghanistan Trade and 
Revenue (ATAR) project supported the implementation of an agreement 
between the CSO, ACD, and Export Promotion Agency of Afghanistan to 
reduce discrepancies in trade statistics.707

This quarter, the Herat Chamber of Commerce accused the provincial 
customs office’s mobile monitoring units of corruption and smuggling for 
allowing the illegal importation of products that forced the shutdown of 

Note: Until recently, Afghan �scal years ran approximately March 20 to March 20 of Gregorian calendar years. FY 1388 
corresponds to March 20, 2009, to March 20, 2010, and so on. Nine-month data for �scal year 1391 re�ect a change in the 
timing of the Afghan �scal year. Afghan �scal years now generally run December 22 through December 21.  

Source: MOF, “Annual Fiscal Report 1391,” accessed 6/20/2013; MOF, "1393 National Budget," accessed 4/14/2014; 
MOF, “FY 1392 Monthly Fiscal Bulletin, Month 12,” 2/14/2014; MOF, “FY 1393 Monthly Fiscal Bulletin, Month 12,” 
1/26/2015; Da Afghanistan Bank, "Daily Exchange Rates of Selected Currencies to Afghani," 2/14/2014; Da Afghanistan 
Bank, "Daily Exchange Rates of Selected Currencies to Afghani," 1/10/2015; World Bank, “ARTF Annual Report: December 22, 
2013, to December 21, 2014.”

AFGHANISTAN'S DOMESTIC REVENUES COMPARED TO OPERATING AND DEVELOPMENT 
BUDGET EXPENDITURES ($ MILLIONS)
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conflicting news reports emerged about 
government revenue collections in the first 
quarter of fy 1394. in one, mof officials 
announced a 4% increase versus the same 
period in fy 1393. in another, mof officials 
said revenue collections missed targets by 
7%. As of April 17, 2015, the mof had not 
yet released any fiscal bulletins in fy 1394 
to confirm either claim.

Source: Khaama Press, “government Financial Income 
Increased By 4%,” 4/1/2015; Tolo News, “Ministry of Finance 
reports Seven Percent Shortfall in revenue Collection,” 
3/24/2015. 
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local factories. Tolo News reported that Herat’s Attorney General’s Office 
said the investigative documents for five smuggling cases disappeared.708 
In December 2014, President Ghani dismissed the head of Herat’s customs 
department, and ordered investigations into him and the commercial-goods 
section of his staff.709

Donor Funds Alleviate the FY 1393 Fiscal Gap
Despite a State Department report that found Afghanistan made no sig-
nificant progress toward meeting the minimum requirements of fiscal 
transparency in 2014, and that Afghan revenue data are unreliable,710 last 
quarter the United States provided the Afghan government $100 million to 
partially alleviate its reported $537 million FY 1393 budget shortfall. Of the 
$100 million provided, $75 million was disbursed for Afghan actions already 
taken: the signing of the Bilateral Security and Status of Forces Agreements, 
and President Ghani’s decision to reopen the Kabul Bank case.711 The 
remaining $25 million was disbursed even though the Afghan government 
provided only a limited response to Ambassador P. Michael McKinley’s 
request for “appropriate documentation showing how the aforementioned 
$75 million in assistance is spent.”712 

State informed SIGAR that two of the conditions on the $25 million that 
SIGAR had reported in its January 2015 Quarterly Report to the United 
States Congress—parliamentary passage of a realistic budget and formal 
establishment of an IMF Staff Monitoring Program—were only prelimi-
nary.713 State said Afghanistan met two final conditions for the release of 
the money: (1) access for key U.S. Embassy Kabul staff to the Afghanistan 
Financial Management Information System (AFMIS), the country’s govern-
ment-wide accounting system, and (2) written confirmation that the Afghan 
government was taking steps towards awarding a new contract for satellite 
bandwidth for civil aviation.714 

Fiscal Year 1394 Budget Approved
The Wolesi Jirga, Afghanistan’s lower house of parliament, approved 
the FY 1394 national budget (December 22, 2014–December 21, 2015) 
on January 28, 2015.715 The $7.65 billion budget—a 1.8% increase over 
FY 1393—includes $4.97 billion for the operating budget and $2.68 billion 
for the development budget. Budget expenditures will focus on security 
(44% of the total budget), infrastructure (16%), education (13%), agriculture 
(10%), and health (4.2%).716 

The FY 1394 budget projected domestic revenues to reach approximately 
$2.2 billion, about 30% more than collected in FY 1393. To accomplish 
this, the budget document stated that parliament would need to raise tax 
rates and customs duties, which will require relevant laws to be amended. 
Additionally, the budget assumed a 9% GDP growth rate in FY 1394 even 
though growth in FY 1393 was revised down to 1.9%.717 Afghanistan has 

SIGAR SpecIAl pRoject

this quarter, siGAR wrote to DoD, 
state, and UsAiD to share concerns 
raised by many U.s. Embassy Kabul 
officials during special inspector 
General sopko’s February 2015 trip 
to Afghanistan about the Afghan 
government’s inability to meet its 
budgetary obligations due to projected 
decreases in revenue. U.s. officials 
noted that a large portion of the 
revenue decline could be attributed 
to concerns that approximately half of 
the customs duties for Afghan FY 1393 
were believed to have been stolen. 
For more information, see section 2, 
page 43.  
 
 
SIGAR SpecIAl pRoject

this quarter, siGAR wrote Ambassador 
mcKinley about the decision to 
disburse $100 million in response 
to Afghanistan’s FY 1393 budgetary 
shortfall. the letter asked, among other 
things, how the state Department 
determined the funding amount 
it provided, the consequences to 
the Afghan government should its 
remaining budget shortfall not be 
fully funded, and whether the U.s. 
verified with the World Bank how the 
$100 million was spent. For more 
information, see section 2, page 44. 
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repeatedly missed budget targets and these estimates may be difficult to 
realize.718 The World Bank called the previously proposed budget’s rev-
enue projections “ambitious” and stressed the importance of credible 
projections, “backed by adequate measures.”719 The FY 1394 budget cut 
the discretionary portion of the development budget by 43% compared to 
FY 1393. State said Afghan officials have repeatedly assured U.S. officials 
that no new discretionary development spending will be initiated this fiscal 
year.720 However, even with expenditure restraints and urgent donor financ-
ing, the World Bank expected the residual FY 1393 fiscal gap to leave the 
government in arrears and with depleted cash reserves for FY 1394, requir-
ing even more fiscal help.721 

International Monetary Fund Staff Monitored Program Approved
On March 20, 2015, the IMF announced it had reached terms on a nine-
month Staff Monitored Program (SMP) agreement with the Afghan 
government. This informal agreement, whose details were still under nego-
tiation at the time of the announcement, allows for IMF staff to monitor the 
implementation of Afghanistan’s macroeconomic policies and structural 
reform agenda in 2015.722 Treasury said an SMP reflects the IMF’s limited 
confidence in the government’s willingness and/or ability to meet its com-
mitments to a formal program.723 Ambassador McKinley wrote the MOF in 
December 2014, indicating that an approved SMP would help maintain the 
U.S. government’s ability to disburse future funding.724 

The SMP will focus on fiscal policy such as revenue mobilization and 
repayment of arrears; monetary policy such as preserving low inflation and 
an exchange rate policy to protect international reserves and competitive-
ness; financial-sector reform such as dealing with weak banks, enacting a 
new banking law, and strengthening banking supervision; and better eco-
nomic governance such as strengthening anticorruption and Anti-Money 
Laundering/Combating the Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT) laws.725 

Treasury said the ultimate purpose of an SMP is to qualify for a formal 
IMF program with access to potential financing. SMPs do not entail finan-
cial assistance or endorsement by the IMF Executive Board, but provide 
an opportunity for the IMF staff to work with a country’s authorities to see 
if they are willing and able to keep their commitments to carry out an IMF-
prescribed program and establish a positive track record. Treasury views 
the ability of Afghanistan’s economic policies and management capability 
to pass the IMF’s quality test as much more important than any financing it 
will receive from the IMF. Successful completion of an SMP gives the IMF 
staff confidence that the national authorities will meet their obligations 
under a more formal program.726

Given Afghanistan’s poor record with the IMF’s more formal three-
year, $129 million Extended Credit Facility loan agreement that expired 
in November 2014, Treasury said the IMF staff believes the Afghan 

Donor grants are expected to finance 
approximately $5.3 billion of Afghanistan’s 
$7.65 billion fy 1394 national budget. 
of the donor grants, approximately 
$2.8 billion will go toward the operating 
budget and $2.5 billion will go toward the 
development budget.

Source: MOF, National Budget Document, 1394 Fiscal Year, 
1/28/2015. 
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government must reestablish its credibility before beginning a new formal 
program.727 Treasury added that the U.S. government and other donors 
intend to work with the national-unity government, hoping to improve 
Afghanistan’s capability as a strategic partner.728

Trade
During President Ghani and Chief Executive Officer Abdullah’s visit to 
Washington, DC, in March 2015, the Office of the United States Trade 
Representative and the Afghan government announced their intention to 
hold a Trade and Investment Framework Agreement council meeting this 
year to improve cooperation and enhance opportunities for trade and invest-
ment.729 The United States imported $63 million worth of Afghan goods in 
2014, while exporting approximately $782 million in goods to Afghanistan.730

During this visit, President Ghani said his goal was for Afghanistan to 
become a transit and trade hub for regional economic integration.731 In line 
with this vision, Afghanistan continued its efforts to enhance regional eco-
nomic and commercial cooperation this quarter. Afghan and Tajik officials 
met March 10–11, 2015, to review a draft trilateral transit trade agreement 
with Pakistan; a trilateral working group met in Dushanbe on April 9 to help 
finalize the details.732 Additionally, Afghanistan was offered duty-free export 
access to India’s market under the South Asia Free Trade Area.733 Also this 
quarter, Afghanistan will reportedly join the Transport Corridor Europe 
Caucasus Asia as part of its efforts to broaden its trade and economic devel-
opment. Afghanistan was invited to join in 2005, but delayed its ratification 
for 10 years.734 Finally, a new trilateral transit agreement that will open up 
Iran’s Chabahar port for Afghan and Indian trade is reportedly in the final 
stages of review.735 

Export and Import Data 
Trade-related taxes represented 45% of Afghanistan’s total tax revenues 
from 2006 to 2013.736 Although Afghanistan routinely sustains a large trade 
deficit, donor aid helps the country maintain a current account balance of 
4.1% of GDP.737 Without it, the IMF estimates Afghanistan would have a cur-
rent account deficit equivalent to 41% of its GDP.738

During 2011–2014, Afghanistan exported $3 billion–3.3 billion worth of 
goods and services annually, not including illicit narcotics, according to IMF 
estimates.739 The World Bank said Afghanistan exports only a small number 
of products and has few trade partners,740 making it highly dependent on a 
few commodities for earnings, and consequently more vulnerable to unsta-
ble prices and trade shocks.741 

The IMF projected Afghanistan’s 2014 imports at more than $11 billion 
of goods and services, with more than $8 billion paid for by official donor 
grants. Treasury has projected Afghanistan’s real import capacity, without a 
significant foreign presence driving demand, at less than $2 billion annually, 
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excluding illicit narcotics revenues. Treasury said that without high levels 
of external assistance, import levels will decline, but the extent will depend 
on the demands of the foreign presence, Afghanistan’s import needs once 
foreign-driven demand declines, and the required level of external assis-
tance necessary to sustain healthy economic activity and growth. Reduced 
imports will not necessarily affect the economy adversely.742 

Afghanistan Trade and Revenue Project

USAID’s top priority for economic growth this quarter is its Afghanistan 
Trade and Revenue (ATAR) project, a trade-facilitation program designed to 
(1) improve trade liberalization policies, including support for Afghanistan’s 
accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO); (2) improve and 
streamline the government’s ability to generate revenue by modernizing 
Afghanistan’s customs institutions and practices; and (3) facilitate bilateral 
and multilateral regional trade agreements.743 

This quarter, ATAR collected preliminary 2014 import, export, and rev-
enue data from the Afghan Customs Department (ACD); the data showed 
imports rose 2–3%, but revenue collected by the ACD decreased 8.3%. 
The ACD recorded re-exports of foreign goods in their domestic export 
valuations, which must be removed and recalculated. ATAR also helped 
traders secure $3.6 million in deals at an international carpet exposition 
in Germany, while also helping traders secure a potential $12 million in 
marble, onyx, and lapis lazuli deals at an event in India.744 ATAR also spon-
sored a trademark-awareness workshop for Afghan traders and Ministry of 
Commerce and Industries staff. It aimed to help create a more cooperative 
environment between the government and traders in order to discuss and 
solve trade-related problems.745 

BAnKing AnD finAnce 
Less than 10% of the Afghan population uses banks; approximately 90% of 
financial transactions go through the informal hawala system. The State 
Department reported that there is no clear division between the hawala 
and formal banking systems—hawaladars keep bank accounts and use 
wire-transfer services, while banks use hawalas to transmit funds to 
remote areas in Afghanistan. To date, no Afghan money-service business 
or hawaladar has ever submitted a suspicious-transaction report to the 
government, as required under Afghan law, according to Afghanistan’s 
financial intelligence unit.746

Project title start Date end Date
total estimated 

cost ($)
cumulative Disbursement, 

as of 3/31/2015 

Afghanistan trade and 
Revenue

11/7/2013 11/6/2017 $77,754,267 $21,775,243 

Source: USAID, response to SIgAr data call, 4/9/2015. 
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United States Treasury Assistance Agreement Signed
On March 23, 2015, U.S. Treasury Secretary Jack Lew agreed to develop 
technical assistance and capacity-building programs for Afghanistan’s 
MOF. Treasury’s Office of Technical Assistance will aim to strengthen 
Afghanistan’s public financial management systems (budgets, cash, revenue, 
pensions, liability and risk, national and sub-national relations), enhance 
oversight of its financial sector (banking, auditing, capacity, regulations). 
Treasury will also provide technical assistance to Afghanistan’s Financial 
Intelligence Unit to build core function capacity and raise awareness of its 
AML/CFT responsibilities.747 It intends to do so through intermittent mis-
sions to Afghanistan, remote support, and training in a third country.748

Money Laundering
The State Department lists Afghanistan as a major money-laundering 
country whose financial institutions either engage in, or are vulnerable to, 
transactions involving significant criminal proceeds, all of which “continue 
to pose serious threats to the security and development of Afghanistan.” 
Narcotics, corruption, and contract fraud are major sources of the country’s 
illegal revenues and laundered funds. Afghanistan has weak or nonexistent 
supervisory and enforcement regimes, and weak political will to combat 
corruption.749 Treasury warned that if Afghanistan fails to aggressively 
enforce anti-money laundering/antiterrorist financing laws, its banking 
system will become isolated from the rest of the world and be unable to 
provide key financial services.750

Anti-Money Laundering/Countering the Financing of 
Terrorism Legislative Deficiencies 
Afghanistan’s central bank reported approximately $3.7 million in cash left 
Afghanistan through Kabul International Airport in 2014 and approximately 
$83,200 left through the airport in Mazar-e-Sharif. While it is illegal to take 
more than $20,000 out of the country, Afghan law does not require citizens 
to report outbound currency. State reported that cargo is often exempted 
from any screening or inspection due to corruption at the official border 
crossings and customs depots; most border areas are under-policed or not 
policed at all. Moreover, Kabul International Airport lacks stringent inspec-
tion controls for all passengers and includes a VIP lane that does not require 
these passengers to undergo any inspections or controls.751

Even though Afghanistan has taken steps to improve its AML/CFT 
regime, its laws are still not in line with international standards, lacking 
clarity and effectiveness, according to a State Department report. State 
said that while the government has frozen bank accounts owned by some 
hawala networks, no bank accounts have been seized, and there is no legal 
mechanism for asset sharing. The report recommended that Afghanistan 
continue to work to criminalize money laundering and terrorism financing; 

SIGAR SpecIAl pRoject

in 2012, siGAR issued a special 
Project report about U.s. efforts 
to track and safeguard U.s. cash 
in Afghanistan, including the 
implementation of bulk currency 
counters at Kabul international 
Airport, and other measures designed 
to monitor to outflows of currency. 
siGAR found that cash counters at 
the Kabul airport were not being used 
for their intended purpose and ViPs 
continue to bypass key controls. For 
more information, see siGAR-sP-13-1, 
Anti-Corruption Measures: Persistent 
Problems Exist In Monitoring Bulk Cash 
Flows At Kabul International Airport.
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implement a framework for identifying, tracing, confiscating and freez-
ing terrorist and money laundering-related assets; train and resource legal 
authorities to better understand and carry out their oversight and investiga-
tive duties; enhance the financial intelligence unit, Financial Transactions 
and Reports Analysis Center of Afghanistan; and strengthen controls for 
cross-border cash transactions.752

The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) has three training courses that 
focus on Afghanistan’s AML/CFT laws, and on international asset tracking. 
The courses were first offered to Afghan representatives in November 2014 
and then offered to a broader audience within the attorney general’s office 
in February 2015. In March 2015, the acting attorney general requested that 
this training be provided to Afghan prosecutors, who the DOJ said appear 
to have limited knowledge of these laws.753

Financial Action Task Force
The Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering (APG), of which Afghanistan 
is a member, met with Afghan central bank officials in Sydney, Australia, 
January 12–14, 2015, to discuss Afghanistan’s implementation of its 
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) action plan to: adequately criminalize 
money laundering and implement procedures for the confiscation of money 
laundering-related assets; establish and implement an adequate legal frame-
work for identifying, tracing, and freezing terrorist assets; implement an 
adequate AML/CFT oversight program for all financial sectors; and establish 
and implement effective controls for cross-border cash transactions. APG is 
an associate member of FATF. The meeting focused on financial sanctions, 
supervision of its financial institutions, operation of its financial intelligence 
unit, and prosecutions of money laundering and terrorist financing. The 
APG commended Afghanistan’s progress.754

Separately, Afghanistan also met with some members of FATF on 
January 14 to discuss its progress. The outcome of the Sydney meet-
ings helped determine the Afghanistan report that FATF considered at its 
February 2015 plenary.755 FATF chose to keep Afghanistan on its Improving 
AML/CFT Global Compliance document, also known as the “gray list.” 
This means that while Afghanistan has strategic AML/CFT deficiencies, 
its government has developed an action plan, written a high-level political 
commitment to address those deficiencies, and is making progress. This is 
the third consecutive plenary in which Afghanistan has maintained this sta-
tus since being downgraded to the “dark-gray” list in February 2014.756

Treasury said Afghanistan has managed to avoid FATF’s “blacklist” 
by addressing some of the FATF’s technical requirements in its action 
plan. For example, Afghanistan enacted AML and CFT laws, which the 
FATF determined are largely adequate, even though questions remain on 
the extraterritorial scope of the law’s money-laundering offense. (The 
FATF requirement for criminalization of money laundering requires 

Afghanistan has been subject to fAtf’s 
public listing (evaluations) and monitoring 
process since June 2012.

Source: Treasury, response to SIgAr data call, 3/27/2015.

the U.s. treasury and the fAtf 

treasury leads the U.s. delegation to the 
FAtF and participates closely in all of the 
working group discussions. specifically, 
within the FAtF, the international cooperation 
Review Group (icRG)—co-chaired by the 
United states and italy—is tasked with 
leading the process to identify and monitor 
countries with AmL/cFt deficiencies. 
Afghanistan was one of over 20 countries 
the icRG reviewed at the most recent FAtF 
plenary in February 2015. Before each icRG 
meeting, treasury reviews the information 
provided by the monitored countries, 
including laws or regulations, other legal 
instruments, and supporting materials, and 
then discusses with other agencies in the 
U.s. delegation what action(s) should be 
taken at the FAtF on the identified countries 
of concern. 

Source: Treasury, response to SIgAr data call, 
3/27/2015. 
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that predicate offense should extend to conduct that occurs abroad.) 
Afghanistan also issued regulations on the process and legal framework 
for freezing terrorist assets, but still needs to finalize a procedural docu-
ment to adequately demonstrate implementation of United Nations (UN) 
Security Council Resolutions 1267 and 1373 calling for an asset freeze on 
designated individuals.757

Other issues Treasury raised that require redress include the requirement 
in Afghanistan’s draft banking law that prospective bank owners be deemed 
“fit and proper.” The law contains an ambiguous provision for anyone “con-
victed by an authorized court of an offense for which he was sentenced 
to imprisonment unless such sentence was motivated by his religious or 
political views or activities” (emphasis added). Afghanistan also needs 
to put in a regulatory framework to implement a cross-border system to 
detect transportation of currency related to money laundering and terrorist 
financing. Afghanistan’s financial-intelligence unit has been working with 
Afghanistan’s customs department to further develop the reporting mecha-
nism. Treasury added that Afghanistan will remain under FATF review (on 
the gray list) until those remaining actions are adequately addressed and 
the FATF conducts an onsite review to evaluate that implementation of its 
reforms have begun.758

Kabul Bank Theft Accountability 
In one his first official actions upon being sworn into office in October 2014, 
President Ghani directed Afghan government officials to immediately 
reopen the Kabul Bank case, recover stolen funds, and hold accountable 
those involved in the theft of $982.6 million.759 However, this quarter, a “par-
don committee” that was established as a byproduct of a decree by former 
President Karzai attempted to reduce the prison sentences of ex-Kabul Bank 
chairman Sherkhan Farnood and ex-CEO Khalilullah Ferozi.760 In a meeting 
with DOJ this quarter, Afghanistan’s acting attorney general indicated that 
he had stopped the pardon as soon as he learned of it and that the pardon 
was no longer in effect. The attorney general told DOJ that neither offender 
would receive reduced prison sentences, that he fired the head of the pardon 
committee, and that an investigation had been initiated into members of 
the pardon committee to determine whether they acted under a legitimate 
misunderstanding of the presidential order or had been paid off. The investi-
gation remains open and no charges have yet been filed.761 

On March 3, 2015, the attorney general’s office announced the arrest of 
Sofi Nesar Ahmad, the former deputy head of Afghanistan’s central bank 
and owner of 1.7% of Kabul Bank’s stock. Sofi, who had fled Afghanistan 
after being convicted and sentenced to a year in jail for his role in the theft 
of funds and near-collapse of Kabul Bank, appeared at the attorney general’s 
office this quarter to discuss the proceedings against him. Beyond this indi-
vidual case, the attorney general told DOJ that all known debtor accounts 
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and assets identified by the Kabul Bank Receivership—which attempts 
to recover and tender bad loans and other assets—had been frozen or 
seized.762 For additional information on anticorruption activities and Kabul 
Bank, see page 151 in the Governance section of this report.

Cash and Asset Recoveries
In February 2015, the Kabul Bank Receivership informed DOJ that they 
collected an additional $40 million, but did not specify where the money 
came from or over what time period it was collected. Total recoveries—
cash paid back, forgiven debts, and assets recovered or seized—reportedly 
stand at $227.9 million, as of December 2014.763 This is $52.7 million more 
than the $175.2 million the Independent Joint Anti-Corruption Monitoring 
and Evaluation Committee reported, as of April 2014.764 President Ghani 
was reportedly told in a March 31, 2015, meeting with Kabul Bank inves-
tigators that since the court’s November 2014 verdict, six debtors agreed 
to repay their debts, totaling $72 million. DOJ said it cannot confirm these 
figures without an independent audit, and the Receivership declined to be 
more specific.765

The Receivership said it needs additional political support to identify 
more properties and assets, and international assistance in seizing or freez-
ing those assets. The Receivership said its primary challenge in recovering 
cash and assets is inadequate pressure the borrowers feel to pay back their 
debts. According to DOJ, this is likely due to so many of them having signifi-
cant political ties or allies, as well as unfilled Cabinet positions with officials 
serving in a “acting” capacity who lack influence, will, or authority to exert 
the necessary pressure. The Receivership believes that once the palace-bro-
kered repayment agreements and settlement terms are finalized, borrowers 
will begin to repay their loans.766

Central Bank Branch Theft
The Spin Boldak branch of Afghanistan’s central bank in Kandahar was 
robbed this quarter. A manager and two employees allegedly stole between 
$872,000 and $1.4 million before fleeing to Pakistan, according to news 
reports; central bank officials have not confirmed that information.767 Tolo 
News reported that five bank branch officials who allegedly assisted the 
theft were arrested.768

U.s. economic-sUPPort strAtegies
On March 23, 2015, Secretary of State John Kerry and President Ghani 
announced an $800 million “New Development Partnership,” (NDP) a plan 
to promote Afghan self-reliance over five years to incentivize Afghan solu-
tions to specific development challenges and measure Afghan-led reform 
and development activities. It aims to “strengthen Afghan institutions, 

Before its near-collapse in 2010, the 
Kabul Bank had been Afghanistan’s 
largest private bank, distributing most civil 
servants’ salaries on behalf of the Afghan 
government. over 92% of $935 million 
that was known at that time to have been 
stolen from the bank went to 19 individuals 
and companies associated with the bank. 
Afghanistan’s central bank, DAB, covered 
these losses, equivalent to 5–6% of 
Afghanistan’s gDP at that time.

Source: Independent Joint Anti-Corruption Monitoring and 
evaluation Committee, Report of the Public Inquiry Into the 
Kabul Bank Crisis, 11/15/2012, pp. 2, 9. 
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sustainability, and fiscal transparency, and give the new unity government 
more opportunity to lead its own development trajectory.”769 This money 
will come from previously budgeted or requested funds.770

The State Department said this partnership will use U.S. aid to signifi-
cantly expand and enhance the strategic effects of the existing U.S. bilateral 
incentive program under the Tokyo Mutual Accountability Framework, 
which has focused on short-term policy actions. Incentives must still be 
negotiated with the Afghan government. USAID will oversee NDP funding, 
which will be disbursed through the ARTF “only after agreed reforms or 
development results have been accomplished, as measured by clear and 
objective indicators of achievement.”771 

USAID Development Assistance
Most assistance from the Economic Support Fund (ESF) goes toward USAID’s 
development programs. Figure 3.28 shows USAID assistance by sector. 

Development Of Natural Resources
The newly appointed Minister of Mines and Petroleum, Dr. Daud Saba, 
announced this quarter that the majority of mining contracts would be reas-
sessed due to a lack of transparency in the award process.772 It is unclear 
how this may affect already negotiated, but still-unsigned contracts, which 
could cause further investor uncertainty. For a list of contracts awaiting 
final Cabinet approval, see page 161 in the January 2015 Quarterly Report 
to the United States Congress. 

The World Bank believes development of Afghanistan’s natural resources 
can underpin future economic growth in the face of declining external aid, 

Note: Numbers rounded. Agriculture programs include Alternative Development. Infrastructure programs include Power and 
Roads. *Unpreferenced funds are U.S. contributions to the ARTF that can be used for any ARTF-supported initiatives. 

Source: SIGAR analysis of USAID response to SIGAR data call, 4/9/2015; SIGAR analysis of World Bank, “ARTF, 
Administrator’s Report on Financial Status, as of March 20, 2015,” accessed 4/16/2015. 
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although mining has so far contributed only a small share of the country’s 
GDP.773 But it is uncertain when revenues generated from this sector may 
be realized because of a lack of infrastructure financing as well as weak 
Afghan progress on regulatory and legislative frameworks.774 Although the 
Afghan budget projected annual mining revenues of $13 million, in FY 1393 
(2014), actual receipts were only about $7 million in royalties and fees.775 
The FY 1394 budget forecasts government expectations of $35 million in 
mining revenues, although there have been no developments to suggest rev-
enues are likely to increase this year over last.776

Impediments to Investment
Afghanistan’s lack of security overshadows all other constraints on invest-
ment, according to the World Bank.777 USAID said mining regions are 
remote and often located in insecure areas that may be littered with land 
mines and unexploded ordnance. Corruption, an uneducated workforce, 
lack of labor safety practices, and crude extraction methods are also inhib-
iting factors.778 USAID cited other issues that create investor uncertainty: 
regulations to support implementation of the new mining law passed in 
November 2014 are still being developed; amendments to the law remain 
unsigned by President Ghani, as do several mineral tenders; and a combi-
nation of corporate income taxes, export and import duties, production 
royalties, and other charges that constitute an uncompetitive levy of about 
80% on mineral production.779

Illegal Mining
The use of violence by the Taliban and other insurgent groups to gener-
ate revenue by illegally extracting or obtaining Afghanistan’s natural 
resources denies the Afghan people their share of revenue from those 
stolen resources. The UN reported in February 2015 that “Taliban penetra-
tion of the natural resources sector is deep and extortion in that sector 
is fairly pervasive.” In one case, a government-licensed mining operation 
ceased operations after being threatened with violence simultaneously 
by the Taliban, the Haqqani Network, and Hizb-I-Islami (led by Golbuddin 
Hekmatyar) unless the company paid them and not the government. The 
Taliban are involved in illegal mining in three ways: extraction (they con-
trol at least 35 active onyx marble operations), extortion (threatening or 
committing violence if not paid off), and as service providers (security, 
transport, and smuggling).780

Mining Investment and Development for 
Afghan Sustainability
This quarter, USAID’s five-year, $50 million Mining Investment and 
Development for Afghan Sustainability (MIDAS) program continued its tech-
nical assistance to the Ministry of Mines and Petroleum (MOMP) in tender 

SIGAR AudIt

in an audit published this quarter, 
siGAR examined the extent to which 
the task Force for Business and 
stability operations (tFBso) and 
UsAiD programs met their goals and 
addressed challenges to develop 
Afghanistan’s extractives industry. 
the audit found the U.s. government 
did not have a unified strategy to 
develop the extractives industry, and 
the U.s. Embassy Kabul did little to 
coordinate interagency activities. it 
also found deficient capacity at the 
momP to manage the contracting 
process without external support, and 
a lack of planning to sustain tFBso 
extractive initiatives. it also determined 
that UsAiD’s miDAs program 
identifies areas in need of assistance, 
articulates a strategy for mineral sector 
development, and lays out a clear set 
of criteria for selecting potential areas 
of investment by UsAiD. the results 
found in this audit will be the focus 
of a subsequent report. For more 
information, see section 2, page 25. 
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processes, contract negotiations, and contract management. MIDAS is also 
guiding the MOMP and parliament on adopting investor and environmen-
tally-friendly laws and regulations, in line with international best practices.781 

MIDAS has been also assisting MOMP and Afghan Geological Survey 
staff with mineral exploration and drilling, and enhancing their abilities to 
produce technical reports and 3-dimensional ore deposit models, as well 
as to deliver tender-ready mineral projects to the MOMP. MIDAS moved 
$10 million this quarter from on-budget funding to an off-budget contract 
for core sample drilling services on three, high-value mineral sites—tanta-
lum in Salang Valley, molybdenum in Saighan, and granite in Bamiyan.782 
This quarter, MIDAS advisors also completed the English translation of the 
new minerals law, while supporting MOMP efforts to draft technical and 
financial regulations to implement the new law, including: minerals owner-
ship, tenders, licenses, royalties, fees, and penalties.783 

USAID is waiting for a permanent MOMP procurement director, 
certification that the procurement directorate is capable of performing high-
dollar-value contracting activities, and an updated third-party assessment of 
the MOMP’s internal controls and financial management issues. The most 
recent audit that USAID is relying on is from 2011. Until the new assess-
ment is complete (scheduled for May 2015), USAID will identify additional 
conditions precedent before it administers on-budget funding.784 MIDAS and 
USAID’s other extractives assistance programs are listed in Table 3.26.

Hydrocarbons
Afghanistan’s efforts to develop its oil and gas reserves focus on the Amu 
Darya Basin and Afghan-Tajik Basin, both in northern Afghanistan.785 
Afghanistan has only small-scale topping plants—early-stage refineries that 
can process only limited petroleum components of crude oil—and remains 
heavily dependent on imports for fuels.786 The country imports 10,000 tons 
of oil products a day from Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Russia, Pakistan, 
and Iran.787 

Sheberghan Programs
Sheberghan holds the potential for cheap natural gas-generated power that 
could be competitive with imported power from Uzbekistan, according 
to the World Bank.788 USAID is supporting the Sheberghan project to help 
Afghanistan identify and manage gas resources to be used for power gen-
eration through two mechanisms: (1) the $90 million, on-budget Sheberghan 
Gas Development Project (SGDP) to rehabilitate and drill wells in the Amu 
Darya Basin, and fund a gas-gathering system and gas-processing plant; and 
(2) the $35 million, off-budget Sheberghan Gas Generation Activity (SGGA) 
for capacity building and technical assistance to the MOMP.789 

Last quarter, SIGAR reported the drilling contractor for SGDP, Turkish 
Petroleum Corporation, informed the MOMP it is behind schedule and 

Google Earth training at the Afghan 
geological Survey. (USAID MIDAS photo)
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will not begin drilling until May 2015—taking almost twice as long as the 
contract stipulated.790 This quarter, USAID said it agreed to an August 2015 
completion date with no more extensions to be granted. No disbursements 
have been made yet for this on-budget portion of the program because the 
contractor is still mobilizing and shipping equipment into the country. The 
off-budget capacity-building portion continued, but faced challenges this 
quarter. A new MOMP minister was hiring new staff, including a new gas 
sector development committee, which USAID hopes will be more effective 
than the previous one.791

AgricUltUre 
Agriculture continues to be the main source of employment and 
subsistence for the Afghan population, accounting for 31% of GDP, 
according to the World Bank, and employing about 59% of the labor 
force.792 Between FY 2002 and FY 2013, USAID obligated approximately 
$1.25 billion to improve agricultural production and increase access 
to markets, and $1.38 billion to develop income alternatives to grow-
ing poppy.793 Pages 118–125 of this quarterly report discuss USAID’s 
alternative-development programs.

USAID reported that it is extending the Commercial Horticulture 
and Agricultural Marketing Program (CHAMP) and Agricultural Credit 
Enhancement (ACE), as well as taking over two U.S. Department of 
Agriculture efforts—the Afghan Agricultural Extension Program (AAEP) 
and the Capacity Building and Change Management Program (CBCMP), 
which aim to build capacity at the Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation, and 
Livestock (MAIL).794 A list of all active USAID agriculture programs are 
found in Table 3.27 on the next page.

USAID said its Office of Acquisition and Assistance (OAA) revised its 
contracting officer’s representative (COR) designation letters, emphasiz-
ing the need for CORs to play a central role in the multi-tier monitoring 
approach, ensuring that U.S. government personnel verify activities at all 
times, and helping ensure oversight effectiveness. OAA also started issu-
ing letters to activity managers this quarter to strengthen U.S. government 

TABle 3.26

USAID ExTRACTIvES ASSISTAnCE PRoGRAMS

Project title start Date end Date
total estimated 

cost ($)
cumulative Disbursements,  

as of 3/31/2015 ($)

sheberghan Gas Generation Activity 12/21/2011 7/31/2016 $30,440,958 $19,400,618

sheberghan Gas Development Project 5/15/2012 4/30/2015 90,000,000 0

mining investment and Development for Afghan sustainability 3/31/2013 3/20/2016 50,096,175 15,818,556 

Source: USAID, response to SIgAr data call, 4/9/2015. 
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oversight efforts. In addition, USAID uses third-party monitoring whereby 
the CORs and agreement officer’s representatives of projects can sign up for 
services such as field-based monitoring, evaluation, management informa-
tion and reporting, and web content development, among others.795

Agricultural Credit Enhancement
The 55-month, $75 million ACE that expired in February 2015 supported 
Afghanistan’s Agriculture Development Fund (ADF), which provided credit 
across the agricultural value chain through banks, farm stores, leasing 
companies, and food processors. Much of this credit was then extended 
to farmers. ACE was the technical-assistance component that manages all 
ADF lending activities and helps build MAIL capacity.796

More than 234 loans valued at $106 million were extended to over 31,000 
farm households and agribusinesses in 33 of Afghanistan’s 34 provinces with 
about $60 million disbursed. ACE reportedly met 16 of its 19 performance 
targets and transferred to MAIL, a fully operational financial institution with 
a growing portfolio, but it also faced an unwillingness of Afghan banking 
institutions to act as intermediaries for ADF funds, delays in USAID vetting, 
and the unavailability of functional Development Credit Authority facilities. 
ADF’s four-year portfolio cumulative default rate was 4.5%.797 

TABle 3.27

USAID ACTIvE AGRICULTURE PRoGRAMS

Project title start Date end Date
total estimated 

cost ($)
cumulative Disbursements,  

as of 3/31/2015 ($) 

Afghanistan Agriculture Extension Project ii (AAEP-ii) 10/1/2014 9/30/2017 $19,814,702 $1,147,103

Agriculture credit Enhancement (AcE)* 7/15/2010 2/25/2015 75,175,296 72,346,632

capacity Building and change management Program ii 7/10/2014 7/9/2017 19,999,989 3,961,994

Digital integration to Amplify Agriculture Extension in Afghanistan 
(DiAAEA)

11/30/2014 11/29/2015 391,000 0

Famine Early Warning system network (FEWsnEt) Phase iii 12/29/2011 12/28/2016 78,011,630 2,420,553

incentives Driving Economic Alternatives-north, East, and West 
(iDEA-nEW)

3/2/2009 9/30/2015 159,878,589 150,702,887

strengthening Afghan Agricultural Faculties (sAAF) 3/25/2011 12/31/2016 7,824,209 6,236,596

Regional Agricultural Development Program (RADP)-south 10/7/2013 10/6/2018 125,075,172 22,279,151

Regional Agricultural Development Program (RADP)-north 5/21/2014 5/20/2019 78,429,714 4,177,911

Regional Agricultural Development Program (RADP)-West 8/10/2014 8/9/2019 69,973,376 3,532,601

[Project name not specified] 9/12/2013 9/30/2018 4,950,692 0

[Project name not specified] 10/1/2013 9/30/2018 26,606,514 0

[Project name not specified] 12/16/2014 12/31/2016 5,000,000 5,000,000

Note: *ACe expired 2/25/2015. 

Source: USAID, response to SIgAr data call, 4/9/2015. 
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Capacity Building and Change Management Program II
USAID’s three-year, $20 million CBCMP-II, which began in July 2014, 
works to build managerial and institutional capacity at the MAIL’s central, 
provincial, and district offices. The program aims to create more efficient, 
better-run government support to Afghanistan’s agricultural sector, espe-
cially from the district offices, which work directly with local farmers and 
herders. CBCMP will focus on the finance and accounting, monitoring and 
evaluation, and procurement and contracts directorates at central MAIL. 
CBCMP will also help the district offices prioritize, plan, budget, and secure 
resources to give farmers access to modern agricultural technology, and 
help provide useful agricultural and financial reporting to the central gov-
ernment and MAIL. USAID will also help MAIL shift its capacity-building 
efforts to the World Bank-funded Capacity Building for Results (CBR) 
Program.798 As of March 12, 2015, CBCMP-II has recruited 66 of 81 Change 
Management Specialists and has received used information technology 
equipment from USAID programs that are closing out.799

essentiAl services AnD DeveloPment
Since 2002, the United States has provided reconstruction funds to increase 
electricity, build roads and bridges, and improve health and education in 
Afghanistan. This section addresses key developments in U.S. efforts to 
improve the government’s ability to deliver essential services such as elec-
tricity, transportation, health, and education. 

Power Supply
Afghanistan has one of the lowest rates of electrification in the world, with 
only 25% of Afghans connected to the power grid—about the same propor-
tion as those who live in cities.800 Afghanistan imports approximately 73% of 
its total electricity. Electricity imports are expected to rise in the near term, 
according to a recent World Bank report, which also noted that limited 
access to electricity is one of Afghanistan’s biggest constraints to private-
sector development.801 

new U.S.-Afghan Joint Regional Energy Working Group
On March 23, 2015, Secretary of State John Kerry announced establish-
ment of a U.S.-Afghan Joint Regional Energy Working Group charged with 
exploring ways to support Afghanistan’s integration into regional energy 
markets. State, USAID, Treasury, and other relevant U.S. agencies will par-
ticipate in this effort. President Ghani envisions this initiative will help turn 
Afghanistan into a hub where energy generated from Central Asia, and also 
increasingly from Afghanistan, will flow into South Asia.802

USAID hosted a U.S. government-Internal [interagency] Regional Energy 
Symposium, March 31–April 1, 2015, in Dubai. The symposium’s two 

current regional energy initiatives involving 
Afghanistan include the turkmenistan-
Uzbekistan-tajikistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan 
transmission line that will enable power 
to be dispatched from turkmenistan to 
Pakistan; the cAsA-1000 transmission 
line project that will move electricity 
between Kyrgyzstan and tajikistan, and from 
tajikistan to Afghanistan and Pakistan; and 
the turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-
india (tAPi) natural gas pipeline, which will 
transport natural gas from turkmenistan to 
these other countries. 

Source: ADB, 44463-013: Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-
India Natural gas Pipeline Phase 3, accessed 4/8/2015; 
CASA-1000, http://www.casa-1000.org/MainPages/
CASAAbout.php; USAID, response to SIgAr vetting, 
4/12/2015. 
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objectives were to: (1) improve the understanding of the current Silk Road 
regional energy situation, the U.S. government’s current energy investments 
across the region, U.S. diplomatic efforts, and other key initiatives; and 
(2) gain consensus on where the U.S. government should invest declining 
funds for the most effective results and whether a strategic shift is needed.803 

From 2002 through 2014, USAID alone obligated more than $2.7 billion to 
build generators, substations, and transmission lines, and provide technical 
assistance in the sector.804 In addition, the Department of Defense (DOD) 
has provided approximately $292 million for electricity projects through 
the Commander’s Emergency Response Program and roughly $1.1 billion 
through the Afghanistan Infrastructure Fund (AIF), which is jointly man-
aged by DOD and State.805 For more information about the status of AIF 
programs, see pages 165–166 in the January 2015 Quarterly Report to the 
United States Congress. 

Afghanistan’s two primary power systems are the Northeast Power 
System (NEPS) and the Southeast Power System (SEPS). USAID has three 
projects to connect and increase the electricity supply in both systems: 
(1) the Power Transmission Expansion and Connectivity (PTEC) project to 
construct a transmission line connecting Kabul with Kandahar and build the 
capacity of Afghanistan’s national electric utility, Da Afghanistan Breshna 
Sherkat (DABS), to sustain energy infrastructure investments; (2) the 
Sheberghan Gas Development Project (SGDP) to attract private investment 
to develop gas resources in Sheberghan and build power plants; and (3) the 
Kandahar-Helmand Power Project (KHPP), which includes installing a third 
turbine at Kajaki Dam and improving the transmission system connecting 
Kajaki with Kandahar.806 All of USAID’s active power infrastructure projects 
are listed in Table 3.28.

Kandahar-Helmand Power Project 
The KHPP is intended to increase power supply and reliability in Kandahar 
and Helmand Provinces.807 All components of this project are closed 
out, except for a USAID technical-support services contract with Black 
and Veatch to assist DABS with its efforts to increase long-term sus-
tainable hydropower from Kajaki Dam by installing a third turbine in 
the powerhouse.808 

This quarter USAID said that the December 31, 2015, turbine-installation 
completion date must be extended. Transportation of equipment and mate-
rials during ongoing military operations has not met the contract schedule; 
DABS’s staffing levels are inadequate to meet management demands for 
the installation phase; and GFA Consulting Ltd., the construction man-
agement consultant to DABS, has shown weak project management. Yet 
DABS extended GFA’s contract by 15 months until February 29, 2016, and 
increased the contract’s budget by $21 million to $36 million. Payments to 
contractors have not been timely, and DABS faces challenges developing 

nePs: imports electricity from the central 
Asian Republics to provide power to Kabul 
and the communities north of Kabul.  
 
sePs: draws most of its power from the 
Kajaki Dam and from diesel generators 
in Kandahar city to provide power in the 
Helmand and Kandahar areas.

Source: DOD, Report on Progress Toward Security and Stability 
in Afghanistan, 11/2013, accessed 12/29/2013. 
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the capacity to manage large-scale technical contracts. USAID affirmed the 
need for its continued support for capacity building.809

DOD has disbursed $136 million for diesel fuel since FY 2011 to run 
generators in Kandahar City through the Kandahar Bridging Solution 
while turbine-installation work at Kajaki Dam is under way. Fuel subsidies 
($20 million obligated in FY 2014 funds alone) are scheduled to expire in 
September 2015.810 USAID said DABS is considering raising tariff rates to pay 
for diesel after DOD subsidies end, and relayed that to the Kandahar gover-
nor and community last year, but has faced difficulties convincing them.811

Power Transmission Expansion and Connectivity Program
The U.S.-funded PTEC program was designed to strengthen and expand the 
power-generation, transmission, and distribution systems, including funding 
the transmission line between Kabul and Kandahar to connect NEPS with 
SEPS.812 PTEC’s commercialization and capacity-building components aim 
to reduce technical and commercial losses.813 Construction has started on 
the transmission line and substations between Arghandi and Ghazni, the 
first segment of the NEPS-SEPS connector. To date, $17 million have been 
disbursed through DABS/MOF to PTEC contractors for this effort.814 

In support of the second segment, Ghazni to Kandahar, $179.5 million 
was transferred from AIF to USAID.815 In addition, $300 million was deobli-
gated from the Asian Development Bank (ADB)-administered Afghanistan 
Infrastructure Trust Fund and returned to PTEC because USAID felt ADB 
was not giving the project the priority to which it originally agreed.816 
Instead, USAID provided a direct-assistance award to DABS, which could 
shorten construction time for the NEPS-SEPS transmission line by one year. 
USAID completed the design work for this segment of the transmission line 

SIGAR AudIt 

An ongoing siGAR audit focuses 
on state Department progress in 
completing FY 2011 Afghanistan 
infrastructure Fund projects, the impact 
on other infrastructure priorities and 
counterinsurgency objectives, and 
sustainment challenges.  
 
 
SIGAR SpecIAl pRoject

this quarter siGAR issued a letter 
of inquiry to state, DoD, UsFoR-A, 
and UsAiD about the status of the 
U.s. government’s efforts to develop 
a reliable and sustainable source 
of electric power for Kandahar city 
after september 2015. For more 
information, see section 2, page 45.

TABle 3.28

USAID ACTIvE PoWER InFRASTRUCTURE PRoJECTS

Project title start Date end Date
total estimated 

cost ($)
cumulative Disbursements,  

as of 3/31/2015 ($) 

Kandahar-Helmand Power Project 12/9/2010 11/30/2015 $226,669,100 $224,010,474

Power transmission Expansion and connectivity 1/1/2013 12/31/2016 670,000,000 28,049,353

contributions to the Afghanistan infrastructure trust Fund 3/7/2013 3/6/2018 285,170,184 105,000,000

Kajaki Dam Unit 2 4/22/2013 12/31/2015 75,000,000 18,424,853

Public Awareness campaign to increase Afghans' Knowledge of 
Energy Development Programs

2/1/2014 1/31/2016 1,789,224 929,863

Utility Executive Exchange 9/30/2007 9/30/2017 698,555 698,555

Afghan Engineering support Program 11/9/2009 11/8/2015 72,000,000 62,706,294

PEER Grants 7/25/2011 7/24/2016 133,492,138 5,440,647

Note: The Sheberghan gas generation Activity (SggA), Sheberghan gas Development Project (SgDP), and Mining Investment and Development for Afghan Sustainability (MIDAS) programs, which 
are categorized under the power sector in USAID’s funding pipeline report, are listed in the extractives sector programs subsection on pages 170–173.

Source: USAID, response to SIgAr data call, 4/9/2015. 
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and five substations, including preparation of bid documents, and assisted 
on the tender announced February 9, 2015.817 

Whether a resulting PTEC contract will be approved by Afghanistan’s 
National Procurement Commission (NPC) is uncertain, USAID cautioned. 
The NPC, established by Presidential Decree #60 on February 20, 2015, 
replaced the Special Procurement Commission, through which all previ-
ous on-budget contracts went for Afghan government approval. As a result, 
USAID said program delays are possible.818 For additional information 
about the NPC, see page 136 in the Governance section of this report. 

To help bridge the gap between Kandahar’s electricity generation capac-
ity and demand until the NEPS-SEPS transmission line is completed, 
USAID said PTEC is funding a reverse auction whereby independent power 
producers will compete to construct and sell power to DABS from a solar 
power plant. This plant, expected to be operational by mid-2016, may be 
large enough to produce 10 megawatt output.819

trAnsPortAtion
Afghanistan’s lack of transportation infrastructure hinders internal com-
merce, foreign trade, and economic growth. The World Bank said building 
the transportation sector is imperative for national economic develop-
ment.820 Afghanistan’s transportation infrastructure shortcomings constrain 
the service and agriculture sectors, currently the leading contributors to 
GDP.821 They also hold back the mining industry, whose future revenues 
the Afghan government and international donor community are counting 
on to offset declining aid.822 This quarter, the United States continued its 
efforts to assist Afghanistan in developing the capacity of the Ministry of 
Transportation, and sustaining operations and maintenance.823 

Roads
While the United States has provided $2.36 billion cumulatively for road 
construction and O&M, and will spend about $5 million this year for 
O&M,824 the World Bank has said 85% of Afghan roads are in poor shape and 
a majority cannot be used by motor vehicles.825 Afghanistan does not cur-
rently have sufficient funding and technical capacity to maintain its roads 
and highways, according to USAID.826 USAID’s active road construction and 
O&M programs are listed in Table 3.29.

Road Sector Sustainability Project
USAID’s Road Sector Sustainability Project (RSSP) helps the Ministry 
of Public Works strengthen its capacity to better fund and maintain 
Afghanistan’s roadway infrastructure. It has four main activities:827 
•	 Activity 1: Emergency O&M, which costs $5 million over 12 months. 

So far, $8,000 was spent on clearing mudslides. 
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•	 Activity 2: Technical assistance to the Ministry of Public Works for 
creation of a road authority and road fund, which costs $21.4 million 
for phase I; $14 million for phase II. A three-year contract for phase 
I began in August 2014. Afghan agencies created in phase I will 
need parliamentary approval before phase II (buildings, equipment, 
training) begins. 

•	 Activity 3: Capacity building for the Ministry of Public Works, which 
will cost $38 million. The statement of work is being developed based 
on a needs assessment that is under way. Parliamentary approval for 
Activity 2, phase I is needed before Activity 3 begins.

•	 Activity 4: Transitional Incentives Funds for Road O&M, which will 
cost $33 million. USAID funding will go on-budget through the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB)-administered Afghanistan Infrastructure 
Trust Fund (AITF) once the ADB develops an O&M incentive window. 

Gardez-Khowst Road Rehabilitation Phase Iv 
The four-phase, $233 million, 63-mile asphalt-paved highway project gives 
Khowst and Paktiya Provinces access to major trading routes to Pakistan, 
to Kabul, and to the Ring Road connecting Kabul, Kandahar, and Herat.828 It 
includes bridges, causeways, drainage structures, excavation, “river train-
ing” structures to control flow and sedimentation, and asphalt pavement. 
Three of the four phases are complete with 55 miles of road paved so far. 
The remaining road and bridge construction will commence soon (another 
bridge in Phase IV is already under way).829

economic growth 
As of March 31, 2015, USAID disbursed approximately $977 million for eco-
nomic growth programs in Afghanistan.830

TABle 3.29

USAID ACTIvE RoAD ConSTRUCTIon, oPERATIonS AnD MAInTEnAnCE PRoGRAMS

Project title start Date end Date
total estimated 

cost ($)
cumulative Disbursements, 

as of 3/31/2015 ($) 

technical Assistance to the ministry of Public Works 8/3/2014 8/2/2017 $21,366,222 $2,339,998

Gardez to Khowst Road, Phase iV 6/26/2014 12/31/2016 31,963,736 14,554,611

salang tunnel maintenance 4/1/2013 3/30/2016 3,533,950 1,469,001

Engineering, Quality Assurance, and Logistical support (EQUALs) 4/18/2011 4/17/2016 126,307,645 102,069,140

support for UsAiD's construction of Health and Education 
Facilities Program

1/19/2008 7/31/2015 57,160,749 56,355,660

Note: Technical Assistance to the Ministry of Public Works is part of USAID’s road Sector Sustainability Project.

Source: USAID, response to SIgAr data calls, 3/26/2015 and 4/9/2015.
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Afghanistan Workforce Development Program
USAID’s four-year, $62.6 million, Afghanistan Workforce Development 
Program (AWDP) aims to offer access for 25,000 Afghan men (75% target) 
and women (25% target) to labor-market-driven vocational education and 
training, business-development support, business-management training 
programs, financial credit, and job-placement services. AWDP is trying to 
mitigate high unemployment and the scarcity of technically skilled Afghan 
labor and trained Afghan business managers. The goal of the program is to 
facilitate job creation, develop a skilled and semi-skilled workforce, increase 
self-employment, and promote economic recovery in Afghanistan.831 

The AWDP is also supporting efforts to build the capacity of technical/
vocational educators and trainers. AWDP seeks to improve the quality of 
these training programs through public-private partnerships, and make 
them more accessible. As of December 31, 2014, USAID reported more 
than 11,000 Afghans were trained and 6,700 were either placed in jobs or 
promoted in mid-career/semi-professional jobs. It is unknown if the pro-
gram’s targets of almost 21,000 trained and 17,500 placed or promoted was 
reached by its April 2015 deadline. Afghanistan’s slowdown in economic 
activity will hurt the program. However, so far the program has exceeded 
its target of having women be 25% of those being trained, placed (31%) and 
promoted (34%).832 The AWDP disbursed approximately $18.3 million, as of 
March 31, 2015.833 

eDUcAtion
The United States aims to improve Afghan access to quality education by 
promoting capacity building; responding to urgent needs for learning mate-
rials, schools, and teacher development; and increasing opportunities in 
adult literacy, employment skills, and youth development.834 As of March 31, 
2015, USAID disbursed more than $768 million for education programs 
in Afghanistan.835

According to the most complete data available from the Ministry of 
Education’s (MOE) Education Information System (EMIS), Afghanistan had 
a total of 14,226 general education (government) schools in 1393 (2014), 
with 8.35 million students enrolled.836 Of the 8.12 million students enrolled 
in 1392—the most complete data available that breaks out the types of 
attendance—6.6 million were categorized as present, while 1.55 million 
students were considered absent.837 EMIS neither tracks open and closed 
schools at any given time, nor teacher and student attendance. Figures are 
not independently verified.838

USAID’s priority education programs funded through the ESF this quar-
ter remain:839 
•	 Basic Education, Literacy and Technical-Vocational Education 

and Training (BELT): aims to improve access to basic education in 

SIGAR AudIt 

An ongoing siGAR audit focuses on the 
U.s. efforts to improve access to and 
the quality of Afghanistan’s primary 
and secondary education systems. 
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communities that are typically beyond the government’s reach. This 
quarter USAID issued a request for proposals for a national reading 
assessment of 2nd and 4th grade students. 

•	 BELT Community Based Education (CBE): provides access to basic 
education in 10 provinces.

•	 American University of Afghanistan (AUAF): USAID signed an 
agreement to fund eight undergraduate and five graduate students.

•	 Afghanistan University Support and Workforce Development 
Program (USWDP): helps create and tailor higher education curricula 
based on market needs.

•	 Education Quality Improvement Project (EQUIP): focuses on 
teacher training. More than 84,000 teachers have been trained with U.S. 
government assistance.

A full list of USAID’s active education programs can be found in Table 3.30.

University Support and Workforce Development Program
The five-year, $92 million USWDP aims to improve the management capac-
ity of the Ministry of Higher Education (MOHE) and of 10 universities to 
increase the number of professionally qualified Afghan men and women 
in the private and public sectors. The program also links universities and 
employers, helps tailor curricula to meet market demand, and strives to cre-
ate a new or substantially enhanced degree at each university.840 

So far, an information-technology associate degree program was 
launched at Kabul Polytechnic University with a class of 38 students, eight 
of whom are women. At Kabul University, 28 students (including eight 

TABle 3.30

USAID ACTIvE EDUCATIon PRoGRAMS

Project title start Date end Date
total estimated 

cost ($)
cumulative Disbursements, 

as of 3/31/2015 ($)

Global Partnership for Education 10/11/2012 3/31/2015 $3,108,580 $1,009,674 

American University of Afghanistan, Professional Development institute 8/1/2013 7/31/2018 40,000,000 12,075,066 

Afghanistan technical Vocational institute 6/15/2013 6/14/2015 1,000,000 700,000 

strengthening Education in Afghanistan 5/19/2014 5/18/2019 29,835,920 2,076,818 

Afghan tuition scholarship Program 8/21/2011 7/31/2017 7,384,665 6,398,771 

Assessment of Learning outcomes and social Effects in community-
Based Education

1/1/2014 12/31/2017 7,262,016 699,801 

Afghanistan University support and Workforce Development Program 1/1/2014 12/31/2018 91,927,769 11,224,116 

increasing Access to Basic Education and Gender Equality 9/17/2014 9/16/2019 54,027,000 54,027,000 

BELt-community Based Education 10/29/2013 10/28/2017 56,000,000 0 

Source: USAID, response to SIgAr data call, 4/9/2015. 
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women) are enrolled in the second cohort of the master’s program in public 
policy and administration, while bachelor’s and master’s programs in busi-
ness administration were launched. USAID warned that establishing new 
degree programs is challenging given the substantial policy work required 
by MOHE and university leadership.841

heAlth
Afghanistan has experienced improvements in its health indicators since 
2002, though it remains below average for low-income countries and has 
one of the world’s highest levels of child malnutrition, according to the 
World Bank.842 U.S. assistance to the Ministry of Public Health (MOPH) 
includes capacity-building, training, and quality-assurance activities at cen-
tral and subnational levels, particularly in provinces to the south and east, 
where services are largely lacking.843

In 2015, Afghanistan’s Central Statistics Organization and MOPH, in 
partnership with USAID, will conduct the country’s first Demographic 
and Health Survey to help the Afghan government develop modern health 
and social programs. USAID said it will use the “gold standard” in sur-
vey research, providing rigorous data in all 34 provinces of the country 
on issues such as marriage rates, fertility levels and preferences, family 
planning, maternal and child nutrition, mortality, health, as well as social 
indicators. The results will be compiled according to international stan-
dards and be easily comparable to results collected in other countries.844 

USAID Funding
From FY 2002 through FY 2013, U.S. on- and off-budget assistance dis-
bursed to Afghanistan’s health sector totaled more than $913 million.845 
From FY 2014 through FY 2018, USAID assistance will total $383 million.846 
On-budget assistance to the MOPH includes salary payments to workers 
in U.S.-funded facilities, supplies and equipment, in-service training, minor 
renovations of facilities, and monitoring and supervision. Off-budget assis-
tance includes activities to strengthen health systems, engage the private 
sector, and procure pharmaceuticals and contraceptives.847 USAID’s active 
health programs are listed in Table 3.31. 

Partnership Contracts for Health Services 
The host-country Partnership Contracts for Health (PCH) Services pro-
gram supports the MOPH’s efforts to provide the Basic Package of Health 
Services—maternal and newborn health, child health and immunizations, 
public nutrition, communicable disease prevention, mental health, disability 
services, and supply of essential drugs—in 13 provinces and the Essential 
Package of Hospital Services in five provinces.848 PCH supports health care 
at over 6,000 health posts that provide limited curative care and more than 

SIGAR AudIt

A siGAR audit initiated this quarter on 
UsAiD’s efforts to support and improve 
Afghanistan’s healthcare services 
and focuses on the extent to which 
UsAiD assessed the overall impact 
of its efforts and the extent to which 
UsAiD collects, verifies, and reconciles 
healthcare data to determine its 
accuracy. For more information, see 
section 2, page 28. 
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600 facilities, including hospitals and health centers. It also supports tertiary 
health-care services at five provincial hospitals and one national hospital. 
In addition, PCH supports the Community Midwifery Education program, 
which aims to reduce maternal and child mortality.849 

USAID said its health-sector priorities are to document through its 
monitoring system how PCH supports health-service delivery, share les-
sons learned with the MOPH and World Bank, and ensure PCH’s smooth 
transition to the World Bank-administered System Enhancement for Health 
Action in Transition. PCH is scheduled to expire in December 2015.850

TABle 3.31

USAID ACTIvE HEALTH PRoGRAMS

Project title start Date end Date
total estimated 

cost ($)
cumulative Disbursements,  

as of 3/31/2015 ($)

strengthening Pharmaceutical systems 8/28/2011 8/27/2015 $24,499,936 $19,320,374

Polio-Eradication Activities 9/30/1996 9/30/2022 10,830,615 9,265,102

tuberculosis care 9/29/2010 9/28/2015 5,600,000 4,600,000

Health Policy Project 9/25/2011 6/30/2015 29,732,652 26,475,988

Partnership for supply chain management 6/1/2009 9/26/2015 894,402 394,402

Partnership contracts for Health 7/20/2008 12/31/2015 259,663,247 210,034,769

improving nutrition through multi-sectoral Approaches 11/7/2014 12/31/2017 5,610,012 5,408,826

Disease Early Warning system 9/1/2008 6/30/2017 8,500,000 8,500,000

Family Planning, maternal, neonatal, and child Health Project 1/7/2015 1/6/2020 60,000,000 84,213

Deliver 9/30/2010 9/29/2015 13,535,571 11,720,015

Demographic and Health surveys 9/9/2013 9/8/2018 5,453,731 293,586

Leadership management and Governance Field support 9/25/2012 6/30/2015 37,853,384 32,007,979

Source: USAID, response to SIgAr data call, 4/9/2015.
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OthER AGEncy OVERSIGht

SIGAR’s enabling legislation requires it to keep the Secretary of State 
and the Secretary of Defense fully informed about problems relating to 
the administration of reconstruction programs, and to submit a report to 
Congress on SIGAR’s oversight work and on the status of the U.S. recon-
struction effort no later than 30 days after the end of each fiscal quarter. 
Each quarter, SIGAR requests updates from other agencies on completed 
and ongoing oversight activities. This section compiles these updates. 
Publicly available copies of completed reports are posted at the agencies’ 
respective websites.

The descriptions appear as submitted, with minor changes to maintain 
consistency with other sections of this report: acronyms and abbrevia-
tions in place of full names; standardized capitalization, hyphenation, 
punctuation, and preferred spellings; and third-person instead of 
first-person construction.

These agencies perform oversight activities in Afghanistan and provide 
results to SIGAR:
•	 Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DOD IG)
•	 Department of State Office of Inspector General (State OIG)
•	 Government Accountability Office (GAO)
•	 U.S. Army Audit Agency (USAAA) 
•	 U.S. Agency for International Development Office of Inspector General 

(USAID OIG)

lEAd iNsPECtOr gENErAl FOr OPErAtiON 
FrEEdOm’s sENtiNEl APPOiNtEd
This quarter, the chair of the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity 
and Efficiency (CIGIE) named DOD Inspector General (DOD IG) Jon T. 
Rymer as the lead IG for Operation Freedom’s Sentinel (OFS), the new 
name for the U.S. military mission in Afghanistan.

OFS commenced on January 1, 2015, after U.S. combat operations in 
Afghanistan formally ended in December 2014. DOD designated OFS as a 
new overseas contingency operation, triggering a provision in the wartime-
contracting law that requires the inspectors general of DOD, State, and 
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USAID to coordinate their oversight efforts during new contingency opera-
tions. The law also directs the CIGIE chair to name one of these three IGs 
to serve as the “Lead IG” for oversight of the new operation. Under the law, 
lead IGs have already been appointed for two ongoing overseas contingency 
operations: Operation Inherent Resolve to confront the Islamic State in Iraq 
and the Levant (ISIL), and Operation United Assistance to respond to the 
Ebola virus outbreak in Africa.

The appointment of a lead IG for OFS and other new overseas con-
tingency operations does not change SIGAR’s authority or jurisdiction 
over reconstruction funds and programs in Afghanistan, as CIGIE Chair 
Michael E. Horowitz noted in his letter to DOD IG Rymer. “Nothing in 
this designation is intended to limit or otherwise affect the authority and 
responsibilities of SIGAR,” he wrote. Rymer likewise wrote in a letter to 
Senator Claire McCaskill (D-MO) that he would discharge his duties “in 
coordination with SIGAR to avoid duplication of effort and ensure compli-
ance with the law in the most efficient manner possible.” Both letters may 
be found in Appendix E of this report.

COmPlEtEd OvErsight ACtivitiEs
Table 4.1 lists the eight oversight projects related to reconstruction that par-
ticipating agencies reported as completed this quarter.

U.S. Department of Defense Office of Inspector General
During this quarter, DOD IG issued three reports related to Afghanistan 
reconstruction.

TABLE 4.1 

RECENTLY COMPLETED OVERSIGHT ACTIVITIES OF OTHER U.S. AGENCIES, AS OF MARCH 31, 2015

Agency report Number date issued Project title

DOD IG DODIG-2015-101 3/31/2015 contingency contracting: A Framework for Reform–2015 Update

DOD IG DODIG-2015-093 3/31/2015
Summary of Lessons Learned — DOD IG Assessment Oversight of "train, Advise, Assist, and Equip" Operations by U.S. and coalition 
Forces in Iraq and Afghanistan

DOD IG DODIG-2015-082 2/26/2015
the Government of Islamic Republic of Afghanistan's controls Over the contract Management Process for U.S. Direct Assistance need 
Improvement

DOD IG DODIG-2015-067 1/30/2015
Assessment of U.S. and coalition Efforts to Develop the Logistics and Maintenance Sustainment capability of the Afghan national 
Police

DOD IG DODIG-2015-059 1/9/2015
Military construction in a contingency Environment: Summary of Weaknesses Identified in Reports Issued From January 1, 2008, 
through March 31, 2014

GAO GAO-15-250 2/18/2015 contingency contracting: contractor Personnel tracking System needs Better Plans And Guidance

GAO GAO-15-285 1/29/2015 Opportunities May Exist to Increase Utility of nondevelopmental Items Pilot Program

GAO GAO-15-200 12/22/2014 Further Actions needed to Improve Oversight of Pass-through contracts

Source: DOD IG, response to SIGAR data call, 3/19/2015; State OIG, response to SIGAR data call, 3/17/2015; GAO, response to SIGAR data call, 3/19/2015; USAAA, response to SIGAR data 
call 3/10/2015; USAID OIG, response to SIGAR data call, 3/24/2015
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Contingency Contracting: A Framework for 
Reform–2015 Update 
(Report No. DODIG-2015-101, Issued March 31, 2015)

DOD IG re-emphasized ongoing problems identified in the previous DOD 
Office of Inspector General Reports: DODIG-2012-134, “Contingency 
Contracting: A Framework for Reform–2012 Update,” September 18, 2012, 
and D-2010-059, “Contingency Contracting: A Framework for Reform,” May 
14, 2010. This report provides a framework and tool for contracting per-
sonnel to use when assessing their contracting operations to ensure DOD 
implements the best practices and identifies vulnerabilities to fraud, waste, 
and abuse. This report is based on DOD IG consolidation of 40 reports 
prepared by DOD IG personnel and press releases related to 21 fraud inves-
tigations issued from April 1, 2012, through December 31, 2014, regarding 
DOD’s contingency contracting. These reports and investigations identi-
fied a variety of problems relating to DOD officials not properly awarding, 
administering, or managing contingency contracts in accordance with 
Federal and DOD policies.

Summary of Lessons Learned—DOD IG Assessment Oversight 
of “Train, Advise, Assist, and Equip” Operations by U.S. and 
Coalition Forces in Iraq and Afghanistan
(Report No. DODIG-2015-093, Issued March 31, 2015)

This DOD IG summary report sought lessons learned that might apply to 
future contingency operations as well as to Operation Inherent Resolve. 
This summary report provides DOD military commanders and other stake-
holders responsible for Operation Inherent Resolve a summary of lessons 
learned gleaned from DOD IG assessment oversight of U.S. and Coalition 
“Train, Advise, Assist, and Equip” efforts during Operations Iraqi Freedom 
and Enduring Freedom. DOD IG reviewed 30 assessment reports issued 
by the DOD IG between July 2008 and January 2015. These reports con-
tained 342 observations related to U.S. and Coalition efforts to develop the 
national security forces of Iraq and Afghanistan. DOD IG’s review identi-
fied the following five systemic challenge and problem areas, with related 
lessons learned, in the U.S. and Coalition efforts to develop partner nation 
security forces, such as those of Iraq and Afghanistan:
•	 Training and Equipping of Partner Nation Security Forces and 

Ministries
•	 Advisory Assistance in Support of Partner Nation Security Forces and 

Ministries
•	 Logistics Development and Sustainment
•	 Accountability and Control of U.S.-Supplied Equipment
•	 U.S. Contract Management
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The Government of Islamic Republic of Afghanistan’s Controls 
Over the Contract Management Process for U.S. Direct 
Assistance Need Improvement
(Report No. DODIG-2015-082, Issued February 26, 2015)

This report is For Official Use Only. A redacted version has since been 
posted at the agency’s website: http://www.dodig.mil/pubs/documents/
DODIG-2015-082.pdf

Assessment of U.S. and Coalition Efforts to Develop the 
Logistics and Maintenance Sustainment Capability of the 
Afghan National Police
(Report No. DODIG-2015-067, Issued January 30, 2015) 

DOD IG found that coalition force and ANP leaders recognized that devel-
opment of logistics, including supply and maintenance capabilities, was 
crucial to long-term ANP success. Coalition force advisors identified a need 
for certain policy updates in support of logistics transition, and encour-
aged the Ministry of Interior (MOI) and ANP leaders to implement and 
enforce established logistics policies and processes. Coalition, MOI, and 
ANP leaders readily offered input on and analysis of MOI and ANP logistics 
development, and the importance of implementing a demand-based logis-
tics, supply, and maintenance system to ANP mission success.

DOD IG identified key logistics issues in three areas—resources, policy 
implementation and enforcement, and emerging logistics processes.

Military Construction in a Contingency Environment: Summary 
of Weaknesses Identified in Reports Issued From January 1, 
2008, Through March 31, 2014
(Report No. DODIG-2015-059, Issued January 9, 2015)

The DOD IG summarized DOD IG and Air Force Audit Agency reports 
that identified weaknesses with contingency construction contracts in 
Afghanistan and Iraq. Specifically, DOD IG summarized 11 reports that pro-
vided oversight of contingency construction contracts valued at about $738 
million. The weaknesses include inadequate quality assurance and contract 
oversight, inadequate requirements, acceptance of substandard construc-
tion, unclear guidance, lack of coordination between commands, lack of 
contract files, and funding approval process.

Overall, quality-assurance weaknesses were cited 15 times in seven 
reports and contributed to an increased risk to personnel life and safety on 
the facilities. The quality-assurance weaknesses included insufficient con-
tract oversight and lack of quality-assurance documents and procedures. 
The other weaknesses contributed to additional work to bring newly con-
structed facilities up to standard. The recurring weaknesses indicate that 
there is an opportunity to apply lessons learned from military construction 
projects and minimize their recurrence in future contingency environments.
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U.S. Department of State Office of Inspector General-Middle 
East Regional Operations
During this quarter, State OIG did not release any reports related to 
Afghanistan reconstruction.

Government Accountability Office
During this quarter, GAO issued three reports related to Afghanistan 
reconstruction.

Contingency Contracting: Contractor Personnel Tracking 
System Needs Better Plans And Guidance
(Report No. GAO-15-250, Issued February 18, 2015)

The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) has assessed 
resources that it needs to sustain its contract data system, the Global 
Acquisition and Assistance System (GLAAS), but the Department of 
Defense (DOD) has not assessed all resources that it will need to sustain 
the Synchronized Predeployment and Operational Tracker–Enterprise Suite 
(SPOT-ES). DOD, the Department of State (State), and USAID use SPOT-ES 
as a repository of information on contracts and contractor personnel 
in contingency operations; USAID also uses GLAAS to record informa-
tion about contracts. DOD uses the budget process to identify resources 
it projects it will need in the next budget year to modernize and operate 
its systems, but DOD has not updated its lifecycle cost estimate or fully 
defined and assessed its plans to determine all resources needed to sustain 
SPOT-ES. For example, DOD has not updated its life-cycle cost estimate 
since 2010, despite changes to costs due to schedule delays, because offi-
cials said the system has proven stable. Also, DOD has not defined some of 
its plans that involve cost elements that need to be included in the estimate 
because it accepted the system’s previous program management estimates 
as reported. GAO’s Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide 

DOD has business rules for the entry of contract and contractor 
personnel data in SPOT—the database component of SPOT-ES—but 
lacks reasonable assurance that SPOT provides personnel data that are 
consistently timely and reliable because the department does not use 
its available mechanisms for assessing contractor performance to track 
whether contractors enter data in accordance with the business rules. 
The business rules, DOD guidance, and an applicable Defense Federal 
Acquisition Regulation Supplement clause describe how contractors and 
contracting officers are to enter data in SPOT. Using existing mechanisms 
for tracking contractor performance could provide DOD reasonable 
assurance that contractors have abided by business rules to enter and 
provide timely and reliable data. states that cost estimates should be cur-
rent and comprehensive. Without regularly updating life-cycle costs and 
defining and assessing plans to provide a full accounting for the systems’ 
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costs, management will have difficulty planning program resource 
requirements and making decisions. 

DOD has completed SPOT-ES interoperability testing, but has not fully 
registered or approved the system’s data. DOD Instruction 8320.02 directs 
heads of DOD components to register authoritative data sources and 
metadata in DOD’s Data Services Environment (DSE), its primary online 
repository for technical descriptions related to information technology 
and systems for all authorized users, and provides policy that data will be 
visible and trusted. GAO found that registration for SPOT-ES data was not 
completed, although program officials thought they had completed all the 
steps needed to register the system. Full registration and approval in the 
DSE would help ensure that data are visible and trusted.

GAO recommends, among other things, that DOD regularly update its 
life-cycle cost estimate for SPOT-ES to include defining and assessing its 
plans for SPOT-ES; use mechanisms to track contractor performance of 
SPOT-ES data entry; and complete SPOT-ES registration in the DSE. DOD 
concurred with these recommendations, and described planned steps to 
address them.

Opportunities May Exist to Increase Utility of 
Nondevelopmental Items Pilot Program
(Report No. GAO-15-285, Issued January 29, 2015)

Since the Department of Defense (DOD) implemented a pilot program 
in 2011 to award contracts for military-purpose nondevelopmental items 
(MPNDI), it has not awarded any contracts using the authority. An MPNDI 
is generally an item that meets a validated military requirement and has 
been developed exclusively at private expense. GAO’s analysis identified 
a number of issues that may be contributing to the lack of use of the pilot 
program, including the following: In several instances, DOD officials from 
commands and contracting activities that GAO interviewed were unaware 
of the pilot program prior to GAO’s review; their force noted that the pro-
gram had not been well publicized within the department; DOD program 
and contracting officials that GAO contacted stated that it was difficult to 
identify proposed acquisitions that could meet all the criteria for using the 
pilot program, which include that the items must be developed at private 
expense, the initial lot of items be delivered within nine months after con-
tract award, contractors be nontraditional defense contractors, competitive 
procedures be used, and contracts are $50 million or less; contracting offi-
cials from the military departments with whom GAO spoke identified other 
existing authorities—such as commercial item acquisition procedures—that 
they would use to acquire items they identified as potentially covered by the 
pilot program.

GAO recommends that DOD identify how the pilot program can help 
DOD attract nontraditional contractors, to test flexibilities or streamlined 
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procedures not otherwise available under existing authorities, and include 
issues hindering its use in its annual reports to Congress. DOD concurred 
with GAO’s recommendations.

Further Actions Needed to Improve Oversight of 
Pass-through Contracts
(Report No. GAO-15-200, Issued December 22, 2014)

Congress required the Department of Defense (DOD), the Department of 
State (State), and the United States Agency for International Development 
(USAID) to issue guidance and regulations as necessary to ensure that 
contracting officers complete additional analyses prior to awarding pass-
through contracts— contracts meeting certain criteria and in which prime 
contractors plan to subcontract 70% or more of the total cost of work to be 
performed—by July 2013.

DOD, State, and USAID varied in their implementation of Section 802. 
Specifically, GAO’s analysis of the agencies’ policies and regulations found 
the following: USAID issued a policy directive in June 2013 restating 
Section 802 requirements and is updating checklists used by contract-
ing officers. State issued a procurement bulletin in July 2014 that restated 
Section 802 requirements but has not taken further steps. Neither USAID 
nor State has provided its contracting officers additional information to 
help them implement these new requirements, such as by identifying how 
to assess alternative contracting arrangements or how to document their 
decisions. DOD has not taken any actions and is waiting for revisions to 
the Federal Acquisition Regulation—expected to be completed by March 
2015—before deciding what, if any, changes to its guidance are needed.

As of November 2014, none of the agencies had updated their manage-
ment-review processes to reflect Section 802 requirements.

To help ensure contracting officers carry out Section 802 require-
ments, GAO recommends that DOD, State, and USAID take two actions: 
issue guidance to help contracting officers perform the additional steps 
required, and revise management-review processes and guidance to verify 
implementation.

U.S. Army Audit Agency
The USAAA completed no audits related to Afghanistan reconstruction 
this quarter. 

U.S. Agency for International Development Office of 
Inspector General
This quarter, USAID OIG issued no audits related to reconstruction 
activities.
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ONgOiNg OvErsight ACtivitiEs
As of March 31, 2015, the participating agencies reported 13 ongoing over-
sight activities related to reconstruction in Afghanistan. The activities 
reported are listed in Table 4.2 and described in the following sections 
by agency.

U.S. Department of Defense Office of Inspector General
The Department of Defense continues to face many challenges in executing 
its Overseas Contingency Operations (OCO). The Department of Defense 
Office of Inspector General (DOD IG) has identified priorities based on 
those challenges and high-risks. For FY 2015, DOD IG oversight focuses 
on the areas of monitoring and oversight of acquisition and contracting 
processes that support training, equipping, and sustaining Afghanistan 
Security Forces (ASF). DOD IG will also continue to review and assess the 
Department’s efforts to train and equip Afghan National Security Forces.

The DOD IG-led Southwest Asia Joint Planning Group assists in coordi-
nating and deconflicting federal and DOD OCO-related oversight activities. 
DOD IG, working with the SIGAR as well as fellow Inspectors General 
and Defense oversight-community members, has issued the FY 2015 
Comprehensive Oversight Plan for Southwest Asia, October 2014. A key 
theme in the FY 2015 plan development is the force restructuring/draw-
down of operations in Afghanistan.

DOD IG’s ongoing OEF-related oversight addresses accountability of 
property; improper payments; contract administration and management, 
including construction projects; transition planning; logistical distribution 
within Afghanistan; and acquisition planning and controls over funding for 
Afghan Security Forces. 

Examination of DOD Execution of Afghanistan National Army 
Trust Fund Donations to the Afghanistan Security Forces Fund
(Project No. D2015-D000FL-0026.000, Initiated October 24, 2014)

The Deputy Comptroller (Program/Budget), Office of the Under Secretary 
of Defense (Comptroller), requested this examination. The Deputy 
Comptroller asserted that the receipts and expenditures, as of June 30, 
2014, for projects fully funded from the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) ANA Trust Fund contributions and received into the Afghanistan 
Security Forces Fund in FY 2013 or earlier were fairly presented in all mate-
rial respects. DOD IG is to determine whether the Deputy Comptroller 
fairly presented the receipts and expenditures from the NATO ANA Trust 
Fund contributions. In addition, DOD IG will review internal controls over 
financial reporting and compliance with laws and regulations as it relates 
to DOD IG’s engagement objective. DOD IG’s responsibility is to express an 
opinion based on its examination.
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Audit of Government of Islamic Republic of Afghanistan’s 
Internal Control for Asset Accountability 
(Project No. D2014-D000JB-0219.000, Initiated September 4, 2014)

The DOD IG is conducting this audit in response to a statutory require-
ment. DOD IG is determining whether the Combined Security Transition 
Command-Afghanistan (CSTC-A) and the GIROA Ministries of Defense and 
Interior have controls in place to effectively manage asset accountability 
for vehicles and buildings. Specifically, DOD IG will evaluate the adequacy 
of the policies and procedures for verifying the existence of the donated 
assets, forecasting of maintenance and replacement operations require-
ments, and identifying requirements for asset replenishment.

Assessment of the Sufficiency of the Afghan National  
Security Force’s Policies, Processes, and Procedures for  
the Management and Accountability of Ammunition, 
Explosives, and Fuel 
(Project No. D2014-D00SPO-0129.001, Initiated July 2, 2014). 

For this Command-requested follow-on review, the DOD IG is assessing 
the sufficiency of Afghan National Security Forces policies and proce-
dures for the management and accountability of fuel (Class III Bulk) and 

TABLE 4.2

ONGOING OVERSIGHT ACTIVITIES OF OTHER U.S. AGENCIES, AS OF MARCH 31, 2015

Agency Project Number date initiated Project title

DOD IG D2015-D000FL-0026.000 10/24/2014
Examination of DOD Execution of Afghanistan national Army trust Fund Donations to the Afghanistan 
Security Forces Fund

DOD IG D2014-D000JB-0219.000 9/4/2014 Audit of Government of Islamic Republic of Afghanistan's Internal control for Asset Accountability

DOD IG D2014-D00SPO-0129.001 7/2/2014
Assessment of the Sufficiency of the Afghan national Security Force's Policies, Processes, and Procedures 
for the Management and Accountability of Ammunition, Explosives, and Fuel

DOD IG D2013-D00SPO-0181.000 6/13/2013
Assessment of U.S. Government Efforts to transition Security cooperation and Assistance Activities 
Supporting the Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan from Department of Defense Authority 
to Department of State Authority

DOS OIG 14AUD034 2/11/2014
Audit of Department of State Selection, Positioning, training, and Oversight Responsibilities of Grants 
Officer Representatives

GAO 321059 2/5/2015 Afghan Special Immigrant Visa Program

GAO 351991 11/21/2014 Military construction in a contingency Environment

GAO 321034 7/23/2014 construction Efforts at the U.S. Embassy in Kabul Part II

GAO 351951 7/16/2014 Army and Marine’s Extended Equipment Reset Liability costs and Requirements

GAO 321031 7/9/2014 Securing Diplomatic Residences and Other Soft targets Overseas

GAO 100003 2/13/2014 Mitigating threats to Locally Employed Staff

USAID OIG FF100315 2/9/2015 Audit of USAID/Afghanistan’s Assistance in Building Afghanistan by Developing Enterprises Program

USAID OIG FF101014 8/26/2014 Audit of USAID/Afghanistan's Strategy for Monitoring and Evaluating Its Programs throughout Afghanistan

Source: DOD IG, response to SIGAR data call, 3/19/2015; State OIG, response to SIGAR data call, 3/17/2015; GAO, response to SIGAR data call, 3/19/2015; USAAA, response to SIGAR data 
call 3/10/2015; USAID OIG, response to SIGAR data call, 3/24/2015
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conventional military ammunition and explosives (Class V). Specifically 
DOD IG will review:
•	 the ISAF Security Assistance Office relationship with the Ministries 

of Defense and Interior regarding regulations and procedures for the 
procurement, receipt, accountability, and consumption of ammunition 
and fuel

•	 ANSF compliance with published accountability procedures and 
internal controls for ammunition, explosives, and fuel at national and 
regional commands

•	 ANSF ammunition, explosives, and fuel distribution and accountability 
systems for significant gaps and vulnerabilities

•	 ANSF storage facilities for ammunition, explosives, and fuel for security 
gaps and vulnerabilities

Assessment of U.S. Government Efforts to Transition 
Security Cooperation and Assistance Activities Supporting 
the Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan 
from Department of Defense Authority to Department of 
State Authority
(Project No. 2013-D00SPO-0181.000, Initiated June 13, 2013)

DOD IG is assessing plans and activities that have been accomplished or 
implemented thus far to transfer the security cooperation and assistance 
activities in Afghanistan from DOD to State Department authority, and 
to make recommendations to facilitate or improve the transition of these 
functions to the State Department in accordance with existing security-
cooperation guidance and security-assistance regulations that may pertain. 
Specific objectives are to determine whether:
•	 U.S. government goals, objectives, plans, and guidance are sufficient, 

issued, and operative for the transition of CSTC-A security assistance 
activities in Afghanistan from DOD authority to a security-cooperation 
organization under Department of State authority

•	 ongoing efforts by U.S. forces to provide security assistance to GIROA 
are adversely impacted by the implementation of drawdown plans for 
U.S. Forces-Afghanistan (USFOR-A) and the transition of International 
Security Assistance Force (ISAF) and ISAF Joint Command (IJC) to a 
command organization under NATO authority

U.S. Department of State Office of Inspector General-Middle 
East Regional Operations
State OIG has one ongoing project this quarter related to Afghanistan 
reconstruction. 
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Audit of Department of State Selection, Positioning, 
Training, and Oversight Responsibilities of Grants 
Officer Representatives
(Project No. 14AUD034, Initiated February 11, 2014)

Objective: To determine the extent to which the Department’s grant officer 
representatives are selected, positioned, and trained to successfully per-
form their assigned grants-administration and oversight responsibilities.

Government Accountability Office
GAO has six ongoing projects this quarter related to Afghanistan 
reconstruction.

Afghan Special Immigrant Visa Program
(Project No. 321059, Initiated February 5, 2015)

The Afghanistan Special Immigrant Visa (SIV) program provides visas to 
Afghan nationals and their families who are under threat because of their 
work for State and USAID, or other U.S. agencies. A high rate of applica-
tions for the Afghan SIV program, coupled with short tours by State and 
USAID U.S. personnel in Afghanistan, could diminish the U.S. government’s 
institutional knowledge, local relationships, and cultural understanding 
in that country. Key Questions: (1) How has State and USAID’s workforce 
in Afghanistan been affected by the departure of SIV recipients? (2) To 
what extent, if any, have State and USAID developed plans to mitigate the 
departure of Afghan SIV recipients? (3) What actions, if any, have State and 
USAID taken to mitigate the departure of Afghan SIV recipients? 

Military Construction in a Contingency Environment
(Project No. 351991, Initiated November 21, 2014)

The audit will examine: (1) The processes DOD officials used to make 
decisions about military construction in Iraq and Afghanistan, to include 
procedures for determining whether a structure should be permanent or 
temporary; (2) The costs associated with decisions made about military con-
struction in Iraq and Afghanistan, to include the sources of funding; (3) Any 
lessons the Department has learned about military construction during con-
tingency operations based on the experiences of Iraq and Afghanistan; and 
(4) Any other issues related to military construction in a contingency envi-
ronment that may come to light during the course of the audit.

Construction Efforts at the U.S. Embassy in Kabul Part II
(Project No. 321034, initiated July 23, 2014)

Since 2009 the State Department has awarded two contracts totaling about 
$700 million to construct additional housing and office facilities at the U.S. 
embassy in Kabul, Afghanistan. State has since terminated the first contract 
and expanded the scope, value, and timing of the second. Key questions: 
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(1) What progress has State made in constructing new U.S. embassy facili-
ties in Kabul since 2009, and what factors have contributed to any scope, 
cost, or schedule changes? (2) To what extent does the present expansion 
match projected needs? 

Army and Marine’s Extended Equipment Reset  
Liability Costs and Requirements
(Project No. 351951, Initiated July 23, 2014)

As equipment is returned from Afghanistan, the Army and Marine Corps 
are facing a multiyear and multibillion dollar effort to return this equip-
ment to combat-ready condition, known as reset. Congressional defense 
committees are concerned about how much this will cost—the “reset liabil-
ity”—and asked GAO to investigate and report. Objectives: (1) The extent 
to which the Army and Marine Corps are using a consistent definition of 
reset in estimating their reset liabilities. (2) The types and costs included 
in the Army and Marine Corps reset-liability estimates. (3) An analysis of 
any assumptions used in developing the Army and Marine Corps estimates, 
to include the planned sources of funding. (4) Any other issues GAO deter-
mines appropriate.

Securing Diplomatic Residences and  
Other Soft Targets  Overseas
(Project No. 321031, initiated July 9, 2014)

U.S. personnel posted in diplomatic facilities overseas continue to face 
threats to their safety and security, including numerous attacks in high-risk 
locations in recent years. In particular, residences, recreational facilities, 
and schools used by these personnel and their families may be attractive 
“soft targets.” Key questions: (1) How does State manage threats and risks 
to residences and other soft targets under chief-of-mission authority over-
seas? (2) To what extent do State’s security standards for residences and 
other soft targets address the threats and risks faced by such facilities? 
(3) To what extent do State’s policies and procedures address security vul-
nerabilities, if any, at residences and other soft targets? 

Mitigating Threats to Locally Employed Staff 
(Project No. 100003, Initiated February 13, 2014)

U.S. agencies employ more than 44,000 locally employed staff (LES)—
Foreign Service nationals and U.S. citizens—at over 270 posts worldwide. 
LES are a key element of the U.S. presence at these posts, often perform-
ing a range of programmatic, security, monitoring, maintenance, and other 
duties. However, due to their association with the United States, LES can be 
subject to harassment, intimidation, and death threats. Threats to LES are 
particularly acute at posts in countries with active terrorist networks and 
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violent extremist groups, such as Afghanistan, Iraq, Pakistan, and Yemen. 
Such threats can potentially hamper U.S. efforts to recruit and retain LES. 

GAO was asked to review U.S. government efforts to monitor, share 
information about, and mitigate threats to LES serving at high-threat posts. 
Key questions: (1) What is the nature and extent of the threat that terror-
ist networks and other violent extremist groups pose to LES, including the 
number of threats and attacks? (2) To what extent have U.S. agencies estab-
lished mechanisms to collect and disseminate information about threats 
to LES in an effective and timely manner? (3) What steps, if any, have U.S. 
agencies taken to mitigate threats to LES at high-threat posts and what bar-
riers, if any, exist to mitigating such threats? (4) How have these threats and 
attacks affected the recruitment and retention of LES at high-threat posts?

U.S. Army Audit Agency
This quarter the USAAA has no ongoing audits related to Afghanistan 
reconstruction.

U.S. Agency for International Development Office of 
Inspector General
This quarter USAID OIG has two ongoing audits related to 
reconstruction initiatives. 

Audit of USAID/Afghanistan’s Assistance in Building 
Afghanistan by Developing Enterprises Program
(Project No. FF100315, Initiated February 9, 2015)

Audit Objective:
•	 Is USAID/Afghanistan’s Assistance in Building Afghanistan by 

Developing Enterprises Program increasing private-sector investment, 
creating new jobs, and improving the business environment as planned? 

Audit of USAID/Afghanistan’s Strategy for Monitoring and 
Evaluating Its Programs Throughout Afghanistan 
(Project No. FF101014, Initiated August 26, 2014)

Audit Objective: 
•	 Does USAID/Afghanistan’s monitoring and evaluation strategy provide 

effective coverage over USAID’s program activities in Afghanistan?
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The Official Seal of SIGAR 
The official seal of SIGAR represents the coordination of efforts  

between the United States and Afghanistan to provide accountability and oversight of reconstruction 
activities. The phrases in Dari (top) and Pashto (bottom) on the seal are translations of SIGAR’s name.
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APPEnDIx A  
CrOss-rEFErENCE OF rEPOrt tO  
stAtutOry rEQuirEmENts 
This appendix cross-references the pages of this report to the quarterly 
reporting and related requirements under SIGAR’s enabling legislation, 
the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008, Pub. L. No. 
110-181, § 1229 (Table A.1), and to the semiannual reporting requirements 
prescribed for inspectors general more generally under the Inspector 
General Act of 1978, as amended (5 U.S.C. App. 3) (Table A.2).

TABLE A.1

CROSS-REFERENCE TO SIGAR qUARTERLY REPORTING REqUIREMENTS UNDER PUB. L. NO. 110-181, § 1229

Public law section sigAr Enabling language sigAr Action report section

Purpose

Section 1229(a)(3) to provide for an independent and objective means of keeping 
the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense fully and 
currently informed about problems and deficiencies relating to the 
administration of such programs and operations and the necessity 
for and progress on corrective action.

Ongoing; quarterly report Full report

Supervision

Section 1229(e)(1) the Inspector General shall report directly  
to, and be under the general supervision  
of, the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense

Report to the Secretary of State 
and the Secretary of Defense

Full report

Duties

Section 1229(f)(1) OVERSIGht OF AFGhAnIStAn REcOnStRUctIOn — 
It shall be the duty of the Inspector General to conduct, supervise, 
and coordinate audits and investigations of the treatment, 
handling, and expenditure of amounts appropriated or otherwise 
made available for the reconstruction of Afghanistan, and of the 
programs, operations, and contracts carried out utilizing such 
funds, including subsections (A) through (G) below.

Review appropriated/ 
available funds
 
Review programs, operations, 
contracts using appropriated/ 
available funds

Full report

Section 1229(f)(1)(A) the oversight and accounting of the obligation and expenditure of 
such funds 

Review obligations and 
expenditures of appropriated/
available funds

SIGAR Oversight
Funding

Section 1229(f)(1)(B) the monitoring and review of reconstruction activities funded by 
such funds

Review reconstruction activities 
funded by appropriations and 
donations

SIGAR Oversight

Section 1229(f)(1)(c) the monitoring and review of contracts funded by such funds Review contracts using 
appropriated and available 
funds

note 1 

Section 1229(f)(1)(D) the monitoring and review of the transfer of such funds and 
associated information between and among departments, 
agencies, and entities of the United States, and private and 
nongovernmental entities 

Review internal and external 
transfers of appropriated/
available funds

Appendix B

Section 1229(f)(1)(E) the maintenance of records on the use of such funds to facilitate 
future audits and investigations of the use of such fund[s] 

Maintain audit records SIGAR Oversight
Appendix c
Appendix D
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TABLE A.1 (CONTINUED)

CROSS-REFERENCE TO SIGAR qUARTERLY REPORTING REqUIREMENTS UNDER PUB. L. NO. 110-181, § 1229

Public law section sigAr Enabling language sigAr Action report section

Section 1229(f)(1)(F) the monitoring and review of the effectiveness of United States 
coordination with the Governments of Afghanistan and other donor 
countries in the implementation of the Afghanistan compact and 
the Afghanistan national Development Strategy 

Monitoring and review  
as described

Audits

Section 1229(f)(1)(G) the investigation of overpayments such as duplicate payments 
or duplicate billing and any potential unethical or illegal actions 
of Federal employees, contractors, or affiliated entities, and the 
referral of such reports, as necessary, to the Department of Justice 
to ensure further investigations, prosecutions, recovery of further 
funds, or other remedies

conduct and reporting of 
investigations as described

Investigations 

Section 1229(f)(2) OthER DUtIES RELAtED tO OVERSIGht — 
the Inspector General shall establish, maintain, and oversee 
such systems, procedures, and controls as the Inspector General 
considers appropriate to discharge the duties under paragraph (1) 

Establish, maintain, and 
oversee systems, procedures, 
and controls

Full report

Section 1229(f)(3) DUtIES AnD RESPOnSIBILItIES UnDER InSPEctOR GEnERAL Act 
OF 1978 — 
In addition,. . .the Inspector General shall also have the duties and 
responsibilities of inspectors general under the Inspector General 
Act of 1978 

Duties as specified in Inspector 
General Act

Full report

Section 1229(f)(4) cOORDInAtIOn OF EFFORtS — 
the Inspector General shall coordinate with, and receive the 
cooperation of, each of the following: (A) the Inspector General 
of the Department of Defense, (B) the Inspector General of the 
Department of State, and (c) the Inspector General of the United 
States Agency for International Development 

coordination with the  
inspectors general of  
DOD, DOS, and USAID

Other Agency 
Oversight

Federal Support and Other Resources

Section 1229(h)(5)(A) ASSIStAncE FROM FEDERAL AGEncIES — 
Upon request of the Inspector General for information or 
assistance from any department, agency, or other entity of the 
Federal Government, the head of such entity shall, insofar as is 
practicable and not in contravention of any existing law, furnish 
such information or assistance to the Inspector General, or an 
authorized designee 

Expect support as  
requested

Full report

Section 1229(h)(5)(B) REPORtInG OF REFUSED ASSIStAncE —
Whenever information or assistance requested by the Inspector 
General is, in the judgment of the Inspector General, unreasonably 
refused or not provided, the Inspector General shall report the 
circumstances to the Secretary of State or the Secretary of 
Defense, as appropriate, and to the appropriate congressional 
committees without delay

none reported n/A

Reports
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Public law section sigAr Enabling language sigAr Action report section

Section 1229(i)(1) QUARtERLy REPORtS — 
not later than 30 days after the end of each fiscal-year quarter, 
the Inspector General shall submit to the appropriate commit-
tees of congress a report summarizing, for the period of that 
quarter and, to the extent possible, the period from the end of 
such quarter to the time of the submission of the report, the 
activities during such period of the Inspector General and the 
activities under programs and operations funded with amounts 
appropriated or otherwise made available for the reconstruction of 
Afghanistan. Each report shall include, for the period covered by 
such report, a detailed statement of all obligations, expenditures, 
and revenues associated with reconstruction and rehabilitation 
activities in Afghanistan, including the following – 

Report – 30 days after the 
end of each calendar quarter 
 
Summarize activities of the 
Inspector General 
 
Detailed statement of all 
obligations, expenditures, and 
revenues 

Full report

Appendix B

Section 1229(i)(1)(A) Obligations and expenditures of appropriated/donated funds Obligations and expenditures 
of appropriated/donated 
funds

Appendix B

Section 1229(i)(1)(B) A project-by-project and program-by-program accounting of the 
costs incurred to date for the reconstruction of Afghanistan, 
together with the estimate of the Department of Defense, 
the Department of State, and the United States Agency for 
International Development, as applicable, of the costs to com-
plete each project and each program 

Project-by-project and 
program-by-program account-
ing of costs. List unexpended 
funds for each project or 
program 

Funding

note 1

Section 1229(i)(1)(c) Revenues attributable to or consisting of funds provided by 
foreign nations or international organizations to programs and 
projects funded by any department or agency of the United States 
Government, and any obligations or expenditures of  
such revenues 

Revenues, obligations, and 
expenditures of donor funds 

 Funding 

Section 1229(i)(1)(D) Revenues attributable to or consisting of foreign assets seized or 
frozen that contribute to programs and projects funded by any 
U.S. government department or agency, and any obligations or 
expenditures of such revenues 

Revenues, obligations, and 
expenditures of funds from 
seized or frozen assets

Funding

Section 1229(i)(1)(E) Operating expenses of agencies or entities receiving amounts 
appropriated or otherwise made available for the reconstruction 
of Afghanistan 

Operating expenses of 
agencies or any organization 
receiving appropriated funds

Funding 

Appendix B 

Section 1229(i)(1)(F) In the case of any contract, grant, agreement, or other funding 
mechanism described in paragraph (2)* —   
(i) the amount of the contract or other funding mechanism; 
(ii) A brief discussion of the scope of the contract or other funding 
mechanism; 
(iii) A discussion of how the department or agency of the United 
States Government involved in the contract, grant, agreement, 
or other funding mechanism identified and solicited offers from 
potential contractors to perform the contract, grant, agreement, or 
other funding mechanism, together with a list of the potential indi-
viduals or entities that were issued solicitations for the offers; and 
(iv) the justification and approval documents on which was based 
the determination to use procedures other than procedures that 
provide for full and open competition

Describe contract details note 1

TABLE A.1 (CONTINUED)

CROSS-REFERENCE TO SIGAR qUARTERLY REPORTING REqUIREMENTS UNDER PUB. L. NO. 110-181, § 1229
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Public law section sigAr Enabling language sigAr Action report section

Section 1229(i)(3) PUBLIc AVAILABILIty — 
the Inspector General shall publish on a publicly available 
Internet website each report under paragraph (1) of this subsec-
tion in English and other languages that the Inspector General 
determines are widely used and understood in Afghanistan 

Publish report as directed at 
www.sigar.mil

Dari and Pashtu translation 
in process 

Full report 

Section 1229(i)(4) FORM — 
Each report required under this subsection shall be submitted 
in unclassified form, but may include a classified annex if the 
Inspector General considers it necessary

Publish report as directed Full report

Section 1229(j)(1) Inspector General shall also submit each report required under 
subsection (i) to the Secretary of State and the Secretary of 
Defense.

Submit quarterly report Full report

Note 1: Although this data is normally made available on SIGAR’s website (www.sigar.mil), the data SIGAR has received is in relatively raw form and is currently being 
reviewed, analyzed, and organized for future SIGAR use and publication.

* Covered “contracts, grants, agreements, and funding mechanisms” are defined in paragraph (2) of Section 1229(i) of Pub. L. 110-181 as being—

“any major contract, grant, agreement, or other funding mechanism that is entered into by any department or agency of the United States Government that involves the use 
of amounts appropriated or otherwise made available for the reconstruction of Afghanistan with any public or private sector entity for any of the following purposes: 

To build or rebuild physical infrastructure of Afghanistan.

To establish or reestablish a political or societal institution of Afghanistan.

To provide products or services to the people of Afghanistan.”

TABLE A.1 (CONTINUED)

CROSS-REFERENCE TO SIGAR qUARTERLY REPORTING REqUIREMENTS UNDER PUB. L. NO. 110-181, § 1229
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CROSS-REFERENCE TO SEMIANNUAL REPORTING REqUIREMENTS UNDER  
SECTION 5 OF THE IG ACT OF 1978, AS AMENDED (5 U.S.C. APP. 3) (“IG ACT”)
ig Act section ig Act language sigAr Action section

Section 5(a)(1) Description of significant problems, abuses, and 
deficiencies

Extract pertinent information from SWA/JPG 
member reports
List problems, abuses, and deficiencies from 
SIGAR audit reports, investigations, and 
inspections

Other Agency Oversight 
 
See Letters of Inquiry at 
www.sigar.mil

Section 5(a)(2) Description of recommendations for corrective 
action…with respect to significant problems, 
abuses, or deficiencies

Extract pertinent information from SWA/JPG 
member l reports 

List recommendations from SIGAR audit reports

Other Agency Oversight 
 
See Letters of Inquiry at 
www.sigar.mil

Section 5(a)(3) Identification of each significant recommenda-
tion described in previous semiannual reports on 
which corrective action has not been completed

List all instances of incomplete corrective action 
from previous semiannual reports

In process

Section 5(a)(4) A summary of matters referred to prosecutive 
authorities and the prosecutions and convictions 
which have resulted

Extract pertinent information  from SWA/JPG 
member reports 
 
List SIGAR Investigations that have been referred

Other Agency Oversight 

Section 5(a)(5) A summary of each report made to the [Secretary 
of Defense] under section 6(b)(2) (instances 
where information requested was refused or not 
provided)

Extract pertinent information from SWA/JPG 
member reports 
 
List instances in which information was refused 
SIGAR auditors, investigators, or inspectors

Other Agency Oversight 

Section 5(a)(6) A listing, subdivided according to subject mat-
ter, of each audit report, inspection report and 
evaluation report issued...showing dollar value 
of questioned costs and recommendations that 
funds be put to better use

Extract pertinent information  from SWA/JPG 
member reports 
 
List SIGAR reports

Other Agency Oversight 

Section 5(a)(7) A summary of each particularly significant report Extract pertinent information from SWA/JPG 
member reports 
 
Provide a synopsis of the significant SIGAR reports

Other Agency Oversight 
A full list of significant 
reports can be found at 
www.sigar.mil

Section 5(a)(8) Statistical tables showing the total number of 
audit reports and the total dollar value of ques-
tioned costs

Extract pertinent information from SWA/JPG 
member reports 
 
Develop statistical tables showing dollar value  
of questioned cost from SIGAR reports

See reports of SWA/JPG 
members 
 
In process

Section 5(a)(9) Statistical tables showing the total number of 
audit reports, inspection reports, and evaluation 
reports and the dollar value of recommendations 
that funds be put to better use by management

Extract pertinent information from SWA/JPG 
member reports
 
Develop statistical tables showing dollar value 
of funds put to better use by management from 
SIGAR reports

See reports of SWA/JPG 
members 
 
In process

Section 5(a)(10) A summary of each audit report, inspection report, 
and evaluation report issued before the com-
mencement of the reporting period for which no 
management decision has been made by the end 
of reporting period, an explanation of the reasons 
such management decision has not been made, 
and a statement concerning the desired timetable 
for achieving a management decision

Extract pertinent information  from SWA/JPG 
member reports 
 
Provide a synopsis of SIGAR audit reports in  
which recommendations by SIGAR are still open

See reports of SWA/JPG 
members 
 
none

TABLE A.2
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CROSS-REFERENCE TO SEMIANNUAL REPORTING REqUIREMENTS UNDER  
SECTION 5 OF THE IG ACT OF 1978, AS AMENDED (5 U.S.C. APP. 3) (“IG ACT”)
ig Act section ig Act language sigAr Action section

Section 5(a)(11) A description and explanation of the reasons for 
any significant revised management decision

Extract pertinent information from SWA/JPG 
member reports 
 
Explain SIGAR audit reports in which significant 
revisions have been made to management 
decisions

See reports of SWA/JPG 
members 
 
none

Section 5(a)(12) Information concerning any significant manage-
ment decision with which the Inspector General is 
in disagreement

Extract pertinent information from SWA/JPG 
member reports 
 
Explain SIGAR audit reports in which SIGAR 
disagreed with management decision

See reports of SWA/JPG 
members 
 
no disputed decisions  
during the reporting period

Section 5(a)(13) Information described under [Section 804(b)] of 
the Federal Financial Management Improvement 
Act of 1996 (instances and reasons when an 
agency has not met target dates established in a 
remediation plan)

Extract pertinent information from SWA/JPG 
member reports 

Provide information where management has not 
met targets from a remediation plan

See reports of SWA/JPG 
members 
 
no disputed 
decisions during the report-
ing period

Section 5(a)(14)(A) An Appendix containing the results of any peer 
review conducted by another Office of Inspector 
General during the reporting period; or

SIGAR has posted in full the results of, and 
reports from, SIGAR’s most recent peer reviews 
(completed during July 2010, prior to the current 
reporting period), on its Web site

Posted in full at  
www.sigar.mil

Section 5(a)(14)(B) If no peer review was conducted within that report-
ing period, a statement identifying the date of the 
last peer review conducted by another Office of 
Inspector General

15 July 2010 Posted in full at  
www.sigar.mil

Section 5(a)(15) A list of any outstanding recommendations from 
any peer review conducted by another Office of 
Inspector General that have not been fully imple-
ment, including a statement describing the status 
of the implementation and why implementation is 
not complete

none – all peer review recommendations 
effectively addressed, and remedial measures 
implemented, by 30 September 2010

Recommendations and 
related materials posted in 
full at www.sigar.mil

Section 5(a)(16) Any peer reviews conducted by SIGAR of another 
IG Office during the reporting period, including a 
list of any outstanding recommendations made 
from any previous peer review . . . that remain 
outstanding or have not been fully implemented

not applicable (SIGAR did not conduct, or  
participate in the conduct, of a peer review of 
another Office of Inspector General during the 
reporting period)

SIGAR Oversight

TABLE A.2 (CONTINUED)
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Table B.1 Note: Numbers have been rounded. Fy 2015 
appropriation amounts for most State and USAID accounts 
reflect draft allocations for Afghanistan and are subject to 
final Congressional approval. DOD reprogrammed $1 billion 
from Fy 2011 ASFF. DOD reprogrammed $1 billion from Fy 
2012 ASFF. Pub. L. 113-6 rescinded $1 billion from Fy 2012 
ASFF. DOD reprogrammed $178 million from Fy 2013 ASFF. 
Pub. L. 113-235 rescinded $764.38 million from Fy 2014 
ASFF. DOD transferred $101 million from Fy 2011 AIF and 
$179.5 million from Fy 2013 AIF to the ESF to fund infra-
structure projects implemented by USAID.

Table B.1 Source: DOD, response to SIGAR data calls, 
4/21/2015, 4/17/2015, 4/10/2015, 10/22/2012, 
10/14/2009, and 10/1/2009; State, response to 
SIGAR data calls, 4/15/2015, 3/30/2015, 1/16/2015, 
4/15/2014, 6/27/2013, 10/5/2012 and 6/27/2012; 
Treasury, response to SIGAR data call, 4/6/2015; OMB, 
response to SIGAR data calls, 4/16/2015, 7/14/2014, 
7/19/2013 and 1/4/2013; USAID, response to SIGAR data 
calls, 4/9/2015, 10/15/2010, 1/15/2010, and 10/9/2009; 
DOJ, response to SIGAR data calls, 4/9/2015 and 7/7/2009; 
USDA, response to SIGAR data call, 4/2009; DFAS, “AR(M) 
1002 Appropriation Status by Fy Program and Subaccounts 
March 2015,” 4/17/2015; Pub. L. Nos. 113-235, 113-76, 
113-6, 112-74, 112-10, 111-212, 111-118.

APPEnDIx B 
u.s. FuNds FOr AFghANistAN rECONstruCtiON ($ MILLIONS) 
Table B.1 lists funds appropriated for Afghanistan reconstruction by program,  
per year, as of March 31, 2015. Table B.2 lists fund appropriated for counternarcot-
ics initiatives since 2002.

TABLE B.1TABLE B.2

COUNTERNARCOTICS, CUMULATIVE 
AMOUNT APPROPRIATED,  
SINCE 2002 ($ MilliOns)

ASFF $1,574.29

DOD cn 2,982.18

ESF 1,493.04

IncLE 2,092.35

DEA 226.05

Total $8,367.92

Table B.2 Note: Numbers have been rounded. 
Counternarcotics funds cross-cut both the Security and 
Governance & Development spending categories; these funds 
are also captured in those categories in Table B.1. Figures 
represent cumulative amounts appropriated for counternarcot-
ics initiatives in Afghanistan since 2002. Initiatives include 
eradication, interdiction, support to Afghanistan’s Special 
Mission Wing, counternarcotics-related capacity building, and 
alternative agricultural development efforts. ASFF, ESF, and 
INCLE figures show the cumulative amounts appropriated for 
counternarcotics initiatives from those funds.

Table B.2 Source: SIGAR analysis of counternarcotics funding. 
State, INL, response to SIGAR data call, 4/15/2015; DOD, 
response to SIGAR data call, 4/10/2015 and 10/15/2014; 
USAID, response to SIGAR data call, 4/9/2015; DOJ, 
response to SIGAR data call, 4/9/2015.

u.s. FuNdiNg sOurCEs AgENCy tOtAl Fy 2002–03 Fy 2004 Fy 2005 Fy 2006 Fy 2007 Fy 2008 Fy 2009 Fy 2010 Fy 2011 Fy 2012 Fy 2013 Fy 2014 Fy 2015

security

Afghanistan Security Forces Fund (ASFF) DOD 60,670.40 0.00 0.00 995.00 1,908.13 7,406.40 2,750.00 5,606.94 9,166.77 10,619.28 9,200.00 4,946.20 3,962.34 4,109.33
train & Equip (DOD) DOD 440.00 0.00 150.00 290.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Foreign Military Financing (FMF) State 1,059.14 248.26 414.08 396.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
International Military Education and training (IMEt) State 16.22 0.56 0.67 0.95 0.98 1.19 1.66 1.40 1.76 1.56 1.18 1.42 1.50 1.40
Drug Interdiction & counter-Drug Activities (DOD cn) DOD 2,982.18 0.00 71.80 224.54 108.05 290.97 192.81 230.06 392.27 379.83 472.99 255.81 215.46 147.60

Total - Security 65,167.94 248.82 636.55 1,907.28 2,017.17 7,698.57 2,944.47 5,838.40 9,560.80 11,000.67 9,674.16 5,203.44 4,179.30 4,258.33
governance & development 0.00

commander's Emergency Response Program (cERP) DOD 3,679.00 0.00 40.00 136.00 215.00 209.00 488.33 550.67 1,000.00 400.00 400.00 200.00 30.00 10.00
Afghanistan Infrastructure Fund (AIF) DOD 1,043.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 299.00 400.00 145.50 199.00 0.00
task Force for Business and Stability Operations (tFBSO) DOD 822.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.44 59.26 239.24 245.76 138.20 122.24 3.72
Economic Support Fund (ESF) USAID 18,612.11 341.51 906.55 1,283.00 473.39 1,224.75 1,399.51 2,077.49 3,346.00 2,168.51 1,836.76 1,802.65 852.00 900.00
Development Assistance (DA) USAID 885.55 60.84 153.14 169.21 185.08 166.81 149.43 0.40 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.00
Afghanistan Freedom Support Act (AFSA) DOD 550.00 300.00 150.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
child Survival & health (cSh + GhAI) USAID 554.55 57.20 33.40 38.00 41.45 100.77 63.04 58.23 92.30 69.91 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00
commodity credit corp (ccc) USAID 31.65 8.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.77 4.22 4.22 3.09 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00
USAID (other) USAID 52.07 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21.96 2.81 4.90 6.26 7.18 1.84 0.80 0.82
non-Proliferation, Antiterrorism, Demining & Related (nADR) State 692.99 78.70 66.90 40.65 35.72 36.72 29.72 59.92 70.74 69.30 65.32 52.60 43.20 43.50
Provincial Reconstruction team Advisors USDA 5.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
treasury technical Assistance treasury 4.45 1.90 0.06 0.95 0.19 0.13 0.75 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
International narcotics control & Law Enforcement (IncLE) State 4,690.86 60.00 220.00 709.28 232.65 251.74 307.56 493.90 589.00 400.00 357.92 593.81 225.00 250.00
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) DOJ 226.05 3.45 3.72 16.77 23.66 20.38 40.59 18.80 19.20 18.70 18.70 17.00 18.70 6.38

Total - Governance & Development 31,851.34 912.91 1,578.76 2,493.85 1,207.14 2,010.30 2,511.66 3,287.06 5,185.92 3,674.00 3,332.19 2,952.19 1,490.94 1,214.42
humanitarian 0.00

P.L. 480 title I USDA 5.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P.L. 480 title II USAID 891.28 159.50 46.10 49.20 56.60 60.00 60.00 177.00 58.13 112.55 0.00 46.20 66.00 0.00
Disaster Assistance (IDA) USAID 549.64 282.62 11.39 4.23 0.04 0.03 16.87 27.13 29.71 66.39 56.11 21.51 28.22 5.40
transition Initiatives (tI) USAID 37.39 19.76 11.22 1.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.85 1.08 0.63 0.32 0.88 0.31
Migration & Refugee Assistance (MRA) State 1037.66 196.97 63.30 47.10 41.80 53.80 44.25 76.79 80.93 64.65 99.56 76.07 107.44 85.00
Voluntary Peacekeeping (PKO) State 69.33 33.83 20.00 15.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Emergency Refugee & Migration Assistance (ERMA) State 25.20 25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Food for Progress USDA 109.49 4.96 9.08 30.10 23.24 9.47 20.55 12.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
416(b) Food Aid USDA 95.18 60.60 34.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Food for Education USDA 50.49 9.27 6.12 10.02 25.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Emerson trust USDA 22.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total - Humanitarian 2,893.06 797.50 201.79 157.75 146.76 123.30 164.07 293.96 169.62 244.66 156.30 144.09 202.54 90.71
international Affairs Operations 0.00

Oversight 362.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 14.30 25.20 34.40 37.20 59.00 58.70 62.65 68.60
Other 9,500.81 190.90 212.44 136.29 131.90 207.80 435.51 1,065.86 1,761.70 905.10 1,425.37 1,273.64 844.80 909.50

Total - International Affairs Operations 9,863.36 190.90 212.44 136.29 131.90 210.30 449.81 1,091.06 1,796.10 942.30 1,484.37 1,332.34 907.45 978.10

Total Funding 109,775.70 2,150.14 2,629.54 4,695.17 3,502.97 10,042.47 6,070.00 10,510.48 16,712.44 15,861.63 14,647.02 9,632.06 6,780.23 6,541.56
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u.s. FuNdiNg sOurCEs AgENCy tOtAl Fy 2002–03 Fy 2004 Fy 2005 Fy 2006 Fy 2007 Fy 2008 Fy 2009 Fy 2010 Fy 2011 Fy 2012 Fy 2013 Fy 2014 Fy 2015

security

Afghanistan Security Forces Fund (ASFF) DOD 60,670.40 0.00 0.00 995.00 1,908.13 7,406.40 2,750.00 5,606.94 9,166.77 10,619.28 9,200.00 4,946.20 3,962.34 4,109.33
train & Equip (DOD) DOD 440.00 0.00 150.00 290.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Foreign Military Financing (FMF) State 1,059.14 248.26 414.08 396.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
International Military Education and training (IMEt) State 16.22 0.56 0.67 0.95 0.98 1.19 1.66 1.40 1.76 1.56 1.18 1.42 1.50 1.40
Drug Interdiction & counter-Drug Activities (DOD cn) DOD 2,982.18 0.00 71.80 224.54 108.05 290.97 192.81 230.06 392.27 379.83 472.99 255.81 215.46 147.60

Total - Security 65,167.94 248.82 636.55 1,907.28 2,017.17 7,698.57 2,944.47 5,838.40 9,560.80 11,000.67 9,674.16 5,203.44 4,179.30 4,258.33
governance & development 0.00

commander's Emergency Response Program (cERP) DOD 3,679.00 0.00 40.00 136.00 215.00 209.00 488.33 550.67 1,000.00 400.00 400.00 200.00 30.00 10.00
Afghanistan Infrastructure Fund (AIF) DOD 1,043.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 299.00 400.00 145.50 199.00 0.00
task Force for Business and Stability Operations (tFBSO) DOD 822.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.44 59.26 239.24 245.76 138.20 122.24 3.72
Economic Support Fund (ESF) USAID 18,612.11 341.51 906.55 1,283.00 473.39 1,224.75 1,399.51 2,077.49 3,346.00 2,168.51 1,836.76 1,802.65 852.00 900.00
Development Assistance (DA) USAID 885.55 60.84 153.14 169.21 185.08 166.81 149.43 0.40 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.00 0.00
Afghanistan Freedom Support Act (AFSA) DOD 550.00 300.00 150.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
child Survival & health (cSh + GhAI) USAID 554.55 57.20 33.40 38.00 41.45 100.77 63.04 58.23 92.30 69.91 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00
commodity credit corp (ccc) USAID 31.65 8.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.77 4.22 4.22 3.09 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00
USAID (other) USAID 52.07 0.50 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21.96 2.81 4.90 6.26 7.18 1.84 0.80 0.82
non-Proliferation, Antiterrorism, Demining & Related (nADR) State 692.99 78.70 66.90 40.65 35.72 36.72 29.72 59.92 70.74 69.30 65.32 52.60 43.20 43.50
Provincial Reconstruction team Advisors USDA 5.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
treasury technical Assistance treasury 4.45 1.90 0.06 0.95 0.19 0.13 0.75 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
International narcotics control & Law Enforcement (IncLE) State 4,690.86 60.00 220.00 709.28 232.65 251.74 307.56 493.90 589.00 400.00 357.92 593.81 225.00 250.00
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) DOJ 226.05 3.45 3.72 16.77 23.66 20.38 40.59 18.80 19.20 18.70 18.70 17.00 18.70 6.38

Total - Governance & Development 31,851.34 912.91 1,578.76 2,493.85 1,207.14 2,010.30 2,511.66 3,287.06 5,185.92 3,674.00 3,332.19 2,952.19 1,490.94 1,214.42
humanitarian 0.00

P.L. 480 title I USDA 5.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
P.L. 480 title II USAID 891.28 159.50 46.10 49.20 56.60 60.00 60.00 177.00 58.13 112.55 0.00 46.20 66.00 0.00
Disaster Assistance (IDA) USAID 549.64 282.62 11.39 4.23 0.04 0.03 16.87 27.13 29.71 66.39 56.11 21.51 28.22 5.40
transition Initiatives (tI) USAID 37.39 19.76 11.22 1.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.85 1.08 0.63 0.32 0.88 0.31
Migration & Refugee Assistance (MRA) State 1037.66 196.97 63.30 47.10 41.80 53.80 44.25 76.79 80.93 64.65 99.56 76.07 107.44 85.00
Voluntary Peacekeeping (PKO) State 69.33 33.83 20.00 15.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Emergency Refugee & Migration Assistance (ERMA) State 25.20 25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Food for Progress USDA 109.49 4.96 9.08 30.10 23.24 9.47 20.55 12.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
416(b) Food Aid USDA 95.18 60.60 34.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Food for Education USDA 50.49 9.27 6.12 10.02 25.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Emerson trust USDA 22.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total - Humanitarian 2,893.06 797.50 201.79 157.75 146.76 123.30 164.07 293.96 169.62 244.66 156.30 144.09 202.54 90.71
international Affairs Operations 0.00

Oversight 362.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 14.30 25.20 34.40 37.20 59.00 58.70 62.65 68.60
Other 9,500.81 190.90 212.44 136.29 131.90 207.80 435.51 1,065.86 1,761.70 905.10 1,425.37 1,273.64 844.80 909.50

Total - International Affairs Operations 9,863.36 190.90 212.44 136.29 131.90 210.30 449.81 1,091.06 1,796.10 942.30 1,484.37 1,332.34 907.45 978.10

Total Funding 109,775.70 2,150.14 2,629.54 4,695.17 3,502.97 10,042.47 6,070.00 10,510.48 16,712.44 15,861.63 14,647.02 9,632.06 6,780.23 6,541.56
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APPEnDIx c
sigAr WrittEN PrOduCts

SIGAR AUDITS

Audit Letter
SIGAR issued one audit letter this reporting period.

NEW SIGAR AUDIT LETTERS ISSUED AS OF APRIL 30, 2015
report identifier report title date issued

SIGAR Audit Letter 
15-33-AL

Final Assessment of Incinerators and Burn Pits in Afghanistan 2/2015

Completed Performance Audits
SIGAR completed two performance audits during this reporting period. 

COMPLETED SIGAR PERFORMANCE AUDITS AS OF APRIL 30, 2015
report identifier report title date issued

SIGAR Audit 15-55-AR
Afghanistan’s Extractives Industry: $500 Million in U.S. Funding is 
at Risk

4/2015

SIGAR Audit 15-54-AR
Afghan national Army: Millions of Dollars at Risk Due to Minimal 
Oversight of Personnel and Payroll Data

4/2015

New Performance Audits 
SIGAR initiated two performance audits during this reporting period. 

NEW SIGAR PERFORMANCE AUDITS AS OF APRIL 30, 2015
Audit identifier Project title date initiated

SIGAR 106A
Accountability for AnSF Organizational clothing and Individual 
Equipment

12/2014

SIGAR 105A USAID’s Efforts to Support and Improve Afghanistan’s health Sector 11/2014

Ongoing Performance Audits 
SIGAR had 12 audits in progress during this reporting period. 

ONGOING SIGAR PERFORMANCE AUDITS AS OF APRIL 30, 2015

Audit identifier Project title date initiated

SIGAR 104A
U.S. Efforts to Assist and Improve Afghanistan’s Primary and 
Secondary Education Systems

12/2014

SIGAR 103A USAID Measuring Impacts of Stabilization Initiatives Program 11/2014

SIGAR 102A Afghanistan Infrastructure Fund Follow-Up 11/2014

SIGAR 101A
Afghanistan technical Equipment Maintenance Program (A-tEMP) for 
AnA Vehicle Maintenance and capacity Building

10/2014

Continued on the next page
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Audit identifier Project title date initiated

SIGAR 100A
DOD Oversight of Infrastructure Projects transferred to the Afghan 
Government

8/2014

SIGAR 099A U.S. Efforts to Develop Afghanistan’s civil Aviation capabilities 7/2014

SIGAR 098A DOD’s Afghan Local Police Program 7/2014

SIGAR 097A (part II) U.S. Efforts to Develop Afghanistan’s Extractives Industry 2/2014

SIGAR 096A
U.S. Efforts to Assist Afghan Refugees and Internally Displaced 
Persons

2/2014

SIGAR 095A U.S. Efforts to Develop Afghanistan’s Rule of Law 2/2014

SIGAR 090A Audit of AnA national Engineer Brigade’s Engineering Equipment 11/2013

SIGAR 088A
U.S. Government Efforts to Assist in Reconstruction and 
commercialization of Afghanistan’s Information and communication 
technology Sector

11/2013

Completed Financial Audits
SIGAR completed five financial audits during this reporting period.

COMPLETED SIGAR FINANCIAL AUDITS AS OF APRIL 30, 2015

report identifier report title date issued

SIGAR Financial Audit 
15-53-FA

USAID’s Measuring Impact of Stabilization Initiative: Audit of costs 
Incurred by Management Systems International

4/2015

SIGAR Financial Audit 
15-52-FA

USAID’s higher Education Project: Audit of costs Incurred by 
University of Massachusetts

4/2015

SIGAR Financial Audit 
15-43-FA

Department of the Army’s Legacy East Project: Jorge Scientific 
corporation’s Lack of Supporting Documentation Results in about 
$135 Million in Questionable Project costs

4/2015

SIGAR Financial Audit 
15-41-FA

USAID’s Rule of Law Stabilization Program–Formal component: Audit 
of costs Incurred by tetra tech DPK

3/2015

SIGAR Financial Audit 
15-32-FA

Department of the Army’s Freedom of Maneuver Project: Audit of 
costs Incurred by A-t Solutions Inc.

2/2015

New Financial Audits 
SIGAR initiated 13 financial audits during this reporting period. 

NEW SIGAR FINANCIAL AUDIT AS OF APRIL 30, 2015
Audit identifier Project title date initiated

F-081
State Grants contract with Mine Detection Dog center for community-
based Demining Project

3/2015

F-080
State Grants with the halo trust for Mine clearance and Survey in 
Afghanistan

3/2015

F-079
DOD contract with PRI DJI, A construction JV for construction of 
District hQ Uniform Police Station, Marjah

3/2015

F-078
DOD contract with PRI DJI, A construction JV for construction of 4th 
Special Forces Kandak, Shindand

3/2015

F-077
DOD contract with AMEc Earth & Environmental Inc. for construction 
of Afghan Defense University, Qarghah

3/2015

Continued on the next page

ONGOING SIGAR PERFORMANCE AUDITS AS OF APRIL 30, 2015 (cOntinued)
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Audit identifier Project title date initiated

F-076
DOD contract with PRI/DJI, A construction JV for repair of Shindand 
Runway, Shindand

3/2015

F-075
DOD contract with Gilbane Federal for construction of 1st commando 
Brigade hQ & transient Kandak, Gardez

3/2015

F-074
DOD contract with Gilbane Federal for construction of Afghan 
national civil Order Police Battalion & Brigade hQ, Marjah

3/2015

F-073
DOD contract with Environmental chemical corp. for construction of 
2nd Special Forces Kandak, Kandahar

3/2015

F-072
DOD contract with Mission Essential Personnel LLc for translation/
linguist support services

3/2015

F-071
USAID contract with Perini Management Services Inc. to implement 
the Irrigation and Watershed Management Program

2/2015

F-070
USAID contract with University Research company LLc for support to 
the health care Improvement Project

2/2015

F-069
USAID cooperative Agreement with the American University of 
Afghanistan for academic program development and operating 
support

2/2015

Ongoing Financial Audits 
SIGAR had 24 financial audits in progress during this reporting period.

ONGOING SIGAR FINANCIAL AUDITS AS OF APRIL 30, 2015

Audit identifier Project title date initiated

F-068
DOD tFBSO contract with Zantech It Services Inc. for Analytical 
Support Services in traditional and Alternative Energy Sectors

11/2014

F-067
DOD tFBSO contract with Zantech It Services Inc. for Energy 
Support Services

11/2014

F-066
USDA cooperative Agreement with the American Soybean 
Association for the Provision of Agricultural commodities for 
Afghanistan through the Food for Progress Act

8/2014

F-064
DOD contract with Raytheon technical Services company LLc for 
AnA depot support

4/2014

F-063
DOD contract with DRS technical Services Inc. for AnA 
communications equipment service mentoring, systems 
engineering, technical assistance, training, and maintenance

4/2014

F-062
DOD contract with Engility corporation (L-3 MPRI) for support 
services to the MOI and AnP

4/2014

F-061
DOD contract with Dyncorp, International LLc for mentoring and 
training services in support of the AnSF

4/2014

F-060
State contract with PAE Government Services Incorporated for 
technical support to the Justice Sector Support Program (JSSP)

3/2014

F-058
State Grants with Women for Afghan Women for technical support 
for the promotion and protection of Afghan women’s rights

3/2014

F-057
State Grants with clear Path International (cPI) for technical 
support to the Integrated Victim Assistance and capacity Building 
Program

3/2014

Continued on the next page
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Audit identifier Project title date initiated

F-056
State Grants with Organization for Mine clearance and Afghan 
Rehabilitation (OMAR) for mine and unexploded ordnance 
clearance

3/2014

F-053

USAID cooperative Agreement with consortium For Elections 
and Political Process (cEPPS) for support to subnational 
government institutions in Regional command-East and Regional 
command-South

3/2014

F-052
USAID contract with AEcOM International Development Inc. for 
technical support to Stabilization in Key Areas (SIKA)–West

3/2014

F-051
USAID contract with AEcOM International Development Inc. for 
technical support to Stabilization in Key Areas (SIKA)–East

3/2014

F-049
USAID contract with International Relief and Development Inc. (IRD) 
for Engineering, Quality Assurance, and Logistical Support (EQUALS)

3/2014

F-048

USAID cooperative Agreement with Wildlife conservation Society 
(WcS) for technical support to the Improving Livelihoods and 
Governance through natural Resource Management Project 
(ILG-nRMP) 

3/2014

F-047
USAID cooperative Agreement with Democracy International for 
technical support for Electoral Reform and civic Advocacy (AERcA)

3/2014

F-046
USAID contract with AEcOM International Development Inc. for 
technical support to Stabilization in Key Areas (SIKA)–South

3/2014

F-045
USAID cooperative Agreement with consortium For Elections 
and Political Process (cEPPS) to support increased electoral 
participation in Afghanistan

3/2014

F-044
USAID cooperative Agreement with Internews network for support to 
the Afghan Media Development and Empowerment Project (AMDEP)

3/2014

F-043
USAID contract with tetra tech to support Land Reform in 
Afghanistan

3/2014

F-042
USAID cooperative Agreement with International Relief and 
Development Inc. for technical support to the Afghanistan civilian 
Assistance Program (AcAP II)

3/2014

F-041
USAID cooperative Agreement with International Relief and 
Development Inc. for  technical support to the Southern Regional 
Agriculture Development Program (SRADP)

3/2014

F-038
DOD contract with cAcI technologies Inc. for technical engineering, 
logistical engineering and fielding efforts

12/2013

ONGOING SIGAR FINANCIAL AUDITS AS OF APRIL 30, 2015 (cOntinued)
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SIGAR INSPECTIONS

Completed Inspections 
SIGAR completed three inspection during this reporting period.

COMPLETED SIGAR INSPECTIONS AS OF APRIL 30, 2015

report identifier report title date issued
SIGAR Inspection 
15-51-IP

Afghan national Army Slaughterhouse: Stalled construction Project 
Was terminated After $1.25 Million Spent

4/2015

SIGAR Inspection 
15-50-IP

Shorandam Industrial Park: Poor Recordkeeping and Lack of 
Electricity Prevented a Full Inspection of this $7.8 Million Facility

4/2015

SIGAR Inspection 
15-30-IP

Gorimar Industrial Park: Lack of Electricity and Water have Left this 
$7.7 Million U.S.-Funded Industrial Park Underutilized by Afghan 
Businesses

1/2015

SIGAR SPECIAL PROJECTS

Completed Special Projects 
SIGAR completed 14 Special Project products this reporting period. 

COMPLETED SIGAR SPECIAL PROJECTS AS OF APRIL 30, 2015

report identifier report title date issued
Special Project 
15-49-SP

Fact Sheet: cERP Priorities and Spending in Afghanistan Fy 2004–
Fy 2014

4/2015

Special Project 
15-48-SP

Inquiry Letter: transfer of U.S. Military Bases to the Afghan national 
Security Forces

4/2015

Special Project 
15-47-SP

Inquiry Letter: Reliable and Sustainable Electric Power for Kandahar 
city

4/2015

Special Project 
15-46-SP

Inquiry Letter: Essential Functions 4/2015

Special Project 
15-45-SP

Inquiry Letter: Afghan Budget Shortfall 4/2015

Special Project 
15-44-SP

Inquiry Letter: USAID’s Promoting Gender Equity in national Priority 
Programs

3/2015

Special Project 
15-42-SP

Inquiry Letter: tFBSO Documents 3/2015

Special Project 
15-40-SP

Fact Sheet: DOD contract Obligations 3/2015

Special Project 
15-39-SP

Inquiry Letter: Afghan customs Revenue: Questions for USAID 3/2015

Special Project 
15-38-SP

Inquiry Letter: Afghan customs Revenue: Questions for U.S. 
Embassy Kabul

3/2015

Special Project 
15-37-SP

Inquiry Letter: Afghan customs Revenue: Questions for cEntcOM 
and cStc-A

3/2015

Special Project 
15-35-SP

Referral Letter: tank truck Offload Facilities 2/2015

Special Project 
15-34-SP

Inquiry Letter: AnSF Force Structure 2/2015

Special Project 
15-31-SP

Inquiry Letter: Second Request for tFBSO Documents 1/2015
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SIGAR LESSONS LEARNED PROJECTS

Ongoing Lessons Learned Projects
SIGAR has two ongoing Lessons Learned projects this reporting period. 

ONGOING SIGAR LESSONS LEARNED PROJECTS AS OF APRIL 30, 2015

Project identifier Project title date initiated
SIGAR-LL-02 U.S. coordination with External Partners in Administering Aid 12/2014
SIGAR-LL-01 Interagency coordination on Strategy and Planning 12/2014

New Lessons Learned Projects
SIGAR initiated one Lessons Learned project this reporting period. 

NEW SIGAR LESSONS LEARNED PROJECTS AS OF APRIL 30, 2015

Project identifier Project title date initiated
SIGAR-LL-04 counternarcotics in Afghanistan Reconstruction 4/2015

OTHER SIGAR WRITTEN PRODUCTS
This reporting period, Special Inspector General for Afghanistan 
Reconstruction, John F. Sopko, submitted one written testimony for 
the record.

NEW SIGAR TESTIMONY AS OF APRIL 30, 2015

testimony identifier testimony title
testimony 
submitted

SIGAR 15-36-ty
Statement for the Record-Improving the Effectiveness of U.S. 
Reconstruction Efforts in Afghanistan by Enhancing Oversight and 
Addressing Key Areas of high Risk 

4/2015
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APPEnDIx D
sigAr iNvEstigAtiONs ANd hOtliNE 

SIGAR Investigations
This quarter, SIGAR opened 29 new investigations and closed 36, bringing 
the total number of open investigations to 324. Of the new investigations, 
most involved procurement and contract fraud, as shown in Figure D.1. Of 
the closed investigations, most were closed due to unfounded allegations, 
as shown in Figure D.2.Total:  29

Procurement/
Contract Fraud
12

Money
Laundering
2

Theft
6

Corruption
5

Other/
Miscellaneous
4

Source: SIGAR Investigations Directorate, 4/8/2015.

SIGAR INVESTIGATIONS: NEW INVESTIGATIONS, 
JANUARY 1–MARCH 31, 2015

Total: 36

Unfounded Allegations

Lack of Investigative Merit

Administrative

Referred Out

18

10

7

1

Source: SIGAR Investigations Directorate, 4/8/2015.

SIGAR INVESTIGATIONS: CLOSED INVESTIGATIONS, JANUARY 1–MARCH 31, 2015

0 5 10 15 20

FIGURE D.2

FIGURE D.1
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SIGAR Hotline
Of the 94 Hotline complaints received this quarter, most were received elec-
tronically, as shown in Figure D.3. In addition to working on new complaints, 
the Investigations directorate continued its work this quarter on complaints 
received prior to October 1, 2014. This quarter, the directorate processed 122 
complaints, most of which were closed, as shown in Figure D.4.

Suspensions and Debarments From SIGAR Referrals
SIGAR’s referrals for suspension and debarment as of March 31, 2015, are 
shown in chronological order in Table D.1. 

Entries appearing in both the suspension and debarment sections are 
based upon their placement in suspended status following criminal indict-
ment or determination of non-responsibility by agency suspension and 
debarment official. Final debarment was imposed following criminal con-
viction in U.S. Federal District Court and/or final determination by agency 
suspension and debarment official regarding term of debarment. SIGAR 
lists its suspensions, debarments and special entity designations for histori-
cal purposes only. The current status of any individual or entity listed herein 
please consult the System for Award Management, www.sam.gov.

0 20 40 60 80 100

Source: SIGAR Investigations Directorate, 4/6/2015.

Note: 94 complaints received during quarter; total includes status changes to complaints made in earlier periods.

STATUS OF SIGAR HOTLINE COMPLAINTS: JANUARY 1–MARCH 31, 2015

Total: 122

Under Review (Open)

Under Investigation (Open)

Closed Administratively

Referred Out (Closed)

Closed after Investigation

2

27

82

3

8

FIGURE D.4

Total: 94

Electronic 
(email, web, or fax)
93

Phone
1

Source: SIGAR Investigations Directorate, 4/6/2015. 

SOURCE OF SIGAR HOTLINE COMPLAINTS, 
JANUARY 1–MARCH 31, 2015

FIGURE D.3
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Arvin Kam construction company

Arvin Kam Group L.L.c., d.b.a. “Arvin Kam Group 
Security,” d.b.a. “Arvin Kam Group Foundation,” d.b.a. 
“Arvin Global Logistics Services company”

Ayub, Mohammad

Fruzi, haji Khalil

haji Amir Muhammad

haji Dhost Mohammad Zurmat construction 
company

Jan, nurullah

Khan, haji Mohammad Almas

noh-E Safi Mining company

noor Rahman company

noor Rahman construction company

nur Rahman Group, d.b.a. “nUccL construction 
company,” d.b.a. “RUccL Rahman Umar construction 
company,” d.b.a. “Rahman trading and General 
Logistics company L.L.c.

Rahman, nur, a.k.a. “noor Rahman, a.k.a. “noor 
Rahman Safa”

Rhaman, Mohammad

Saadat, Vakil

triangle technologies

Wasim, Abdul Wakil

Zaland, yousef

Zurmat construction company

Zurmat Foundation

Zurmat General trading

Zurmat Group of companies, d.b.a. “Zurmat LLc”

Zurmat Material testing Laboratory

Al-Watan construction company

Basirat construction Firm

Brophy, Kenneth

naqibullah, nadeem

Rahman, Obaidur

campbell, neil Patrick

Borcata, Raul A.

close, Jarred Lee

Logistical Operations Worldwide

Robinson, Franz Martin

taylor, Zachery Dustin  

Aaria Group construction company

Aaria Group

Aaria herai General trading

Aaria M.E. General trading LLc

Aaria Middle East

Aaria Middle East company LLc

Aaria Middle East company Ltd. – herat

Aaria Supplies company LtD

Aaria Supply Services and consultancy

Aftech International

Aftech International Pvt. Ltd.

Alam, Ahmed Farzad

Albahar Logistics

American Aaria company LLc

American Aaria LLc

Barakzai, nangialai

Formid Supply and Services

Greenlight General trading

Kabul hackle Logistics company

Sharpway Logistics

United States california Logistics company

yousef, najeebullah

Rahimi, Mohammad Edris

Wooten, Philip Steven

Domineck, Lavette Kaye

Markwith, James

All Points International Distributors, Inc.

cipolla, James

hercules Global Logistics

Schroeder, Robert

AISc LLc

American International Security corporation

Brothers, Richard S.

David A young construction & Renovation Inc.

Force Direct Solutions LLc

harris, christopher

hernando county holdings LLc

hide-A-Wreck LLc

Panthers LLc

Paper Mill Village Inc.

Shroud Line LLc

Spada, carol

taylor, Michael

Welventure LLc

World Wide trainers LLc

young, David

Espinoza, Mauricio

Long, tonya

Brophy, Kenneth Michael

Rivera-Medina, Franklin Delano

Peace thru Business

Pudenz, Adam Jeff Julias

Elham, yaser, a.k.a. “najibullah Saadullah”

Everest Faizy Logistics Services

Faizy Elham Brothers Ltd.

Faizy, Rohullah

hekmat Shadman General trading LLc

hekmat Shadman, Ltd., d.b.a. “hikmat Shadman Ltd.”

hikmat Shadman construction and Supply company

hikmat Shadman Logistics Services company, 
d.b.a. “hikmat Shadman commerce construction 
and Supply company,” d.b.a. “hikmat Shadman 
commerce construction Services”

Saif hikmat construction Logistic Services and 
Supply co.

Shadman, hikmatullah, a.k.a. “hikmat Shadman,” 
a.k.a. “haji hikmatullah Shadman,” a.k.a. 
“hikmatullah Saadulah”

travis, James Edward

Sherzai, Akbar Ahmed

Bertolini, Robert L.

Kahn, haroon Shams, a.k.a. “haroon Shams”

Shams constructions Limited

Shams General Services and Logistics Unlimited

Shams Group International, d.b.a. “Shams Group 
International FZE”

Shams London Academy

Shams Production

TABLE D.1 (CONTINUED)

SPECIAL ENTITY DESIGNATIONS, SUSPENSIONS, AND DEBARMENTS AS OF MARCH 31, 2015

special Entity designations

suspensions
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TABLE D.1 (CONTINUED)

SPECIAL ENTITY DESIGNATIONS, SUSPENSIONS, AND DEBARMENTS AS OF MARCH 31, 2015 (cOntinued)

suspensions (continued)

Farooqi, hashmatullah

hamid Lais construction company

hamid Lais Group

Lodin, Rohullah Farooqi

Bennett & Fouch Associates LLc

Brandon, Gary

K5 Global

Ahmad, noor

noor Ahmad yousufzai construction company

Ayeni, Sheryl Adenike

cannon, Justin

constantino, April Anne

constantino, Dee

constantino, Ramil Palmes

crilly, Braam

Drotleff, christopher

Fil-tech Engineering and construction company

handa, Sdiharth

Jabak, Imad

Jamally, Rohullah 

Khalid, Mohammad

Khan, Daro

Mariano, April Anne Perez

Mccabe, Elton Maurice

Mihalczo, John

Qasimi, Mohammed Indress

Radhi, Mohammad Khalid

Safi, Fazal Ahmed

Shin Gul Shaheen, a.k.a. “Sheen Gul Shaheen”

Espinoza-Loor, Pedro Alfredo

campbell, neil Patrick

navarro, Wesley

hazrati, Arash

Midfield International

Moore, Robert G.

noori, noor Alam, a.k.a. “noor Alam"

northern Reconstruction Organization

Shamal Pamir Building and Road construction 
company

Wade, Desi D.

Blue Planet Logistics Services

Mahmodi, Padres

Mahmodi, Shikab

Saber, Mohammed

Watson, Brian Erik

Abbasi, Shahpoor

Amiri, Waheedullah

Atal, Waheed

Daud, Abdulilah

Dehati, Abdul Majid

Fazli, Qais

hamdard, Mohammad yousuf

Kunari, haji Pir Mohammad

Mushfiq, Muhammad Jaffar

Mutallib, Abdul

nasrat, Sami

national General construction company

Passerly, Ahmaad Saleem

Rabi, Fazal

Rahman, Atta

Rahman, Fazal

Roshandil, Mohammad Ajmal

Saber, Mohammed

Safi, Azizur Rahman

Safi, Matiullah

Sahak, Sher Khan

Shaheed, Murad

Shirzad, Daulet Khan

Uddin, Mehrab

Watson, Brian Erik

Wooten, Philip Steven

Espinoza, Mauricio

Alam, Ahmed Farzad

Greenlight General trading

Aaria Middle East company LLc

Aaria Middle East company Ltd. – herat

Aaria M.E. General trading LLc

Aaria Middle East

Barakzai, nangialai

Formid Supply and Services

Aaria Supply Services and consultancy

Kabul hackle Logistics company

yousef, najeebullah

Aaria Group

Aaria Group construction company

Aaria Supplies company LtD

Rahimi, Mohammad Edris

All Points International Distributors Inc.

hercules Global Logistics

Schroeder, Robert

helmand twinkle construction company

Waziri, heward Omar

Zadran, Mohammad

Afghan Mercury construction company, d.b.a. 
“Afghan Mercury construction & Logistics company”

Mirzali naseeb construction company

Montes, Diyana

naseeb, Mirzali

Robinson, Franz Martin

Shams Welfare Foundation

Autry, cleo Brian

chamberlain, William todd

cook, Jeffrey Arthur

harper, Deric tyron

Swim, Alexander

Walls, Barry Lee, Jr.

ciampa, christopher

casellas, Luis Ramon

International contracting and Development

Sobh, Adeeb nagib, a.k.a. “Ali Sobh”

Stallion construction and Engineering Group

Wazne Group, Inc., d.b.a. “Wazne Wholesale”

Wazne, Ayman, a.k.a. “Ayman Ibrahim Wazne”

hampton, Seneca Darnell

Green, George E.

debarments
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Smith, nancy

Sultani, Abdul Anas  a.k.a. “Abdul Anas”

Faqiri, Shir

hosmat, haji

Jim Black construction company

Arya Ariana Aryayee Logistics, d.b.a. “AAA Logistics,” 
d.b.a. “Somo Logistics”

Garst, Donald

Mukhtar, Abdul  a.k.a. “Abdul Kubar”

noori Mahgir construction company

noori, Sherin Agha

Long, tonya

Isranuddin, Burhanuddin

Matun, navidullah, a.k.a. “Javid Ahmad”

Matun, Wahidullah

navid Basir construction company

navid Basir JV Gagar Baba construction company

nBcc & GBcc JV

noori, navid  

Asmatullah, Mahmood, a.k.a. "Mahmood"

Khan, Gul

Khan, Solomon Sherdad, a.k.a. "Solomon"

Mursalin, Ikramullah, a.k.a. "Ikramullah"

Musafer, naseem, a.k.a. "naseem"

Ali, Esrar

Gul, Ghanzi

Luqman Engineering construction company, d.b.a. 
“Luqman Engineering”

Safiullah, a.k.a. "Mr. Safiullah"

Sarfarez, a.k.a."Mr. Sarfarez"

Wazir, Khan

Akbar, Ali

crystal construction company, d.b.a. “Samitullah 
Road construction company”

Samitullah (Individual uses only one name)

Ashna, Mohammad Ibrahim, a.k.a. “Ibrahim”

Gurvinder, Singh

Jahan, Shah

Shahim, Zakirullah  a.k.a. “Zakrullah Shahim”, a.k.a. 
“Zikrullah Shahim”

Alyas, Maiwand Ansunullah  a.k.a. “Engineer 
Maiwand Alyas”

BMcSc

Maiwand haqmal construction and Supply company

new Riders construction company, d.b.a. “Riders 
construction company,” d.b.a. “new Riders 
construction and Services company”

Riders constructions, Services, Logistics and 
transportation company

Riders Group of companies

Domineck, Lavette Kaye

Markwith, James

Martinez, Rene

Maroof, Abdul

Qara, yousef

Royal Palace construction company

Bradshaw, christopher chase

Zuhra Productions

Zuhra, niazai

Boulware, candice a.k.a. “candice Joy Dawkins"

Dawkins, John

Mesopotamia Group LLc

nordloh, Geoffrey

Kieffer, Jerry

Johnson, Angela

cnh Development company LLc

Johnson, Keith

Military Logistic Support LLc

Eisner, John

taurus holdings LLc

Brophy, Kenneth Michael

Abdul haq Foundation

Adajar, Adonis

calhoun, Josh W.

clark Logistic Services company, d.b.a. "clark 
construction company"

Farkas, Janos

Flordeliz, Alex F.

Knight, Michael t., II

Lozado, Gary

Mijares, Armando n., Jr.

Mullakhiel, Wadir Abdullahmatin

Rainbow construction company

Sardar, hassan, a.k.a. “hassan Sardar Inqilab”

Shah, Mohammad nadir, a.k.a. "nader Shah"

tito, Regor

Brown, charles Phillip

Sheren, Fasela, a.k.a. “Sheren Fasela”

Anderson, Jesse Montel

charboneau, Stephanie, a.k.a. “Stephanie Shankel”

hightower, Jonathan

Khan, noor Zali, a.k.a. "Wali Kahn noor"

Saheed, a.k.a. "Mr. Saheed;" a.k.a. "Sahill;" a.k.a. 
"Ghazi-Rahman"

Weaver, christopher

Al Kaheel Oasis Services

Al Kaheel technical Service

cLc construction company

cLc consulting L.L.c.

complete Manpower Solutions

Mohammed, Masiuddin, a.k.a. “Masi Mohammed”

Rhoden, Bradley L., a.k.a. “Brad L. Rhoden”

Rhoden, Lorraine Serena

Royal Super Jet General trading L.L.c.

Super Jet construction company

Super Jet Fuel Services

Super Jet Group

Super Jet tours L.L.c., d.b.a. “Super Jet travel and 
holidays L.L.c.”

Super Solutions L.L.c.

Abdullah, Bilal

Farmer, Robert Scott

Mudiyanselage, Oliver

Kelly, Albert, III

Ethridge, James

Fernridge Strategic Partners

AISc LLc

American International Security corporation

David A young construction & Renovation Inc.

Force Direct Solutions LLc

harris, christopher

hernando county holdings LLc

hide-A-Wreck LLc

Panthers LLc

Paper Mill Village Inc.

TABLE D.1 (CONTINUED)

SPECIAL ENTITY DESIGNATIONS, SUSPENSIONS, AND DEBARMENTS AS OF MARCH 31, 2015 (cOntinued)

debarments (continued)
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Shroud Line LLc

Spada, carol

Welventure LLc

World Wide trainers LLc

young, David Andrew

Woodruff and company

travis, James Edward

Khairfullah, Gul Agha

Khalil Rahimi construction company

Momand, Jahanzeb, a.k.a. “Engineer Jahanzeb 
Momand”

yar-Mohammad, hazrat nabi

Walizada, Abdul Masoud, a.k.a. "Masood Walizada"

Alizai, Zarghona

Aman, Abdul

Anwari, Laila

Anwari, Mezhgan

Anwari, Rafi

Arghandiwal, Zahra, a.k.a. "Sarah Arghandiwal"

Azizi, Farwad, a.k.a. "Farwad Mohammad Azizi"

Bashizada, Razia

coates, Kenneth

Gibani, Marika

haidari, Mahboob

Latifi, Abdul

Mccammon, christina

Mohibzada, Ahmadullah, a.k.a. "Ahmadullah 
Mohebzada"

neghat, Mustafa

Qurashi, Abdul

Raouf, Ashmatullah

Shah, David

touba, Kajim

Zahir, Khalid

Aryubi, Mohammad Raza Samim

Atlas Sahil construction company

Bab Al Jazeera LLc

Emar-E-Sarey construction company

Muhammad, Pianda

Sambros International, d.b.a. “Sambros International 
LtD,” d.b.a. “Sambros-UK JV”

Sambros JV Emar-E-Sarey construction company, 
d.b.a. “Sambros JV EScc”

Antes, Bradley A.

Lakeshore Engineering & construction Afghanistan, 
Inc., d.b.a. “Lakeshore General contractors Inc.”

Lakeshore Engineering Services, Inc.

Lakeshore Engineering Services/toltest JV LLc

Lakeshore toltest – Rentenbach JV LLc

Lakeshore toltest corporation, d.b.a. "Lakeshore 
Group," d.b.a. “Ltc newco d.b.a. “Ltc cORP 
Michigan," d.b.a. "Lakeshore toltest KK”

Lakeshore toltest Guam LLc

Lakeshore toltest JV LLc

Lakeshore toltest RRcc JV LLc

Lakeshore/Walsh JV LLc

Lakeshoretoltest MEtAG JV LLc

Ltc & Metawater JV LLc

Ltc holdings Inc.

Ltc Italia SRL

Ltc tower General contractors LLc

LtccORP commercial LLc

LtccORP E&c Inc.

LtccORP Government Services - Oh Inc.

LtccORP Government Services Inc.

LtccORP Government Services-MI Inc.

LtccORP O&G LLc

LtccORP Renewables LLc

LtccORP Inc.

LtccORP/Kaya Dijbouti LLc

LtccORP/Kaya East Africa LLc

LtccORP/Kaya Romania LLc

LtccORP/Kaya Rwanda LLc

LtcORP technology LLc

toltest Inc., d.b.a. “Wolverine testing and 
Engineering," d.b.a. "toledo testing Laboratory,”  
d.b.a. “Ltc,” d.b.a. “Ltc corp,”  d.b.a. “Ltc corp Ohio,” 
d.b.a. “Ltc Ohio"

toltest/Desbuild Germany JV LLc

Veterans construction/Lakeshore JV LLc

Afghan Royal First Logistics, d.b.a. “Afghan Royal”

American Barriers

Arakozia Afghan Advertising

Dubai Armored cars

Enayatullah, son of hafizullah

Farhas, Ahmad

Inland holdings Inc.

Intermaax, FZE

Intermaax Inc.

Karkar, Shah Wali

Sandman Security Services

Siddiqi, Atta

Specialty Bunkering

Spidle, chris calvin

Vulcan Amps Inc.

Worldwide cargomasters

Aziz, haji Abdul, a.k.a. "Abdul Aziz Shah Jan," a.k.a. 
"Aziz"

castillo, Alfredo, Jr.

Abbasi, Asim

Muturi, Samuel

Mwakio, Shannel

Ahmad, Jaweed

Ahmad, Masood

A & J total Landscapes

Aryana Green Light Support Services

Mohammad, Sardar, a.k.a. “Sardar Mohammad 
Barakzai”

Pittman, James c.,  a.k.a. “carl Pittman”

Poaipuni, clayton

Wiley, Patrick

TABLE D.1 (CONTINUED)

SPECIAL ENTITY DESIGNATIONS, SUSPENSIONS, AND DEBARMENTS AS OF MARCH 31, 2015 (cOntinued)

debarments (continued)
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!Gs specified in §8L(c) of the IO Act and SIGAR, it is important that the LIG
OFS and SIGAR cooperate and closely coordinate their current oversight 
missions. SIGAR's mission, as stated in Section 1229 of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008, Pub. L. No. 110-181, 122 Stat. 378-85 
(2008), includes providing for the independent and objective conduct and 
supervision of audJts and investigations relating to programs and operations 
funded with amounts appropriated or otherwise made available far the 
reconstruction of Afghanistan. Additionally, pursuant to Section 842, the 
SI GAR performs audits to identify waste, fraud, and abuse in Federal agency 
contracts, subcontracts, and task and delivery orders for the perforqiance of 
security and reconstruction functions in Afghanistan. Both Sections 842(d) 
and 1229(1)(4) contemplate coordination and close cooperation between the 
SI GAR and the !Gs specified in §8L(c) of the JG Act. Nothing in this designation 
is intended to limit or otherwise affect the authority and responsibilities of 
SI GAR as provided in the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 
2008. 

If CJGIE can be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to 
oontact me. 

Enclosure 

cc: 10, Department of State 

Slncerely, 

Michael E. Horowitz 
Chair 

JG, Agency for International Development 
IO, SIOAR 
CIGIE Executive Director· 
CIGIE Executive Chairpersons 
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.. Council of the 

~ INSPECTORS GENERAL 
~ on INTEGRITY and EFFICIENCY 

By order of the Secretary of Defense, Opcrntion ENPURING FREEDOM (OEF) 
concluded on January I. 2015. and Operation FREEDOM'S SENTINEL (OFS) commenced. 
Under the direction of the Secretary, OFS bas twO primary missions. first, ln conjunction with 
U.S. allies and partners supporting NATO's Resolute Support Mission. OFS continues ln!ining, 
advising, and assisting AfghJm securicy force$. Second. it engnges in counterterrorism missions· 
against the remnants of Al-Qaed• to ensure that attacks 3ga\nst the U.S. arc never again Slllged 
from Afgh;lnistan. As determined by the Secretary, OPS is a contingency operation as defined 
bY 10 U.S.C. §10l(a)(l3). Pursuant 10 this,.aswell as §849 of Public Law 112-239, OFS is an 

overseas contingency operation. 

Section SL of the Inspector Gcneml Act of 1978, S U.S.C. opp .• as amended, (IG Act), 
assigns the Chair of the Council oflnspectors General on Integrity 11011 Efficiency (CIGIE) the 

following responsibilities: 

(I) In consultation \\ith the Inspectors General of the Department of Defense (DoD), the 
State Oepartmcnl (DOS) t1nd tbe United Sillies l\gcncy for International Development 
(USAID), designate a lead Inspector General to dischargc lhcoulhorities oflhe lead 

Inspector General for th< OCO concerned. 
(2) Resolve oonfllcts of jurisdiction an1ong the DoD, DOS and USAID Inspectors Geneml on 

investigations, inspections and audjts with respect to such OCO. 
(3) Assist the lead lnspecior G~nerolin identifying other Inspectors General and inspector 

general office personnel available to assist the lead Inspector General (and the remaining 
two Inspectors General from Ote DoD. DOS, or USAID) on matters relating to such 

oco. 
See U.S.C. app., §8L(b). 

In accordance with my ~ulhority under §BL of the 10 Act, and aRer consulling with the 
DoD, DOS and USA!D Inspectors Geneml, 1 hen!by designolc Jon T. Rymer, Inspector General. 
DoD, 115 !be lend Inspector Gew.ral for the above-referenced OCO. 

Execute ,th~~of~.2015. 

icbael E~:J~? 
Chair 
Councfl of Ute Inspectors Gencr:ll on Integrity and Efliciency 

1117 H Stl'<'<I. NW, Suit• 31S. Washington, DC 2000b 
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The Monorable ClnireMcCasl<llJ 
Unitod States Senme. 
Waohif\&1011, D.C. ios1 o 

O= Sen.atot McCaskUJ, 

INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DEPARTME.NT OF DEFENSE 
<noo MARK CEt.frER OIWE 

At..EXANO~, VIRGINIA 22350-1500 MAR 3 1 2015 

D~riog Die Sooate /\rmud S•rvioos C<1mmit1ec bearing: "U.S. Central Command, U.S. 
Afric:1 Command and ll.S, Specitll Opo1·•tiolll! Corumand Prog11uns ·and Budget" on March 2G. 
2015, you askL-d "uumbcr of quei.1.ions couceming inspector general oversight of Opcrntion 
FREEDOM'S SENTINEL (OFS). ln light of yom quostiom;, I wanted to providel you some 
ndditional infomrnlion. 

As you may know, by order-of lhe Secretary ot'Defunse. Operation RNDIJRJNG 
FREEDOM concluded on January 1, 2015, and OFS com1Uenccd. /\Ji Set.'l'C\nry Tlagel 1101cd on 
Dccc1Ubrr 28. 2014, OFS will pursue two rni.sions. TI1e fir•t i• lo work witl1 U.S. allies aod 
parmers as part of NATO's nt:'><Jlote Support missiQn to ooolinu• ln!iu.i~g. advising, and 
S.'<"istlng A fghnnsecurity forcc-s, Tiu< second is lo continue our couutertenorism mission •g.~inst 
the remnants Qf Al-Qaeda to ensure that Afglmuislan ls f)ever ago in used 10 stage attacks ag;1i11s1 
our homeland. A.~ dctcm:tincd bylhc Scc:relary, OPS is a contingency Qpcrntioo as defined by 10 
U.S.C. §10l{a)(l3). 

r have notified the Chair oftheCounoil of the lnspcctm'S General onlntcgrity and 
PJlioitlncy (ClGlll) that, 11ttrsua1\( to §HL (b) (!) uud (d) {I) ofllie rG Aal of 1978, :is atnei1ded, 
lhc 30-day period for tl1e Chalr to coo.soil w1lh the three !Gs idenli fted tn §RI. (c) and appoint a 
Lead Inspector Oeneml (LIG) for OFS conuueuced 0 1\ March 3, 2015. In doing so, I '"minded 
U1e Chair of the valuable and 011going oversight and reporting currently being ronduclt-d by the 
Special lm1peator Gencnil for J\fghanist:m RwitJStruction (SIOAJ~) and the requirement for the 
JJG to provide slmOar oversight and il.1fomuuio'o lo Congress. 

Subsequently, upon be1.11.ing aooul your 11uestions !IS to the applicability or LlO rrnVfsiOllS 
of §81. of!G A.ct to OllS, O\Y General Counsel spoke!o tho !~gal CoUJlsel tu the Ch11irrno1toft11c 
Joiot ChieJ'S ofSletJ, as wtll as the Dep111y Gcr1cral Counsel (l'ctsorutel & UealUi Policy), who 
informally consullcd wi01 010 Offite of the Depoly GC (International Affairs). Ooth omccs 
ogroo wi lh onr view tllat Of"S is a new oversoas conJiogency opcrntion (OCO) . 

.Because of lhc oversight provided by SIG AR, coupk'tl with compreheo$ivc inlemge11cy 
~nd interdepartmental ovc'l'Sig)lt ~WTllntly eourdinat<:d via tbe Southwest Asia Joint Plmmiog 
Group sponsored by tbis office. we tmdcrstaud siguillcanl oversight capability Clrlrenlly exiSIJ in 
Afglillllislun. However, since OPS is anew OCO, the obligation oJ' the CIOIE Chair is llJ 
designate a LIG iu order to foilhfully diS<Jhmgcour ICi /\cl rcsponsibilitie-1. We will do so in 
corntlinrrlion with S!GA R to avoid dnplication or effort and cnsuru comµliallce with !be luw in 
the most ctlicicnl manner possible. 
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~--------

I appreciate your Jong-stondil\g support of our overalgbt initiatives within the Depnrtmenl 
of Defense 1111d, most recently. Ngllrdlug overseas coutioge11cy opcrulinas. Should you hav• 111\Y 
questious regarding t11is mullet. please contact me or M:;. Ly11J1 Carlson, Acting Chief of 
Communications Affainrnt (703) 604•83Z4, 

Sincerely, 

~j.~~ 
JonT. Rymer 

cc: 
1'he llon.ombleJohn McC'nii1, Chairman, Committco on Armed Services 
'l11c Honorable Jock Reed, Runk.ing Member, l'..!ommittce on Anncd Servi""" 
The Uonomblc Ron Johnson, Chairman. Committee on 1 lomclund Security und Government 

Affrurs 
The Honorable 1'homas It Carper, llanldng Member, Ct>mnuttee 011 Homeland Sccoii\Y Ull<I 

Oovcmrucnl Affilirs 
Chair, CIGJE 
10,.Depnrtment of State 
IO. Agency for 111tcn1alional Development 
Spccinl lnspeclot (J(ine.ml fot A.i)lllanlsbm Reconstructinu 
10, CHNTOOM 

2 
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APPEnDIx F
AbbrEviAtiONs ANd ACrONyms
ACRONYM OR 
ABBREVIATION DEFINITION
AAEP Afghan Agricultural Extension Program
AAF Afghan Air Force
ABADE Assistance in Building Afghanistan by Developing Enterprises
ABP Afghan Border Police
AcAP Afghan civilian Assistance Program
AcE Agricultural credit Enhancement
AcU Anticorruption Unit
AD Alternative Development
ADB Asian Development Bank
ADF Agricultural Development Fund
AEcA Arms Export control Act
AEtF-A 9th Air and Space Expeditionary task Force-Afghanistan (U.S.)
AFMIS Afghan Financial Management Information System
AFn afghanis (currency--Afghan nationals are Afghans)
AGO Attorney General’s Office
AGS Afghan Geological Survey
AIB Afghanistan International Bank
AIF Afghanistan Infrastructure Fund
AIhRc Afghanistan Independent human Rights commission
AISA Afghan Investment Support Agency
AItF Afghanistan Infrastructure trust Fund
ALBA Assistance to Legislative Bodies of Afghanistan
ALP Afghan Local Police
AML/cFt Anti-Money Laundering and combating the Financing of terrorism
AnA Afghan national Army
AnASOc AnA Special Operations command
AncOP Afghan national civil Order of Police
AnP Afghan national Police
AnSF Afghan national Security Forces
AnUDUS Afghanistan national Urban Drug Use Study
APA Afghanistan Petroleum Authority
APG Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering
APPF Afghan Public Protection Force
APRP Afghan Peace and Reintegration Plan
ARP Afghanistan Reintegration Program
ARtF Afghanistan Reconstruction trust Fund
ASFF Afghanistan Security Forces Fund
ASI Afghan Security Institutions
AtAR Afghanistan trade and Revenue Project
AUAF American University of Afghanistan
AUP Afghan Uniform Police
AWDP Afghan Workforce Development Program
BAF Bagram Air Field

Continued on the next page
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ACRONYM OR 
ABBREVIATION DEFINITION
BELt Basic Education, Literacy, and technical-Vocational Education and training
BRcc BAF Regional contracting center
cASEVAc capability to perform casualty evacuation 
cBE community Based Education
cBR capacity Building for Results
ccI community cohesion Initiative
ccWG counter corruption Working Group
cEntcOM U.S. central command
cEO chief Executive Officer
cERP commander’s Emergency Response Program
chAMP commercial horticulture and Agricultural Marketing Program
cIGIE council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency
cLRWG criminal Law Reform Working Group
cM capability milestone
cMS case-management system
cncE counter narcotics community Engagement
cnPA counternarcotics Police of Afghanistan
cOR contracting officer's representative
cRD complex Resolution Division
cSO central Statistics Orgranization (Afghan)
cStc-A combined Security transition command-Afghanistan
cUAt commanders' Unit Assessment tool
DAB Da Afghanistan Bank
DABS Da Afghanistan Breshna Sherkat
DAI Development Alternatives Inc.
DBA Defense Base Act
DcIS Defense criminal Investigative Service (U.S.)
DEA Drug Enforcement Administration (U.S.)
DI Democracy International
DIA Defense Intelligence Agency (U.S.)
DLA Defense Logistics Agency (U.S.)
DOD Department of Defense (U.S.)
DOD cn Department of Defense Drug Interdiction and counter-Drug Activities fund (U.S.)
DOD IG Department of Defense Office of Inspector General
DOJ Department of Justice (U.S.)
DOt Department of transportation (U.S.)
DScA Defense Security cooperation Agency
Ecc Electoral complaints commission
EcF Extended credit Facility
EF essential function
ELEct Enhancing Legal and Electoral capacity for tomorrow
EMIS Ministry of Education's Information Management System (Afghan)
ERW Explosive Remnants of War
ESF Economic Support Fund
EVAW Elimination of Violence Against Women
FAtF Financial Action task Force
FEFA Free and Fair Election Forum of Afghanistan
FOB forward operating base

Continued on the next page
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ACRONYM OR 
ABBREVIATION DEFINITION
FOM Freedom of Maneuver program
FPF Facilities Protection Force (Afghan)
Fy fiscal year
GAGAS Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards
GAO Government Accountability Office (U.S.)
GcPSU General command of Police Special Units
GDP gross domestic product
GDPDc General Directorate of Prisons and Detention centers
GIROA Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
GLE Governor-Led Eradication
GPI Good Performer's Initiative
GSA General Services Administration
hA yard humanitarian Aid yard
hMIS health Management Information System
hMMWV high-mobility, multipurpose wheeled vehicle
hOO high Office of Oversight for Anti-corruption (aka "hOOAc") (Afghan)
hPc high Peace council
hSI Department of homeland Security Investigations (U.S.)
IcctF International contract corruption task Force
IcMS Investigations case Management System
IcRc International committee of the Red cross
IDEA-nEW Incentives Driving Economic Alternatives-north, East, and West
IDLG Independent Directorate of Local Governance
IDLO International Development Law Organization
IDP internally displaced person
IEc Independent Election commission (Afghan)
IED improvised explosive device
IJc International Security Assistance Force Joint command
IMF International Monetary Fund
IMU independent monitoring unit
IncLE International narcotics control and Law Enforcement (U.S)
InL Bureau of International narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs (U.S.)
IOcc Interagency Operations coordination center
IPA Independent Public Accountant
IRD International Relief and Development (an nGO)
ISAF International Security Assistance Force
ISIL Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant
ISLA Initiative to Strengthen Local Administrations
ISR intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
ItAR International traffic in Arms Regulation
Jccc Joint command and control coordination center
JcMB Joint coordination and Monitoring Board
JRD Juvenile Rehabilitation Directorate
JSSP Justice Sector Support Program (State)
JttP Justice training transition Program (State)
KAF Kandahar Airfield
KFZ Kandahar Food Zone
KhPP Kandahar-helmand Power Project

Continued on the next page
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ACRONYM OR 
ABBREVIATION DEFINITION
KIA killed in action
LAS Light Air Support
LGcD Local Governance and community Development
LLP Lessons Learned Program
LMG Leadership, Management, Governance Project
LOtFA Law and Order trust Fund for Afghanistan
MA monitoring agent
MAAR Monthly AnSF Assessment Report
MAccA Mine Action coordination centre of Afghanistan
MAIL Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation, and Livestock (Afghan)
Mcn Ministry of counternarcotics (Afghan)
McPA Mine clearance Planning Agency
MctF Major crimes task Force
MEc Monitoring and Evaluation committee (Afghan)
MIDAS Mining Investment and Development for Afghan Sustainability
MIStI Measuring Impacts of Stabilization Initiatives
MOD Ministry of Defense (Afghan)
MOE Minister of Education (Afghan)
MOF Ministry of Finance (Afghan)
MOI Ministry of Interior (Afghan)
MOMP Ministry of Mines and Petroleum (Afghan)
MOPh Ministry of Public health (Afghan)
MOPW Ministry of Public Works (Afghan)
MORE Ministry of Women's Affairs Organizational Restructuring and Empowerment Project 

(Afghan)
MOU Memorandum of Understanding
MRRD Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation and Development
MSI Management Systems International
Mt metric tons
nAtO north Atlantic treaty Organization
ncO noncommissioned officer
nDAA national Defense Authorization Act
nDI national Democratic Institute
nDS national Directorate of Security (Afghan)
nEPS northeast Power System
nGO nongovernmental organization
nIU national Interdiction Unit
nPc national Procurement commission (Afghan)
nPP national priority program
nSOcc-A nAtO Special Operations component command-Afghanistan
nSP national Solidarity Program
O&M operations and maintenance
OAA Office of Acquisition and Assistance (USAID)
Occ-R Operations coordination center-Regional
OcIE operational clothing and individual equipment
OcO overseas contingency operations
OEF Operation Enduring Freedom
OFS Operation Freedom's Sentinel

Continued on the next page
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ACRONYM OR 
ABBREVIATION DEFINITION
OIG Office of the Inspector General
OPPD Office of Program and Project Development (USAID)
PASR Personnel Accounting and Strength Report
Pch Partnership contracts for health Services
PEF Poppy Eradication Force
PIO public international organization
PM/WRA Bureau of Political-Military Affairs-Office of Weapons Removal and Abatement (U.S.)
POAM Plan of Actions and Milestones
Promote Promoting Gender Equity in national Priority Programs (USAID)
PtEc Power transmission Expansion and connectivity
RADP Regional Agriculture Development Program
RASR Regional command AnSF Assessment Report
Rc recurrent cost
REZ Regional Economic Zones
RLS-F Rule of Law Stabilization-Formal
RLS-I Rule of Law Stabilization-Informal
RSM Resolute Support Mission
RSSP Road Sector Sustainability Program (USAID)
SAGAL Strengthening Afghan Governance and Alternative Livelihoods
SAM System for Award Management
SEPS Southeast Power System
SERc Special Electoral Reform commission
SG surgeon general
SGDP Sheberghan Gas Development Program
SGGA Sheberghan Gas Generation Activity
ShAhAR Strong hubs for Afghan hope and Resilience
ShcAc Senior high Level committee on Anti-corruption
SIGAR Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction
SIKA Stability in Key Areas
SIU Sensitive Investigative Unit
SMP Staff Monitored Program
SMW Special Mission Wing (Afghan)
SOF Special Operations Forces
SPc Special Procurement commission (Afghan)
SRAP Special Representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan (U.S.)
State OIG Department of State Office of the Inspector General
Sy solar year
tAAc-Air RSM train, Advise, and Assist command
tAc transparency Accountability committee
tAFA trade Accession and Facilitation for Afghanistan
tAPI turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India 
tEFA transparent Election Foundation of Afghanistan
tFBSO task Force for Business and Stability Operations in Afghanistan
tIU technical Investigative Unit
tMAF tokyo Mutual Accountability Framework
ttOF tank-truck offload facility
Un United nations
UnAMA Un Assistance Mission in Afghanistan

Continued on the next page
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ACRONYM OR 
ABBREVIATION DEFINITION
UncAc Un convention Against corruption
UnDP Un Development Programme
UnhcR Un high commission for Refugees
UnODc Un Office on Drugs and crime
USAAA U.S. Army Audit Agency
USAcE U.S. Army corps of Engineers
USAID U.S. Agency for International Development
USAID OIG USAID Office of the Inspector General
USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture
USFOR-A U.S. Forces-Afghanistan
USIP U.S. Institute for Peace
USWDP Afghanistan University Support and Workforce Development Program
UxO unexploded ordnance
VSO Village Stability Operations
WIA wounded in action
WtO World trade Organization
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